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Abstract

A Heavy Rain Has Fallen Upon My People: Sindhi Sufi Poetry Performance, Emotion, and
Islamic Knowledge in Kachchh, Gujarat
by
Brian E. Bond
Advisor: Peter Manuel
This dissertation is a study of the use and contestation of Sindhi-language Sufi poetry
performance as a means of Islamic knowledge transmission and ethical self-formation in rural
Muslim communities in Kachchh, a border district in the western Indian state of Gujarat adjacent
to Sindh, Pakistan. Drawing on eighteen months of ethnographic research with Muslim
performers and enthusiasts of Sindhi poetry between 2014-2018, I first examine an ecology of
performative and interpretive practices revolving around the musico-poetic repertoire of the
poet-saint Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī (1689-1752 CE). I argue that the pedagogical efficacy of
Sufi poetry performance is undergirded by its rich potential to index layers of meaning so that
local knowledge and history, individual lived experience, and Islamic significance resonate
affectively together. Focusing on the musical genres kāfī and shāh jo rāg̈, I analyze techniques
by which singers engage affectively with the Islamic discursive tradition in performance.
Through discussion of vocal and instrumental practice in shāh jo rāg̈, I show how poetry
performers enact the emotional concept of the “pain of separation” from God in musical
performance, a practice they view as an ontologically efficacious form of Islamic worship. In an
analysis of kāfī performance, I demonstrate how singers employ storytelling and verse
explication as tools for the affective transmission of Islamic knowledge.
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Locating Sindhi Sufi poetry performance in the contemporary socio-religious and
political context of Gujarat, I then track the polarizing effects that Islamic reform and Hindu
nationalism have had on the region’s musical life since the 1970s. I animate debates concerning
music’s permissibility in the Islamic tradition by documenting the ways in which Islamic
reformists’ critiques of music’s morality have impacted Muslim performance practices and
musicians’ livelihoods in Kachchh. I argue that debates about music’s permissibility are central
to a wider epistemological shift as Muslims in the region gradually move away from local,
vernacular means of Islamic knowledge transmission and adopt transregional modes of Islamic
learning and devotion. In addition to exploring transformations in local Islamic practice, I situate
Muslim performance traditions within the contemporary political environment of ever-rising
Hindu nationalism, in which Muslims are increasingly marginalized and their transborder
cultural inheritances—their affective attachments to Sindh, its saints, and its songs—are viewed
with suspicion. By tracing pre- and post-Partition histories of musical exchange and transmission
between Kachchh and Sindh—including the important role that Pakistani media has played as a
means of facilitating Sindhi musico-poetic learning in Kachchh—this dissertation documents the
persistence of a transborder Sindhi cultural world amidst decades of political tension between
India and Pakistan.
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Note on Transliteration
In transliterating terms from Sindhi, I have adopted the Romanization scheme suggested by the
American Library Association-Library of Congress, with a few modifications listed below. My
transcription of Kachchhi, which is unwritten in the present day, follows this same basic scheme,
as does my transliteration of Urdu-Hindi and the Persian and Arabic loanwords in those
languages. I have chosen to transliterate terms in a way that reflects their Arabic or Persian
origins rather than the sound of Kachchhi and Sindhi speech, e.g., ḥaqīqī instead of hakīkī. In
some cases, though, I have transcribed words according to their local pronunciation, such as
when I substitute /j/ for /z/. I have included diacritics when transliterating community names,
titles of respect, and names of historical figures, but not for the names of my interlocutors and
popular figures with established spellings in Roman script. Romanization poses many challenges
due to differences in speech register and regional variation, but I embrace any inconsistences as
reflective of the rich and complex linguistic context of Kachchh and South Asia more generally.
Note the following modifications:
1. Terminal short vowels in Sindhi are transliterated with superscripts in poetry
transcriptions and in first instances of terms. It is worth noting that these vowels are
usually not present in Kachchhi pronunciation of Sindhi poetry.
2. The four implosive phonemes (b̤, ȷ̈ , d̤, g̈) in Sindhi are transliterated with two dots, rather
than an underline.
3. For the sake of simplicity, all instances of nasalization are transliterated as “ṅ” rather than
“n.”
4. In some cases, namely for Qur’ānic verses and some Arabic terms, I transliterate Arabic و
as “w,” rather than “v,” in keeping with standard practice for Arabic transliteration. I also
use “w” for  وfor some terms from Urdu-Hindi that already have established
transliterations, such as qawwālī.
Sindhi Transliteration Scheme
=اa
=آā
=بb
 = ٻb̤
 = ڀbh
=پp
=تt
 = ٿth
=ٽṭ
 = ٺṭh
 = ثs, th
=جj
 = ڄȷ̈
 = ﺟﮭjh

=ڃñ
=چc
 = ڇch
=حḥ
 = خkh
=دd
 = ڌdh
 = ڏd̤
=ڊḍ
 = ڍḍh
 = ذz / dh / z
=رr
=ڙṛ
 = ڙھṛh

=زz
=سs
 = شsh
=صṣ
=ضẓ
 = طt̤
 = ظz̤
=عʿ/‘
 = غġ / gh
=فf
 = ڦph
=قq
=ڪk
 = کkh

=گg
 = ڳg̈
 = ﮔﮭgh
=لl
=مm
=نn
=ڻṇ
 = وv / w, o, au, aw
=هh
 = يī, e, ai
’=ء
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Abbreviations
Languages
K. = Kachchhi
S. = Sindhi
S-K. = Sindhi-Kachchhi
Ur. = Urdu
H. = Hindi
Ur-H. = Urdu-Hindi
Ar. = Arabic
Per. = Persian
Skt. = Sanskrit
Texts
SJR = Advani’s abridged edition of Shāh Jo Risālo (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf [1967] 1994)
MQR = Muhammad Qasim Rahemoon’s edition of Shāh Jo Gaṅj (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2012)
FG = Faqīrs’ Gaṅj (Master Abdullah’s handwritten manuscript from Bhit Shah)
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Introduction

In the Sindhi tale of ʿUmar and Māru’ī, based on historical events of the fourteenth century,
the young man Phogsen asks the father of the beautiful goatherd Māru’ī for his daughter’s hand
in marriage. Māru’ī’s father declines, for he has already promised her hand to Khetsen. Angry at
the refusal, Phogsen seeks revenge by going to the local ruler ʿUmar, whom he tempts with tales
of Māru’ī’s beauty. With Phogsen’s help, the lustful ʿUmar abducts Māru’ī while she is drawing
water from the village well, carrying her away on his camel and imprisoning her in his fortpalace, ʿUmarkoṭ. ʿUmar tries to tempt Māru’ī with fine foods, clothes, and jewelry in the hopes
that she will submit to him and become his wife, but Māru’ī resists his temptations. She sobs
night and day and speaks of her great longing to return to her homeland of Malīr and be reunited
with her people, who care not for luxury and are content with their simple and honest ways.
Māru’ī tells ʿUmar that she could never be his wife, because she is already married, and because
he is like a brother to her. After a few months, a palace milkmaid reveals that, by a twist of fate,
ʿUmar and Māru’ī had in fact suckled side by side at her breast as infants, making them siblings
(by milk) after all. When ʿUmar hears this, he realizes his wrongdoing and agrees to return
Māru’ī to Malīr.1
The title of this dissertation is a line that many Sindhi-language poets—most important
among them the Friend of God2 Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī (1689-1752 CE)—have included
variations of in countless songs and poems written in Māru’ī’s voice. “A heavy rain has fallen
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In one version of the story, Māru’ī, who had refused to eat while in the palace, dies upon returning to Malīr. In
another, she returns to her village only to have her husband Khetsen cast doubt upon her character. To quell his
suspicions, Māru’ī and ʿUmar undergo a test in which they each hold a red-hot iron rod and are not burned, thus
proving their innocence. Māru’ī then lives happily ever after with her husband Khetsen (Sayed [1988] 2000, 92).
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upon my people,” she sings, brimming with painful, nostalgic longing for the happiness she and
her people feel when the summer rains bless their dry land, carpeting it with the myriad grasses
that are the lifeblood of pastoralism. The geography of the ʿUmar-Māru’ī story stretches across
the political borders of India and Pakistan, from ʿUmarkoṭ in Pakistani Thar to the town of Kera
in Kachchh, a historical region and erstwhile princely state adjacent to Sindh that is now a border
district in the western Indian state of Gujarat. For contemporary inhabitants of this transborder
region, Māru’ī’s longing for rain has a visceral resonance with their experiences of rural life in
arid lands: the difficulties of drought years, the joys of watching dark rain clouds announce the
blessing of rain.

Kachchh

Figure 0.1. Regional Map. Map data ©2020 Google.
The line has other meanings too. In the symbolic constellation of the Sindhi poetic world
revealed to me by my rural Muslim interlocutors in Kachchh, the coming of rain is a metaphor
for the arrival of Islam. The dark rain clouds that Māru’ī sees moving towards her homeland are
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a symbol for the Friends of God (awliyā Allāh) who spread the Islamic faith. This connection is
reinforced when singers perform Māru’ī-based verses in the Sur Sāraṅg melody type, the
melodic counterpart to Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s collection of verses composed on the theme of the rainy
season, in which the poet develops the metaphor of rain-as-Islamic-blessing more fully. This
metaphor complements the widespread understanding that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and subsequent poets
employed the ʿUmar-Māru’ī story as an allegory for the Sufi philosophical conception of the
relationship between the lower self or soul (nafs, i.e., ʿUmar), the pure soul (rūḥ, i.e., Māru’ī),
and the physical body (ʿUmar’s fort-palace), casting Māru’ī’s longing for her homeland and
people as a symbol of the human desire to return to heaven—a state of proximity to God. “A
heavy rain has fallen upon my people” thus captures in a single line the way in which Sindhi Sufi
poetry unfolds across multiple layers of symbolic and literal meaning, so that Islamic devotion,
locally rooted symbols, regional melodies, and the joys and sorrows of everyday life become
intertwined in the affective practices and experiences of listeners and performers.
This dissertation is a study of the use and contestation of Sindhi-language Sufi poetry
performance as a means of Islamic knowledge transmission and ethical self-formation in rural
Sunni Muslim communities in Kachchh. Analyzing an ecology of performance genres and
interpretative practices that revolve around the musico-poetic repertoire of Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf
Bhiṭā’ī, I argue that melodic Sufi poetry performance is an effective means of Islamic knowledge
transmission, ethical instruction, and devotion because of its multidimensional affectivity—its
rich potential to index multiple layers of meaning so that local knowledge and history, individual
experiences, and Islamic significance affectively resonate together. I situate Sufi poetry
performance practices in the context of contemporary Gujarat by tracing the polarizing effects
that socio-religious and political movements have had on the region’s musical life since the
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1970s. Examining Islamic reformists’ objections to musical performance in the name of Islamic
moral propriety, I show how debates about music are central to a wider epistemological shift as
Muslims in the region move away from local means of Islamic knowledge transmission and
adopt transregional modes of Islamic learning and devotion. Through the lens of Kachchhi
musical history, I investigate the fraying of interreligious relations amidst the growth of Hindu
nationalism since the 1980s.
The arguments in this dissertation concerning the interplay between affect and Islamic
knowledge emerged out of eighteen months of ethnographic research with Muslim poetry
performers and enthusiasts between 2014 and 2018. Nevertheless, they align with notions of
ethical cultivation and human experience that are articulated in the heart of the Islamic tradition,
the Qu’rān. As Annemarie Schimmel noted in her phenomenological study of Islam,
Deciphering the Signs of God (1994),
Sensual and spiritual levels meet through and in the signs [of God], and by understanding
and interpreting them one may be able to understand the Divine wisdom and power; one
will also understand that, as the Koran proclaims repeatedly, God teaches by means of
comparisons, parables and likenesses to draw the human heart beyond the external,
peripheral faces of creation. (xii-xiii)
For poetry enthusiasts in Kachchh, the leap from the Qu’rān to Shāh’s poetic compendium,
known as his Risālo (“treatise”) or Gaṅj (“treasure”), is not a far one, for they see the latter text
as none other than a vernacular and metaphorical translation of the Qur’ān that Shāh undertook
in order to impart Islamic teachings to Sindhi speakers.3 Shāh himself suggested as much in a
verse in Sur Suhṇī, a collection of verses (bait) and songs (vā’ī) based on the Indus valley
folktale of Suhṇi and Mehār. In this bait, Shāh pithily, and perhaps provocatively, encapsulates
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For centuries, Muslims have made similar statements made about the poetry of Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī, such as in this
couplet attributed to ‘Abd al-Raḥmān Jāmī (d. 1492 CE): “Mawlānā’s mystic book, the Mathnawī, / Is the Qur’ān in
Persian Poetry” (Mojaddedi [2006] 2017, 430).
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the notion that his poetry is a divinely inspired form of Islamic instruction, with the Qur’ān as its
core inspiration, that has the power to move listeners:
Sur Suhṇī, SJR VI:16
je to baita bhāṅyā, se āyatūṅ āhīni,
niyo manu lā’īni, pīriyāṅ saṅde pāra d̤e.
What you regard as baits (poetic verses), they are āyats (Qur’ānic verses).4
They carry your heart and set it towards the Beloved.
To be clear, the forms of Islamic knowledge that individuals acquire through poetry
audition and performance are supplemental to the basic Islamic education that Muslims in
Kachchh and beyond receive as children, such as how to perform purificatory ablutions and
obligatory prayers. But in the mostly rural communities in which I did research, Sindhi Sufi
poetry is a preeminent articulation and manifestation of Islam. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, in
particular, serves as an articulation of Islamic thought and belief in a diverse set of contexts,
from musical performances at weddings and Sufi death-anniversary (ʿurs) festivals to sermons
that Islamic teachers give at commemorations held three days after a death in the family
(ziyārat). Singers and preachers alike expound upon verses based on metaphorical themes like
the ʿUmar-Māru’ī story, employing them as the emotional foundation for teachings about the
critical need for faith and prayer if one is to ensure one’s closeness to God in the afterlife.
Indeed, for the men I worked with—most of whom performed only the minimum requirements
of obligatory prayer and sometimes had an ambivalent view of religious authorities—poetry is
the primary means by which they engage with the Islamic discursive tradition (cf. Asad [1986]
2009). It is a vital conduit through which they develop their knowledge of and affective
relationship with Islam as a way of life.
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The pursuit of Sindhi poetic knowledge and the connected practice of melodic poetry
performance is not only a form of Islamic devotion but a chief intellectual pursuit of men in
Kachchh’s rural Muslim communities. In order to gain a more complete understanding of Shāh’s
poetry, one must acquire knowledge of Islamic thought and history, as well as knowledge of
regional history and the narrative traditions of greater Sindh. The pursuit of poetic knowledge
requires enthusiasts to develop their knowledge of Shāh’s vast lexicon, which is replete with
antiquated, specialized, and regionally inflected terms. In a region where most Muslims have
little formal education, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry must be recognized as a site of enduring intellectual
cultivation.
Sindhi Sufi poetry performance and poetic knowledge in Kachchh testify to the
persistence of a greater Sindhi cultural world in spite of the erosive effects of a political border
that has become increasingly difficult to cross in the decades of political tension between India
and Pakistan. In documenting Kachchh’s continuing participation in a transborder Sindhi cultural
world, I animate the fact that political borderlines are not wholly representative of cultural
realities and histories (Gellner 2013). At the same time, I reflect on how Muslims navigate the
contingencies of living in a borderland where nationalist discourses and projects have attempted
to enforce the cultural borders of the Indian nation-state and notions of what it means to be an
Indian citizen. Like Muslims across India, Muslims in Kachchh are increasingly marginalized in
this era of ever-rising Hindu nationalism wherein their transborder cultural inheritances—their
affective attachments to Sindh, its saints, and its songs—are viewed with suspicion (Ibrahim
2009; Kothari 2013; Simpson 2014).
In contrast to Sindh, Pakistan, where Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry is featured on radio and
television programs and his death-anniversary celebration is attended by major politicians, the
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world of Sindhi poetry performance and interpretative knowledge in Kachchh is not widely
visible and does not enjoy official support.5 Most of the Sindhi poetry enthusiasts with whom I
worked belong to rural Sunni Muslim communities and live in villages in northern, western, and
central Kachchh. I also worked with members of the low-status Laṅgā hereditary musician
community, all of whom grew up in villages but have, over the past two decades or so, relocated
to Bhuj, Kachchh’s small central city and administrative center. Public Sufi poetry performances
rely on the patronage of these communities, whose members do not have substantial economic
capital and have a low social status relative to urban merchant Muslim communities and many
Hindu communities in the region. This difference is reflected in the spaces and stages that feature
Sindhi Sufi poetry performances, which typically take place at humble village weddings and Sufi
ʿurs festivals at rural tomb-shrines (dargāh) in northern and western Kachchh. In times of
drought, when rural communities cannot afford the luxury of live music, public Sufi poetry
performances are scant.6
The marginal status of Sindhi poetry performance and knowledge cultivation in wider
Kachchhi society must be understood in relation to the unrecognized status of the Kachchhi
language. Kachchhi is an unwritten dialect of Sindhi, an Indo-Aryan language cluster spoken in
the province of Sindh (Pakistan), Kachchh, and parts of western Rajasthan (India), as well as by
many Sindhis and Kachchhis living in Canada, the United States, and Arab states on the Persian
Gulf. The Kachchhi dialect shares basic grammatical, syntactical, and lexical features with
Sindhi but is distinguished by the presence of many Gujarati loanwords as well as some
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One local NGO undertook a few years of musician-oriented development work in the early to mid 2010s, but most
Muslim musicians in the region were bitter about that experience.
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Hindu-sponsored events in Bhuj featuring bhajan singers are often larger and relatively fancier affairs. Musical
events sponsored by Muslims at urban shrines in Bhuj are usually humble affairs, and often feature Urdu-language
qawwālī or na‘t rather than Sindhi kāfī.
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regionally specific vocabulary and a few grammatical particularities. In Kachchh, Kachchhi is
seen by many people, including Kachchhi speakers themselves, as a rustic language of village
folk. Prior to India’s Partition in 1947, Muslim Kachchh had stronger ties with Sindh. Movement
between the regions was common, and Sindhi was taught in village madrasahs and used in
formal linguistic contexts such as the Friday sermon (khut̤ bah) in mosques throughout Kachchh.
India’s Partition set in motion a process by which the connections between the two regions have
gradually been inhibited. One result of this is that Kachchhi-speaking Muslims now have fewer
avenues for studying prestige varieties of the Sindhi language cluster and the modified Arabic
script in which Sindhi is written.7 Throughout this dissertation, I highlight connections between
these politics of language and other social transformations. One such transformation is the
polarization of Kachchhi society along religious lines, as Muslims’ attachments to Sindh are
viewed through the suspicious lens of Hindu nationalism, and as non-Muslims cultivate greater
connections with eastern Gujarat and increasingly adopt Gujarati for speech and song. Another
process is Islamic reform, a phenomenon that is thoroughly transregional and relies for its
dissemination in Kachchh on learning materials in languages other than Kachchhi and Sindhi,
namely Urdu, Gujarati, and Hindi. As Islamic reformist teachings of diverse strands have taken
root, there is now greater ambivalence about, and opposition to, the employment of traditional
practices like Sindhi musico-poetic performance as modes of Islamic devotion and knowledge
transmission. I thus ask: what happens when local forms of knowledge give way to less local
ones? What are the practical and epistemological effects of the increasing supplantation of
Kachchhi/Sindhi with Urdu and Gujarati as languages of Islamic learning?
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As with any project of this sort, one must ask: what is at stake? What can we learn from a
loosely connected group of men bound by their common love for an eighteenth-century poet?
Many of my interlocutors identified a relationship between a decline of understanding and
investment in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry over the past few decades and various forms of social
fracture, especially Hindu-Muslim tensions and the growth of multiple Islamic reformist
movements that question the Islamic acceptability of traditional practices as paths of Islamic
learning and self-cultivation. For the men I worked with and befriended, the pursuit of
knowledge of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry is thus not simply an aesthetic pursuit but an instructive
practice with spiritual, ethical, and political effects. Against the wider backdrop of contemporary
India, where the growth of Hindu nationalism since the late 1980s has altered the social
landscape in troubling ways, the study of ethico-affective practices such as this has the potential
to reveal how individuals make the Islamic tradition meaningful in their lives, and ultimately
how this shapes their participation in public life.
As a study of the affective and pedagogical dimensions of musical and recitational
practices, and their ramifications for religious, ethical, and political life in western India, this
dissertation contributes to the ethnomusicological literature on South Asian musical practices
while engaging with an interdisciplinary body of literature centered around two main focal
points. One, it enters into debates about the relationship between affect and emotion in the social
sciences and humanities by analyzing the ways in which poetry performers and enthusiasts
render Islamic emotional concepts meaningful in their lives through the embodied, affective
practices of singing, reciting, and listening. Two, it intervenes in the literature on Sufism by
arguing that poetry performance is a core medium for the transmission of Sufi knowledge and
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ethics in contemporary South Asian Muslim life. In what follows, I discuss these two broadly
defined bodies of research in order to highlight the contributions of this study.

The Study of Affect and Emotion
It is often noted in studies of emotion and affect that there is a striking lack of consensus
on the definitions of foundational terms such as “emotion,” “affect,” and “feeling.” While this
confusing state of affairs might seem counterproductive, rather than be troubled by it we should
view it as instructive about the historical and cultural particularity of human conceptions about
emotional life. As Talal Asad (1993) has noted, “Our modern vocabulary for talking about
emotions is notoriously heterogenous, a consequence of the fact that we inherit from various
historical layers of discourse about the structure of the self” (162). The swell of interest in affect
and emotion in the social sciences and humanities in the past few decades has only added layers
to this stratigraphy of emotion discourse, with the distinction between “affect” and “emotion”
being a particularly fertile site of debate (cf. Leys 2011, 2017; Wetherell 2012; Plamper 2015).
Given the varying and sometimes conflicting usages of these terms, I will clarify my usage of
them in this dissertation before moving forward: I employ “affect” and “emotion” not to refer to
ontologically distinct zones of experience separated by a threshold of signification, as in strands
of affect theory that follow Massumi (1995, 2002),8 but rather to aspects of feeling-experience
that are differentiated from one another by the degree to which they are structured or
sociolinguistically fixed (Ngai 2005, 27; White 2017). I thus use “affect” and its declensions to
refer to perceivable aspects of embodied, felt experience that are relatively more ephemeral, and
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which can become layered in ways that may be difficult to precisely describe. I also use it to
refer to the transmission and evocation of feeling in performance contexts. When I use the term
“emotion,” I do so in a circumscribed way, relative to everyday usage, to refer to discursively
delineated concepts of feeling that have histories by virtue of being pinned down in linguistic
reflection and assigned social value. In view of the hoary history of emotion discourse, and the
divergent use of terms in contemporary scholarship, these lexical circumscriptions seem justified
in the interest of moving towards conceptual clarity. (This effort is admittedly sometimes
stymied when citing other works that use the terms differently.) This approach is useful because
it urges us to examine ways in which affective experience—as multi-layered, emergent,
transmissive, saturated with memory, and embodied—is enveloped by and in a relationship of
undulating exchange with the signifiers and histories of the worlds in which feeling unfolds. It
enables me to write, for instance, about the “emotional stances” inscribed in poetic texts rich
with symbolic codes and to distinguish them from the “affective experiences” of listeners who
react to these emotional signifiers in the processual context of performance.
My circumscribed usages of “affect” and “emotion” constitute an attempt to integrate
insights from anthropological and historical work on emotion with more recent work on affect.
In the social constructionist vein, I understand “emotions” not simply as internal, physiological
states but as social performances constituted through discourse, and I maintain that affective
phenomena cannot be fully understood with recourse to universalist theories (Lutz and White
1986; Lutz 1988; Lutz and Abu-Lughod 1990). The preeminent emotion my interlocutors
discussed with reference to Sufi poetry and music was the “pain of separation,” a form of pain
that they sometimes explicitly described as “spiritual” (rūḥānī). In universalist theories of “basic
emotions,” such as that of Paul Ekman, the nearest but obviously inadequate analogue of this
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would be “sadness” (cf. Leys 2017). In my analysis of “spiritual pain” (Chapter Three), I thus
approach it as both an affective modality—something that an individual or group feels, or says
they feel, in a given moment in time—and a historically specific emotional concept whose
practice is oriented towards ethical Muslim selfhood. This two-pronged approach highlights how
emotional discourses posit shifting, emergent, and layered experiences of feeling as instances of
particular “emotions,” in spite of the fact that the latter, as discursively and historically bounded
entities, cannot capture the complexity and blurry quality of affective experience.9
This strategy aligns with that of Reddy (2001), who, in an attempt to move past the
theoretical divide between and respective inadequacies of existing approaches to the study of
emotion in cognitive psychology and anthropology, adapted J.L. Austin’s ([1962] 1975) theory
of performatives (speech acts that bring about change in the world) and constatives (descriptive
statements) to argue for the concept of emotives. An emotive is a claim about one’s emotional
(here: affective) state that brings about effects on the complex set of activated thought materials
that constitute that experience (102). In this sense, emotives are both constative (descriptive) and
performative. Such a claim can confirm, disconfirm, intensify, or attenuate the emotion claimed
(ibid.). Emotives, therefore, “are influenced directly by, and alter, what they ‘refer’ to” (105).
Thus, when my interlocutors discussed their affective experiences in terms of the discourse of
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Relevant here are Reddy’s comments on the inevitable failure of affective appraisal: “However emotions are
defined, psychologists tend to agree, as noted in the previous section, that they involve widespread activations of
thought materials – variously called “appraisals,” “cognitions,” or “judgments” – some of which may only be
automatic, habitual, semiconscious, or imperfectly glimpsed, and some of which may spill over into facial signals,
laughter, blushing, ANS or endocrine-system arousal, tone of voice, gesture, posture, and so on. As studies of
automaticity show, the range and complexity of thought material activated at any given time can be so great, and can
so completely exceed the translating capacity of attention, that attempts to summarize or characterize the overall
tenor of such material always fail” (2001, 101-102). It is also worth noting that, although my approach might seem
to conform with Massumi’s (2002) contention that there is always an “excess” when “affect” becomes
sociolinguistically fixed as “emotion,” it differs insofar as his main point is that affect is “autonomous” from
signification, whereas I am interested in the interpenetration of affective experience by emotional meaning, and see
both affective experience and emotional concepts as being constituted through and informed by discourse.
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“spiritual pain,” they were not only describing an experience but also actively shaping that
experience by casting it in a historically valued emotional mold.
While recognizing emotions as performances of historically valued ways of being, I also
draw upon insights from recent literature on affect and emotion. The “affective turn,” the initial
stirrings of which began in feminist and queer theory in the 1980s, and which gained further
traction in the early 2000s, arose out of a perceived need to give greater attention to embodied
dimensions of experience than was purported to be possible with the poststructuralist focus on
discourse (Clough and Halley 2007). Because different strands of affect theory conceive of affect
in different ways (cf. Gregg and Seigworth 2010), I will briefly outline some of the important
issues and debates in order to contextualize my approach.
The two most influential strands of contemporary “affect theory” were articulated in two
essays published in 1995, namely Brian Massumi’s “The Autonomy of Affect,” which drew
upon the Spinoza-inspired writings of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, and Eve Kosofsky
Sedgwick’s and Adam Frank’s “Shame in the Cybernetic Fold,” which drew on the work of
psychologist Silvan Tomkins. Both essays posit affect as a “transformative force, a process of
modulation that inevitably goes beyond that which is consciously captured as feeling”
(Thompson and Biddle 2013, 7). They differ, however, in how they theorize the relationship
between affect, feeling, and emotion. Citing 1980s neuroscientific experiments that tracked the
relationship between physiological reactions and cognitive processes, Massumi argues that
affective response supersedes conscious thought, an ordering that suggests profound political
implications. Critically, he maintains that affect is ontologically distinct from emotion, which he
defines as “intensity owned and recognized” in discourse (2002, 28). Tomkins’s theory posits
nine innate, neuro-physiological “affects,” which he saw as being in constant interaction and
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communication with our surroundings—and thus as social—as they “coassemble” with
cognitions to produce “emotions” (Anable 2018, 19).10 For Sedgwick and Frank, Tomkins’ affect
theory appeared to offer potential for challenging the poststructuralist and radical constructionist
dismissal of biologism.
As Ruth Leys (2011) and Jan Plamper (2015) have convincingly shown, the experiments
and popularizing texts that Massumi and others have cited in their work on affect have been
critiqued as flawed by many in the scientific community. Leys asserts that Sedgwick’s strand of
affect theory similarly relies on assumptions central to the universalist “Basic Emotions”
paradigm of psychologists and neuroscientists like Tomkins, Antonio Damasio, Paul Ekman, and
Joseph LeDoux, which posits that humans have “affect programs” that are universal and
genetically hard-wired, despite the fact that numerous subsequent experiments have challenged
the veracity of this pre-cognitivist position (438-439; also see Reddy 2001). The result of these
problematically selective borrowings from scientific research, Leys argues, is that both strands of
affect theory, in attempting to recover the body as a site of analysis by assigning primacy of the
affects over cognition, end up reinscribing the mind-body duality (468).
For scholars working in the humanities and social sciences who recognize that affective
phenomena play a critical role in social life, a major concern with formulations of affect theory,
particularly of the Massumian strand in which affect is unmediated and asignifying, is the
question of how to study a phenomenon that supposedly escapes signification. Arguing against
what William Mazzarella (2009) has called Massumi’s attachment to a “fantasy of [...]
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coassembled with our memory of previous experiences of that affect” (xiv).
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immediation” (294), Sara Ahmed has written that, “this model creates a distinction between
conscious recognition and ‘direct’ feeling, which itself negates how that which is not consciously
experienced may itself be mediated by past experiences” (2004, 40fn). Sharing these concerns, I
build on recent works that resist the notion that affect is independent of signification but
maintain that affect remains useful for thinking about aspects of feeling-experience that are less
structured relative to “emotion” (Ngai 2005; Mazzarella 2009; Skoggard and Waterston 2015;
White 2017; Elias 2018). Affect helps to underscore a certain happeningness of emotionality: it
is “an enacted and perceived thing that is one of the ways in which a person knows that an
experience is occurring” (Elias 2018, 57). The study of affect can furthermore bring our attention
to the “relational and transformative” aspects of experience, a sense implied by the conventional
verbal usage of the term (Flatley 2008, 12). Viewing practices through an affective lens
furthermore encourages us to “think about patterns in process” (Wetherell 2012, 23), which is
crucial for analyzing phenomena characterized by perceivable processes of change, of which
music is an excellent example.

Affect, Emotion, and Music Research
As Ana Hofman has noted in her review of ethnomusicological literature on affect,
questions about affect in music and musical affect have occupied thinkers since antiquity (2015,
38). The relatively recent “turn” to affect in the humanities and social sciences would thus seem
to confirm Alfred North Whitehead’s (1861-1947) famous statement that “the safest general
characterization of the European philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes
to Plato” (Whitehead [1929] 1985, 39), for it was Plato who anxiously philosophized about the
detrimental impact of music’s affective power on the self, a concern that has also reverberated
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through the Islamic tradition. In contemporary music research, as is illustrated in the near-onethousand-page Handbook of Music and Emotion edited by Juslin and Sloboda (2010),
researchers from various fields are approaching the study of music and emotion from a wide
range of perspectives, including philosophical, neurobiological, anthropological, and historical.
Ethnomusicologists have long reflected on questions of musical affect. In a 1966 article,
Charles Keil noted the shortcomings of applying Leonard Meyer’s (1956) influential
psychology-informed work on emotional expression in music to musical practices besides
composition in the Western tradition. Keil sought to expand Meyer’s theory beyond its emphasis
on identifying “embodied meaning” in the syntax of musical texts by arguing that other, more
processual aspects of musical practice, such as improvisation, are productive of what he called
“engendered feeling” (Keil 1966, 338). In the decades since Keil’s call for music researchers to
study the kinds of processual features of music that play a role in encouraging affective
responses, ethnomusicologists have adopted diverse theoretical approaches to the study of
musical affect/emotion, including but not limited to phenomenology, semiotics, and psychology.
In his influential ethnography of the Kaluli, Feld ([1982] 2012) showed how the sung
performance of poetic texts in Kaluli society enacted sonic and poetic symbols of bird
communication that were geared towards the response of sorrowful weeping. Turino (2008) and
Stokes (2010) have both discussed music’s role in the mediation of national sentimentality.
Richard Wolf has examined emotionality in ritual performance in his studies of the Koṭā tribe in
South India (2001) and Islamic drumming practices in Pakistan and northern India (2014). Judith
Becker’s (2004) study of “deep listeners” integrates insights from biological and psychological
research with ethnographic attention to socio-historical context in order to reap the benefits of
both approaches and thus move past the mind-body divide (also see Becker 2010). In his work
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on dancing and drumming in Zimbabwe, Perman (2010) has argued that “emotional experiences
have the potential to change the ways in which people understand their community, their
environment, and the possibilities they have for surviving and thriving in the world as they know
it” (426), a point that resonates with my interest in the integral role of affective experience in the
acquisition of Islamic knowledge and ethical self-cultivation.
This dissertation builds on these works while contributing to an emerging body of
scholarship that demonstrates the relevance of ethnomusicological research to the
aforementioned debates in the humanities and social sciences about the relationship between
affect and emotion.11 Notable examples in this regard include the work of Lila Ellen Gray (2013)
and Denise Gill (2017), both of whom seek to understand affective transmission as a discursively
informed social practice. In her work on Portuguese fado, Gray employs “affect” to “foreground
the social, historical, and corporeal (sensed) dynamics of feelings” (9). She draws on Sara
Ahmed’s (2004) work on the sociality of emotions to describe fado as a “sticky” genre around
which “affects, histories, life worlds, and social practices coalesce” (ibid.). In her ethnography of
Turkish classical musicians, Gill argues in a similar vein for the co-constitution of affect and
discourse, noting that, for the musicians she worked with, “it is often the discursive experience of
speaking, performing, and musicking that frequently makes affect powerful and facilitates its
practice, circulation, socialization, and embodiment” (2017, 16). There are numerous
connections between the affective transmission of melancholy that Gill describes and the
practices I analyze in this dissertation. Like Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, and the performance practices
and interpretative discourses that surround it, the practice of melancholy that Gill describes is
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With regard to my own research context, I would add that affective experiences can also impact people’s
understandings of the possibilities they have in the next world, after death.
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informed by the Sufi philosophical notion of the pain of separation from God.12 The “spiritual
pain” about which my interlocutors spoke is a feeling that is, like “melancholy” for musicians in
Turkey, “reparative, healing, pleasurable, community making, and spiritually rewarding” (183).13
My attention to the ways in which musical affective experience is interpenetrated by
discourse pushes back against calls in studies of musical affect to “move away from hermeneutic
strategies, away from issues of representation and cultural meaning” and thereby shift the
question from “what does music mean?” to “what does music do?” (Thompson and Biddle 2013,
19). I would rather ask: “What does music do because of what it means?” One reason for my
reluctance to disarticulate questions about musical affect from questions about musical meaning
is that I believe it would be counterproductive when studying sung poetry performance to try and
divorce “music” from “poetry,” given that precisely what interests me is the question of why
their coupled sum is affectively greater than its parts. However, it is critical to define what one
means by “music,” for that term cannot be transculturally and transhistorically applied without
considering potentially problematic translatory distortions. In light of the fact that there are
morally informed terminological distinctions between sonic and vocal practices in the Islamic
tradition, I take great care in this dissertation when using the term “music” and its derivations. I
use the “music” to refer to sung poetry with instrumental accompaniment, which my
interlocutors usually referred to by the Sindhi-Kachchhi term rāg̈ (song, music) or as kalām
(“poetry,” <Ar. “word”). When discussing poetry performance practices that do not employ
instrumental accompaniment, I use the term “melodic recitation,” which is a qualified translation
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There is a direct connection between Gill’s research context and mine in the poet Rumi, whose articulation of the
pain of separation—integral to the discourse of melancholy among her interlocutors—was a poetic model for Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī.
13
A recent development in ethnomusicology and sound studies related to the “affective turn” is the application of
the concept of “atmospheres” (cf. McGraw 2016; Eisenlohr 2018; Abels 2018).
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of the Kachchhi verb paṛhaṇūṅ (“to read,” “to recite,” “to study”) and its cognates. In the case of
both sung poetry with musical accompaniment and poetry recitation, I understand poetic texts to
be absolutely integral to their affective power, in combination with non-linguistic and less
transparently referential sonic aspects of performance. To rephrase the question, then, this
dissertation asks: “What do sonic and vocal practices do because of how they sound and what
they mean?”
A second reason to examine affect and meaning in tandem is that, while it is impossible
to predict the entire range of affective responses based on the emotional signifiers in a text, the
discursive and social practices by which Sufi poetic texts are transmitted in Kachchh do
encourage certain kinds of readings. Most salient in this regard is the practice of Islamic poetry
interpretation, through which poetic texts come to be associated with specific Islamic concepts,
beliefs, and emotional stances, such as concern for one’s place in the afterlife, or love for the
Prophet. A third reason is that, even with respect to non-verbal, so-called “purely musical”
aspects of performance, it would be a mistake to disregard concern for sonic meaning: in Shāh’s
musico-poetic repertoire, particular melodies (S-K. sur) are intimately associated with each
thematically ordered collection of poetic texts (also known, derivatively, as sur), so that for
knowledgeable listeners a melody has specific indexical emotional associations, such as the
“pain” of a heroine in a romantic narrative, or the longing for the rainy season and the joy that
one feels when it finally comes (see Chapter Two). I prefer not to view these indexical
associations as “extramusical” but rather as integral to sonically and musically mediated
affective experience. Such melodies are sounds that mean, and what they do is, at least partially,
determined by that meaning.
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The recognition that musical affectivity is enmeshed with discourse and processes of
signification suggests the need for an analytical framework that can account for ways in which
musical poetry performance transmits and accrues meaning and affect. To this end, I draw upon
work in ethnomusicology and musico-linguistic anthropology that recognizes parallels and
relationships between language and sonic performance practices in the interests of investigating
processes of signification and their experiential effects (Feld and Fox 1994; Turino 1999, 2014;
Meintjes 2003; Feld et al. 2004; Samuels 2004; Gray 2013). Such work alerts us to how “deeply
felt indexical layerings and connections” (Samuels 2004, 127) adhere to performance genres and
texts, whereby they can signify in affectively multiplicative ways. In view of music’s signifying
potentialities, ethnomusicologists have adapted the semiotic theory of Charles S. Peirce for the
purposes of phenomenological inquiry (Turino 1999, 2014; Perman 2010). Turino offers two
reasons why Peircean semiotics is well suited to a “phenomenological ethnomusicology”:
(1) every musical sound, performance or dance movement, and contextual feature that
affects an actual perceiver is a sign, and (2) every perceiver is affected by signs in
relation to his or her own personal history of experience, which is at once a partially
unique but largely shared social experience (what I call the internal context of perceivers
[...]) (2014, 188; italics in original).
Turino’s attention to how a perceiver’s “internal context” shapes perception aligns with
Berger’s (2009) phenomenological interest in understanding how individuals bring their own
lived experiences to bear in the interpretation of musical texts and performances. Berger posits
the notion of “stance,” which he defines as “the affective, stylistic, or valual quality with which a
person engages with an element of her experience” (xiv). As I noted above with reference to the
work of Annemarie Schimmel (1994), the phenomenological recognition that individuals
approach experiences with their own “stance” or “internal context” is articulated in the Islamic
tradition, in which one’s disposition is seen as playing a critical role in the ability to recognize
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signifiers as evidence of God’s presence. This notion is foundational to writings that consider the
ethics of sensory experience in debates about the acceptability of musical audition as a spiritual
practice, such as those of the eleventh-century Sufi thinker al-Hujwīrī (see Chapter Six).
In the chapters that follow, I proceed from this theoretical convergence between Islamic
thought and semiotically informed phenomenology by attending to the ways in which individuals
bring their ethical and affective dispositions to bear in their engagement with poetry and
performative practices that are rich with indexical and iconic signifiers, so that—to paraphrase
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī—they come to understand and feel Sindhi poetic verses as vernacular translations
of God’s Word. An example of this is offered in the figure of Haji Umar Jat, an autodidact
pastoralist man in his sixties who is respected in poetry circles for his knowledge of Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry. In his quest to comprehend Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry on a deeper level, Haji Umar
has strived to create embodied indexical identifications between his own life experiences and the
experiences of the protagonists in Shāh’s allegorical and metaphorical poetry: in order to more
viscerally understand the trials of Shāh’s favored heroine Sasu’ī, who walked barefoot through
the desert in pursuit of her beloved, he walked alone as a younger man through Kachchh’s
barren, sandy hills; to understand Shāh’s verses that impart lessons on life and faith through the
symbolic language of seafaring, he immersed himself in Shāh’s collection of verses based on that
theme (Sur Sāmunḍī) while working on a fishing boat off Kachchh’s western coast.14
In light of the diverse ways in which poetry enthusiasts like Haji Umar make Shāh’s
poetry meaningful in their lives, a semiotically informed phenomenological approach can move
us towards more nuanced understandings of how sung poetry performance initiates complex
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Haji Umar’s example demonstrates anthropologist Kalpana Ram’s phenomenological observation that, “the
inconspicuous quality of emotional understanding may be said to form a shifting but sustaining background, to more
explicit and focused forms of attention as well as to the more elaborated systems of representations and discourses
that we call knowledge” (2015, 34).
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chains of meaning with attendant affective responses. A single line of poetry or the arc of a
regional melody may carry numerous indexical relations for any given listener or performer,
pointing at once to memories of one’s past, tragic events in a local narrative, events from Islamic
history, or Sufi philosophical concepts. A semiotic perspective can furthermore account for the
affective power of other aspects of musical practice, such as vocal icons of pain, which possess a
similar capacity to signify on multiple layers of meaning (see Chapter Three).

Towards the Study of Sufism as an Affective Practice
The arguments I develop in this dissertation concerning affective experience build upon a
long-standing recognition in the Islamic tradition that affective experience is integral to the
linked processes of ethical self-formation and the acquisition of religious knowledge. This
valuing of emotion/affect can be traced back to the roots of the Islamic tradition:
By explicitly including feeling as an aspect of creation, the Qur’an renders the emotional
capacities and thus responsibilities of persons in moral, ethical, and cosmological terms.
The Qur’an instructs that created beings are in an emotional relationship to their Creator,
obliged to him to feel emotions such as thankfulness and adoration, with hearts “turning
in repentance” and patiently anticipating God’s impending judgment. (Gade 2008, 37)
Throughout the history of Islam, Muslim communities have developed myriad practices oriented
towards the cultivation of such emotions. In the Sunni tradition, for example, the recitation of
mawlids (narratives of the events surrounding the Prophet’s birth) has historically been used as a
tool for generating love for the Prophet, an emotional stance that is universally recognized as a
legal obligation of believers (Katz 2007, 117).15 As Charles Hirshkind (2006) has discussed in
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The renowned Sunni ḥadīth expert Aḥmad ibn al-Ḥusayn al-Bayhaqī (d. 458 AH/1066 CE) wrote in support of
mawlid recitation that affective attachment to the Prophet could be generated through the attainment of knowledge
about his birth and life (Katz 2007, 118). The Sunni legal scholar Abū al-Abbās al-‘Azafī (1172-1236 CE) stressed
reflected on how “emotion motivates and consolidates the acquisition of knowledge” (ibid.).
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his ethnographic work on cassette sermon audition in Egypt, affective modulation is critical to
the art of the Islamic sermon, which has been a vital means of ethical cultivation since the dawn
of Islam. By examining contemporary Sufi poetry performance as an affective medium for the
transmission of Islamic knowledge and ethics, this dissertation contributes a novel perspective to
the interdisciplinary body of literature on Sufism. Historical research on Sufism has
demonstrated the importance of poetry to the spread of Sufi thought in the Indian subcontinent,
but the role that poetry plays in contemporary South Asian Muslim societies has not received
attention commensurate with its continued relevance. Meanwhile, ethnographic studies of Sufi
Islam have tended to focus on relatively formal, visible manifestations of Sufism, such as
brotherhoods and the ritual spaces of Sufi tomb-shrines. My research complements these
approaches by showing how and why Sufi poetry remains an effective and affective means of
conveying Islamic knowledge in rural Muslim communities in Kachchh, so that Sufism emerges
not only as a tradition built on chains of authority, but as an affectively imbued ethical practice.
It is difficult to define the term “Sufism.” The term dates only to the early 1800s, when it
was first used by the British soldier-scholars Sir John Malcolm and James William Graham
(Green 2008, 1). Orientalist scholars of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries characterized
Sufism as an Islamic form of the supposedly universal category of “mysticism,” a
problematically transhistorical and transcultural definition that persists today (2). In this view of
Sufi history, as articulated in the work of A.J. Arberry (1950), the pure mysticism of early Sufis
began to decline in the thirteenth century with the growth of Sufi brotherhoods, gradually
morphing into what they perceived as superstition-laden “popular Sufism” (Green 2008, 4). The
“mysticism and decline” view of Sufi history dovetailed with colonial notions of European
superiority and provided fodder for Islamic reformist movements opposed to traditional practices
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such as intercession—the practice of asking buried holy men and women to intercede with God
on the devotee’s behalf—and remained influential in Sufi historiography as late as Trimingham’s
influential The Sufi Orders in Islam (1971) (5).
In the 1960s and 1970s, the rising prestige of the social sciences among scholars of
religion led to a shift away from the Orientalist characterization of Sufism as “mysticism” and
towards an emphasis on studying the role of Sufi orders within societies (6). This move was part
of a larger trend to try and understand Islam in diverse social contexts, as attempted by Clifford
Geertz in Islam Observed (1971) and Ernest Gellner in Saints of the Atlas (1969) (ibid.). The
study of Sufi orders (silsilah, tarīqah) has endured as an interest of scholars in religious studies,
who have sought to understand Sufism as a tradition of lineage-based authority and teaching
rather than dismiss it as a devolved version of mysticism (Buehler 1998; Ernst and Lawrence
2002; Rozehnal 2007; Karamustafa 2007). A related vein of ethnographic research has discussed
the Sufi ritual practice of dhikr (Ar. “remembrance”), in which practitioners recite God’s names
(McMurray 2014; Hill 2016). Scholars have also sought to understand the social life of Sufi
Islam by researching visitation at tomb-shrines, which are often associated with particular orders.
Studies of this phenomenon in the context of South Asia have been useful for understanding how
shrine spaces, which attract both Muslims and non-Muslims, mediate relationships between
individuals from different religious communities (Heitmeyer 2011; Bellamy 2011; Taneja 2017).
Relative to these more formal dimensions of Sufi practice, I view Sindhi Sufi poetry
performance in Kachchh as an “informal” form of Sufism. Michael Frishkopf (2001) has
described “informal Sufism” as “the larger system of thought, feeling, and action which includes
the turuq [Sufi orders] as particular crystallized social structures, but which extends amorphously
beyond them as well, though without central authority, hierarchy, explicit doctrine, or fixed ritual
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forms” (241). I build on this notion by drawing attention to the ways in which informal Sufism in
South Asia is an ethical path that is lived and learned through the affective medium of sung
poetry. The musico-poetic practices that revolve around the repertoire and figure of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī
offer an opportunity to broaden our understanding of this dimension of Sufism in South Asia,
because they are, unlike qawwālī in northern India, not associated with a specific silsilah, and
because most of these practices do not display the formal features of ritual.16 Indeed, Shāh’s
legacy remains in many ways independent of other Sufi lineages, and it is not clear that he was
ever initiated into any of the established orders.17 In light of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s apparently
ambivalent relationship with other Sufi lineages, we might view him as a figure who laid the
foundation for a novel vernacular Sufi musico-poetic-centered tradition that nonetheless
maintained the crucial genealogical connection to the Prophet’s family through Shāh’s Sayyid
ancestry.18
I am not suggesting that Sufi orders are not an important aspect of Islamic life in
Kachchh. The Qādirī silsilah occupies a prominent place in Kachchh, as does the Naqshbandī.19
Most if not all of the men with whom I worked had undergone formal initiation with a spiritual
master (murshid, pīr) in the Qādirī silsilah, a practice known in Kachchhi as “taking the hand”
(hath giṛo). But their engagement with the Qādirī world appeared in many ways separate from
their engagement with Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry. Some of my friends had only met their murshid
once in their lives. For them, initiation did not seem to mark the beginning of a course of
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Kāfī performance has no connection with ritual in Kachchh. In Chapter Three I discuss shāh jo rāg̈ performance,
which does exhibit features of ritual.
17
Some suggest that he was initiated into the Qādirī lineage (cf. Sayed 1988).
18
In Sindh today, some families take the name “Lat̤ īfī” in the same way that families append Qādirī or Chishtī to
their names to signify their participation in those lineages.
19
Unlike much of northern South Asia, the Chishtī brotherhood has a negligible presence in Kachchh. The regional
locus of Naqshbandī authority is the Lūṇī Sharīf madrasah in Mundra (southern Kachchh).
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learning Sufi thought from their murshid so much as it was a prerequisite for receiving the
spiritual benefits of his duʿā (supplicatory prayers), for which the murshid’s Sayyid ancestry is
of critical importance. Other men with whom I worked appeared to have a closer relationship
with their murshid, particularly those who had initiated with the current head of the Qādirī
silsilah in Kachchh, the Muftī-e Kachchh (jurisconsult of Kachchh) Ahmad Shah Bukhari-Qadiri
(see Chapter Six). For most of the poetry enthusiasts I befriended, though, it seemed to me as
though Shāh Bhiṭā’ī was the spiritual master most present in their lives, offering them daily
guidance across the centuries through his poetry. Such individuals refer to themselves and others
like them as “lovers of Shāh” (shāh jā ʿāshiq). Shāh’s role as spiritual guide is also evident in
one of the numerous honorific titles that performers insert into his compositions when they sing
and recite his poetry: murshid ghoṭ (“spiritual master-bridegroom”).20
The geopolitical reality of post-Partition South Asia is another determining factor of the
ways in which Sufi poetic life in Kachchh is detached from lineage-based authority and
associated ritual spaces. Although Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s shrine in Bhit Shah, Pakistan is certainly a a
venue for various forms of musical and non-musical ritual and a place where devotees come to
avail themselves of the saint’s spiritual charisma and intercessory abilities, very few of the
enthusiasts I worked with in Kachchh have had the opportunity to attend Shāh’s “court”
(darbār). They are separated from his shrine by a tense international border, and therefore
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Even in communities that now follow the teachings of the “scripturalist” Ahl-e Ḥadīth reformist movement and
have thus rejected many aspects of Sufi practice and belief, many men continue to accord Shāh Bhiṭā’ī respect as a
poet and ethical guide. While such individuals reject the belief that Shāh and other Sufis were capable of miracles in
their lifetimes and continue to possess this spiritual charisma in the grave, they maintain that Shāh’s poetry
articulated an Islamic message acceptable to all Muslims, namely the essence of the testimonial of Islamic faith
(“There is no God but God and Muhammad is his Prophet”). A less contentious figure in these communities is the
poet Maulvī Ḥājī ‘Ahmed Mallāḥ (1877-1969), who articulated reformist tenets in literal, sonorously playful, and
alliterative verses.
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experience his presence primarily through the performance, remembrance, and discussion of his
poetry.21

Vernacular Islam: Sung Sufi Poetry as Islamic Pedagogy
In recent decades, scholars of Islam in South Asia have increasingly turned to textual
sources in their investigations of the social history of Sufism, mining materials such as letters
(maktūbāt) between masters and their disciples, hagiographies (tazkirah) of Sufi masters and
poets (e.g., Hermansen 1988; Shackle 1999; Bashir 2011; see Green 2008, 9-10), and manuals on
etiquette (adab) and ethics (akhlāq) (Kia 2014, 2015). The textual studies most relevant to this
dissertation are those which incorporate Sufi poetry and allied genres like narrative romances
into their analysis of the social history of Islamic South Asia. One motivation for studying the
lives of these texts in Islamic South Asia has been to understand how Islam took root in the
region. The consensus among scholars today is that the spread of Islam in South Asia was
accomplished not through forced conversion—as Hindu nationalists like to argue—but through a
gradual process wherein Islamic thought and belief were presented in vernacular forms by
charismatic Sufis whose message appealed to rural communities that came to see themselves as
“Muslim” over time (cf. Copland et al 2012, 83-89). An important component of this centurieslong project of “vernacularizing” Islam in South Asia was the composition of vernacularlanguage texts, most of which were meant to be sung (Anjum 2017; also cf. Asani 1988 and
Digby 2007). In his work on the medieval Deccan, Richard Eaton (1974, 1978) has shown how
Sufi poets writing in Dakhani appropriated women’s work songs as vehicles for Islamic
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As I discuss in Chapter Two, there are also places in Kachchh that are remembered and honored as places that
Shāh visited during his travels in the region.
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teachings. In the west of the subcontinent, Ismā’īlī proselytizers from the thirteenth century
onwards composed vernacular language hymns, known as ginān, that employed local symbols
and which, at least in early examples, identified Islam as a development that emerged from
Vaishnava Hinduism (Asani 2002; Catlin-Jairazbhoy 2004).
The distinguished scholar of Islam Annemarie Schimmel demonstrated in numerous
publications (e.g., 1971, 1976, 1986, 2003) how Sufi poets from across the Muslim world
articulated central Islamic beliefs in vernacular-language compositions. William Chittick (2005)
has discussed how the doctrines of Islam’s most influential philosopher Ibn ʿArabi were spread
in part through popular Sufi poetry in languages such as Persian, Turkish, and Urdu (3).
Examples of this from the Indus Valley can be found in poets such as Sultān Bahū (ca. 16301691), who employed local symbols in his verses and songs, such as birds of the subcontinent,
that appealed to the knowledge base of his audience (Elias 1998, 5-6); and Khwājā Ghulām Farīd
(1845-1901), who encapsulated Islamic philosophical ideas in his well-known kāfī songs
(Ahmed 2015, 87-92). In addition to poetry, Sufis also disseminated and expounded upon Sufi
philosophical concepts like the “pain of separation” in the genre of the narrative romance,
Hindavi- and Avadhi-language examples of which have been discussed by Behl and Weightman
(2001) and Behl (2012).
While this rich body of research testifies to the preeminent place that vernacular sung
poetry and allied genres occupy in the history of Muslim South Asia, I would argue that in
approaching Sufi poetry as “literature,” one cannot arrive at a holistic understanding of why it is
an affective and effective medium of knowledge transmission, especially considering that poetry
in South Asia has historically always been intended for musical, or at least melodic,
performance. Examining poetic texts within the contexts and practices in which they are
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performed, listened to, and discussed reveals how and why texts are meaningful for
contemporary individuals in their lives. The important ethnographic studies of South Asian
Islamic musical performance that we do have, notably Qureshi’s ([1987] 1995) study of qawwālī
and Wolf’s (2014) study of drumming in Sufi festivals and Shi’a rituals, provide us with valuable
insights into how individuals engage with texts in affectively and spiritually charged ways as
participants in performance contexts (also cf. Basu 1998). One of my aims in this dissertation,
though, is to complement the ritual-centered approaches of previous work on Sufi performance
practices. Unlike many Sufi musical practices throughout the Muslim world, the practices I
discuss in this dissertation are not geared towards encouraging states of “trance” or “ecstasy” in
listeners, at least not in Kachchh. In view of this notable difference, I focus on how Sufi poetry
performance transmits locally rooted Islamic knowledge, and on how that body of knowledge is
continually rejuvenated by the interpretations of poetry enthusiasts. In doing so, I hone in on
ways in which performance practices play a role in the formation of selves (Sugarman 1997;
Perman 2010; Reisnour 2017), so that, like the practices of Islamic piety studied by Mahmood
(2005), poetry performance and audition emerge as “technologies of the self” (Foucault 1997).22
In addition to showing how Sindhi Sufi poetry transmits Islamic knowledge by appealing
to the vernacular, this dissertation explores ways in which the local character of Islam in
Kachchh is changing. As reformists have voiced concern with the propriety of traditional
practices and advocated for different practices in their place, they have effected a rearrangement
of the relationship between Islam and the local. In some contexts, this has meant a kind of “devernacularization,” as individuals shun practices like Sindhi-language Sufi musical performance
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Foucault defines “technologies of the self” as practices “which permit individuals to effect by their own means, or
with the help of others, a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of
being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or
immortality” (1997, 225)
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at weddings in favor of other practices, such as Qur’ānic recitation. In other contexts, it has
meant a reorientation of Islamic practice towards the non-local, though still non-classical,
medium of transregional Urdu. An example of this is how the Sindhi-language Friday sermons of
yesteryear, which were composed of melodically recited chains of poetic verses, have been
gradually replaced with sermons in Urdu prose over the past decades. In attending to the
variegated effects of Islamic reform, I investigate the complicated and evolving relationship
between transregional Islamic epistemologies and locally rooted vernacular ones.

Fieldsite, Research Methods, and Reflexivity
This dissertation is based on approximately eighteen months of research conducted
throughout Kachchh, including two month-long research trips in 2014 and 2015, and a sustained
period of fieldwork between December 2016 and April 2018. Of Kachchh’s ten tāluqahs
(administrative divisions), I worked primarily in Bhuj, Abdasa, and Nakhatrana tāluqahs, which
are situated in the northern and western areas of the district. Muslim communities in these three
tāluqah, and also in Lakhpat tāluqah, have the strongest cultural ties with Sindh: they have
family across the border, consume Sindhi media from Pakistan, and wear clothing items brought
back from Pakistan by family members who visited, or by the rare Pakistani relative who has
received a visa to visit them. Although communities in Lakhpat tāluqah retain strong cultural ties
to Sindh, I did almost no research there because visitors to the area—which abuts the border—
were required to obtain police permission prior to going, which was difficult to do on short
notice, as most events seemed to be during my fieldwork. In Bhuj tāluqah, I worked primarily in
two villages: a Girāsiyā Jat village in the Pāṅvarpaṭī area, located about 25 km north of Bhuj, and
a D̤ānetā Jat village in the Banni grasslands, also to the north. I worked in numerous villages in
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Abdasa taluqah, where there are many Sindhi poetry enthusiasts and what people described as a
Sindhi “environment” (mahaul).

Figure 0.2: Map of tāluqah (or tehsil) in Kachchh. Courtesy of www.mapsofindia.com.

During my sustained period of research, I lived in an apartment in Bhuj, in an exclusively
Hindu neighborhood just west of Hamirsar Lake, which marks the western edge of the old city.
The population of greater Bhuj is about 200,000, and the city has one stoplight. A wellconnected Muslim merchant friend who helped me and my wife find our apartment advised us to
avoid living in the more congested and infrastructurally less sound Muslim neighborhoods of the
old city, and I admit that we welcomed the openness of its location and the relative privacy that it
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afforded us. Although my research might have been enriched in some ways by living in, say, one
of the two neighborhoods where Laṅgā hereditary musicians live, my research focus was not
Bhuj’s urban Muslim population, which, generally speaking, has less interest in Sindhi music
and poetry than rural Muslim communities. As the historical capital and contemporary
administrative center of the district, though, Bhuj is a hub to which Muslim villagers often come
for a variety of reasons. I spent a great deal of time sitting at a tea shop in town run by a Sufi
singer who made the daily commute from his village to the north. The shop was located just
outside the northern gate of the old city walls, on the intersection of a city ring road and the road
that travels north towards Banni, and in the direction of Pakistan. Its location meant that it was
frequented by many Muslim villagers in town for business or work. It was common for other
singers or drummers from the Laṅgā hereditary musician community to stop by to drink tea,
smoke, and chat under the shade of the neem tree in front of the shop. I also did significant
fieldwork with the Laṅgā community in Bhuj, where many Laṅgā families from villages all over
Kachchh have settled in the past two decades. I attended a few death-anniversary festivals at
tomb-shrines in the city, though they rarely featured Sindhi-language performance.
My research rarely took me to the coastal port towns of Mundra and Mandvi, where there
is little interest in Sindhi Sufi poetry. These towns historically had close ties with Karachi, but
less so with Sindh’s hinterland, and are today closely connected to Mumbai and the Gulf through
shipping and labor migration. I only made two visits to Anjar tāluqah, both times for kāfī
performances. I twice visited the Institute of Sindhology in Adipur, which is run by members of
the Hindu Sindhi refugee community. I did not work at all in Bhachau or Rapar, where there is
very little to no interest in Sindhi music and poetry, and where there are fewer Kachchhi
speakers.
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My research methods for this project consisted primarily of participant-observation at
public performances and informal gatherings; open-ended interviews with poetry enthusiasts and
performers; and study of performance techniques and repertoire with singers of two genres. I
attended somewhere around fifty Sufi poetry performances of a more formal, public or semipublic sort as well as many other less formal, private sessions. I also attended numerous
performances of other musical genres that I do not write about in this dissertation, including:
Hindu bhajan performances at temples; ritual commemorations of Muharram with dancing,
drumming, and singing; dhamāl, or stylized self-mortification (piercing cheeks and tongues with
skewers, striking chest with daggers) while dancing to the accompaniment of ḍhol-soṇā’īṅ; an
annual festival of the Sidi (East African) community that included dancing, singing, drumming,
and possession trance; and musical performances of Kabir’s bhajans by low-caste weavers.
During my extended period of fieldwork, I did not conduct as many formal interviews as
I initially thought I might because I often found myself in group situations where the interview
format would have disturbed an already rich flow of conversation. In these contexts, I would
wait for what seemed like an appropriate time to pull out a small notebook and then make short
notes that would jog my memory when I later sat down to write fieldnotes. All of my regular
interlocutors understood that I was doing research on Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and Islam in Kachchh, and no
one expressed discomfort with my jotting in my notebook. A few of my interlocutors stated their
preference for my taking written notes during interviews rather than recording audio. At public
events, men or boys would often curiously and benevolently look over my shoulder if I pulled
out my notebook and began jotting down notes. Only on one occasion, in a small Muslim village
near the border, did I hear after the fact that someone had wondered if I was a spy collecting
intelligence.
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In the early stages of my research, I relied on my prior knowledge of Urdu and Hindi, the
colloquial version of which all of my interlocutors speak well, except for a few singers from
northern Kachchh whose Urdu-Hindi has more than a tinge of Kachchhi-Sindhi. Before visiting
Kachchh, I began studying Sindhi from an antiquated instruction book geared towards colonial
administrators in order to develop my knowledge of the language’s grammatical structure and
vocabulary for the purpose of understanding sung poetry. Because Kachchhi shares much
grammar and vocabulary with standard Sindhi, this helped lay a foundation for learning this
unwritten southern dialect. In my main period of fieldwork, I took Kachchhi language lessons
separately with two young Laṅgā hereditary musicians, neither of whom had received formal
education past the eighth grade. Our lessons consisted of me asking them questions in UrduHindi about vocabulary and grammatical forms, comparing standard Sindhi forms in the
textbook with their equivalents in Kachchhi dialect, and practicing spoken Kachchhi. As my
fieldwork progressed, I acquired sufficient proficiency in Kachchhi to conduct and understand
conversations in the language. I also developed my comprehension of standard Sindhi to the
point that I could understand the storytelling and explications that musicians incorporated into
their performances. For the last nine months or so of my fieldwork, I spoke Kachchhi with many
of my interlocutors but, when asking more complex questions in contexts such as interviews, I
often fell back on my comparatively greater skills in Urdu-Hindi. Shāh’s Sindhi poetry—which
is incredibly pithy and includes many antiquated, dialectal, and highly specific terms—remains
satisfyingly challenging for me. All translations of his poetry in this dissertation are my own,
with indispensable assistance from my interlocutors, Mewaram’s (1910) dictionary, and
Advani’s edition of Shāh Jo Risālo (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf [1967] 1994).
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My typical work cycle during my extended period of fieldwork went something like this:
I would drive my 110cc scooter, nicknamed “Red Goat” (K. ratī bakrī) by a drummer friend, for
2-4 hours to attend a public performance or private gathering. I would reach my destination by
evening, where there would be much conversation and food, followed by a performance or
conversational gathering. These events almost always took place at night, usually beginning at
10 or 11 pm and lasting until 3 or 4 am. Most nights, I would stay in the village and sleep until 7
or 8 am. After tea and a light breakfast courtesy of my host or at a tea shop, I would begin the
journey back to my apartment in Bhuj, where I would wash off the road dust, take a nap, and
relax. On the third and sometimes fourth day, I would write field notes based on recollections
and the abbreviated jottings in my notebook.
In some cases, I only met or heard performers on a single occasion. Many performances I
attended, however, featured members of the same circle of musicians with which I was friendly.
Perhaps because Kachchh is large in area but sparsely populated, it is common for people to
travel fairly long distances to meet with one another and attend events. I thus came to recognize
and know many enthusiasts who repeatedly attended Sufi poetry performance events in the
region. While I met, interviewed, and spoke with many men from villages throughout Kachchh, I
developed a particularly close relationship with a few interlocutors who lived in or close to Bhuj
or commuted there for work. I learned much from Gani “Ustād” Laṅgā, a hereditary musician
with a deep knowledge of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry as well as regional musical practices. (Laṅgā
musicians are widely referred to in Kachchh with the respectful term ustād, or “teacher.”) I also
spent a great deal of time with two Laṅgā drummers, Jusab “Jhanḍiyā” Ustād and Faqir
Muhammad Ustād, who were great lovers of Sindhi Sufi music and possessed great practical
knowledge of ḍholak repertoire. About four or five days a week, I would visit the tea shop run by
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a close singer friend, Abdullah Jat, and chat with him about a performance I had gone to or
someone I had met, and ask him for his interpretation of one of Shāh’s verses that I had just
translated as part of my morning routine.
After my wife returned to the United States in September 2017, my musician friends
began to visit me at home. Prior to her departure they had avoided visiting me out of concern for
propriety, but now my home became a destination for musicians visiting Bhuj from their villages
or looking for a place to rehearse or record. On one occasion, a drummer said, “I’m coming over
with a few people,” and showed up with some 15 men, including a prince from Rajasthan and his
personal film crew. Sometimes a Laṅgā drummer friend would come over and, in informal
sessions that were nonetheless highly productive research sessions and feedback interviews,
guide my practice sessions with his son and watch performance videos I had made or videos of
Pakistani performers on YouTube.
Throughout my fieldwork in 2016-2018, I studied vocal performance in two genres, kāfī
and shāh jo rāg̈u. Unlike many researchers of South Asian music who have undertaken musical
learning, my process of learning kāfī did not entail significant study with a single teacher (ustād,
gurū). All of the singers I worked with in Kachchh are non-professional musicians, and many of
them were engaged in agricultural or pastoral labor during the day and had little familiarity with
the process of formal musical instruction. Because of this, my program of study required much
self-direction. In the first portion of my fieldwork, I focused on learning kāfī repertoire from
recordings, including field recordings I had made of singers in Kachchh, and commercial and
live recordings of singers from Pakistan. In this sense, my learning process was similar to many
kāfī singers in Kachchh, who learned their repertoire by imitating recordings they heard on
Pakistani radio and cassettes (see Chapter Four). It is virtually impossible to obtain written
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versions of most of these compositions in Kachchh, besides the handwritten versions made by
singers for their own reference, and so I typically began the process of learning a composition by
transcribing the text—in Roman script with diacritics—from a recording, after which I would ask
a singer or enthusiast to help me correct my mistakes. Once my musician and non-musician
enthusiast friends realized that I could sing a few compositions, they heartily encouraged me to
sing during our gatherings, and offered suggestions and guidance about textual delivery and
vocal technique. In Bhuj, I often rehearsed with Laṅgā hereditary musician friends, who
accompanied me on ḍholak and/or tablā while I played harmonium. Eventually, after learning a
few compositions with appropriate introductory baits (verses), I performed at three deathanniversary celebrations in Kachchh, and videos of these events quickly spread among Muslims
in the district.
In the second half of my main period of fieldwork, I dedicated more time to learning shāh
jo rāg̈. I began this process by taking lessons with two shāh jo rāg̈ singers (see Chapter Three).
However, the shāh jo rāg̈ singers lived in a northern village about two and a half hours by
scooter from my home in Bhuj, and mobile phone service was often unreliable for days at a time,
so my visits there were not as frequent as I would have liked. I quickly realized that it was
imperative for me to learn as much as I could on my own in order to make the most of my
lessons, which were often interrupted by buffalo milking sessions or curious family members.
Thus, as with kāfī, I learned in part by imitating recordings I had made of shāh jo rāg̈ singers in
Kachchh, and by studying live videos from Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s shrine in Sindh. When I would meet
with the singers, I would show them what I had learned, and they would correct me, offer
suggestions, and teach me additional repertoire. During this period, I also came in virtual contact
with shāh jo rāg̈ singers in Pakistan through WhatsApp and YouTube, and these performers
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were generous enough to make instructional recordings for me in which they clarified poetic
texts and melodic movements.23 By the end of my fieldwork, I had learned enough through this
piecemeal process to participate in singing sessions when visiting the shāh jo rāg̈ performers in
their village.
Learning to sing Sindhi Sufi poetry was, of course, not simply a set of musical exercises
or an ethnographic research method: it also entailed my immersion in a particular set of
emotional discourses. This dissertation is reflexive insofar it is shaped by the experiences I have
had learning about Islam through the affective practices of poetry performance, audition, and
interpretation. I learned much by discussing the meanings of verses with knowledgeable
enthusiasts, transcribing singers’ performances, and filling in the gaps in my knowledge of the
Qur’ānic verses and stories referenced in obvious and veiled ways in Shāh’s poetry. In the early
stages of my fieldwork, I was intent on trying to document and understand these references,
many of which were new to me. As my knowledge of Sindhi and Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic universe
deepened, I underwent affective experiences that sometimes left me surprised. On one occasion,
for instance, during a nighttime gathering at a farmhouse, the kāfī singer Arab Jat sang a
composition based on the folktale of Nūrī and J̈ām Tamācī (Sur Kāmod̤) in which he discussed
the positive changes that the Prophet brought about for women’s status in society. As Arab
“opened” the metaphor for me, goosebumps rose on my arms and, in spite of any intellectual
reservations I had about Arab’s claims, I felt a surge of love and reverence for the Prophet.
Methodological and political concerns with authorial reflexivity and subjectivity in
ethnographic texts have long preoccupied anthropologists (Clifford and Marcus 1986). In
incorporating my own experiences into my analysis of the interplay between knowledge and
23

This cross-border digital learning process was facilitated in part by my colleague Pei-ling Huang, who was
conducting research on shāh jo rāg̈ in Bhit Shah, Pakistan while I was in Kachchh.
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affect, I put into practice Charlotte Davies’ (1999) recommendation that “an informed reflexivity
is compatible with, indeed is essential for, both a realist ontology and a commitment to social
scientific knowledge in the sense of knowledge that is based in, and can inform us about, a real
social world and that is public and open to critical analysis” (178). As the anthropologist Renato
Rosaldo demonstrated in his classic essay “Grief and a Headhunter’s Rage” ([1989] 1993), the
invocation of personal experience—and especially affective experiences—in ethnographic
writing has the potential to enrich our analyses of cultural practices. More directly addressing the
issues that arise when conducting ethnographic research within religious communities, Katherine
Ewing (1994) has argued that, despite theoretical challenges to the possibility of neutral
observation in anthropology, anthropologists have continued to resist “the embarassing
possibility of belief” (571). Drawing on her own experiences of dreaming about a Sufi saint and
the reception of these occurrences by her interlocutors in Pakistan, Ewing proposes that
“[p]articipation based on mutuality […] allows us to treat members of another community as
equals” (579). Encouraged by Kalpana Ram’s (2015) suggestion that ethnographers “can attune
themselves to moods as a way of tapping into the significance of social events” (38), I
acknowledge at the outset that my analysis of musico-poetic meaning and affectivity in this
dissertation is shaped by my felt experiences while learning about Islam through sung Sufi
poetry.
The structures of possibility for my affective experiences in poetry performance contexts
are shaped by approximately fifteen years of learning about languages, literature, music, sung
poetry, and religious practices of South Asia. My initial interest in India as a teenager emerged
out of a lifelong obsession with The Beatles, and in particular the music of George Harrison, who
famously incorporated Indian musical instruments and concepts into his compositions. In my
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freshman year at Rutgers University, I took a class in Hindu philosophy that sparked in me a
desire to visit India, so I left university after my sophomore year to travel there for nine months. I
spent much of the time visiting Hindu pilgrimage towns, as well as learning Hindi and taking
some vocal lessons in Vrindavan and Varanasi. Halfway through the trip, a friend from Rutgers
who had spent her childhood in Delhi took me to Hazrat Niẓāmuddīn Awliyā’s dargāh in Delhi.
I was already an avid fan of the world-famous qawwāl Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, but seeing a
qawwālī performance in the context of that shrine left a deep imprint upon me and changed the
course of my academic and personal interests.
Years later, I became interested in the music and poetry of Sindh through the music of
Abida Parveen, a living legend of Pakistan. Although I had been enthralled by her vocal art since
2004, it took some years to realize that all of my favorite recordings of hers were her early-career
performances of Indus valley poetry, in Sindhi, Siraiki, and Punjabi. In 2013, I spent a fortuitous
day at the American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS) office in Gurgaon on the tail end of a
Punjabi language program run by the U.S. State Department’s Critical Language Scholarship
program in conjunction with AIIS in Chandigarh, where I dedicated myself to transcribing and
studying Punjabi-language Sufi poetry. At AIIS, I met Shubha Chaudhuri, the director of AIIS’s
Archive and Research Center for Ethnomusicology. When I told her of my interest in Sindhi
music, she recommended that I visit Kachchh, where she was involved in a project on music with
a local NGO at the time, and said something that has stuck with me: “You can almost touch
Sindh there.”
Why study Sindhi music outside of Sindh? Would it not be better to go to Sindh, in
Pakistan? In the early stages of my project, a few of my musician interlocutors broached this
question to me or phrased it in the form of strong statements that laid bare their belief that
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Kachchhi performers of Sindhi repertoire are inferior derivatives of the Pakistani Sindhi artists
whom they imitate. My goal in this project, however, has not been to amass Sindhi musical
knowledge from an “authentic” source. And although the diverse musical practices of Kachchh
have received little attention from ethnomusicologists—other than in an organological
documentary film by Jairazbhoy and Catlin (1999)—this dearth of documentation was also not
my main motivator for doing research there, even if it did figure into my initial attraction to the
region. Rather, I have sought to touch the fringes of a historical and cultural region, to sense the
magnetic pull that a cultural center exerts in one of its peripheries, and to trace the effects of
India’s Partition by following streams of regional musical knowledge that have been forced to
find new courses of flow as they confront obstacles posed by the border.
Although much of what I describe in this dissertation with respect to the technical and
symbolic features of Sindhi Sufi poetry performance genres in Kachchh will be applicable to the
practice of those genres in Sindh, there are many differences. For instance, while kāfī performers
in Kachchh have relied heavily on recordings from Pakistan in developing their repertoire, some
have continued to cultivate knowledge of compositions by local twentieth-century poets who
composed in Sindhi. The persistence of this local kāfī repertoire is reflective of the regional
distinctiveness of Sindhi poetry performance in Kachchh. In a similar vein, aspects of the
repertoire of shāh jo rāg̈ singers in northern Kachchh are indicative of these performers’ relative
isolation from centers of shāh jo rāg̈ knowledge in Pakistan. Another significant area of
difference between the contexts of Sindh and Muslim Kachchh is that of sectarian affiliation.
Many practitioners and enthusiasts of shāh jo rāg̈ in Sindh come from communities that have
gradually embraced Twelver Shiʿism over the past century, and they tend to interpret Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry through a Shiʿi lens that emphasizes allusions to events and figures from the
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Battle of Karbala (Pei-ling Huang, pers. comm.). While such interpretations are in currency
among my Sunni interlocutors in Kachchh—especially in the case of Sur Māru’ī—they are far
more widespread in Pakistan. These examples are just a few among numerous reasons why the
study of Sindhi Sufi musical practices in India has the potential to illuminate the divergent
cultural and socio-religious histories of Kachchh and Sindh, particularly since Partition and the
decisive closing of the border.
My interest in borderlands is informed in part by my own family history. My paternal
grandfather was born in Mexico City in 1913 to my Mexican great-grandmother Carlotta Garcia
and my great-grandfather Hiriberto Romero, a U.S. citizen born in what is now New Mexico to a
family of Spanish descent who later changed his name to the seemingly arbitrary but definitely
Anglo “Herbert Bond.” Uprooted by the Mexican Revolution, the family settled in El Paso,
where my grandfather, who would later mostly disavow his Mexican heritage, struggled to fit in
with his peers, who perceived him as neither fully Mexican nor white American. Inspired by
Gloria Anzaldúa’s (1987) evocative reflections on life in the U.S.-Mexico frontera, I view my
research on the contemporary significance and sustenance of Sindhi texts and practices in the
borderlands of post-Partition Muslim Kachchh as a way of putting pressure on entrenched
conceptions about where regions begin and end and who can lay claim to them—as a way of
thinking about a region as a space defined not by political borders but rather by a poet’s reach.
On my first visit to Kachchh in the summer of 2014, I had only been in Bhuj for about
three hours before I was sitting in the back of a cramped hardware store face-to-face with a
singer as he sang a composition by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī. I had been directed to the store’s helpful owner
when I asked someone for the whereabouts of an internet cafe, and a Jat farmer who happened to
be sitting there heard about my interest in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and called his fellow villager the singer,
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who arrived on a motorcycle ten minutes later. Within days, the singer introduced me to virtually
all of the other prominent Muslim Sufi singers in the region. On many occasions, my
interlocutors and friends told me that I “had Shāh’s duʿā”—meaning that Shāh had made
supplications to God on my behalf—and that this is why my work was going well. Whether one
believes that or not, I can say with certainty that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s importance in Muslim Kachchh
meant that the mere mention of his name opened many doors for my research and introduced me
to more kind and generous people than I can count. One musician testified to the strength of this
network of poetry enthusiasts when he said, “Anyone who loves Shāh is my friend, and anyone
who doesn’t is my enemy.” I suspect another reason these men opened their doors to me is that
they rightly perceived me as not merely a “researcher” fulfilling the requirements of a degree but
as a person genuinely interested in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s teachings on a spiritual level, and as someone
sympathetic to the marginalized position of Muslims in contemporary India.
Doing research with men in rural Muslim India was also eased by virtue of my being a
white, cisgender, heterosexual American man. When I returned for my main fieldwork period, I
also came as a newly married man accompanied by my wife, who then became my friends’ and
interlocutors’ “sister” or “sister-in-law.” These attributes contributed to a certain normative
social status among the men I worked with, which made it easier for me to be accepted into their
homosocial world of Sufi poetry performance and interpretation despite being a non-Muslim
foreigner. In most of the contexts in which I worked, no women were present, and it would have
been difficult for a woman, especially a younger woman, to gain access to these homosocial
spaces. For the same reason of gender segregation, I did not have access to women’s spaces and
had little to no interaction with the female family members of most of the men with whom I
worked closely.
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Dissertation Outline
Chapter One provides historical, ethnographic, and socio-religious background on
Kachchh, with an emphasis on the region’s Muslim communities and their historical connections
with Sindh. I examine contemporary language politics in a discussion of how language use maps
onto distinctions of social status and religious difference, and I track the growth of Hindu
nationalism and its impact on interreligious relations in the region. I argue that Sindhi Sufi poetry
is a crucial means by which Muslim Kachchh has sustained its cultural connections with Sindh
amidst the erosive effects of India’s Partition.
Chapter Two examines Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī’s musico-poetic repertoire, including
poetic forms, the prescribed pairing of his poetic texts with melodic types (sur), and the textual
history of his poetic compendium. I outline the interpretative practices of poetry enthusiasts, who
regard each of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī's verses as signifying numerous Islamic meanings, including
historical events and philosophical concepts, as well as cosmological, eschatological, and
soteriological beliefs. This chapter complements extant literature on Sufi Islam by documenting
an “informal” manifestation of Sufism in South Asia, centered not around lineage-based
authority and spaces of spiritual charisma, but rather around poetry as an affectively potent
means of Islamic knowledge transmission.
Chapter Three expands upon the discussion of poetry interpretation in Chapter Two by
focusing on the centrality of the emotional concept of the “pain of separation” in the
performance of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry. Examining spiritual pain through the lens of the shāh jo
rāg̈ sung poetry performance genre, I engage with recent work on affect and emotion in the
humanities and social sciences to argue that the multidimensional affective experience and
performance of the “pain of separation” is central to my interlocutors’ belief that sung Sufi
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poetry is a particularly efficacious form of Islamic worship. This chapter also serves to document
the pre- and post-Partition history of the shāh jo rāg̈ genre in Kachchh.
Chapter Four traces the transborder history of the kāfī sung poetry genre in a discussion
of how kāfī performers in post-Partition Kachchh learned their repertoire by imitating
performances they listened to on smuggled Pakistani cassettes and cross-border radio. As part of
this history, I consider the Indian nation-state’s attempts to stem Pakistan’s mediatic influence in
the region as part of a larger Hindu nationalist effort to inscribe the cultural and religious borders
of the Indian nation. In the latter portion of the chapter, I discuss the Laṅgā community of
Muslim hereditary musicians, whose musical contributions are critical to kāfī performance as
well as Hindu devotional song (bhajan) in the region.
Chapter Five is an analysis of methods that kāfī singers employ in their performances to
accomplish the transmission of Islamic knowledge. I show how kāfī performers incorporate the
discourse genres of storytelling and verse explication into their performances of sung poetry
according to three textual logics, which engage in distinct ways with metaphor, and which
produce and sustain a rich poetic and musical indexicality. I argue that kāfī with storytelling is an
effective form of Islamic knowledge transmission in rural Muslim Kachchh because of its ability
to employ affect-laden signifiers that index multiple levels of meaning.
In Chapter Six, I track the growth of Sunni Islamic reformism since the 1960s and its
effects on kāfī performance practices, and on the livelihoods of Muslim hereditary musicians
who perform instrumental wedding music. As my point of analytical departure, I discuss an antimusic fatwā pronounced by a highly influential Kachchhi Muslim reformist in the early 1970s. I
reflect on how multiple contemporary viewpoints on the ethics of musical performance converge
with and diverge from older Islamic discourses about the ethics of perception and performance. I
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argue that these differences of opinion are revealing of and central to wider transformations in
approaches to Islamic epistemology and pedagogy in Muslim Kachchh.
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Chapter One
Muslim Life in an Indian Borderland: History, Language, Politics

At a political rally in 2019, Kachchh’s most prominent Hindu nationalist firebrand accused
“those who live in Kachchh and listen to Pakistani songs” of being “traitors” (gaddār).24 This
antagonistic and suspicious view of transborder culture contrasts starkly with that of my
Kachchhi Muslim interlocutors, who continue to regard Sindh as a fount of valued cultural
products more than seventy years after Partition. They see no contradiction between being loyal
citizens of India and maintaining their love and respect for Sindhi music and poetry from across
the border. In this chapter, I contextualize Sindhi poetry performance and interpretation by
locating the Muslim communities that value and transmit Sindhi musico-poetic knowledge
within wider Kachchhi society. I begin with historical and geographical background information
on Kachchh, including a discussion of Partition. I then discuss language use and how it maps
onto differences of social class and religion. Next, I trace the rise of interreligious tension in the
region and examine some ways in which Kachchhi Muslims have navigated this situation.
One of the points I make in this dissertation is that Sindhi Sufi poetry is a primary means
by which Kachchhi Muslims maintain their connection to Sindh as a center of cultural gravity.
My research builds on the work of Ibrahim (2009) and Kothari (2013), who have examined the
contours of Kachchh’s historical and contemporary relationship with Sindh, and its political
significance as a borderland. Although my interlocutors did not speak about their performance of
and affection for Sindhi repertoire in political terms, Sindhi Sufi poetry performance in Kachchh
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KDS Studio. “RAGHUVIRSINH JADEJA | HINDU MAHASAMELAN | VHP | ANJAR | KDS STUDIO.”
December 19, 2018. YouTube video, 20:14. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFhciY_Nhn4
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is nevertheless politically significant insofar as it implicitly challenges Hindu nationalist visions
of an ideal future for the Indian nation-state. This is particularly relevant in the context of
Gujarat, a state that has been called the “laboratory” of Hindu nationalism (Ghassem-Fachandi
2012; Spodek 2010; Shani 2007). Critically, though, I approach the performance of Sindhi poetry
not simply as an “expression” of Sindhi “identity” with implicit political significance, but rather
as a project that transmits ethical values and forms of knowledge central to Sunni Islam in
Kachchh. Due to Kachchhi’s status as an unrecognized language, in tandem with the
marginalization of Muslims and their relative lack of formal education, this intellectual, ethical,
and affective project of cultivating poetic knowledge through interpretation, recitation, and
musical performance remains largely out-of-view for other communities in the region.25
In the latter portion of the chapter, I reflect on ways in which my Muslim interlocutors
navigate the contemporary socio-political landscape of Kachchh. As recognized in the Sachar
Committee Report (2006) commissioned by India’s Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, India’s
Muslim minority—then about 13.4 percent of the population—lags behind in human
development indicators like literacy, education, and health, and is subject to systematic
discrimination. The rise in Hindu-Muslim tensions in Kachchh over the past couple of decades
has contributed to a sense of inequity among my Muslim interlocutors, who see themselves as
increasingly marginalized and unprotected. Against this backdrop, I ask how the dispositions
engendered by and constitutive of Sufi tradition encourage particular kinds of participation in
public and political life. To this end, I explore how Kachchh’s Muslims turn to teachings from
the Islamic tradition as they discuss their relationship to non-Muslims in a socio-political
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Communities in Kachchh are exclusive in various ways. For example, most Sunnis have very little sense of the
religious practices of Shi’a groups such as the Daudi Bohra and Khoja Isma’ili, though they interact with them on a
regular basis in the market, where many Bohras have shops that supply tools, hardware, and farm implements to
rural Muslim farmers and pastoralists.
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environment characterized by Hindu nationalism, majoritarianism, and anti-Muslim violence. I
show how they posit the ethical value of religious tolerance as a teaching of the Islamic tradition,
contained not only within the Qur’ān and Ḥadīth but in the sung poems—those same “Pakistani
songs”—that they regard as vernacular translations of Islam’s foundational text.

A Sense of Place
Kachchh is an arid semi-island bounded by the Arabian Sea to the south and west, the
Kori Creek to the northwest, and the Rann of Kachchh in the north and east. It is crossed by three
chains of small mountains that rise from its otherwise flat, dusty expanses. The Rann (Skt. raṇ,
“wasteland”) in the north, which separates India from Pakistan, is a globally unique geographical
formation that alternates seasonally between salt flat and seasonal inland arm of the Arabian Sea.
It historically served as a well-traversed route connecting Kachchh with the region of Sindh and
is still home to the pastoralist communities settled in Banni, a grasslands “island” in the Rann.
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Figure 1.1. Map of Sindh and Kachchh, 1827. British Library.
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Kachchh was historically divided into different subregions, the names of most of which
are followed by the suffix paṭī or paṭ (K-S. “ground,” “land”).26 Some of these paṭ are named
after geographical or climatic features, such as Pāṅvarpaṭī (“land where the pīrū tree [Salvadora]
grows”) and Mākpaṭ (“land of dew”). Others bear the name of a resident group, such as Āhīrpaṭī,
after the Āhīr agriculturalist-pastoralist community that locates its origins in the Mathura area
(northern India) and claims descent from the god Krishna. Many Kachchhis today are not aware
of all of the names or locations of these subregions, and usually refer to Kachchh’s ten taluqah
(administrative division) when speaking about different areas in the region.27
Historically, Kachchh was considered the southernmost part of Sindh, a region named
after the river it straddles, the Indus (sindhu). Archaeological digs have uncovered Indus Valley
civilization sites in Dholavira village on Khadir Bet, an island in the Rann of Kutch Lake in
northeastern Kachchh. Prior to the nineteenth century, an eastern branch of the Indus flowed into
the region.28 Sometime around the turn of the nineteenth century, this importance source of
freshwater dried up. A widely accepted explanation for this development is that the earthquake
of 1819 formed the Allah Bund (“God’s Dam”), an embankment thought to have diverted the
Indus away from Kachchh. There is, however, evidence to suggest that the eastern branch of the
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There were at least twelve historical regions of Kachchh: Mākpaṭ, Pāṅvarpaṭī, Kaṅṭhī(paṭ), Bannī, Pacham,
Ogunpaṭ, Āhirpaṭ, Abṛāso, Lakhpat, Dūṅgarpaṭ, Garaṛo (between Lakhpat and Abṛāso), Khadīr (the island,
Dholavira). The use of some of these names has persisted, such as Kanṭhīpaṭ (“coastal area”), which people still use
to refer to the Mandvi-Mundra region. Speakers also sometimes still use these place names when talking about
climate, geography, language, or social relations (e.g., “It didn’t rain in our Pāṅvarpaṭī,” or “Hindus and Muslims
get along well in Pāṅvarpaṭī”).
27
The ten tāluqah are Abdasa, Anjar, Bhachau, Bhuj, Gandhidham, Lakhpat, Mandvi, Mundra, Nakhatrana, and
Rapar.
28
In the first decades of the eleventh century, the traveller al-Biruni wrote of the Indus: “The Muslims call the river,
after it has passed the Sindhî city Aror, as a united stream, the river of Mihrân. Thus it extends, flowing straight on,
becoming broader and broader, and gaining in purity of water, enclosing in its course places like islands, until it
reaches Almanṣûra, situated between several of its arms, and flows into the ocean at two places, near the city
Loharânî, and more eastward in the province of Kacch at a place called Sindhu-sâgara, i.e. the Sindh Sea” (Alberuni
1910, 260).
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Indus had already begun to dry up before 1819 (Ibrahim 2009, 35-4). According to Rushbrook
Williams (1958), a historian of Kachchh, this process may have begun as early as the eleventh or
twelfth century (58).
Today, most farming in Kachchh is reliant on rain, aside from some areas that can irrigate
with “sweet” (miṭho) groundwater pumped from bore wells. None of my Muslim interlocutors
who own land have access to irrigable water; they all practice “dry” (i.e., rain-fed) farming,
which means that they rely on the vagaries of the monsoon. In years graced by summer rains, the
arid landscape of Kachchh, dotted mostly by shrubs, comes alive with the numerous grasses that
are the food of the region’s countless buffalos, cows, goats, camels, and sheep, and the lifeblood
of the pastoralist economy.

Figure 1.2. Banni in the winter. The green shrubs are the invasive Prosopis juliflora,
known in Kachchh as gāṅḍā bāvar (“crazy acacia”) and jeherī bāvar (“poison acacia”).
February 2017. Photo by the author.
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Figure 1.3. The same view after the rains. August 2017. Photo by the author.

The rainy season should ideally begin in the middle of June and last for about two
months, but the rains have become increasingly unreliable and Kachchh often suffers from
drought. In the summer of 2018, just after I completed my fieldwork, the rain never came.
Friends I kept in touch with spoke of difficult times: farmers could not plant crops, and
pastoralists were forced to buy subsidized hay to keep their buffalos alive. The drought had
adverse economic effects for singers, whose primary livelihood is farming and/or pastoralism. It
also led to a slump in the musical economy, because potential patrons did not have extra cash to
book musical performances, and wedding and festival attendees did not have money to “do gor”
(stylized tipping, essentially) during musical performances. An in-demand Laṅgā drummer told
me in late 2018 that the entire economy in Kachchh was in a slump because of the drought; he
said there had been no Sufi music performances at all, but that he was still getting called for
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some Hindu bhajan programs, a comment that pointed to the greater economic insecurity of
Muslims in the region.

Migration and Islam: Muslim Communities of Kachchh
Archaeological evidence attests to Kachchh’s inclusion in the Indus valley civilization.
The character of the region today, however, is shaped by a rich history of the migration of
diverse communities from disparate geographic origins. Migration into Kachchh historically
tended to pass along two major routes: from the north via Sindh, and from the south and west via
the western Indian Ocean. Beginning in the eighth century, pastoralist groups from the north
settled in the region, while Arab and Persian merchants established trading communities on the
coast (Sheikh 2010, 37). From the tenth century, branches of the Sammā pastoralist clan began to
migrate from Sindh into Kachchh, where they later established rule and came to be known as the
Jād̤ejā (38). In more recent centuries, numerous Hindu groups, such as the Gujarati-speaking
Paṭel, migrated from areas of eastern Gujarat to establish farms in Kachchh, where they are still
referred to by the Sindhi-Kachchhi term kuṛmī (“farmer”). The region’s heterogeneous
population today is composed of myriad endogamous communities distinguished by differences
in language, religious practice, and social status that reflect their migratory pasts.
As a part of historical Sindh, Kachchh was one of the earliest regions in South Asia in
which Islam took hold. Islam first arrived on the Indian subcontinent in 711-12 CE, when the
Syrian Arab military commander Muhammad bin Qasim established rule in Sindh (Ahmed 2012,
460; Kufi [1900] 2004). Architectural sites in southern Kachchh suggest the presence of Muslims
since at least the twelfth century, and there were likely Muslim settlements in the region prior to
that (Sheikh 2010, 148). The twelfth-century “Ibrahim mosque” in coastal Bhadreshwar
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(southern Kachchh) is by some accounts the oldest Islamic structure in India (Shokoohy 1988).
This site is still active as a place of Islamic devotion and is curiously known today as the shrine
of Lāl Shahbāz Qalandar, the popular name of Sayyid Muḥammad Usmān Marwandī (11771274), whose shrine is in Sehwan, Pakistan. Countless tomb-shrines of charismatic holy men
from Sindh testify to continual migration from the north and northwest.

Figure 1.4. Exterior of the twelfth-century Ibrahim mosque, known today as Hazrat Lāl
Shahbāz Qalandar dargāh. Bhadreshwar, Kachchh. December 14, 2017. Photo by the
author.
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Figure 1.5. Interior of the Ibrahim mosque. Bhadreshwar, Kachchh. December 14, 2017.
Photo by the author.

Most Muslim communities in Kachchh maintain that they migrated to the region from
Sindh. The two communities most significant to Sufi poetry performance in the region are the Jat
pastoralist/agriculturalist community and the Laṅgā hereditary musician community. According
to Jat oral history, the Jats came from Halab (Aleppo) to Kachchh via Sindh about five hundred
years ago (Kothari 2013, 78). The Laṅgā community similarly maintains that it has origins in
Arab lands and settled in Sindh before migrating to Kachchh (Gani Langa, pers. comm.).
Muslim endogamous groups refer to themselves qua groups using a few different terms.
Members of the Jat pastoralist community refer to the Jats collectively as a qaum (<Ar.,
“nation”; Kachchhi pronunciation is closer to kom), which includes the three Jat endogamous
subgroups resident in Kachchh, the Faqīrāṇī, Girāsiyā, and D̤ānetā, which separated from one
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another a few centuries ago.29 Members of the Laṅgā hereditary musician community use the
terms ganātī or samāj (“society”) to refer to their community.
The most common term that Kachchhis use to refer to an endogamous community is
aṭak.30 Gujarati dictionaries (e.g., Suthar 2003) translate this to “surname,” which reflects the
fact that communities use their endogamous group name as their surname for official purposes
such as government identification and bank accounts. Often, when I asked older men to state
their names during an interview or private performance, they would say their community’s name
first, followed by their given name and then their father’s name. This ordering reflects the
paramount significance of group belonging and identity. It is not uncommon to hear men
introduce themselves to someone by saying their given name and receive the question “aṭak?” in
reply, to which they answer with their endogamous group name. In some speech contexts, aṭak
can also refer to larger identities such as “Muslim.” When men asked me, an obvious outsider,
what my aṭak was, it was often another way of asking my religion, and others would sometimes
answer for me by saying “Christian.” Jamāʿat (“community”) is another general term that some
Muslim communities use to refer to themselves as a group. A jamāʿatbandī refers to an
institutional social body that regulates community affairs and sanctions breaches of the group’s
code (Misra 1964, 139). Some jamāʿat have their own community centers (jamāʿatkhānah),
where they hold weddings and other community functions.31

29

The only intergroup marriage among Jats I am aware of is Girāsiyā Jat women marrying D̤ānetā Jat men. I was
told that this practice has stopped in recent years because Girāsiyā Jat, who are on the whole comparatively better
off financially, no longer want to give their daughters to poorer D̤ānetā Jat families.
30
This term also means “obstruction, obstacle, stop” in many languages of northern South Asia. Etymologically, it
is possible that the term references the exclusive, bounded nature of endogamy.
31
In some contexts, a jamāʿatbandī may be composed of families from multiple aṭaks—such as in a village where
families from artisanal aṭaks like the Laṅgā or Luhār (blacksmith) do not have substantial numbers—that group
together for communal solidarity.
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Throughout this dissertation, I gloss all of these terms as “community.” This term,
however imperfect in its vagueness, sidesteps some of the historical baggage associated with
terms like “caste” and “tribe.” With the help of my friend Dr. Asif Rayma, I assembled a list of
eighty-nine Muslim communities of Kachchh, which is almost certainly incomplete. These
communities can be grouped into various categories, including fisher communities, communities
with Rājpūt ancestry, ethnic Sindhi pastoralists, Shi‘ah merchant groups, so-called criminal
communities,32 and communities known as kamī māṛū (K. “service people”), which includes
hereditary musicians, oil pressers, blacksmiths, potters, bangle makers, and barbers. Some
communities are found in only one village, which they populate entirely. Others, like Laṅgā
hereditary musicians and other service communities, are spread in villages across Kachchh, with
only one or two families in a village.
As in other areas of Muslim South Asia, these groups can be loosely plotted along a
continuum of social status, with Sayyids (purported descendants of the Prophet) occupying the
highest rung, and service communities and historically “criminal” communities occupying the
lower rungs (cf. Ahmad 1966; Zainuddin 2003). It is not possible, however, to draw up any kind
of strict or stable hierarchy (cf. Misra 1964 on mainland Gujarat). There are no pollution taboos
between Muslim groups, as there historically have been between Hindu caste groups, though
some Muslims will not eat with members of Hindu communities like the Bhīl (a Scheduled
Tribe), whom they say consume ḥarām (“forbidden”) food such as carrion. It is worth noting
here that the dichotomy between ashrāf (“noble”) and ajlāf (“coarse”) communities in Muslim

32

This category includes communities who were allegedly involved primarily in highway robbery and professional
begging.
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societies of Bengal and parts of northern India is not operant in Kachchh, an observation that
conforms with what Misra (1964) has written of other parts of Gujarat (138).33
Although many communities in Kachchh of different religious backgrounds and social
status historically had close ties with Sindh, I focus in this dissertation on Sunni Muslims who
profess to adhere to the teachings of the Ahl-e Sunnat wa al-Jamāʿat movement (known as
“Barelvī” elsewhere in South Asia). Ahl-e Sunnat Muslims make up the large majority of
Muslims in the district and claim the term “Sunni” for themselves.34 The D̤ānetā Jat singers from
Banni with whom I worked are among the minority of Sunni holdouts in their village, and in the
D̤ānetā Jat community as a whole, which has largely adopted the teachings of the Ahl-e Ḥadīth
movement. The Muslim men I encountered during my research on Sindhi poetry performance
hailed from communities that fell along the entire range of social statuses of Muslim Kachchh,
and included Sayyids, descendants of Rājpūt converts, blacksmiths, semi-nomadic pastoralists,
hereditary musicians, barbers, and converts from low-status communities like the Vāḍhā, whose
erstwhile religious practices defy easy categorization.

Legacies of Partition
The immediate effects of British India’s Partition in 1947 varied in the regions
geographically affected by the creation of the borders of the new nation-states of Pakistan and
India. Whereas Partition (S. varhāṅgo) set off mass migration and violence in Punjab and Delhi,
as Hindu and Sikh refugees fled what had become Pakistan and Muslim refugees fled the newly

33

In Bengali Muslim society, ashrāf refers to descendants of foreign Muslims and converts from higher Hindu
castes, while ajlāf refers to descendants of converts from service castes and other lower status groups (Ahmad 1966,
268).
34
Followers of the Ahl-e Sunnat refer to followers of the Tablighi Jama’at (a missionary offshoot of the Deoband
movement), who consider themselves Sunni, as tablīġīs.
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created India, neither mass migration nor violence occurred in Kachchh. While some Muslims
from Kachchh did settle in Pakistan after Partition, most remained.35 It is today approximately
one-third Muslim, a high proportion relative to India’s Muslim population on the whole.
Multiple gradual and diffuse migration flows have occurred in Kachchh as a result of
Partition and its ongoing aftermath. In 1947, Sindhi Hindu refugees from newly created Pakistan
were given land in Gandhidham in southern Kachchh to settle (cf. Ibrahim 2009; Kothari 2013).
Later, during the India-Pakistan war of 1971, Hindu refugees from the Soḍhā (Rājpūt)
community of Sindh’s Tharparkar district settled in Kachchh and western Rajasthan at the
invitation of the Indian government. In Kachchh, their settlements are still called “camps,” such
as Zura Camp on the outskirts of Zura village. Soḍhās continue to trickle into Kachchh and
Rajasthan from Pakistan into the present day, with some of them still waiting for Indian
citizenship.36
It seemed to me that, for many in Kachchh, particularly those without much formal
education, Partition appeared to be a somewhat recent phenomenon. Many men with whom I
spoke did not have a sense that it had occurred in 1947, and often dated it to later. They
described it as something that had “just happened” relative to the long history of exchange and
movement between Kachchh and Sindh. Indeed, the border at Kachchh remained relatively open
until the India-Pakistan war of 1971. Pastoralists (K. māldhārī) grazed their cattle in Sindh in dry
years, coming and going across the border. Zamindar (2007) has documented how India’s and
Pakistan’s joint institution of the permit system in 1948, and the passport system in 1952, was

35

This includes those who had gone to Sindh, especially the southern Lar region and the cities of Badin, Hyderabad,
and Karachi, for employment before Partition and stayed in the newly created Pakistan (Junejo 2008, 80).
36
Some Soḍhās in Kachchh are familiar with Sindhi poetry and riddles (S. guzārat). I attended a meḥfil in Zura
village, home to one of the Soḍhā relocation camps, in which all participants were Muslim except for me and a
Soḍhā man in his 30s who had migrated to India as recently as c. 2006. The Kachchhi Muslim participants enjoyed
his spoken recitations of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s baits and admired his Sindhi pronunciation.
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put in place to regulate cross-border movement and control the flow of migration. This history,
however, does not account for the freedom of movement across the desert border at Kachchh,
where, unfenced until recently, individuals crossed regularly into Sindh without documents for
decades after Partition. Men from northern Kachchh continued to cross the border illegally into
as late as the 2000s.37
For decades after Partition, there was a steamboat service between Bombay and Karachi.
According to my interlocutors, there was also a steamboat service between Karachi and Mandvi,
a port in southern Kachchh. After the steamboat service stopped, those who wished to cross the
border legally prior to 2006 had to first obtain a visa in Delhi, and then—if they returned home
before their journey—travel from Kachchh to Delhi, where they boarded a train that went north
into Punjab and crossed the border at Wagah.38 Once arriving in Pakistan, they had to make their
way hundreds of miles south again to visit relatives in Sindh. In 2006, the Indian and Pakistan
governments inaugurated a railway service from Jodhpur to Karachi, which requires passengers
to go through customs and switch trains at the border. Many in Kachchh make this journey,
during which they often endure the harassment of the border security forces in both countries (cf.
Ibrahim 2008 and Kothari 2013).39
One of the legacies of Partition is that Muslims in Kachchh are perceived by some in the
region as somehow associated with the nation of Pakistan by virtue of their ethnic affinities with
Sindh and Sindhis. Muslims themselves publicly celebrate their participation in the culture of

37

Two men from the same village in central-northern Kachchh had both been separately arrested in Pakistan on
suspicion of being Indian spies, and put in prison for seven and nine years, respectively.
38
I met a Jat man in Sarara village (Banni) who recited a long poem of his own composition detailing the many
stops on this train journey.
39
A young poetry enthusiast friend of mine accompanied his maternal grandmother to Pakistan to visit relatives and
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s shrine and was approached by Pakistani intelligence officers who requested that he gather
intelligence for them on the Indian side of the border. According to him and other Muslim friends, younger Indian
Muslim men who visit Pakistan are a target for such requests.
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greater Sindh, of which they consider Kachchh to be a part, and make references to their ethnic
distinctiveness from other communities in the region. Displays of Sindhi cultural identity are
nowhere more apparent than in public kāfī performances, when singers dress themselves in ajrak
and ṭopīs (hats) from Pakistan and sing repertoire they learned from Pakistani cassettes. For
members of non-Muslim communities, such as Hindus who live in Bhuj, this marks rural
Muslims with an otherness—both as Muslims and as ethnically distinct—that fuels notions that
they are disloyal to India and/or loyal to Pakistan. On my first visit to Kachchh, I ate at a cheap
lunch spot in an area of the city where Muslim villagers from northern Kachchh, who describe
themselves as Sindhi, sell their animals’ milk and buy cattle fodder. As I was speaking with the
friendly proprietor, he pointed at his customers—who were dressed as usual in baggy
monochrome shalwār qamīzs with rumāl shoulder cloths covered in multicolored flowers—and
said to me with a smile, “They look like the Taliban.”
During my main period of fieldwork, I was acutely conscious of non-Muslims’
perceptions of Muslims whenever my musician friends visited my home, which was located in
an exclusively Hindu neighborhood of Bhuj. My immediate neighbors included three local
Gujarati-speaking families and one Hindi-speaking family from Rajasthan. One of my primary
interlocutors, an agriculturalist singer from a village north of Bhuj who usually arrived and
departed from my house with his shoulder cloth tied over his face to protect himself from dust
while riding his motorcycle, once inquired, “No one asks you why you have all those Sindhi
people visiting you?” This man’s relative later recounted to me an experience of traveling with
other male relatives to a city in eastern Gujarat and being refused lodging in every hotel they
went to because the proprietors thought that they were from Pakistan. In an environment
permeated with Hindu nationalism and fear of terrorism by Pakistanis, the social polarization
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evident in these exchanges is manifest in how musical performance contexts and listening
publics are usually segregated on the basis of religious difference in contemporary Kachchh.

Language, Social Status, and Religious Difference
Kachchh is a multilingual region, and its many communities speak Kachchhi, Gujarati, or
Sindhi as their first language.40 With an area of 45,674 km2, the district is the largest in India and
is approximately the same size as Denmark. Due to its geography, it enjoyed a certain amount of
isolation from mainland India for much of its history and was more closely connected to Sindh
and littoral locales of the Indian Ocean world (Williams 1958, 57-59). From 1819 until 1948,
Kachchh was a princely state ruled by Jād̤ejās under the suzerainty of the British. It had a degree
of autonomy not found in other princely states and had its own time zone and currency (11-12).
In 1948, the Maharao of Kachchh acceded to the newly independent Indian Union, and was
controlled by the central government until 1956, when it became a part of Bombay State. In
1960, Bombay State was split into Gujarat and Maharashtra on linguistic grounds, and Kachchh
became a district of Gujarat, despite the fact that it had a distinctive culture and regional history
and that many of its inhabitants were not native Gujarati speakers. Gujarati has since been the
state language, and it is used for all official purposes, in contexts such as government offices,
schools, banks, and hospitals. The use of Gujarati for official purposes, though a result of the
creation of Gujarat state, is a continuation of the pre-Independence linguistic situation in
Kachchh, where Gujarati was the language of business, written literature, and correspondence,
because most Brahmins and merchants were Gujarati speaking (Grierson 1906, 183).

40

More recently, Hindi-speaking migrants from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar have come to Kachchh for work, such as in
the cement factories near the western coast. Most tire-repairmen (“puncturewālā”) and snack vendors (especially of
bhel pūrī) are also from these states.
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Kachchhi is an Indo-Iranian language that is considered a southern dialect of the Sindhi
language cluster. It is the first language of almost all of the Muslim communities in the region,
and many rural Hindu communities as well.41 The grammatical structure of Kachchhi is close to
that of standard Sindhi, with some constructions borrowed from Gujarati (Grierson 1906, 183),
and others that are unique to Kachchhi (cf. Keine et al 2014). The Kachchhi lexicon shares many
words with both Sindhi and Gujarati, in addition to Kachchhi words not found in either. Whereas
Kachchhi is mutually intelligible with Sindhi, especially southern Sindhi, it is not with Gujarati.
As of the 2011 census, there were approximately 862,000 native Kachchhi speakers in Kachchh,
out of the district’s total population of 2,092,000 (Census of India 2011). The language is also
spoken by some communities on the northern coast of the Saurashtra (Kathiawad) peninsula, and
by many Kachchhis in Mumbai. Outside of India, there are Kachchhi speakers settled in Karachi,
Sindh, the Gulf, East Africa, and Canada as a result of centuries of economic migration.
Kachchhi can be divided into sub-dialects spoken in the following areas: in and around
Bhuj; southern Kachchh around Mandvi/Mundra (Kaṅṭhī); Abdasa district; Lakhpat district; the
Rāpar region in Kachchh’s east; and the northern coast of Saurashtra. Differences between these
variants are lexical as well as phonetic. For example, Gujarati loanwords are more prevalent in
urban areas and in Kachchh’s south. In the north and west, some speakers interchange /sh/ and
/ch/, resulting in pronunciations such as “Chā Bhiṭā’ī” and “Kash” (Kachchh).

41

The Dawoodi Bohra (Shi‘ah) merchant community speaks Gujarati as its first language. Men from this
community are proficient in Kachchhi because, as merchants, they communicate with their rural customers in the
marketplace. The only other Gujarati-speaking Muslim communities in Kachchh I am aware of are those who
moved to Bhuj for economic reasons in recent decades from areas in eastern Kachchh, such as Rapar and Vagad.
One example is an extended family of Mīr hereditary musicians from Vagad, which settled in Bhuj in the 1980s
because of drought conditions at home.
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According to my interlocutors, Kachchhi’s closest relative is the Lāṛī dialect of Sindhi.42
Lāṛ, a region of Sindh just across the border, and Kachchh historically had significant social,
political, economic, and literary connections (Junejo 2008, 20). Like other dialects of lower
Sindh, Kachchhi uses the first-person pronoun “ā’ūṅ” (I, me), as opposed to “māṅ” of upper
Sindh.
Sindhi (Standard)
ā’ūṅ/māṅ vañāṅ tho
ā’ūṅ/māṅ cavāṅ tho
avhīṅ/tavhīṅ
karaṇu
vartaṇu

Kachchhi
ā’ūṅ viñāṅ to
ā’ūṅ cāṅ to
ā’īṅ
karaṇūṅ
g̈inaṇūṅ

Translation
I am going
I am saying
You
To do (verb)
To take (verb)

North of Bhuj, Kachchhi shades into Sindhi. Residents of the Banni and Pacham areas of
northern Kachchh typically say that they speak Sindhi, not Kachchhi. The D̤ānetā Jat
community, mostly settled in villages in Banni and Lakhpat, speaks its own dialect of Sindhi
known as Jātī, which is distinct from both Kachchhi and standard Sindhi but closer to the latter.
Not long ago, the people of Banni would say “I am going to Kachchh” when they were headed to
Bhuj (Kaladhar Mutwa, pers. comm.). People in Banni still refer to individuals from other
regions of the district as “Kachchhi people,” whom they regard as ethnically distinct from
themselves. Poetry connoisseurs from Banni often critique what they regard as Kachchhi
pronunciation of Shāh’s poetry and speak proudly of how Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Sindhi—usually
classified as an older form of Lāṛī—is closely related to their own speech. According to the
Banni-based Sindhi fiction writer Kaladhar Mutwa—India’s only living Sindhi Muslim author—
there are many words in the antiquated Lāṛī of Shāh’s poetry that are still current in the Sindhi of
Banni (ibid.). Kachchhi speakers, too, are fond of pointing out typically Kachchhi words in
42

Grierson, however, maintains in the Linguistic Survey of India (1906) that Kachchhi “agrees with the language of
Central Sindh rather than with that of the Lāṛu, or South Sindh” (184).
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Shāh’s verses. Junejo (2008) writes that Shāh used many local dialect variants of words in his
poetry and notes that, “There are also Kachchhi words in Shāh’s Risālo. Timar Faqīr went and
lived in Kachchh. Jats and other faqīrs [i.e., devotees of Shāh] have handwritten Risālos there”
(21-22)
Besides the Muslims and Harijans—historically “untouchable” Hindu communities who
deal with Muslim pastoralists’ dead cattle—of Banni and Pacham, there are two other Sindhispeaking communities in Kachchh. One is the Sindhi Hindu community in Adipur and
Gandhidham (southern Kachchh) established by refugees who fled Pakistan for India just after
Partition in 1947 (cf. Khan 2008; Lachaier 2008). Members of this community established the
Institute of Sindhology in Adipur, which has a large library of Sindhi publications and
sometimes sponsors performances by Muslim artists. As mentioned above, another Sindhispeaking Hindu community is the Soḍhā community, many members of which arrived as
refugees from Pakistan after the 1971 war.
Kachchhi-speaking Muslims regard Sindhi as a language of prestige and sophistication,
by which they mean either the standard Vicolī dialect or Lāṛī. Although there is a tradition of
Kachchhi poetry (Savla 1977), few of the poetry enthusiasts I worked with had much interest in
it. As I discuss in Chapter Four, music-stylistic changes in the 1980s led to Muslims’ large-scale
abandonment of a local style of kāfī song that was composed in Kachchhi and made up the
Islamic portion of the regional kacchī rāg̈ repertoire. However, Muslim poets of Kachchh also
composed in Sindhi prior to that development. Sindhi used to be formally taught in many village
madrasahs in the region, and some older rural men can read the Arabic-derived Sindhi script.
Sindhi is still taught in a few Ahl-e Ḥadīth madrasahs in remote areas in northern Kachchh, but
in general Kachchhi Muslims today have little access to any formal educational resources for
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learning Sindhi. Almost none of the men I worked with could read Sindhi script, and when
friends introduced me to other poetry enthusiasts they often made favorable mention of my
ability to read Sindhi.
The high regard for Sindhi in Muslim Kachchh was demonstrated to me on countless
occasions. On one occasion, the shāh jo rāg̈ singer Sumar Kadu Jat showed me his small copy of
Shāh Jo Risālo, which he brought from Pakistan on his trip there in 2015. Sumar has only the
most basic literacy in Sindhi and does not read the Risālo, but he keeps it as a kind of sacred
souvenir from his trip across the border. He retrieved the book from an aluminum trunk perched
on stilts made of Prosopis juliflora sticks in his mud home, and said, “I haven’t shown this to
anyone, but I’m showing it to you.” (He was worried that people would ask to make a Xerox of it
and never return it.) He lit up when I read some of the verses to him, and said, “You’ve made me
happy today by reading in Sindhi. Forget about learning Kachchhi and Gujarati and just focus on
Sindhi.”
Sindhi’s status as a prestige language for Muslims resulted in some curious linguistic
interactions. On another visit with Sumar, he took me to meet a friend in the D̤ānetā Jat village of
Rabb Vāṅḍh, a hamlet that is part of the larger village of Sarara. Sumar introduced the man, who
was in his late fifties or early sixties as his “teacher” and referred to him as “Pakistani” because
he had lived for a year in Sindh. When the man heard about my research interests, he proceeded
to speak exclusively in standard Sindhi for the remaining hour or so of our visit, rather than in
Kachchhi or Urdu-Hindi (he would not have spoken Jātī with me). I had similar interactions on
numerous occasions, usually with men from Banni. Poetry enthusiast friends from other areas of
Kachchh would also often pepper their Kachchhi with a few Sindhi words in an attempt to
elevate their speech and cater to my interest in Sindhi.
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Kachchhi and Gujarati
Language use in Kachchh maps in various ways onto social class, ethnicity, and, to an
extent, religion. As an unrecognized and unwritten language, Kachchhi has a low status within
Kachchh and is regarded as rustic relative to Gujarati, which is associated with official, urban
contexts and well-off Hindu communities like the Paṭels. This status difference is reflected in
other arenas as well, such as restaurants: if one wishes to eat at a slightly fancier restaurant in
Bhuj, it will inevitably be Hindu-run and serve vegetarian Gujarati food; there are no higher-end
restaurants that serve Kachchhi Muslim food in the city.
Hindu communities in Kachchh can be divided into those that speak either Kachchhi or
Gujarati as their first language. The latter includes groups that have been settled in Kachchh for
centuries, such as the Paṭel, Rabārī, and Āhīr communities, as well as other groups that settled
more recently in Kachchh. The colloquial Gujarati spoken in Kachchh includes some KachchhiSindhi loanwords and phrases in its vocabulary that are not used in standard Gujarati. The Āhīr
community speaks its own dialect of Gujarati, which is difficult for those outside the group to
understand.
At functions with Hindu or mixed audiences, speakers employ Gujarati as the language of
address. By contrast, at Muslim weddings and death-anniversary (ʿurs) festivals, announcers
speak in either Kachchhi or Sindhi. An announcer’s use of Sindhi endows the event with a sense
of formality and is considered fitting for a program of sung Sindhi poetry. In contexts with
mixed audiences, speakers usually defer to the Gujarati speakers present if they are comfortable
speaking Gujarati. While virtually all Kachchhi speakers understand Gujarati due to its official
status as the language of education and government, not all Gujarati speakers understand
Kachchhi well. A Laṅgā wedding I attended on the grounds of the palace complex in Bhuj is a
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demonstrative example of this dynamic: although Laṅgās speak Kachchhi as their first language,
the Laṅgā man giving introductions of performing musicians and honored guests spoke only in
Gujarati. I asked a Laṅgā friend seated next to me why the announcer was speaking in Gujarati,
and he informed me that it was because of the presence of many “mājaṇ” guests. Mājaṇ is the
Kachchhi variant of the Sanskritic mahājaṇ (“great person”), which is widespread throughout
northern South Asia, and is locally used to refer to Jains and certain Hindu merchant
communities, such as the Lohāṇā. Mājaṇs are important patrons of Laṅgās, and the announcer
spoke Gujarati out of deference to them. Another factor in his language choice was the urban
setting; one is more likely to hear Gujarati spoken in Bhuj than in rural areas of Kachchh.
Members of the younger generation of Kachchhi-speaking Hindu communities,
particularly those who live in Bhuj, appear to be gradually adopting Gujarati as their primary
language. This is a result of increased education as well as the reality that Gujarati has greater
economic scope than unwritten, unstandardized Kachchhi: knowledge of Gujarati is required, for
instance, if one wishes to obtain employment in major cities of mainland Gujarat. It is possible
that the association of Kachchhi with ruralness and with Muslims is another factor; one Muslim
friend related to me how, in the villages and towns south of Bhuj on the Mundra road, some
members of the Gujarati-speaking Levā Paṭel community refer to Kachchhi as a “Muslim
language” (musalmānī zabān), despite the fact that many Hindu communities also speak
Kachchhi as their mother tongue. As I discuss in Chapter Four, Gujarati has also overtaken
Kachchhi as the language of Hindu devotional songs (bhajan) in Kachchh and is also the
language of many songs from the secular repertoire of the popular dance genre rāsūṛo.
Most of my Kachchhi-speaking Muslim friends and interlocutors disliked speaking
Gujarati. They associated it with bureaucracy and officialdom—government offices, banks,
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schools, hospitals, and political speeches. For this reason, I concentrated on learning Kachchhi
and Sindhi, and was gradually able to rely less on my prior training in Urdu and Hindi. I learned
to read Gujarati and developed basic comprehension of it but did not dedicate any significant
time to learning to speak it because it seemed to be of little benefit to my research, and because
using it would have likely alienated my Muslim friends and interlocuters. One singer friend from
the Jat community said to me on multiple occasions, “I have an ‘allergy’ to Gujarati,” and spoke
of being frustrated in primary school and refusing his teacher’s orders to speak in Gujarati. My
sense is that Kachchhi-speaking children today continue to speak their native language to an
extent in school, even though instruction is in Gujarati.
If not speaking in their native Kachchhi or in Sindhi, my interlocutors preferred to speak
Urdu-Hindi (i.e., Hindustani) over Gujarati. Most of the men I worked with attended school until
about the eighth grade and studied Hindi as one of their subjects in Gujarati-medium schools. As
with Sindhi, very few of my interlocutors could read Urdu script, but were familiar with spoken
Urdu through media consumption. The exceptions to this were religious teachers (maulānā), who
had attended higher-level Islamic schools and learned to read Urdu. Kachchhi Muslims’
preference for Urdu over Gujarati reflects Urdu’s status as a pan-South Asian Muslim language,
due to its use in modern religious instruction as well as valued art forms historically associated
with Muslim culture, such as ghazal poetry. Muslims in Kachchh consume audio and video
recordings of Urdu-language sermons by popular Sunni preachers like Dr. Tahir ul-Qadri and
watch national Urdu-language Islamic television channels in Urdu. On Fridays at mosques in
Bhuj, many imams read Urdu sermons out of a sermon book rather than sermonize in Kachchhi.
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Hindu-Muslim Relations in Contemporary Kachchh
People in Kachchh take pride in the fact that the region does not have a history of interreligious tension and violence, unlike other parts of Gujarat and India more widely. They say that
Kachchh has a tradition of “communal unity” (qaumī ektā),43 and describe the relationship
between the region’s Muslims and Hindus—and Jains, who are lumped in with Hindus—as
“brotherly” (Ur-H. bhā’ī-bhā’ī). In his ethnography of Muslim shipbuilders and seafarers in
Mandvi, Simpson (2006) discusses how prior to the anti-Muslim pogrom of 2002, an instance of
Hindu-Muslim violence in early 1980s Mandvi stood out to his interlocutors as unparalleled
(118). That episode of violence was also a localized occurrence, and none of the men I worked
with ever mentioned it, describing religious polarization in Kachchh as a novel development.
During the 2002 anti-Muslim pogrom in eastern Gujarat (Ghassem-Fachandi 2012; Spodek
2010), no significant violence took place in Kachchh, where the District Superintendent of Police
was proactive about stopping potential attacks on Muslims (Simpson 2006, 134). One singer
proudly recounted to me how he and his fellow Muslim villagers assured a group of Gujarati
Hindu migrant laborers, who were working in their village during that frightening time, that they
would be safer in their Muslim village in Kachchh than if they went back to their homes in
eastern Gujarat.
While Kachchhis still consider their region to be comparatively less prone to the
interreligious tension, my Muslim interlocutors have observed significant social changes in their
lifetimes. Since the 1980s or so, numerous factors have contributed to an increasing bifurcation
of Kachchhi society along religious lines, including Hindu nationalist activities, Islamic reform
and education, and migration into and out of Kachchh (Simpson 2006, 2014). The 2002 pogrom,
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though it did not directly affect Kachchh’s Muslim communities, was a turning point that eroded
the region’s Muslims’ trust in the state as an instrument of their protection. The election of
Narendra Modi— who was the Chief Minister of Gujarat in 2002 and has been accused of letting
the pogrom happen—to Prime Minister in 2014, and again in 2019, has only served to reinforce
the feeling that the Hindu majority is at best unconcerned with the well-being of India’s
Muslims.
Social changes accelerated in the aftermath of a major earthquake in 2001, which ushered
in expanded infrastructure and investment as well as an influx of religious missionization groups
and Hindu nationalist ideology (Simpson 2014). The polarization of Hindus and Muslims in
Kachchh is manifested in post-earthquake resettlement patterns in Bhuj, where some religious
communities took reconstruction as an opportunity to move out of the old city and create
religiously exclusive settlements, so that the city is now more segregated than before the
earthquake (Ibrahim 2018). These ground-level developments reflect the political ideology of
Hindu nationalism, which solidifies support from a Hindu majority by fanning fears of the
Muslim minority. The result, as Simpson (2006) has written in blunt terms, is that: “Given the
impression of danger, Hindus shun interactions with Muslims and occasionally threaten violence.
Muslims sensibly avoid situations of potential conflict and group together for safety, and thus
appear to be secretive and isolationist” (142).44
Since the summer of 2014, at least three violent incidents stemming from inter-religious
tension have taken place in Kachchh, in addition to numerous acts of religious vandalism. The
first, which coincided with my initial visit to Kachchh, shortly followed the national election in
which the Narendra Modi-led Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) assumed control of the central
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government. These incidents revolved around religious insults circulated on social media, a
phenomenon that has played out in other areas of India (Goel et al 2018). My Muslim friends in
Kachchh somewhat optimistically blamed this recent growth of inter-religious tension on a few
young men, whom they said are paid by Hindu nationalist political organizations who tell them
to “fight and rule.”45
In July 2014, during Ramadan, I conducted my first interview with a musician with
whom I became close over the following years. He lived in the humble Muslim area of Sanjog
Nagar, which is composed of houses built on mostly illegally acquired plots of land that open
onto unpaved, debris-strewn lanes that become mud pits in the rainy season. The main
intersection, which is reached by roads that have more potholes than other parts of the city, is
draped with red and green flags bearing the star and crescent moon of Islam. One auto-rickshaw
driver who took me to the area referred to it as “little Pakistan,” a disparaging allusion to its high
Muslim population. As I sat with the musician on the floor of the second story of his home
discussing Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and musical life in Kachchh, his youngest son and two teenage daughters
kept peeking out of the window, curious and concerned. Police jeeps were circling the dirt lanes:
three days before, Muslims had staged a protest at the police station that had turned violent, and
the police were still arresting those involved.
The incident was sparked on and exacerbated by social media. According to my Muslim
friends, the events unfolded as follows: on July 20, a Muslim young man from Nirona village
had been picked up by the police after he made a post on social media in which he denigrated
Hindu gods and goddesses. I was told that the police beat him so badly that he had lost
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consciousness three times. A few days later, a Hindu young man from Mandvi insulted Muslims
on social media, calling Islamic religious teachers “buttfuckers” and referring to Muslims as
kaṭve (a slur for a circumscribed male), and said that he hoped Gaza, which was then under siege,
would continue to be bombed by Israel until every Islamic preacher was in heaven. The man was
picked up by the police and escorted safely back to Bhuj. Angry about the unequal treatment by
the police of the two accused, Muslims gathered at the police station in the Muslim majority
Sarpat Gate area of Bhuj to protest, and the situation soon escalated. Muslims demanded that the
police hand over the young Hindu man, and began to throw rocks at the police. Muslim friends
told me that the police shot three men in the legs. That evening, all the shops in the old city were
shuttered and dark. In the days that followed, the police arrested dozens of Muslim men and held
them in jail for their involvement in the protest. Their confiscated motorcycles and autorickshaws filled the ground in front of the police station.
Other Hindu-Muslim flare-ups have occurred since 2014. During my extended fieldwork
in 2016-2018, multiple disturbing incidents occurred, including a murder by a group of young
Muslim men of a young man from the low-status Kolī (Hindu) community who had made a
video of himself insulting Muslims and circulated it on WhatsApp. Two Sufi shrines were
vandalized around this time, though Sunni Muslims were unsure of who to blame: was it Hindus,
or was it Deobandi and Ahl-e Ḥadīth Muslims opposed to the devotional practices that take place
at the shrines? (One Muslim friend said that it must have been Ahl-e Ḥadīth Muslims because no
Hindu would have the courage to go into a Muslim graveyard at night.) In spite of this lack of
clarity, young Muslim men from the village responded by throwing rocks at vehicles passing on
the main road.
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One prominent local figure has made clear efforts to escalate the growing tension
between the region’s Hindus and Muslims. Raghuvirsinh “Raghuṛā” Jadeja is a man in his late
twenties from central-southern Kachchh who heads the local youth wing of the Hindu nationalist
organization Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP), which is associated with the BJP. He gives
incendiary speeches at Hindu nationalist rallies and posts videos online of himself making
inflammatory comments about Muslims. (The quote with which I began this chapter is from one
of his speeches.) Navratri, a nine-night Hindu festival, has become a rallying point for Jād̤ejā.
Navratri “programs” are large, ticketed events that feature garbā, a form of circle dance.
According to a middle-class Muslim friend of mine, Muslims used to attend these programs but
their attendance has decreased in recent years, a development that can also be attributed to the
efforts of Islamic reformists who discourage Muslims from celebrating Hindu holidays and
dancing (see Chapter Six). In 2016, Jadeja announced that, at Navratri events sponsored by the
VHP, all attendees would be sprinkled with cow urine and anointed with a tilak (Hindu sacred
marking on the forehead) when entering the event grounds. The goal of this move was clearly to
drive away Muslims, who would theoretically be repulsed by both. In 2018, Jadeja posted a selfmade mobile-phone video on YouTube in which he threatened to have members of the VHP
youth wing disrupt any programs that featured Muslim musicians. As a result, concert organizers
cancelled events and scrambled to hire non-Muslim musicians. Many Laṅgā hereditary
musicians lost lucrative gigs, and an event organizer cancelled a large Navratri program that was
to feature Osman Mir, a massively popular Muslim singer of Hindu bhajans and secular
repertoire who hails from a Mīr hereditary musician family from western Kachchh.
In 2018, Jadeja led a rally that culminated in his placing a large saffron flag—saffron
having long been co-opted as a symbol of Hindu nationalism—on top of an old city wall at one
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of the busiest intersections in Bhuj. Just inside the wall is the large, historic Muhammad Pannah
mosque. Previously, the mosque administrators had placed a large sign with “Allah,
Muhammad” written in Arabic in the same location, but the city had forced them to take it down,
saying that they could not place a religious symbol on the public space of the wall. The mosque
administrators relocated the sign, placing it on top of the mosque structure. Jadeja’s placement of
the saffron flag on the public space of the wall thus served both as visual competition with the
“Allah Muhammad” sign and a defiant assertion of the Hindu majority’s political power.

Figure 1.6: Raghuvirsinh Jadeja’s saffron flag, photographed from S.T. Road. 2018.
Photo by the author.

It is a great historical irony that Kachchh’s most notorious Hindu nationalist belongs to a
community with a murky and fluid religious past. The Jād̤ejās, who ruled Kachchh from the
fourteenth century until India’s independence, are said to have been an offshoot of the Sammā
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tribe from Sindh that converted to Islam but later reverted to Hinduism in the sixteenth century
(Sheikh 2010, 106). As late as the nineteenth century, Jād̤ejās visited mosques and were
considered to be half Hindu and half Muslim, to the point that other Rājpūts would not
intermarry with them; one eighteenth-century Rao of Kachchh even converted to Islam (106107). Marianna Postans noted in her 1839 travelogue that the Jād̤ejā mixed Islamic practices and
beliefs with Vaishnava Hindu ones ([1839] 2001, 134-5). This history is, of course, a sensitive
one. As Simpson (2010) has observed, “Today, in Kutch, most people would think you are either
insane or downright malicious if you were to suggest that in the past Rajputs were Muslims or
that the rulers of Kutch ‘believed’ in the Koran” (73).
While the above discussion focuses on the increasing polarization of society along
religious lines in contemporary Kachchh, it is important to note that sometimes what appears to
be an issue of religious difference may also be a result of long-standing animosities between
endogamous communities. This observation conforms with previous research on the ways in
which violence in South Asia follows pre-existing contours of social organization (Brass 1997;
Tambiah 1996; Simpson 2006). When my Muslim friends spoke of how interreligious tension
was previously not an issue in Kachchh, they meant that communal violence did not occur
because of insults that specifically targeted religious belief and identity. The contemporary
relationship between Muslims and the Jād̤ejā (Rājpūt) community to which Raghuvirsinh Jadeja
belongs is a good example. Jād̤ejā are often referred to in Kachchhi as “Darbār” (“court”), a
regional umbrella term for Rājpūt castes.46 Darbārs, especially the Jād̤ejā but also the Zālā (or
Jhālā), have a large presence within the police force, and are seen by many Muslims as arrogant
and hot-blooded. Muslim friends referenced this arrogance by imitating a gesture they associated
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with Darbārs: a stylized twisting up of the moustache with the elbow lifted high, a move that
signals a Rājpūt male’s willingness to defend his pride and assert his authority. Hereditary
musicians complained to me about how they were expected to be deferential in the presence of
Rājpūt males, and that Rājpūts demeaned them in various ways when they performed at religious
functions and weddings.47 A prominent kāfī singer with whom I studied is the younger brother of
a kind of local strongman who was arrested for the illegal sale of construction materials during
my fieldwork. When I discussed the arrest with the singer, he chalked it up to an ongoing tense
relationship between his community and Darbār (Rajput) men in his village, who were either in
the police force or had close relations with police, saying, “We don’t get along with Darbārs”
(Ur. hamārī aur darbāroṅ kī tabiyat nahīṅ hotī hai). In light of prior tensions between Muslims
and Darbārs, the latter’s relatively recent embrace of Hindu nationalism must be understood as
an additional layer on a complex historical relationship and a new means of exercising power.

Sufism, Islam, and Political Life
A critical turning point in Indian socio-religious politics occurred on December 6, 1992,
when a mob of Hindu nationalists destroyed the sixteenth-century Babri Masjid (“Babur’s
Mosque”) in the town of Ayodhya, in the state of Uttar Pradesh. An ongoing dispute over
ownership of the mosque site began in the mid nineteenth century, hinging on unproven claims
by Hindus that the mosque was constructed on the site of a destroyed temple that had marked the
site of the god Ram’s birthplace. In the mid 1980s, the Hindu nationalist group Vishwa Hindu
47

Not all hereditary musicians agreed with this narrative. I was once visited at my home by a Jād̤ejā police officer
who suspiciously asked me about who I lived with, likely because some Hindu neighbor had tipped him off that I
often had Muslim guests. When I put him on the phone with a Rājpūt (Zālā) acquaintance in the police force, he
made a comment about how Laṅgās—read: low-status and Muslim—were often seen coming and going from my
house. I later told this story to a hereditary musician, and he refuted the narrative, saying, “Jād̤ejās aren’t suspicious
of Laṅgās, they become happy when they see Laṅgās” (presumably because Laṅgās play music at Jād̤ejā weddings).
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Parishad (VHP) began a nationwide campaign for increased Hindu access to the mosque, which
was later awarded in court. On December 6, 1992, leaders from the VHP and the related
organization Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) gathered at the site with Hindu nationalist
“volunteers,” who ascended the dome of the mosque and proceeded to dismantle it. The HinduMuslim riots that erupted around the country in the aftermath of the destruction led to some three
thousand deaths and were a violent and symbolic representation of the extent to which Hindu and
Muslim social ties had frayed (cf. Nandy et al 1995; Bacchetta 2000).
Against the rising wave of Hindu nationalism over the past few decades, Sufism has been
lauded in India as an example of an indigenous tradition characterized by inter-religious
tolerance and communal harmony (see e.g., Engineer 1991). As the most prominent signifiers of
Sufism in India, various genres of Sufi music, both traditional and newly created, have become
popular among India’s elite (Manuel 2008). Popular discourse about Sufism in India often casts
it as a kind of offshoot of Islam, a tendency that is also common in the West and exemplified in
mainstream conceptions of the popular Sufi poet Jalaluddin Rumi (cf. Mojaddedi 2012, 2017).
This understanding of Sufism is supported in India by the observation that non-Muslims
regularly visit Sufi tomb-shrines, and the fact that Sufis have celebrated aspects of Hindu
tradition both in life and in poetry, such as the festival of Holi (Manuel 2008, 38).
In contradistinction to the view that Sufism is an offshoot of Islam, my interlocutors view
Sufi poetry as a translation of basic Islamic teachings into vernacular forms that are easier for
uneducated people to understand. As the poetry enthusiast and hereditary musician Gani Ustād
put it, “This is not Shah’s kalām (“poetry”), this is God’s kalām (“Word”), because Shāh took
the Noble Qur’ān and put it in his own words.” (Gani Langa, pers. comm., April 3, 2018). As
poetry enthusiasts and performers in Kachchh navigate an environment of Muslim political
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marginalization and altered interreligious relations, they turn to the teachings contained within
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, and ultimately the Qur’ān and the Ḥadīth. In subsequent chapters, I will
discuss the transmission of Islamic and ethical knowledge through poetry in greater depth, but
here my interest is in providing social context for the practice.
In approaching the question of how enthusiasts locate values in the Islamic textual
tradition that shape their participation in public life, I am guided by the idea that Sufi tradition,
like all traditions, is an “empirical arrangement in which discursivity and materiality are
connected through the minutiae of everyday living” (Asad 2015, 166). This notion of tradition—
as constituted by and productive of certain kinds of dispositions—is helpful for thinking about
the relationship between the performance of emotional discourses and discourses that are more
apparently political in nature. As a group of men that places value in certain ways of feeling as
Muslims, Sufi poetry enthusiasts are an “emotional community” (Rosenwein 2006) that locates
in Islamic poetry and foundational texts the interrelated ethical virtues of love, the pain of
separation, humility, gratitude to God, and reverence for the Prophet. Performers attempt to elicit
these feelings in themselves and in listeners when they sing or recite poetry, making the process
of ethical formation one that is interpenetrated by affective experience. Within the repertoire of
Islamic ethical virtues transmitted through poetry, enthusiasts identify one value with clear
ramifications for public and political life: tolerance and respect for the religious beliefs of other
communities. My shauqīn (“enthusiast”) interlocutors stated versions of the claim that the
Qur’ān teaches that one should not insult other faiths. While they did not reference specific
Qur’ānic sūrah or verses, their claim is supported by the following Qur’ānic verses:
And do not insult those they invoke other than Allah, lest they insult Allah in enmity
without knowledge. Thus We have made pleasing to every community their deeds. Then
to their Lord is their return, and He will inform them about what they used to do. (alAnʿām 6:108)
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Allah does not forbid you from those who do not fight you because of religion and do not
expel you from your homes - from being righteous toward them and acting justly toward
them. Indeed, Allah loves those who act justly. (al-Mumtahanah 60:8)
Allah only forbids you from those who fight you because of religion and expel you from
your homes and aid in your expulsion - [forbids] that you make allies of them. And
whoever makes allies of them, then it is those who are the wrongdoers. (al-Mumtahanah
60:9)48
At a Sufi death-anniversary festival in 2017, the kāfī singer Ismail Para (Pārā) prefaced
his performance with on-stage remarks about how the ethical value of religious tolerance is
characteristic of Sufi spaces, and how this value has its origins in the example of the Prophet.
Para is unique among non-hereditary Muslim singers in that he regularly performs throughout
Kachchh in front of Hindus, both in mixed audiences and in more exclusively Hindu contexts.
As a younger man, Para worked a wide variety of jobs, including as a cook for groups of manual
laborers. Now in his fifties, he is the only local performer of Sindhi Sufi vocal repertoire who
earns his livelihood from music. Although he is not a hereditary musician, he is not unlike
singers from the Mīr hereditary musician community in that he performs a wide range of
repertoire. In addition to singing Sindhi Sufi kalām at Muslim weddings and Sufi deathanniversary festivals, he performs bhajan (Hindu devotional songs), Urdu ghazal, Kachchhilanguage osāṇī (<“Ḥusainī”; a local Muharram song genre), and solo qawwālī. On one occasion,
I watched him perform at a temple for a group of cannabis-puffing Hindu renunciants and
laymen at an annual celebration for the Hindu god Hanuman. The crowd especially enjoyed
Para’s performance of a bhajan he had composed in praise of Hanuman and set to a Sindhi kāfī
tune, complete with Sindhi-style ḍholak played by a Laṅgā accompanist. Ismail’s familiarity
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with negotiating diverse religious spaces is notable given his following invocation of the
discourse of “communal unity” (qaumī ektā) in front of hundreds of audience members:
They call it “communal unity” (qaumī ektā), which will only exist when the hearts [of
people of different communities] are always joined. Qaumī ektā, where did it come from?
Who first adopted qaumī ektā? My Master (āqā), the Great Prophet Muhammad, peace
and blessings of God be upon him. When he migrated from Makka and went to Madina,
he gathered people of every faith and said, “May each and every one of your faiths be
blessed.” It was then that we received this qaumī ektā. I won’t “lecture” for much “time,”
but when we are all here together at this Friend [of God]’s Court… In reality, religion
(mazhab, dharam) has become divided. There are restrictions at the mosque that a Hindu
cannot enter, and there are restrictions at the temple that a Muslim cannot enter. But
when these Lovers’ Courts (‘āshiq je darbār, i.e., Sufis’ tomb-shrines) are opened up,
humans of any religion, any faith, can come. And whoever wants to take the blessings at
their threshold can come. There are no restrictions here because this is the threshold of a
respected Sufi, a respected Friend.
In this short “lecture,” Para affirmed the dargāh space as one of unrestricted acceptance
of all people, in contrast to that of the mosque. He framed the dargāh as the domain of a buried
Lover, whose painful longing for his Beloved granted him a special closeness to the divine that
makes him an effective intercessor between a devotee and God. Although Para contrasted the
dargāh with the mosque, he ultimately identified religious tolerance as one of the Prophet’s
teachings. Para’s response to the social issue of qaumī ektā, a term commonly used by
politicians, is notable because it resisted the Hindu nationalist claim that Muslims are insular and
violent with a public affirmation that religious tolerance is a value with specifically Islamic
roots.
My Muslim interlocutors similarly turned to the Islamic tradition as they pushed back
against the Hindu nationalist discourse that Muslims are not loyal Indians. This discourse is
exemplified by the accusation made by Raghuvirsinh Jadeja, with which I began this chapter
(“those who live in Kachchh and listen to Pakistani songs are traitors”). This accusation is
obviously not a concern with musical taste but a thinly veiled expression of the Hindu nationalist
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belief that Muslims are less loyal to the Indian nation-state than Hindus. The rural Muslim men I
worked with are acutely aware of this suspicion. As men who inhabit a borderland and have
family across the border in Pakistan, they are acquainted with the surveillance activities of the
Indian Border Security Force. Multiple men I worked with had been approached by the Indian
and Pakistani intelligence agencies with offers to spy on the other country. When these men
travel eastward into mainland Gujarat, their style of clothing makes them subject to perceptions
that they are from Pakistan. Anti-Muslim speeches and rallies that rehearse the trope of Muslim
disloyalty have become a feature of the region’s political landscape.49 Contra this discourse and
the connected practice of surveilling borderland Muslims, I heard Muslims in Kachchh declare
their love for the Indian nation on multiple occasions with reference to an (unconfirmed) ḥadīth:
“Love for one’s homeland is part of faith” (Ar. ḥubb al-wat̤ an min al-īmān). In doing so, these
men inverted the Hindu nationalist notion that Muslims are not loyal to India by framing
nationalism as something that is foundational to Islam.

Frustration and the Rupture of Islamic Ethics
Thus far I have highlighted some positive and constructive ways that Sunni Muslims in
Kachchh have tried to respond to increasing interreligious tension. I did, however, witness
moments when my Muslim friends and interlocutors wavered in their commitment to the Islamic
ethical virtue of religious tolerance and made disrespectful statements about Hindu beliefs and
practices. In these moments of ethical rupture, they expressed their frustration with non-Muslims
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This recent speech in Kachchh by a Hindu nationalist politician is a good example: T Raja Singh. “Raja Singh
Speech at Gujrat [sic] (Kutch): Why Every Terrorist is Muslim Only??” YouTube video, 32:10. March 3, 2019.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaOhSUPN01A.
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and thereby exposed the limitations of their ability to remain “tolerant” of those whom they
perceive as participating in a widespread project of Muslim marginalization,
On the few occasions that I heard Muslim friends and acquaintances make dismissive or
condescending statements about the beliefs of Hindus—whom they referred to as “Hindu” or as
ġair muslim (“non-Muslims”), or simply ġair log (“outside people”)—they were speaking in
private contexts with other Muslims and me. My interlocutors seemed to feel comfortable
making these statements to me or in front of me for a few reasons. First, they knew that I had
been born a Christian. Despite my saying that I do not follow Christianity, they continued to
regard me as a fellow “Person of the Book” (ahl-e kitāb). They also understandably saw me as
someone interested in Islamic traditions and practices, and sympathetic to the marginalized
position of Indian Muslims. When I introduced myself as “Brian,” many men asked in reply,
“Ibrām?” (the Kachchhi pronunciation of Ibrāhīm), and some continued to call me by that name
even after I had corrected them. My adoption of local Muslim-style dress and bodily practices,
such as squatting for urination, along with my eager willingness to eat non-vegetarian food with
them from a shared plate, also factored into their perception of me.
I became friendly with one Sindhi poetry enthusiast who lived in Mandvi, a town that has
been host to several incidents of Hindu-Muslim violence (cf. Simpson 2006). On one visit to his
home, the poetry enthusiast said to me, “This Krishna, it’s all just drama (nāṭak), and baseless,
someone just wrote it and made it up.” Surprised by the bluntness of his statement, but not ready
to argue with my generous host, I blandly replied, “Oh, really?” and asked what his spiritual
master, the Muftī-e Kachchh Ahmad Shah Bukhari-Qadiri (see Chapter Six), says about Hindus.
He and his cousin promptly replied that the Muftī teaches that one should follow one’s own path
and not say anything negative about other religions, or about other people in general. Although
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the poetry enthusiast said that he is committed to this Islamic teaching, he has also had to grapple
with the effects of religious politics and violence on his own family. His nephew, a barrelchested youth who had recently been involved in a brawl with Raghuvirsinh Jadeja and his gang
of Hindu nationalist youth, bragged to me that he had sent Jadeja into hiding. Given this history,
I was surprised to learn that the enthusiast’s brother was a member of the local chapter of the
Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). When I asked the brother why he would join a
Hindu nationalist organization, he suggested in so many words that it was important to be aware
of their activities. This atmosphere of distrust and violence seemed to pose a challenge to the
poetry enthusiast’s ability to consistently abide by his ethical ideals.
A comment by another poetry enthusiast, a hereditary musician, similarly reveals how
Muslims’ dismissive statements about Hindus and Hindu beliefs are intertwined with issues that
lie beyond theology. On numerous occasions I heard this hereditary musician proudly describe
Kachchh as a place unlike anywhere else in India in terms of its people’s commitment to
communal unity (qaumī ektā). He interacted closely with Hindus and Jains on a regular basis,
and I once accompanied him to a temple to perform music for a Hindu deity. He told me that
when he plays at temples, he often takes darshan (“viewing”) of the deity, an act that he
reconciles with his own Islamic devotion despite it appearing to be shirk (idolatry). On this
occasion, though, a younger enthusiast mentioned a low-caste Hindu singer, who describes
himself as a “Sufi singer” and had recently performed at music festivals elsewhere in India. The
hereditary musician replied with a rhetorical question, in what I perceived to be a condescending
tone: “How can he be a Sufi singer if he has not accepted the oneness of God (tauḥīd)?”
Although this rhetorical question was less provocative than the Krishna comment from
the first example, it suggests multiple levels of frustration. One, the statement reveals the
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enthusiast’s belief that the Islamic faith is a prerequisite for participating in Sufi tradition, which
pushes back against the popular discourse that Sufism is a universalist tradition.50 Two, I suspect
that it points to the musician’s frustration with how the Hindu performer had become a favorite
of a local music NGO run by Hindu elites. The NGO employees, in conjunction with concert
organizers, had chosen to send him as a representative of Kachchh’s tradition of Sindhi Sufi
performance to events elsewhere in India, rather than one of a number of far more
knowledgeable and experienced Muslim performers. This choice was bristling to the Muslim
hereditary musician, who believed that people who seek to promote, discuss, and perform Shāh’s
message in public should know and understand his poetry well or not sing or talk about it at all.
In this way, the musician’s comment about the Hindu “Sufi singer” seemed to speak as much to
the question of what the prerequisites are for being a “Sufi” as it did to differences in social class
and his frustration with the marginalization of Muslims.
In pointing out what appear to be moments of rupture in my interlocutors’ commitment to
religious tolerance, my goal is not to suggest that they are merely paying lip service to this
virtue, but to bring attention to what Ewing (1997), in her work on Islamic reform in Pakistan,
has called “the tension between subject position and the vicissitudes of the speaking subject,
which ranges across experiences unconstrained by discursively constituted ideologies” (97).
Individuals who strive towards a certain kind of ethical selfhood may at times fail to fulfill this
ideal when they are confronted with the obstacles and challenges offered in social life.
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Manuel (2008) discusses related criticisms of the “Sufi music vogue” by hereditary Muslim musicians.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I have provided historical and social context for Sufi poetry performance
in order to give a sense of how Kachchhi Muslims view themselves as part of a wider Sindhi
cultural world, and of the places that they occupy within Kachchhi society. I have focussed on
socio-religious developments since the 1980s, particularly the rise of Hindu nationalism, and
examined how Muslim Sufi poetry enthusiasts in Kachchh have responded to these challenges in
ways that reflect how they bring Islamic teachings to bear in their lives.
Although most performances of Sufi music in Kachchh take place within largely or
exclusively Muslim social contexts, a few Muslim and Hindu performers, such as singers from
the Gaḍhvī community, do occasionally perform for mixed audiences of Hindus and Muslims.
As I have shown in my discussion of the singer Ismail Para above, some of these performers
attempt to use their public role to defuse interreligious tension and encourage unity as they
navigate a social landscape of changing communal relations. Most of the Muslim performers I
worked with, however, do so in quieter and more quotidian ways. Some suggest the futility of
trying to change the political atmosphere. The only times I heard my interlocutors refer to
themselves as “Sufi” were when I asked questions about explicitly political matters. In all other
contexts, they referred to themselves as Muslims, and reserved the term “Sufi” for referring to a
morally elevated Muslim who was especially close to God—to refer to themselves as a “Sufi”
would have been lacking in humility, and roughly akin to calling oneself a saint. When they
called themselves “Sufi” in response to my questions about politics, they did so to communicate
that they considered themselves to be removed from the dirty world of politics.
It is ironic that while a notorious Hindu nationalist firebrand accuses Kachchhis who
listen to Pakistani songs of being traitors, many rural Muslims credit Sufi music from across the
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border with endowing them with a greater understanding of the ethical values of the Islamic
tradition, including religious tolerance and love of one’s homeland. As I discussed above, there
is another layer of irony to Raghuvirsinh Jadeja’s attempts to incite fear and hatred of Muslims
insofar as Islam played a significant role in the Jād̤ejās’ religious past.
The growth of Hindu nationalism in Kachchh is not only ironic, of course—it is sad. In
October 2017, I sat with the shāh jo rāg̈ singer Mitha Khan Jat for an interview when he was
temporarily living near Nakhatrana while performing seasonal labor during the peanut harvest on
a farm owned by a Levā Paṭel family. He and a few of his family members had constructed tents
from tarps and sticks in the middle of a sandy clearing a kilometer or so off the main road.
During the interview, he related how, decades ago, he and his father Sumar Muhammad Shakur
Jat (d. 1986) used to sing Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry with a group of five Jād̤ejā men from Bibar
village in northern Kachchh, located in the Pāṅvarpaṭī area on the southern edge of the Rann, not
far from Mitha Khan’s village in Banni. My friend Asif, who accompanied me on numerous
research trips out of his own interest in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, was shocked to hear this, given the
contemporary relationship between Jād̤ejās and Muslims. We resolved to meet the last living
member of this circle of Jād̤ejā performers and enthusiasts of Shāh’s poetry.
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Figure 1.7: Mitha Khan Jat, a shāh jo rāg̈ singer, and Kanji Kishanji Jadeja reminisce
about singing together. Bibar, Kachchh. March 14, 2018. Still from a video interview by
the author.
When we visited Bibar in March 2018 to meet the eighty-one-year-old Kanji Kishanji
Jadeja, he and Mitha Khan sat next to one another as they spoke to me and Asif about the past.
The Jād̤ejā enthusiasts knew the Jat men because of their economic relationship—Jād̤ejās bought
cattle from the Jats—but they became close because of the Jād̤ejās’ love and respect for the Jats’
sung performance of Sufi poetry. The Muslim singers from Banni used to walk through the Rann
to Bibar on Thursday nights to meet the Jād̤ejās at the tomb-shrine of a Jat holy man or an
āsthāno51 of the local holy man Hājī Pīr adjacent to the home of one of the Jād̤ejā men, where
they would sing Shāh’s poetry together into the night. Kanji’s eyes filled with tears as he recited
Shāh’s poetry and listed off the names of his singer friends who had passed away. After the
interview, the son of one of the deceased Jād̤ejā singers took us to his family home, where the

51

A shrine that commemorates a place visited by a Friend of God.
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singer’s widow and daughter welcomed Mitha Khan warmly. They cried together as they
reminisced about the past. This musical history, of Muslims and Jād̤ejās brought together by their
love of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, offered a glimpse into a bygone era, when “communal unity” was not an
ideological position whose importance one had to impress upon members of a polarizing society,
but a shared attraction to a form of devotion whose affective force carried it beyond religious
boundaries.
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Chapter Two
Shah ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī and His Surs: Poetry Performance and Informal
Sufism in Muslim Kachchh

Shah ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry is valued in rural Muslim Kachchh as an affectively
forceful and thematically variegated articulation of Islamic thought and devotion. Muslims
revere Shāh Bhiṭā’ī not only as a poet but also as a Friend of God. This chapter approaches Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry as the magnetic center of multiple traditions of Islamic performance and
meaning-making. While there is a substantial literature on Shāh’s poetry in Sindhi and English
by Sindhi scholars, most of this scholarship does not examine contemporary performance
practices, which are essential to the transmission of Shāh’s poetry and the realization of its
affective potential. The initial portion of this chapter builds on previous work on Shāh Bhiṭā’ī by
examining the linked poetic and musical forms that make up his sur repertoire, as well as the
contemporary performance genres and contexts in which his surs are sung and recited. I begin
this discussion by touching upon some ways that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and his poetry are intimately
linked to the landscape and history of Kachchh.
In the latter portion of the chapter, I discuss the Islamic interpretation of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s
poetry by male Muslim poetry enthusiasts. In examining the cultivation of poetic knowledge by
rural Muslim men, I aim to shed light on a decentralized and non-institutional manifestation of
Sufi Islam, or “informal Sufism” (Frishkopf 2001). As Frishkopf points out, “[the] main
difference between formal and informal types [of Sufism] is the absence of the social structures
in the latter and formal spiritual disciplines characteristic of the turuq [orders]” (241). The term
“informal Sufism” helps us to evade some of the problems with the term “popular Sufism,”
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which arose because of the inadequacy of the term “mysticism” for describing the myriad
practices and concepts associated with the label “Sufism” (Green 2008, 4). For one, the term
“popular Sufism” has historically been employed to account for the supposedly superstitious
devotional practices of the Muslim masses, which appeared to Orientalist scholars to be
disconnected from the interior practice of “mysticism.” I find the term “informal Sufism” useful
for describing Sufi practice as I observed it in Kachchh, where poetry enthusiasts deliberately
acquire Sufi knowledge not as part of a formal program of Sufi practice and study, such as may
be prescribed by a Sufi master, but rather through the affective practice of listening to sung and
recited poetry. In spite of the vast literature attesting to the importance of poetry within Muslim
societies, the contemporary cultivation of poetic knowledge as the practice of Sufism is
understudied. The relative detachment of poetic life from formalized Sufi contexts in Kachchh,
such as Qādirī zikr at mosques on Thursday nights or dargāh-based ritual practices, offers an
opportunity to expand our conceptions of Sufi practice in contemporary South Asia. To this end,
I examine how loosely connected circles of Sufi poetry shauqīns—persons with shauq
(“passion,” “interest”), or “enthusiasts”—develop and transmit their knowledge of Islam through
the practice of poetic interpretation. I view the cultivation of Sindhi poetic knowledge as the
primary form of male intellectual life in rural Muslim Kachchh, a collective project which
enfolds practices of memorization, interpretation, recitation, and musical performance. As I
discuss in greater depth in subsequent chapters, these practices are directed towards the
development of ethical virtues inscribed in Sindhi Sufi poetry, namely love—for God, the
Prophet, Friends of God, and fellow humans—and the pain of longing to be reunited with God.
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Poetry and Place
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s importance in greater Sindhi culture is unparalleled and extends to
Kachchh and western Rajasthan. Although I focus in this dissertation on Muslim communities,
Shāh is also revered by Hindus of diverse social statuses, including low-status communities such
as the Meghvār communities of northern Kachchh,52 Soḍhā (Rājpūts), and the Sindhi Hindu
merchant community that fled Sindh as refugees after Partition. Shāh’s verses traverse and
thereby inscribe a poetic region that encompasses Sindh and its peripheries. In verses about yogis
in Sur Rāmkalī, for instance, he references the goddess temple at Hinglāj, in Balochistan. In Sur
Soraṭh, he allegorizes the tale of the hereditary musician B̤ījal and King D̤iyāc, which takes place
in Junagadh, on the Saurashtra peninsula south of Kachchh (“Soraṭh” is a regional pronunciation
of “Saurashtra”). In surs D̤ahar, Bilāval, and Kārāyal, he makes reference to locations in and
historical figures of Kachchh. Poetry enthusiasts maintain that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s familiarity with the
stories and peoples of these regions were a result of his extensive travels as a young man. They
say that the fineness of detail and evidence of particular forms of local knowledge in his poetry
could only have been accomplished by his visiting places and observing them closely, like an
ethnographer or historian. My poetry enthusiast friends in Kachchh relished this aspect of Shāh’s
poetry. For example, they were delighted when I showed them photographs that I had taken in
western Rajasthan of the Kāk river and the ruins of the princess Mūmal’s palace, both of which
are referenced in Shāh’s Sur Rāṇo, a thematic set of verses based on the Mūmal-Rāṇo romance.
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Also pronounced “Meghvāl.” The four endogamous Meghvār communities of Kachchh (Maheshvarī, Mārvāṛā,
Chāraṇiyā, Gujara), along with other historically “untouchable” communities, are referred to as “Harījan” by other
communities in the region (see Ibrahim 2009, 88-103). “Harījan” is a term coined by Gandhi that is now seen as
patronizing in much of India, where it has been increasingly replaced by the more politically correct “Dalit.”
Meghvār in Kachchh refer to themselves as a specific group with the term “Meghvār,” but continue to use “Harījan”
to refer to themselves as part of a larger category of communities (Kothari 2013, 94).
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Figure 2.1. The dry bed of the Kāk River. Lodrawa village, Jaisalmer district, western
Rajasthan. January 23, 2018. Photo by the author.

Figure 2.2: A remnant of mūmal jī māṛī (“Mūmal’s palace”). Chatrel village, Jaisalmer
district, Rajasthan. January 23, 2018. Photo by the author. A local man described the
structure as a sitting area for the princess Mūmal of the Mūmal-Rāṇo romance.
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Figure 2.3. Another portion of “Mūmal’s palace.” Locals say this was part of the main
structure of the palace, and that many of the other buildings were buried in an earthquake.
The structure is a protected monument and is currently used as a Hindu temple. Lodrawa,
Rajasthan. January 23, 2018. Photo by the author.

Enthusiasts of Shāh’s poetry are fond of recounting stories about the poet’s travels,
including ones that are not referenced in verse. This oral history reveals a sacralized landscape
invisible to non-enthusiasts. In 2015, I took a road trip with a drummer friend and his son in their
car. We rolled along in the second-hand Maruti, listening to Sindhi music from the 1980s off of a
borrowed USB flash drive. While we were driving towards his village on the second day, the
drummer pointed out of the window at what looked like just another of the countless small sandy
hills (bhiṭ) in Kachchh and said, “Shāh Bhiṭā’ī stayed on top of that hill.” He went on to recount
how the hill, known as “The Sandhill One’s Sandhill” (bhiṭā’īvāro bhiṭ), was the scene of a story
known by enthusiasts in both India and Pakistan. The story revolves around one of Shāh
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Bhiṭā’ī’s two dogs, Motī (“Pearl”), whose grave is in the vicinity of Shāh’s shrine in Bhit Shah.53
According to my drummer friend, the dog’s drinking bowl may still be on top of the hill in
Kachchh. The following version of the story is adapted from field notes I made after hearing the
story a second time from a Sufi poetry enthusiast on his farm in Kothara village (western
Kachchh) in December 2017:
Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib was with his disciple Miyūṅ Vayhal faqīr Mīrjat on Bhiṭā’īvāro Bhiṭ, near
Haji Saleh’s dargāh in Jaḍodara village, next to Kotda. Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib’s dog Motī was
sick, and he predicted that it was going to die in a few days, so he told Vayhal faqīr to
wait there with the dog until it died, and then bury it. Then Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib left and went
back to Sindh. The disciple was upset that his spiritual master had abandoned him,
leaving him all alone on a hill, far from home. Sure enough, Motī died a few days later,
and Vayhal faqīr went back to Sindh. The disciple, who was still upset that Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib
had left him alone in Kachchh, had resolved to tell Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib that he was leaving him.
But when Vayhal faqīr arrived back in Sindh, a festival was about to start, and
preparations were underway. Before Vayhal faqīr could say that he was leaving, Bhiṭā’ī
ṣāḥib told him to help by digging a hole in a particular place. Vayhal faqīr did so, and in
that place he found Motī buried. So, he moved over to another place and dug again, and
there too he found the buried dog. This happened a few more times. So he went to Bhiṭā’ī
ṣāḥib and said, “I buried your dog over there in Kachchh, but wherever I dig here I find it
buried.” Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib replied, “I couldn’t even leave Motī behind, did you really think I
would abandon you?”

53

Shāh Bhiṭā’ī was gifted two dogs, Motī and Khīṅjo (a poetry enthusiast in Kachchh said the second dog’s name
was Māṇik).
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Figure 2.4: “Bhiṭā’ī’s Sandhill,” on the outskirts of Jadodara village, western Kachchh.
December 27, 2017. Photo by the author.
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Figure 2.5. Motī’s grave. Bhit Shah, Sindh, Pakistan. Photo by Ismail Mirjat.

For Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s devotees, the primary import of this story is to demonstrate Bhiṭā’ī
ṣāḥib’s loyalty to them, and to confirm his status as a Friend of God, attested by his ability to
perform miracles. According to the shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīr Ismail Mirjat, who belongs to the same
community as Vayhal faqīr and lives close to the adjacent graves of Motī and Vayhal faqīr in
Bhit Shah, Pakistan, this set of events was Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s way of showing us that “We too are on
a pilgrimage with Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib, and wherever we die, Shāh will also bury us there. It was also
his way of showing that if he couldn’t abandon his dog, then he won’t abandon his devotees
(faqīr)” (Ismail Mirjat, WhatsApp audio message, August 14, 2019). To tell this story in the
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context of contemporary Kachchh, however, also affirms the region’s inclusion in the Bhiṭā’īan
landscape, and within the cultural history of Sindh. The story of Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib’s dog is one of
many that place him in Kachchh. The region is dotted with places, often in uninhabited places on
the outskirts of rural villages, that plot this sacralized geography.

Figure 2.6. One of Shāh’s āsthāno (a shrine commemorating a Friend’s visitation),
outside Budiya village in western Kachchh. March 11, 2018. Photo by the author.

Poetic Forms and Repertoire
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī composed poetry in two basic poetic forms: baits (verses) and vā’īs
(strophic song texts). In performance and in the written compendium of Shāh’s poetry, these are
organized into thematically unified groupings called suru, a term that means “melody” in Sindhi.
According to the performers I worked with, Shāh composed his baits and vā’īs within these
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particular surs. As I will discuss below, however, it is clear that Shāh’s poetry has been subject
to reorganization over the past two and a half centuries.

Bait
As in many places in the Muslim world, the term bait in Kachchhi and Sindhi refers to a
poetic verse. Bait (or beit; pl. abyāt) is an Arabic word that literally means “house,” but also
refers to a line of Arabic poetry. Baits in Arabic consist of a single line with two equal
hemistiches, and thus bait is often translated as “couplet.” Despite being called by the Arabic
term bait, Sindhi baits are not based on the Persian-Arabic ʿarūz prosodic system but rather on
the Indic moraic mātra-based dohā (“couplet”) meter and its variants. Shāh’s baits typically
consist of between two and five lines but can have as many as eleven. Three-line baits are
especially common. In most of Shāh’s baits, alliteration is a prominent prosodic feature.
The quintessential dohā form consists of two lines, with the first and third hemistiches
having thirteen mātras, and the second and fourth having eleven mātras, with the rhyme coming
at the end of the eleven mātra hemistiches. The Sindhi variants of this form used by Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī—soraṭha, tuṅverī dūho, and baṛo dūho—rearrange the hemistich lengths while
preserving the rhyme at the end of the eleven-mātra hemistiches (cf. Jotwani 1976, 75-83, and
passim). It should be noted, however, that Shāh’s verses do not always strictly conform to these
mātrā counts.
Poetic Example 2.1. A bait in the soraṭha meter.
Sur Kāmod̤, SJR I:1
tūṅ samo ā’ūṅ gaṅdirī, mūṅ meṅ ʿaibani jū’i,
pasī rāṇī’uni rū’i, matāṅ māṅgari maṭi’eṅ!
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You’re a Samo [king] and I’m a Gaṅdarī [low-status woman], faults settled within me.
Don’t trade this fisherwoman in when you see the faces of your queens!
The first two lines of the bait in Poetic Example 2.2 are in the standard dohā meter, with the
rhyme in the third line coming at the end of the first hemistich in the manner of a soraṭha dohā.
Poetic Example 2.2. Bait of Sur Kalyāṇ
Sur Kalyāṇ, SJR II:17
asal ʿashiqana jo siru na sāṅḍhaṇu kamu
sava sisine’āṅ ag̈aro saṅdo dosāṅ damu
hī’u had̤o aiṅ camu, pika piriyāṅ jī na paṛe
It is not the work of a true lover to preserve his head.
Just one moment with the Friend is better than a hundred heads.
This bone and skin do not equal even a fleck of the Beloved’s spittle.

Vā’ī
A vā’ī is a compact strophic song form. Saleem (1984) provides multiple etymologies for
the term vā’ī. He writes that vā’ī in Sindhi has a meaning akin to the Hindi-Urdu bāt (64), a word
with numerous meanings but the most salient among them “speech, language, word, saying”
(Platts 1884). He also notes that vā’ī derives from the Sindhi compound verb vā’i vā’i karaṇu
(“to scream,” “to call”) because the style of singing vā’ī compositions in shāh jo rāg̈ is akin to
someone making a plea or complaint (faryād) (65).54 With regard to form, a vā’ī alternates
between a refrain (thalu) and strophes (misraʿ), and has a monorhyme scheme, in which the last
word of the first hemistich of the thalu rhymes with the last word of each misraʿ line. In
compendia of Shāh’s poetry, vā’ī come at the conclusion of the subgroupings or subsections of a

54

Saleem (1984) writes that the literal meaning of vā’ī is equivalent to the Urdu/Hindi word bāt (matter, talk) (64).
He provides yet another etymology that has vā’ī as a local variant of the Hindi vāṇī (speech), which is not
unreasonable given that vāṇī and its variant bānī are used to refer to poetry, as in “Kabīr bānī,” “poetry [by] Kabīr.”
He adds that “because vā’ī has a relationship with music, it is written in one or another rāg” (ibid.).
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sur, which are known as dāstān.55 A vā’ī typically has between four and seven lines, and the
number of vā’īs varies according to the sur.56 Formally speaking, a vā’ī is like a kāfī
composition, insofar as both feature a refrain that alternates with strophe lines, but Shāh’s vā’īs
are more compact than later Sindhi kāfīs.57 (I discuss the kāfī form in more depth in Chapter
Three.) Poetic example 2.3 is a vā’ī in Yaman Kalyāṇ.58 The thalu (refrain) is in bold. Note how
the end of the first half of the thalu (“mūṅ”) rhymes with the last word of each misraʿ:
Poetic Example 2.3. Vā’ī of Sur Yaman Kalyāṇ
maṅdhu pi’aṅde mūṅ sāȷ̈ anu sahī suñāto
pī piyālo ʿishq jo sabhkhī samjhiyo sūṅ
piriyāṅ saṅde pāra jī andari āg̈ athūṅ
ji’aṇu nāhe jag̈a meṅ d̤īṅhaṅ miṛī’e d̤ūṅ
alā ‘abd al-lat̤ īfu ca’e āhīṅ tūṅ ī tūṅ
Having drunk [the] wine, I recognized the beloved completely.
I drank the cup of love and understood everything,
The behavior of the Beloved is a fire within me,
One doesn’t live in the world [forever], it’s all [just] a couple of days,
Allāh, ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf says, there is you, only you.

55

Dāstān groupings within surs follow a few organizational rubrics. Some are made up baits with similar or the
same initial lines. Others have a chain-like quality, with the last hemistich of one bait identical to the first hemistich
of the subsequent bait. Some dāstān are made up of baits united not by formal similarity but their centering around a
particular subject.
56
In Agha’s (1985) edition, Ghātu and Kapā’itī have only one vā’ī, while Ābrī has twenty-one (99). The number of
vā’īs in a sur also varies based on edition; in Kalyan Advani’s editions of the Risālo (1958, [1967] 1994) some surs
contain no vā’īs at all.
57
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s vā’īs are often referred to as kāfīs. Some authors suggest, however, that vā’ī is not merely a
synonym for kāfī. For example, Agha makes the ambiguous claim that Shāh “originated the Vai and patronized the
current Kafi forms of poetry” (Agha 1985, 53).
58
Faqīrs in Kachchh group this in Yaman Kalyāṇ, while Advani places it in Sur Kalyāṇ in his editions of the
Risālo.
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Sur as Melodic Type
Sur. n. “Note, tone, tune, melody.” —A Sindhi-English Dictionary (Mewaram 1910) 59

The Indic term sur, etymologically related to the Sanskrit svara, is widely used
throughout South Asia to mean “tone” or “note,” as well as “intonation.”60 In Sindhi and
Kachchhi, however, sur has an additional meaning, namely “tune” or “melody.” In more precise
musicological terms, a sur is a “melodic type.”61 In this usage, sur is equivalent to the Hindustani
music term rāg: a melodic type distinguished by pitch class set, ascent and descent, emphasized
scale degrees, and characteristic phrases. Like rāgs in the Hindustani tradition, Sindhi surs also
have temporal and seasonal associations. In Sindhi-language texts on the subject of music, such
as those by Khan and Shaikh that I discuss later in this chapter, sur is regularly substituted with
the terms rāg̈u and rāg̈iṇī.62 In Kachchh, musicians use the term sur as well as rāg̈ when referring
to melodic types. Often, however, musicians do not use either of these terms and just say, for
example, “This composition is in Kohiyārī.” Although the Sindhi sur repertoire is indelibly
associated with poetic repertoire of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, there are a few surs that are not included in his
repertoire, such as Tilaṅg,63 Loṛā’o, Pahāṛī, and Bhairavī. One can therefore characterize the surs
as regional melodic types that were harnessed by Shāh as vehicles for his thematic poetry.

59

Mewaram’s Sindhi dictionary is an important milestone for the language.
Richard Wolf (2014), writing about musicians from Punjab, has also glossed sur as “musicality” (160).
61
While the use of the term sur to mean “melody” seems to be specific to the greater Sindh region, one does find a
related usage to the west of Sindh; John Baily (1988) has discussed the polysemy of the Persian term sor among
Herati musicians, pointing out that some used sor to denote scale type.
62
It is possible that the use of the grammatically feminine term rāg̈iṇī is demonstrative of the perception that surs
are somehow “smaller” or less serious than rāgs. There seems to be no relationship with the rag-rāgiṇī taxonomy of
the Hanuman maṭ, in which five or six raginis are derived from each of six primary rāgs (cf. Powers 2010).
63
The Sindhi version of Tilaṅg is distinct from the Hindustani Tilaṅg.
60
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I will refer to sur in the sense of “melodic type” as sur-melody in this dissertation in order
to avoid confusion with sur’s other meanings. I have opted for sur-melody rather than rāg̈u or
rāg̈iṇī for three reasons. One, I wish to highlight sur’s polysemy while still clarifying its usage.
Two, by not resorting to the more familiar term rāg̈u, we underscore the regional distinctiveness
of Sindhi and Kachchhi musical practice and terminology. Three, rāg̈u in Sindhi can also mean
“music,” or “song.”
Table 2.1. Meanings of sur and rāg̈u in Sindhi.
sur
(1) melody type
(2) note
(3) thematically unified set of Shāh Lat̤ īf’s verses
(a) as realized in performance (selection of verses by performer)
(b) as a “chapter” of Shāh’s compendium, Shāh Jo Risālo (all verses)
rāg̈u
(1) song/sung poetry/music
(2) melody type
Whereas contemporary practitioners trained in the Hindustani rāg tradition are
comfortable with outlining the abstracted ascent and descent of rāgs in explicit verbal terms
using sargam syllables, the musicians I worked with in Kachchh do not demonstrate surmelodies in this way. All but one of these musicians do not have a functional knowledge of
sargam; when I asked them to demonstrate a sur-melody, they sang long characteristic phrases
(ālāp) or a specific melodic composition (tarz). The ascents and descents I have provided here in
Western staff notation are either my own extractions of melodic features from compositions set
in particular surs or are adapted from Sindhi musicological texts by authors who appear to have
had training in Hindustani music (e.g., Khan 2007 and Shaikh 1992; see below).
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As with rāgs in Hindustani music, sur-melodies range along a continuum of melodic
fixity; some are more akin to scales while others have more clearly defined inhering melodies.64
Indeed, some surs are perhaps closer to what we might call “tunes” than any Hindustani rāg.
Another way to say this is that a sur-melody “contains” a characteristic tune within it, while also
not being limited to it. A representative example of this is sur Kohiyārī, which is easily
recognized by its signature melody, which is sung as an ālāp and serves as the melodic basis for
singing baits (Musical Example 2.1).

Musical Example 2.1. Sur Kohiyārī’s signature melody in the kāfī genre.

64

Melodic types that seem to be fall closer to “tunes” rather than “melodic modes” are found throughout South
Asia. See Allen (1998) on the use of varnamettu in the South Indian padam song genre, and Thompson (1995) on
Gujarati ḍhāls.
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When a singer performs sur-melody Kohiyārī in the kāfī genre, he or she opens with an
ālāp (melodic exposition) along the lines of the melodic arc in Musical Example 2.1.65
Throughout the ālāp and bait portions of a performance, the ḍholak player plays a simple ṭheko
(rhythmic pattern), but the singer does not adhere to musical meter. The notation in Musical
Example 2.1 is based on Arab Jat’s ālāp from a performance of Kohiyārī that I recorded on
August 20, 2014. Although singers omit, elaborate upon, or vary portions of Kohiyārī’s basic
melodic framework, certain features are essential for preserving its melodic signature. Such
features include the phrase at the beginning of line two, which falls from the high tonic to the
sixth scale degree and then ascends via the natural seventh degree, as well as the alternation
between the sixth and flat seventh degrees at the beginning of line three. Kāfī singers typically
perform the ālāp of Kohiyārī using the syllables vo, lā, and /ā/, as well as the invocations Allāh
and o miyāṅ (“O Lord”). They also use these syllables and invocations to sing florid phrases
between hemistiches or lines of a bait and to punctuate the conclusion of a bait. Such syllables
and invocations are moreover a means by which singers mark musical performance as a medium
of Islamic devotion: while these sorts of verbal entities are often referred to as “vocables” in
ethnomusicological literature, this term falls short when referring to the names of God and the
non-lexical syllable vo, the repetition of which the legendary Sindhi singer Allan Faqir described
as Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s “calling out for the love of someone” and “a complete world—the world of
ecstasy” (Abbas 2002, 126-127).
After performing a brief ālāp, a singer performs baits using variations of the melodic arc
notated in lines two through four of Musical Example 2.1, omitting the initial, lower register
portion of the melody (line one) and beginning instead on the high tonic. A singer typically

65

I have transcribed this example with C as the tonic for the sake of simplicity.
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performs numerous words from the first line of a bait while centering on the high tonic and
incorporating the second scale degree above. He or she may then pick a single word from the
bait or use the syllables lā or vo to deliver a more melodic phrase, such as the ascending phrase
in line two. A singer might then sing a second bait line or repeat the first line while centering
around the fifth scale degree and incorporating the fourth and sixth scale degrees. For the
subsequent bait line, he or she will often return to the high tonic. In this way, the textual content
of a bait in Kohiyārī—as with many other surs—is delivered largely around the two melodic
gravitational centers of the high tonic and the fifth degree, with each center approached via more
florid connecting phrases sung on single words or syllables. When a singer has reached the final
line of a bait, he or she will gradually descend from the 5th degree to the lower tonic, often
concluding with a tag such as o miyāṅ or jī lat̤ īf (“long live Lat̤ īf”) sung on the last four notes of
line three, followed by Allāh, lā, or o sung to the phrase in line four. The melodic performance of
a bait in Kohiyārī is thus essentially a prolonged, zig-zagging descent from high tonic to low
tonic. This descending quality holds true for many other melodic types performed in the kāfī
genre and is characteristic of Sindhi music more generally.
In contrast to the ālāp and bait sections of a kāfī performance, the strophe (misraʿ) and
refrain (thalu) of a kāfī composition is set to a fixed, musically metered tune that also follows the
melodic outlines of the sur’s ascent and descent. One of Sindh’s most famous songs, “Pere
Pavaṅdī Sāṅ” (“Falling at Your Feet”), the text of which is attributed to Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, is set in
Kohiyārī. Kohiyārī’s characteristic tune can be heard in myriad performances of the song, such
as those by Abida Parveen,66 Mithu Tahir,67 and Syed Suleman Shah.68

66

Abida Parveen: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEUN2_c0KRo (3:51-4:20)
Mithu Tahir: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCP8uv9v0yI (0:00-1:04)
68
Syed Suleman Shah: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeWEQGIXxNg (0:00-0:24)
67
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Sur as Poetic Text
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s large poetic repertoire is grouped into sets of verses composed on a
metaphorical theme—or a couple of themes, in some surs—and headed by a melody type (sur)
name. With reference to the textual content of Shāh’s surs, then, sur denotes a thematically
grouped set of poetic verses and song compositions.69 Thus, in Sur Kohiyārī (“Melody of the
One of the Mountain”), Shāh’s verses are based on the theme of the lover Sasu’ī’s trials as she
climbed mountains (Per. koh) in pursuit of her beloved Punhūṅ, who had been kidnapped by his
brothers in their efforts to separate him from Sasu’ī, whom they considered an unsuitable wife. I
will use the term sur-text to refer to surs as thematically unified sets of poetic verses, whether in
oral or print form.70 The term sur-text is useful for discussing musical situations in which the
textual content of a sur is divorced from its corresponding melody type, a practice that is
common in contemporary kāfī performance.
In literature on Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, sur is often translated as a “chapter” of his Risālo,
but I would argue that this gloss does not adequately capture the polysemy of the term sur. I
prefer to think of a sur as an emotional and thematic space, defined as much as by a particular
melody one as it is by the symbolic and lexical vocabulary of the poetic text. Shāh’s poetic
compendium, known as Shāh Jo Risālo or Gaṅj-e Lat̤ īf, is comprised of between twenty-nine and
thirty-six surs depending on the edition. Of the thirty-six traditional sur-texts, at least sixteen71

69

In Agha’s (1985) edition of Shāh’s poetic compendium, these thematic groups can range widely in terms of
number of verses. Sur Ghātu has the least number of verses (seventeen), while Māru’ī has the greatest (two hundred
and forty-three) (Agha 1985, 99).
70
Not all sur-texts have the same degree of thematic consistency. Some, like Sur Kalyāṇ, contain multiple
metaphorical themes.
71
I am including Bilāval (based on events from the latter part of the Dodo-Canesar martial epic), Barvo (based on
the story of Barvo faqīr), and Hīr-Rānjho, which is not included in many Risālo editions.
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are based on Indus valley qiṣṣā (S-K. “tale”; sing. qiṣṣo; <Ar. qissah; also called dāstān).72 Many
of the qiṣṣā revolve around lovers of differing social status, and all involve tragedy in some
measure, not unlike the story of Romeo and Juliet. Allegorical usage of the qiṣṣā is a practice
that has enriched much Sufi poetry of the Indus valley region. Poets before and after Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī writing in Sindhi, Punjabi, and Siraiki found inspiration in these tragic romantic stories.
In Sindhi, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī is said to have held dear the poetry of his great-grandfather Shāh ʿAbdul
Karīm of Bulṛī (1536-1623), who wrote verses on at least a few of the qiṣṣā (see Shackle 2012,
15-16; ‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2018, viii). He is also said to have been in contact with Shāh ʿInāt Rizvi (d.
1711) of Nasarpur, who authored a large collection of poetry with a breadth similar to that of
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2018, viii; also see Sayed 1988, 9-10; N. Baloch 1978, 134). In the
generation after Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, Sachal Sarmast (1738-1829) continued the tradition of qissā-based
poetry in Sindhi and Siraiki. Examples in Punjabi include Shāh Husain (1538-1599; see Kugle
2000), Shāh’s contemporary Bullhe Shāh (1680-1757), and later Wāris Shāh (1722-1798).
Shāh’s verses based on qiṣṣā do not constitute complete narratives, but rather require
prior knowledge of the qiṣṣā. In this way, his poetry is not unlike narrative references in the
Qur’ān, which are oblique and assume prior knowledge. Shāh’s verses are a kind of Sufi
commentary on the qiṣṣā, highlighting their key moments, or the ethical values of their character.
Shāh explores various aspects of a narrative, so that one approaches it from different points of
view: in one verse, the poetic voice may be that of a protagonist, and in the next it might be that
of a descriptive commentator or a wise moral guide. The most significant of these entry points,
are Shāh’s meditations on the pain of female protagonists separated from their beloved, both
within their voice and as commentator. Such verses place us at those narrative moments that are
72

As I discuss below, there is evidence to suggest that Shāh may have employed some of the stock tunes associated
with these stories in musical storytelling performance practices of the time.
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most full of sorrow, regret, trials, and yearning. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī leads the listener into the emotional
worlds of young women and uses their pain to soften the heart of the listener. Verbs in South
Asian languages are conjugated according to the gender of the subject, enabling transgender
linguistic possibilities, and Shāh wrote many of his verses from the perspective of female lovers
longing for male beloveds. In many baits and vā’īs, the poet’s verbal signature lat̤ īfu ca’e (“Lat̤ īf
says”) is preceded by the term of address “adī’ūṅ” (lit. “sisters,” i.e., “female friends”).
The practice of writing in the female voice—“verbal cross-dressing” (Hawley [2005]
2012) or “vocal masquerade” (Petievich 2007)—is characteristic of much medieval and early
modern Sufi and Hindu bhakti poetry of South Asia. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī is just one of a number of
Muslim poets who participated in a poetic tradition of feminine-voice composition (cf. Schimmel
1997). Among Hindu poets, this practice stretches back to first-millennium Tamil-language
Krṣṇa devotional poetry (Hardy 1983) and includes genres such as the fourteenth-century virahabārahmāsā, in which male poets composed verses on the theme of separation during the rainy
season (Vaudeville 1986). Although Indo-Muslim poetry is often associated with the
transregional Urdu poetic tradition, in which—like the older Persian tradition on which it is
modeled—both the speaker (lover) and the addressee (beloved) are usually male,73 Muslim poets
composing in various regional vernaculars adopted the Indian feminine-voice model since as
early as the thirteenth century, if we accept as authentic the feminine-voice Hindavi verses
attributed to Amir Khusraw (1253-1325). Later Muslim poets, such as Shāh Husain (1538-1599)
and Bullhe Shāh (1680-1757) composing in Punjabi, continued to employ the feminine voice. In
the Deccan, Burhānuddīn Jānam (d. 1579) explored the theme of the “bride-soul” in detail in his
epic poem Sukh Sahela (Schimmel 1997, 120). The prevalence of this practice in multiple

73

An exception is Urdu rekhtī poetry, which is written from the feminine perspective (see Petievich 2007).
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languages over many centuries testifies to the rich history of literary commonality and exchange
between Hindu and Muslim poets in South Asia.
Some of my interlocutors in Kachchh interpreted Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s “vocal masquerade” in
theosophical terms. For example, the shāh jo rāg̈ singer Mitha Khan Jat interpreted this poetic
practice as undergirded by the philosophy that although humans may appear to be male and
female, we are all women in the eyes of God, who is the one and only husband/Lord (dhaṇī)
(interview with Mitha Khan Jat, June 20, 2014). In the following bait, Shah assumes the voice of
the washerwoman Sasu’ī as she walks through the desert in search of the camel caravan that took
her beloved Punhūṅ and shouts her complaints to the mountain under her bare feet. This verse
demonstrates how Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s allegorical use of the qiṣṣo does not simply relate the narrative
in verse, but rather highlights and enters into highly emotionally charged moments within the
story.
Sur Kohiyārī, SJR II:1
d̤ūṅgara! tūṅ d̤āḍho, d̤āḍhā! d̤āḍhā’ī’ūṅ karīṅ,
mūṅ tana andari tī’aṅ vahīṅ, ji’aṅ vaṇu vaḍhe vāḍho,
ī karama jo kāḍho, nā ta pathari kera paṅdha kare?
Mountain! You are hard, unfeeling! Violences you commit,
You slash my insides like a logger cuts down a forest,
This desire is my fate, why else would one journey across these rocks?
Although the pain of separation from a beloved is the most persistent subject in Shāh’s
verses, it is by no means the only one, for his poetry is vast and variegated. Shāh’s verses
provide us with a glimpse into lifeways of the time, and are replete with descriptions of crops,
foods, clothes, and occupations of various communities and places. A number of Shāh’s surs
take diverse forms of labor as their thematic basis, including seafaring (Sāmuṅḍī and Surirāg̈),
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fishing (Ghātū), and thread spinning (Kapā’itī). Surs Bilāval and Soraṭh draw on the model of
poetry composed in praise of Rājput rulers.
Many of Shāh’s verses draw from a close observation of the natural world, especially
birds (Kārāyal and D̤āhar). Gani Ustād impressed upon me on many occasions that the first set of
teachings one obtains from Shāh’s poetry pertains to “science” (H. vijñān), knowledge of the
natural world. He likened each sur to a drawer in a file cabinet, with each one a trove of a
particular sort of information. For example, amidst verses that comment on the female character
Sasuī’s trials in the desert while in pursuit of her beloved Punhūṅ, one finds verses that reference
the habits of camels (interview with Gani Langa, August 19, 2015). And in Sur Māru’ī, when
Māru’ī speaks of how it rained in her homeland after she was kidnapped by the ruler ʿUmar,
she—or Shāh, in her voice—lists by name the myriad varieties of grass that grow after the rains
in her homeland of Thar, the large desert that now straddles the India-Pakistan border. Similar
verses are found in Sur Sāraṅg, the whole of which is dedicated to the topic of rain. These
aspects of Shāh’s poetry, besides posing formidable obstacles for translation, root his verses in
the local physical and cultural geography, thus inscribing the poetic geography that I discussed
above.
Aside from being “file drawers” full of information and reflection on a particular subject
or story, sur-texts are also characterized by the predominance of one or more emotional stances.
Table 2.2 is a likely incomplete catalog of these emotional stances.
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Table 2.2. Emotional Stances in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Poetry.
1. Pain, of separation from
a. Unnamed beloved/Beloved (metaphorical stand-in for God, the Prophet)
b. Named beloved from qiṣṣo (e.g., “Punhūṅ,” “Rāṅjho”)
2. Praise, of:
a. God
b. Prophet Muhammad
c. Husain/Hasan
d. Ruler or king (metaphorical stand-ins for God, the Prophet)
3. Supplicatory/entreating
4. Commenting/Observational
5. Ecstatic/intoxicated
6. Chastising/critical (especially Sur Āsā)

Textual and Oral Traditions
The textual history of Shāh’s poetic compendium is worth another dissertation in itself
(cf. Sayed 1984, pp. 53-61 for a history of manuscripts and editions). I will not delve too deeply
into this history, but it is important to give a sense of how contemporary poetry enthusiasts
understand Shāh’s repertoire as a cohesive unit, and how performance traditions have figured
into, or been left out of, the edition-making process.
According to tradition, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry was compiled into manuscript form before
his death. As the story goes, Shāh feared that people would misinterpret his poetry after his
death, so he had all of the papers bearing his verses thrown into Kirar Lake.74 Upon hearing of
this, his disciples became upset and begged him to let them write down the verses again, and
vowed to properly convey the verses’ intended meanings after his death. A female disciple
named Mā’ī Niyāmat, who had committed Shāh’s poetry to memory, was called upon to
facilitate the transcription project. The resulting manuscript became known as Gaṅj-e Lat̤ īf

74

This lake is in the place now known as Bhit Shah, named after the sandhill (bhiṭ) upon which Shāh had settled
(and from which his title “Bhiṭā’ī” is derived).
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(Lat̤ if’s “treasure”), or simply Gaṅj. This original text has supposedly disappeared. Agha writes,
“It is alleged that some of the foreign minstrels visiting the Shah’s shrine tore away its pages
systematically and took them to Kutch Bhuj in India” (Agha 1985, 2).
The oldest surviving manuscript of the Gaṅj is currently held by the Tamrāṇī faqīrs,
descendants of the disciples of Shāh’s primary disciple, Tamar (or Timar) faqīr (ibid., 1-2), who
is said to have been the first leader of shāh jo rāg̈ performance after Shāh’s death (see Chapter
Five).75 This manuscript, dated A.H. 1207/1792 C.E. (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2018, ix), was the basis of an
impressive publication in 1994 and a digital edition (2016) prepared by Shabir Kumbhar. The
Gaṅj manuscript is organized differently than the editions of Shāh’s compendium published from
the mid-nineteenth century onwards. Two differences are worth noting. First, rather than sur,
each thematic section is called a surūd, a Persian word meaning “song.” It is not clear why or
when the transition from surūd to sur occurred, except that Ernest Trumpp used the term sur in
his influential 1866 edition.76 A second difference is that some of these thematic sections are
titled with names that are no longer in use. Table 2.3 is a transliteration of the table of contents of
Gaṅj.77

75

Tamar faqīr, who was celibate, had no descendants and the Tamrāṇī faqīrs belong to the Hingorjā endogamous
community (Pei-ling Huang, pers. comm.).
76
Akhtar Dargahi pointed this out in an April 2018 Sindhi-language lecture entitled “Surs of Shah Latif and their
Raagas.” (https://www.facebook.com/ElectronicDiary/videos/415454445923910/)
77
Sindhi script is a modified version of Arabic and Persian naskh script. It is not written in nastalīq, like Urdu and
older Persian.
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Figure 2.7. The table of contents of The Ganj of Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai (1994), a
publication based on the oldest manuscript of Shāh’s poetry. Institute of Sindhology,
Adipur, Kachchh. Photo by the author.
Table 2.3. Table of Contents of the Gaṅj Manuscript
1. Sasu’ī
2. Kalyāṇ va Jaman
3. Kaṁbhātu
4. Surirāg̈u
5. Sāmūṅḍī
6. Sohṇī
7. Sāraṅgu
8. Ked̤āro
9. Sīṅh Ked̤āro
10. Soraṭh
11. Berāg̈ Hindī
12. Barvo Sindhī
13. Māṅjh [older name for Hīr-Rāṅjho]
14. Ḍhol Maru’ī
15. Līlā

16. Khāhoṛī
17. Ripu
18. Jājakāṇī
19. Rāmkalī va Pūrab
20. Dhanāsirī
21. Kāpā’itī
22. Ghātū
23. D̤ahar
24. Māru’ī
25. Āsā
26. Bilāvalu
27. Rāṇo
28. Kāmod̤
29. Kārāyalu
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Figure 2.8. An excerpt of a page from Kumbhar’s (2016) digital edition of an early Gaṅj
manuscript copied by Faqīr ʿAbdul Azīm. The red script at the top says “surūd sasu’ī.”
Each bait is prefaced by the word “bait,” written in red. The poet’s name is also written
in red ink, as in the bottom of the screen shot.

Of the twenty-nine text groupings listed in Table 2.3, two groupings—Kalyān va [and]
Jaman; Rāmkalī va Purab—contain two surs worth of poetry. Although Sasu’ī is listed as a
single text grouping, Sasu’ī baits and vā’īs are performed in five surs, and they are grouped
accordingly in modern editions. This reckoning would appear to lead us to the number thirty-six,
which was the number of surs always given by my interlocutors. However, at least one of the
surs above (Jājakāṇī) is not present in modern editions.78 Moreover, surs Basant and Pirbhati are
not present in this list.

78

I surmise that it was incorporated into Sur Soraṭh, but I have yet to verify this.
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The following ordered list of thirty-six surs from Mohammad Qasim Rahemoon’s
edition of Shah Jo Gaṅj (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2012) is representative of modern editions that have not
excised surs such as Ked̤āro, Hīr-Rāṅjho, Ḍhola Mārū, and Barvo Hiṅdī on the grounds of
inauthenticity.
Table 2.4. Complete Modern Sur List (Lat̤ īf 2012)
1. Kalyāṅ
2. Yaman Kalyāṅ
3. Kaṁbhātu
4. Surīrāg̈u
5. Sāmūṅḍī
6. Suhṇī
7. Sāraṅg
8. Ked̤āro
9. Ābrī
10. M‘azūrī
11. Desī
12. Kohiyārī
13. Ḥusainī
14. Soraṭh
15. Barvo Hiṅdī
16. Barvo Sindhī
17. Mūmal Rāṇo
18. Ḍhol Mārū

19. Hīr Rāṅjho
20. Khāhoṛī
21. Rāmkalī
22. Ripu
23. Līlāṅ Canesar
24. Bilāval
25. D̤ahar
26. Kāpā’itī
27. Pirbhātī
28. Ghātū
29. Shīṅhaṅ Ked̤āro
30. Āsā
31. ʿUmar Māru’ī
32. Dhanāsirī
33. Pūrab
34. Kāmod̤
35. Kārayal
36. Basaṅt Bahār

In the mid-nineteenth century, Dr. Ernest Trumpp (1828-1885), a German scholar,
Christian missionary, and former East India Company employee, edited Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur-texts
and published them in 1866 as Shāh Jo Risālo,79 the name by which Shāh’s poetic compendium
is most widely known today (Schimmel 1976, 152; Schimmel 1975, 389-393). The term Risālo,
often translated as “message” with reference to Shāh’s compendium, is derived from the Arabic
word risālah, meaning “treatise” (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2018, vii). Trumpp’s version of the Risālo
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Trumpp also completed a translation of the Sikh Adi Granth into English in 1877 (Singh 1994, 40).
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contained thirty surs. Since this initial edition of the Risālo, many subsequent editions of the
Risālo have been similarly edited down from the traditional thirty-six surs to twenty-nine or
thirty surs in an effort to distinguish authentic sur-texts from attributed ones. For example,
editors often excise Sur Hīr-Rānjho on linguistic grounds, because many of its verses are in a
variety of Sirāikī, which some of my interlocutors referred to as Jāṭkī (an older term for Sirāikī)
or Punjabi. Other sur-texts often excised are Hiṅdī Barvo, Ḍhola-Mārū, Dhanāsirī, Sīṅh Ked̤āro,
Basaṅt Bahār, and sometimes Ked̤āro. While an assessment of the authenticity of these texts is
beyond the scope of this project, it is likely that many baits and vā’īs attributed to Shāh were in
fact composed by other poets.
As I discussed briefly above, the transformation of the Gaṅj—a reference tool-cum-relic
for rāg̈ī faqīrs—into an edited text intended for publication as Shāh Jo Risālo, and the ensuing
century and a half of edition-making, has led to the widespread translation of the term sur as
“chapter” (e.g., Schimmel 1975, 390). While surs may be analogous to chapters of a book for
modern readers of the Risālo, to conceive of them in this way prevents us from understanding
how tightly Shāh’s poetry is bound to musical performance practices, which play an important
role in defining the contours of surs as emotional spaces. Temporality, for instance, is an aspect
of musical performance that contributes to a sur’s emotional qualities. Like other musical
repertoires of South, West, and Central Asia, and North Africa, the surs are an ordered
repertoire. At present, the ordering of Shāh’s repertoire is most closely followed in shāh jo rāg̈
performance (discussed below), but it is also followed to some extent by kāfī singers in Kachchh,
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and by maulūd-style kāfī reciters.80 Shāh’s repertoire was performed in a strict ordered fashion in
the now virtually extinct kacchī rāg̈ genre (see Chapter Four).
In the centuries since Shāh’s death, the conventional ordering of surs in compendia of his
poetry has undergone changes that appear to reflect the conventions of certain performance
practices. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, compendia typically began with Sur Sasu’ī
Ābrī, while later collections always begin with Kalyāṇ, presumably because this better reflected
the performance practice of the shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs (Agha 1985, 5). Nevertheless, the ordering of
the surs does not uniformly follow this logic in the many Risālo editions, the editors of which
have added and subtracted verses, or rearranged them within and across surs in an attempt to
achieve total thematic consistency and create an “appropriate” textual arc (see Agha 1985, 7-10).
In Kachchh, most enthusiasts cannot read the Arabic-derived Sindhi script, and approach
Shāh’s poetry as a text differently from literate Sindhis in Pakistan or members of the Sindhi
Hindu refugee community in cities across India and beyond.81 Only one of the performers I
worked with in Kachchh can read Sindhi at a functional level, and therefore most have little if
any direct engagement with modern editions.82 Some men own a locally published collection of
Shāh’s verses in Gujarati script, but this edition contains relatively few baits and is widely
considered to have many mistakes. One of my interlocutors has a copy of the Risālo copied by
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In maulūd-style kāfī, Sur Māru’ī is sung last, and is the pinnacle of an emotional arc instantiated through the
reciters’ rising pitch and volume; by the time they reach Māru’ī, reciters are ready to vocalize with far more
intensity than they do in the more literal texts in praise of the Prophet with which they begin a night of recitation.
81
Many older Sindhis in India can read the Arabic-derived Sindhi script. Members of the Sindhi Hindu community
in Ajmer have published a copy of Shāh’s Risālo in Devanagari script.
82
Despite this, they often have strong opinions about these editions, which they formed by talking with the few men
in the district who are literate in Sindhi. Many men have a low opinion of Advani’s edition and call it “light” (halko)
and incomplete. They also claim that Advani did not understand the Islamic aspects of Shāh’s poetry. On some
occasions though they appeared to be confusing Advani with Karani, a local historian and writer who transliterated
some of Shāh’s verses into Gujarati script, without properly attributing them to Shāh, in his widely read two-volume
text of local history and tales, Kacch Kalādhar ([1934] 2014).
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hand into Gujarati script by his main teacher on the subject of Shāh’s poetry.83 Other musicians
keep notebooks in which they have transcribed baits and vā’īs they heard on radio and cassettes
or from other enthusiasts.
Modern editions of the Risālo in Sindhi script are unavailable for purchase in Kachchh;
the only copy in Sindhi I was able to find at Islamic bookstores was a cheaply printed, staplebound paperback containing a very small selection of verses from thirty surs (Lat̤ īf n.d.). Those
who do own a copy of the Risālo either purchased it on a trip to visit family in Pakistan or
inherited it from an elder family member. Like the shāh jo rāg̈u singer Sumar Kadu Jat, they may
have bought a copy despite being barely literate in Sindhi. In short, for most performers and
enthusiasts in Kachchh, knowledge of Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf’s poetry is primarily or entirely oral
and is centered around musical performance.
Singers’ and reciters’ motivations for how to order baits within a performance differs
from those of editors crafting a text for publication. This is evident in the fact that popular
editions of the Risālo disturb the chains of verses that make up dāstāns (subsections of each sur),
such as in Kalyan Advani’s abridged Shāh Jo Risālo (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf [1967] 1994), which is likely
the most widely circulated published collection of Shāh’s poetry. This chaining of baits is
characteristic of Shāh’s repertoire and serves as a mnemonic and thematic device that guides
musical performance and spoken recitation. In many dāstāns, the last hemistich of one verse is
the same as the first hemistich of the subsequent verse, a formal feature that gives a sense of
cohesiveness in the kāfī and shāh jo rāg genres, in which multiple singers perform baits in turn.
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Due to the fact that most enthusiasts engage with Shāh’s verses orally or in Gujarati script, they sometimes
confuse words whose meaning would be more apparent if they were literate in Sindhi script. Their lack of Sindhi
literacy contributes to some enthusiasts’ interchange (i.e., “mispronunciation”) of certain phonemes, namely /z/ and
/j/. That said, local linguistic features such as this are reflected to an extent in Shāh’s verses, as he often included
dialectal variants in his poetry. For instance, qāf in Sindhi is also pronounced as kāf.
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Texts Used for this Project
In the early stages of this project, the absence of many widely sung and recited baits and
vā’īs in Advani’s abridged Risālo posed a challenge for my research. My first foray into the
Risālo was also my initial attempt to learn Sindhi, and for this I turned to a digital version of
Advani’s abridged edition84 of Shāh Jo Risālo (SJR) prepared by Abdul Majid Bhurgri (2004)
that is available for free on the internet. After my first trip to Kachchh, I pored over the text with
my limited Sindhi reading skills, trying to find baits and vā’īs that performers had sung in the
recordings I had made to no avail. I have consulted Bhurgri’s digital edition countless times
since 2014, and it was a constant companion during my fieldwork. I kept the pdf on my phone
and would often recite verses to poetry enthusiast friends to prompt discussions and ask
questions about meanings of lines or difficult words. But like Advani’s abridged edition on
which it is based, it is incomplete compared to the oral knowledge of poetry enthusiasts and
other, more complete editions.
Soon after I began fieldwork, a close poetry enthusiast friend who worked at an NGO in
Bhuj found a copy of Advani’s annotated abridged edition of Shāh Jo Risālo (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf
[1967] 1994) in the NGO’s library. In this edition, Advani provides modern standard Sindhi
translations and explanations for each of Shāh’s baits and vā’īs, as well as translations of old and
difficult words at the bottom of each page. This edition remains an important work and is the
basis of Christopher Shackle’s (2018) laudable recent English translation of the Risālo. Although
the difficulty of correlating performed poetry with Advani’s text still remains, Advani’s glosses
and explanations have been indispensable in preparing many of my English translations.

84

Advani’s more complete 1958 edition of the Risālo is less widely available and does not give the modern standard
Sindhi explanations/translations of each bait that are helpful for modern readers.
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Halfway through my fieldwork, I obtained two editions that made the task of transcribing
and translating the poetry recited and sung by my interlocutors vastly easier. First, my colleague
Pei-ling Huang, who was then doing fieldwork with shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs in Bhit Shah, kindly
shared her scans of an enormous manuscript made by the faqīr Master Abdullah for his own aid
in learning and memorizing verses. With this text, I was finally able to access written versions of
the hundreds, if not thousands, of verses that my interlocutors sang and recited but which are not
in Advani’s Risālo. This text was created not with scholarly concerns about authorial authenticity
but rather to meet the demands of an orally and aurally oriented performance tradition. I have
labelled this text Faqīrs’ Gaṅj (FG) in my translations in this dissertation. Another text that has
proven helpful is Agha’s (1985) Ganje Latif edition with Sindhi text and English translations.
Agha’s edition often conforms with the ordering of verses in performance and is helpful for
understanding verses not translated by Advani into modern standard Sindhi. Agha has also done
substantial work in correlating Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s verses with similar verses by Rūmī and other
poets, and with verses from the Qur’ān.

A Sur “System”?: Musicological Writing on the Surs
In the two monographs written on Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry by Western students of Sindhi
literature, the author H.T. Sorley ([1940] 1966) and the eminent scholar of Islam Annemarie
Schimmel (1976) both note that Shāh’s surs are inextricably connected to musical performance,
though neither gives contemporary musical practices any substantial attention. Schimmel’s
description of how poetry is linked to melody in the sur repertoire is similar to many other
attempts in English, Sindhi, and Urdu at characterizing this relationship: “Each [sur] is named
according to the musical mode in which it is sung, and which points to its contents” (Schimmel
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1976, 154). In Schimmel’s account and others like it, the sur repertoire is seen as a coherent
system in theory and performance, whereby a thematic set of verses is sung in a unique melodic
type, which reflexively indexes the associated poetic theme. While this seems attractive in its
simplicity and coherence, it does not accurately describe contemporary performance of Shāh’s
poetry in all its complexity and variety, and it does not account for differences in practice across
performance genres.
Before publishing her celebrated monograph on qawwālī, Regula Qureshi ([1981] 1988)
wrote a short essay on sur performance in which she reflected on sur music’s relationship with
Hindustani rāg performance. In this essay, which was the first ethnomusicological study of
Sindhi sur music, Qureshi observed that the logic underlying the relationship between the themes
of sur-texts and the names of sur-melodies is often not obvious or clear.85 Qureshi also posited
that sur performance appears to fall on a continuum between what she characterizes as the more
fixed melodies of “folk” music and the greater emphasis on improvisation in “classical” rāgbased music (49-50). I would argue that this observation says less about what a sur is as a
musical entity and more about what Qureshi observed as melodic practice in a particular genre,
namely kāfī. (The musical example she gives is the aforementioned song “Pere Pavaṅdī Sāṅ.”) In
the voice of Ustad Manzoor Ali Khan, for instance, Sindhi surs were just as fertile for
improvisation as Hindustani rāg (which is, again, just a synonym for sur).
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Qureshi wrote, “Shah Abdul Latif arranged his poems according to surs, which means that he intended for them
to be sung to those particular sur patterns. The groupings indicate a common element at some level, but only rarely
is this common element evident, e.g. in some of the surs derived from folk epics, where the music suggests the
theme of the story, or in surs derived from seasonal ragas such as malhar, raga of the rainy season. Most other surs,
however, defy such obvious thematic association” (Qureshi [1981] 1988, 52-53). Shalini Ayyagari (2012) recently
drew on Qureshi’s essay in an article about Maṅganiyār hereditary musicians in western Rajasthan, in which she
highlights how Shāh Lat̤ īf’s surs remain a valued source of repertoire in that border region, especially for older
musicians. A table of melody type names given by Neuman, Chaudhuri, and Kothari (2006) in their large, beautiful
book on music in western Rajasthan also provides evidence of musical resources shared with Kachchh and Sindh.
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The most substantial accounts of sur-based music have been undertaken by Pakistani
Sindhi scholars. While some have been published in English—notably those collected in the
edited volume Rhythms of the Lower Indus: Perspectives on the Music of Sindh (Yusuf 1988)—
most are in Sindhi and Urdu. In the same vein as Schimmel, Pakistani scholars writing in Sindhi
portray a strong, stable relationship between sur-melodies and sur-texts. The most complete and
detailed descriptions of the sur repertoire’s melodic aspects that I have encountered are in works
by two scholars writing in Sindhi.86 The first text is “Sindhī Saṅgīt Jo Saṅvārīṅdaṛ Bhiṭā’ī”
(“Sindhi Music’s Arranger, Bhiṭā’ī”) (1992) by Abdul Aziz Shaikh, a chapter in an edited
volume titled Shāh Lat̤ īf Jī Mūsīqī (Shāh Lat̤ īf’s Music). The second is Sur, Shāh, Samuṅḍ (Sur,
Shāh, Ocean) (2007), a monograph by Ustad Ameer Ali Khan. Like Schimmel, Khan and Shaikh
portray the sur repertoire as a cohesive “system” (nizām), in which a sur-text is always
performed in its sur-melody. They provide sargam syllable notation for each sur, along with
technical information such as ṭhāṭhu (scale type classification)87 and the proper time for
performance.
A comparison of Khan’s and Shaikh’s sargam notations reveals substantial disagreement.
Out of the twenty-four clearly notated surs they discuss in common, they disagree on the pitch
class sets of fourteen. This chasm of consensus on such basic melodic information is significant:
if Sindhi musicological texts diverge so drastically, how can one ascertain the “correct” version
of a sur-melody? The fact that many surs share names with Hindustani rāgs appears to be one
cause for confusion. This tendency is especially present in the work of Khan, who appears to
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Other texts, such as most of the contributions to Rhythms of the Lower Indus, often provide sargam but not pitch
class sets.
87
Ṭhāṭh in Sindhi is equivalent to Hindi/Urdu ṭhāṭ.
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have taken at face-value the names of surs with nominal equivalents in Hindustani music.88 For
example, the pitch-class set Khan provides for sur Pūrab (1 b2 3 #4 5 b6 7) is derived from the
Hindustani Purbī ṭhāṭ, the likes of which I never heard in Kachchh. Because of this tendency,
Khan’s account of the sur-melodies appears to be less reflective of contemporary practice than
Shaikh’s.89
N.A. Baloch perhaps provided a more reliable account of the surs’ relationship with rāgs
than one finds in Khan’s work when he wrote:
The actual performance of these melodies under the institution of ‘Shah’s Raga’ [i.e., the
shāh jo rāg̈ performance genre] indicates that he retained Kalyan, Bilawal, and Khambhat
in their classical (shuddh) form, because these constituted the three basic Thaats to which
also belong some other melodies of this group. However, the remaining 14 melodies of
the classical tradition were retained in the form in which they were being sung by the
people. Thus, the functional composition of each of these melodies under Shah’s Raga
does not necessarily conform exactly to its classical composition. (N. Baloch [1973]
1988, 65)
Baloch’s conclusion is clear: the names of the surs, while evincing engagement with Hindustani
music, should not be read as transparently denoting the same melodic types as the rāgs with
which they share names.90 Placing these musicological texts by Sindhi scholars in conversation
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Khan’s insistence on identifying the surs with Hindustani rāgs by virtue of their names appears to extend beyond
his writings. In early 2015, I interviewed a group of Maṅgaṇhār hereditary musicians from the Thar region of Sindh
when they visited and performed in New York City. The group was accompanying an elderly female singer named
Mā’ī Dha’i, who sings kāfī songs in a robust voice while accompanying herself on a ḍhol (barrel drum). My attempts
to ask Mā’ī Dha’i about the surs quickly turned into an interview with her younger male accompanists, who
informed me that, as a “folk” singer, she had no knowledge of the subject. The harmonium player, Mewo, told me
that if I wanted to learn about the surs, there was only one person in Pakistan who could help me: his own teacher,
Ustad Ameer Ali Khan (the same Khan discussed above). Mewo related an anecdote about how Khan had gone to
see the faqīrs at Shāh’s shrine and scolded them for not singing the correct sur-melodies, saying, “You call yourself
Shāh’s faqīrs?” Whether or not this actually happened is less important than that it points to a concern among Sindhi
musicians to execute what they believe is an authentic and melodically correct version of sur performance. This
concern was reflected in Mewo’s suggestion that the only man who could teach me about the surs was a classically
trained singer—not the faqīrs who sing nightly at Shāh’s shrine.
89
My colleague Pei-ling Huang’s shāh jo rāg̈ teacher Manthar faqīr Junejo had a similar impression of Khan’s work
(Pei-ling Huang, pers. comm.).
90
Into the present day, there are sur-melodies in Sindh and Kachchh that share names with Hindustani rāgs but are
melodically distinct, such as Tilaṅg, a sur-melody in kāfī ṭhāt (1 2 b3 4 5 6 b7). Performers in Kachchh are aware of
this and continue to use the local name for the melody. This is a different phenomenon than Manuel (1981)
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with one another, it is clear that it is difficult to generalize about the workings of the sur
“system.” This difficulty becomes even more apparent when one accounts for the fact that the
melodic rendering of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur-texts is not consistent across performance genres, a topic
I will return to shortly.

Widening the Focus: Pairing Poetry and Melody in South Asia
As a repertoire characterized by the practice of linking melodic types with poetic texts,
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur repertoire has affinities with other vernacular repertoires of South Asia. The
practice of rāg prescription was especially widespread in early modern South Asia, when it was
employed by both Sufi and bhakti poets. One can identify three related forms of the practice.
(1) Rāg Prescriptions. This form of musico-poetic pairing is found in many compendia of
poetic texts, in which a rāg name is provided as a heading for a single poetic composition or for
a group of compositions. For example, the shabads (hymns) of the Sikh holy text Gurū Graṅth
Sāhib are arranged according to rāg, and by other musical categories whose precise meanings are
subject to conjecture (Kaur 2008, 2011a and 2011b; also see Cassio 2015). The gināns of the
Satpanth Isma’ili tradition, composed in Sindh and Gujarat between the eleventh and nineteenth
centuries, are intended to be sung in specific rāgs (Asani 2009, 50; Catlin-Jairazbhoy 2004, 253).
Millennium-old Bengali caryāpad texts are likewise preceded by rāg names (Capwell 1986, 33).
The oldest dated manuscript of verses attributed to the nirguṇa bhakti poet Kabīr (1440-1518
CE), from 1582 CE, contains rāg names in headings for poems (Hawley [2005] 2012, 280-304).

discusses, viz. how the rāgs that bear some variation of the name Toḍī appear to share certain musical features
despite having different pitch class sets.
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In manuscript collections of poems by the saguṇa bhakti poet Sūrdāsa, known as Sūr Sāgar
(“Sūr’s Ocean”), one finds rāg headings above his pada poems.91
In these examples, rāg prescriptions perhaps once served as mnemonic devices; in the
absence of musical notation, a rāg name may have jogged a practitioner’s memory of a song
melody for the poetic text. If this was their purpose, one might hypothesize that a collective loss
of specific melodic compositions gradually led to a disregard for rāg prescriptions—which is the
case, for instance, in the performance of Kabīr’s poetry. It is also possible that rāg prescriptions
were not intended to suggest specific song melodies but were provided because that rāg was
generally considered emotionally suitable for the text.92 Some rāg prescriptions are also based on
the association of rāgs with certain seasons and times of day, such as the association of Pirbhātī
with morning, and Megh Malhār with the rainy season.
(2) Narrative-based Performance. A second method of binding melody and poetry can be
observed in contemporary performance of romantic and martial narratives in north India and
Pakistan. The musical dimensions of these practices have been less researched by music scholars
than those in the first category. A number of examples come from Punjab, where singers perform
romantic narratives in associated melody types. Known in Punjabi as qiṣṣe (“stories”; sing.
qissah), these narratives have circulated in manuscript form since the seventeenth century, and in
published form since the nineteenth century (Mir 2006, 746). Some of these qiṣṣe were utilized
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In this case, though, the association between a poem and a particular rāg is not always stable across texts; a poem
may be associated with one rāg in one group of manuscripts, and another in a different group (Hawley [2005] 2012,
211-212). See also Schultz (2002) for another example of this practice.
92
Rāg prescriptions of this sort are interpreted and realized in divergent ways in contemporary performance. In the
Sikh tradition, the musical information preceding poetic texts in the Gurū Graṅth Sāhib has become superfluous for
most Sikh performers; those who do follow these prescriptions are best described as revivalists (Khalsa 2012; Kalra
2015; Manuel 2015, 94-95; also see Kaur 2011b). In contrast to the Sikh tradition, the havelī saṅgīt of the Puṣtīmārg
Vaishnava sect is an example of a continuous tradition in which devotees sing hymns in accordance with the rāg
headings provided in collections of padas (poems). Padas are arranged according to ritual event, poetic sentiment,
and rāg. These rāgs fall within liturgical categories dictated by performance time, and contemporary performers are
punctilious about following these textual prescriptions (Ho 2013; see also Gaston 1997).
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as allegories by Sufi poets. One well-known example of this is Wāris Shāh’s (1722-1798 CE)
verse rendition of the Hīr-Rāṅjhā romance, which is sung in a zig-zagging, descending melody
type whose pitch class set corresponds to the Hindustani bhairavī ṭhāṭ (1 b2 b3 4 5 b6 b7). The
poet Miyāṅ Muhammad Bakhsh’s (1830-1907 CE) nine-thousand-verse Sufi narrative Saif ulMulūk (1863; also known as Safar ul-ʿIshq) is likewise often recited to its own characteristic
melody (Shackle 2012, 9). Throughout north India, performers of the Ḍholā-Mārū epic employ
the signature melody of another martial epic, Ālhā, as well as a melodic type borrowed from
malhār, a women’s rainy season song genre. As Wadley (2004) notes, “These melodies [...] can
symbolically stand for the genre with which they are associated, even with different texts and
strange contexts. Hence a song genre is a complex symbol form, composed of rhythm, melody,
verbal content, and also normal context (singer, event, place, etc.)” (71; also see Wadley 1983).
(3) Thematically Grouped Poetry Organized by Melody Type. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur
repertoire can be considered a synthesis of (2) narrative-based performance and (1) rāg
prescription. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s narrative-based repertoire is certainly the best known and most
imitated example of the “thematic music” of greater Sindh, but it does not appear to be the first
(see, e.g., Saleem 1984, 75). Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s great-great-grandfather Shāh ʿAbdul Karīm
composed verses based on qiṣṣā such as Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ and ʿUmar-Maru’ī, though it is not
certain that these were meant to be performed in particular melodies. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s older
contemporary Shāh ʿInāt (or ʿInāyat) Rizvī of Nasarpūr (c. 1622-1712) composed poetry along
thematic lines that was to be performed in particular melodic types, and it seems that his
repertoire was a model for Shāh Bhiṭā’ī (Sayed [1988] 2000, 9; N. Baloch 1978, 134).93
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He is not to be confused with the Qādirī spiritual teacher Shāh Ināyat Sūfī of Jhoke, whom Shāh Bhiṭā’ī is said to
have often visited. Shāh Ināyat Sūfī was put to death on charges of heresy in 1718 (or 1721), and Shāh Bhiṭā’ī is
said to have commemorated him in several verses in Sur Rāmkalī (Sayed [1988] 2000, 9-10).
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Countless later poets of Sindh and Kachchh have written poetry modeled on the thematic
basis that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī so firmly established. The Sindhi poetry of Sachal Sarmast (1739-1827),
for instance, is similarly organized according to both melody and theme. In Kachchh, poets such
as ʿUmar Luhār of Mathal village (early twentieth-century, dates unknown) followed Shāh’s
model, albeit in local Kachchhi dialect. Luhār’s verses were performed in a now virtually extinct
local musical style known as kacchī rāg̈ (“Kachchhi music”), a sister music to Sindhi rāg̈u that
operated on the same thematic, melodic, and temporal organizational principles (see Chapter
Four).

Nominal Confusion: Sindhi Surs and Hindustani Rāgs
The names of the surs fall into four categories. Saleem’s (1984) categorization, though it
does not include all of the surs, is similar to other attempts to create an organizational rubric
(e.g., N. Baloch [1973] 1988, 64-65). I have translated and adapted Saleem’s text here. Writing
in Urdu, he uses the term rāg instead of sur:
Shah ṣāḥib’s collected poetry (kalām) is called the Risālo. The entire kalām is written in
different rāgs. We can separate those rāgs as follows:
(1) Those rāgs which are based on the names of classical (klāsikī) rāgs. They are as
follows:
Yaman,94 Kalyāṇ, Sāraṅg, Surīrāg, Āsā, Barvo, Pirbhātī, Bilāval
(2) Those rāgs which are based on regional folk tales (lok dāstān). These rāgs have the
names of folk tales, but are sung in different rāgs.
Līlāṅ Canesar, Māru’ī, Mumal-Rāṇo, Ghātū.
(3) Those rāgs which have the names of classical rāgs but [the texts of which are based
on] regional folk tales. Those rāgs are:

94

This is often called Yaman Kalyāṇ in printed editions of the Risālo.
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Sohṇī, Soraṭh, Kamod̤, Ked̤aro, Desī, Husainī, Ābrī, Kohiyārī.
(4) Those rāgs [i.e., sur-texts] which are connected to topics. The names of these are
given according to topic. But they are sung in different rāgs. These topical rāgs are as
follows:
Sāmuṅḍī, Khāhoṛī, Kapā’itī, Pūrab, Kārāyal, D̤ahar, Rip. (Saleem 1984, 76-77)
Saleem’s categorization is helpful for understanding how the names of Shāh’s surs relate
to the Hindustani music tradition and to vernacular musical and literary traditions. There are,
however, some features of it that deserve comment. One, it is curious that Saleem includes Ābrī
and Kohiyārī in his list (3), because these are not found in the Hindustani tradition. Second, it is
worth highlighting that some sur names reference both transregional melodic type names as well
as the poetic content of the sur-text. This is especially the case for surs in list (3). Sur Ḥusainī,
for instance, is based on the Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣo but is said to contain allusions to the Battle of
Karbala and the martyrdom of Imam Husain (the son of Imam Ali and grandson of the Prophet),
a creative association that builds on the prevalence of Ḥusaini as a melodic type name in the
Muslim world. Likewise, the name Suhṇī references both rāg Sohnī as well as the Suhṇī-Mehār
qiṣṣo.95 This polysemy is characteristic of other sur names as well. Table 2.5 is an attempt to
catalog some of the connections between the names of Sindhi surs and Hindustani rāgs, and to
note how their correspondence with the thematic basis of surs.96

95

This tale is also popular in Punjab, where it is known as Sohṇī-Mahīvāl.
This table is based on my own study of the Risālo, as well as on Schimmel’s (1976) discussion of themes in
Shāh’s poetry, and Rahemoon’s introductions to each sur in his edition of Shāh’s compendium, Shāh Jo Gaṅj (‘Abd
al-Lat̤ īf 2012).
96
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Table 2.5. Thematic Associations and Transregional Musical Connections of the 36 Surs.
* = not included in many editions of the Risālo/Gaṅj
Sur

Themes, Associations

Corresponding
Hindustani Rāg Name

Kalyāṇ

Oneness of God; devotion to God & Prophet

Kalyāṇ

Yaman Kalyāṇ

Physician and patient; wine; sacrifice

Yaman Kalyāṇ

Khambhāt

Moon (confidant); camel (ego); the name
also references the Gulf of Khambhāt

Khamāj

Surīrāg̈

Dangers of seafaring

Shrīrāg

Sāmunḍī

Dangers of seafaring

Suhṇī

Suhṇī-Mehār qiṣṣo

Sohṇī

Sāraṅg (“rainy season”)

Longing for rain; praise of the Prophet

Sāraṅg

Ked̤āro

Battle of Karbala

Kedār

Ābrī (“weak”)

Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣō

Mā’zurī (“helpless”)

Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣō

Desī (“native”)

Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣō

Kohiyārī (“mountaineer”)

Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣō

Ḥusainī

Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣō; References to Karbala

Ḥusainī

Soraṭh

Qiṣṣo of Rāi Diyāch, who ruled in
Saurashṭra (also called Soraṭh)

Soraṭh (Sikh tradition)

Barvo Hindī

Story of renunciant Barvo faqīr

Barvo Sindhī

Story of renunciant Barvo faqīr

Mūmal-Rāṇo

Mumal-Rāṇo qiṣṣo

Ḍhol-Mārū*

Ḍhol-Mārū qiṣṣo

Hīr-Rānjho*

Hīr-Rāṅjho qiṣṣo

Khāhoṛī

Yogis

Desī
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Rāmkalī

Yogis

Rāmkalī

Rip (“pain”)

Lonely wife longing for husband

Līlāṅ-Canesar

Līlā-Canesar qiṣṣo

Bilāval

Characters from end of Dodo-Canesar qiṣṣo;
praise of the Prophet

D̤ahar (“valley”)

Multi-themed: references to bandits of
Kachchh; dried-up tree in valley; Prophet

Kapā’itī

Women’s thread spinning

Pirbhātī (“morning”)

Traveling musician; name refers to early
morning

Ghātū

Morīro (a fisherman) qiṣṣo; dangers of sea

Shīṅh Ked̤āro*

Assorted animal imagery (lion, dog, birds)

Kedār

Āsā (“hope”)

Multi-themed: mystical knowledge,
hypocrisy, etc.

Āsā

ʿUmar-Māru’ī

ʿUmar-Māru’ī qiṣṣo

Dhanāsirī

Praise of spiritual teacher (murshid),
specifically ʿAbdul Qādir Jilānī (1078-1166)
and Bahā’uddīn Zakariyā (1170-1262)

Dhanāshrī

Pūrab (“east”)

Crow as messenger bird for longing woman;
yogis

Pūrab

Kāmod̤ (“love”)

Nūrī-J̈ām Tamācī qiṣṣo

Kāmoḍ

Kārāyal

Swan (a symbol of spiritual purity)

Basaṅt Bahār* (“spring”)

Arrival of spring (coming of the Prophet)

Bilāval

Prabhātī

Basaṅt

The names of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s surs prompt historical questions about the circulation of
melody types and melody names in early modern South Asia: What avenues of knowledge
connected court musicians of transregional Hindustani repertoire with the performance traditions
of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry? To what extent was Shāh familiar with court and regional musics?
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Such questions warrant historical research far beyond the scope of this chapter, but one clue is
worth considering. According to Agha (1985), Shāh Bhiṭā’ī was close with “two noted musicians
from Delhi” named Atal and Chanchal, “who stayed with him for a long time” during which they
would recite Shāh’s verses for him and/or his disciples (2). Agha writes:
two Indian musicians [...] who visited the court of Miyan Noor Muhammad [Kalhoṛo]
and later Shah, had considerably helped [Shāh] in the selection of the Indian melodies for
his Risalo. Infact [sic] they split up the Ganj in appropriate melodies and the verses were
sung accordingly. That arrangement has not been disturbed so far. (53)97
In an essay on the connections between Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s musico-poetic repertoire and the
Sindhi drama tradition—the practitioners of which were known as bhagats and wore ankle bells
and gowns to indicate their feminine roles—Tirathdas Hotchand wrote that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī “had
two Hindu orchestral performers with him wherever he went. They were Attal and Chanchal
[...]” (Hotchand 1960/1988, 89). These two accounts indicate that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī not only had
assistance in setting his poetry to melodic types, but that the musicians who helped him do so
also worked in other sorts of performance contexts. Agha’s and Hotchand’s descriptions of the
process by which Shāh’s poetry became bound to music, as Hotchand himself notes (ibid.), is
reminiscent of the Sikh tradition, in which Gurū Nānak is said to have composed poetry which
was set to rāgs with the help of the rabābiyya Bhā’ī Mardānā (Cassio 2015, 1). The role of Atal
and Chanchal also recalls that of the famous Amīr Khusraw of Delhi (1253-1325), who served as
a direct musico-poetic link between the royal courts of the Tughluq and Khilji and the spiritual
“court” (darbār) of Hazrat Nizāmuddīn Awliyā (1238-1325), and who also donned women’s
97

My colleague Pei-ling Huang discussed these two musicians with Ustad Ameer Ali Khan of Hyderabad, a
Maṅgaṇhār hereditary musician whose family is originally from the Jaisalmer region of western Rajasthan. Khan
claimed that the two musicians’ names were Aṅtarīo and Caṅcarīo, and that they were Maṅgāṇhār ancestors of his
from Jaisalmer, not Delhi (Pei-ling Huang, pers. comm.). I asked a number of musicians about this when I visited
Jaisalmer in January 2018, including relatives of Ustad Ameer Ali Khan, but no one could confirm the account.
Given that Maṅgaṇhār musicians in western Rajasthan had close ties with patrons in Sindh until the early 1970s, it is
plausible that the hereditary musicians in contact with Shāh would have been from Rajasthan rather than far-off
Delhi.
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clothes to entertain his spiritual master. These accounts would appear to contradict or at least
complicate the account given by Jotwani (1976), who maintains that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī composed
poetry in melodic types while in a state of ecstasy.
As Hotchand’s account above suggests, the fact that many surs have names derived from
regional folktales also begs questions about the connections between Shāh’s surs and Sindhi
storytelling performance practices. Aziz Baloch claims that Shāh drew from local narrative
performance traditions in which specific melodies were associated with poetic themes (1988,
24). As with the storytelling performance practices I discussed above—e.g., Hīr-Rāṅjhā in
Punjab and Ḍholā-Mārū in Uttar Pradesh—the bards of Sindh sang the tale of Umar-Māruī in a
unique and recognizable melody, constituting what Baloch called a “thematic music” (ibid.). In
this account of Sindhi musical history, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s attempt to assimilate Islamic teachings to
local practices and knowledge entailed not only the Islamic allegorization of local narratives but
also the adoption of the melodies that were already associated with those narratives. Although it
is difficult to trace the history of this process of vernacularization, Baloch’s account is supported
by aspects of contemporary performance practices, to which I now turn.

An Ecology of Genres: Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Poetry in Performance in Kachchh (and Beyond)
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur repertoire is performed in a wide variety of genres and styles in the
greater Sindh region, including at least five genres in Kachchh.98 Together, these performance
genres testify to Shāh’s enormous cultural importance within the greater Sindh region. The five
genres are: (1) shāh jo rāg̈u, (2) kāfī, (3) unaccompanied bait recitation, (4) bait recitation with

98

All of the performers I worked closely with are men. There are three young women I know of who publicly sing
kāfīs with instrumental accompaniment, but I have not yet been able to interview them.
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suriṅdo bowed lute accompaniment, and (5) maulūd-style kāfī recitation. Each of these five
genres operates differently in terms of how performers render sur-texts melodically. I give
greater attention here to the sur-melodic repertoires of the first two genres.

Shāh Jo Rāg̈u
Shāh jo rāg̈u is the performance genre most directly connected to Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf
Bhiṭā’ī. The term rāg̈u in Sindhi has a meaning akin to “music” or “song,” and so an approximate
translation of shāh jo rāg̈ is “Shāh’s music.”99 Shāh jo rāg̈ singers accompany themselves with
the five-stringed danbūro drone lute, which is said to have been invented by the poet (N. Baloch
[1973] 1988, 63).100 In Pakistan, shāh jo rāg̈ is performed at the poet’s shrine in Bhit Shah,
where dozens of shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs (“Shāh’s musical devotees”) sing his poetry each night and
throughout the day. There are also faqīrs who sing at Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s great-great-grandfather Shāh
‘Abdul Karīm’s shrine in Bulri. Shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs from Pakistan have been featured at
international music festivals and, more recently, on the Pakistani television program Coke
Studio.101 In Kachchh, there are only two rāg̈ī faqīrs with substantial training, and two others are
considered proficient enough to perform. A few other men in their village and another man who
lives about 20 kilometers away are also familiar with the repertoire. The faqīrs of Kachchh sing
in their village for a few hours every Thursday night, and sometimes also on Mondays, but they

99

In Kachchh, the men I worked with did not seem to use the term rāg̈u to denote folk songs (gīt) or instrumental
music, which they called sangīt or mausīqī/mūsīqī. In this sense, the term rāg̈u, in Kachchh at least, has a
connotation of a musical performance practice with higher moral value. Nevertheless, it is clear from Shāh’s poetry,
for one, that rāg̈u can denote instrumental music (cf. Sur Soraṭh).
100
The assertion that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī “invented” the five-string dānbūro by placing a fifth string onto the existing fourstringed tānpūrā does not account for the pervasiveness of a five-stringed drone lute in western Rajasthan, known as
the tandūro, which is played by Meghvārs and is similarly strummed rhythmically (as opposed to the tānpūrā, which
is plucked at a more or less set pace in Hindustani and Karnatak music and does not serve a rhythmic function).
101
Shāh jo rāg̈ on Coke Studio Pakistan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkOQutaHaZc
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performed only twice in public in Kachchh over my sixteen consecutive months of fieldwork in
2016-2018. I discuss the history and formal features of shāh jo rāg̈ performance in Kachchh in
greater depth in Chapter Three and will focus here on the rendering of sur-melodies in the genre.
Each of Shah’s surs is performed in an associated sur-melody in shāh jo rāg̈. Many of the
sur-melodies in shāh jo rāg̈ share a common pitch-class set (S. ṭhāṭh, H. ṭhāṭ), and it can be
difficult to distinguish them from one another on the basis of ṭhāṭh. Many sur-melodies in shāh
jo rāg̈ utilize both seventh degrees (S. nikhad), both third degrees (gandharva), and even both
second degrees (rikhab). Some melodies do, however, stand out as comparatively distinct in
terms of ṭhāṭh and melodic contour, namely Rāṇo (Kāfī ṭhāṭh), Soraṭh (Khamāj ṭhāṭh, with both
nikhad), Māru’ī (Bilāval ṭhāṭh), Sāraṅg (Khamāj ṭhāṭh, without third degree), and Kalyāṇ
(Kalyāṇ ṭhāṭh). But in general, sur-melodies in this performance genre are distinguished less by
diversity in pitch-class set and more by their characteristic melodic phrases, as well as by the
verbal formulae that precede and follow the singing of baits in each sur.
The temporal ordering of surs is an important feature of shāh jo rāg̈ performance, which
begins after the final prayer of the day and lasts, in Pakistan, until just before the dawn prayer. In
Kachchh, the faqīrs I worked with would start singing around 9:30 pm and sing for two or three
hours. They sometimes compressed the timings of the surs—i.e., singing a sur intended for 3 am
at 11 pm—but they would not sing surs out of order during their Thursday night sessions. They
treated these sessions as a devotional act with certain ethical requirements and would not, for
instance, smoke bīṛī cigarettes while sitting in the same place in which they were singing.
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Kāfī
Kāfī is the vernacular Sufi music of historical Sindh, the region surrounding the great
Indus river. In the greater Indus valley, kāfī compositions are performed in Sindhi, Siraiki,
Punjabi, and Kachchhi. In Kachchh, kāfī songs are performed at weddings and Sufi death
anniversary festivals (ʿurs). I deal more closely with kāfī in Chapters Three and Four and will
limit my discussion here to the melodic rendering of surs and their temporal ordering.
While Sindhi kāfī performers sing sur-texts from Shāh’s Risālo, there are important
differences between the melodic rendering of surs in kāfī relative to shāh jo rāg̈. In comparison
to shāh jo rāg̈, the repertoire of sur-melodies in kāfī performance is more varied in terms of
pitch-class set. Many of the melodic types sung in kāfī have close or exact analogues in
Hindustani music, though these sometimes differ in name. The most important point to note is
that, while kāfī performers sing many of Shāh’s sur-texts in their associated sur-melodies, there
is a range of fixity in terms of how strictly they pair thematic texts and melodies. Some pairings
are firmly fixed: the sur-texts Rāṇo, Sāraṅg, Kohiyārī, Khambhāt, and Soraṭh are always
performed in their accompanying sur-melodies. Kāfī singers sing poetic texts from all five surs
based on the Sasu’ī tale in the Kohiyārī melody (which is not the case in shāh jo rāg̈), but they
consider Kohiyārī melody exclusive to the Sasu’ī story and will never sing it with any other
poetic theme. Poetry from Shāh’s Sur Kalyān, which is performed at the beginning of every kāfī
program, is almost always sung in sur-melody Kalyāṇ.102 (On a few occasions I heard singers
perform sur-text Kalyān in the Mānjh melodic type.) Sur-text Rāmkalī, in which Shāh discusses
and praises Hindu yogis, is usually performed in a melody type that singers in Kachchh call Jogī,
or by its alternate name of Karingaṛo (or Kalingaṛo). Other sur-texts are, in practice, unmoored

102

Kalyāṇ is an older name for rāg Yaman, and the two are nearly equivalent in practice.
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from specific melodies. Shāh’s sur-text Māru’ī, which is very popular in Kachchh, does not
appear to have any specific accompanying melody in kāfī performance. Kāfī singers perform
Shāh’s Māru’ī-based poetry in a variety of melodic types not named in Shāh’s Risālo, such as
Māṅjh, Pahāṛi, Loṛā’o, and Bhairavī. In an interview, a hereditary musician demonstrated for me
what he identified as the “real Māru’ī” of Shāh’s Risālo, but he said that it was no longer
performed by any kāfī singers. Notably, this melodic type was distinct from the Māru’ī surmelody in shāh jo rāg. According to Aziz Baloch, the original sur-melody used for singing
Māru’ī-based poetry is the melody now known as Sindhi Bhairavī, which was known as
“Māru’ī” by village singers in Sindh until the 1920s (A. Baloch [1968] 1988, 24). Sindhi
Bhairavī, however, has a different pitch-class set from the Māru’ī sur-melody in shāh jo rāg̈ or
the “real Māru’ī” demonstrated to me by the hereditary musician. In contemporary Kachchh,
some singers perform Māru’ī poetry in the Sārang sur-melody because of the close symbolic and
lexical affinity between those two sur-texts. While the Kohiyārī sur-melody is exclusively
reserved for Sasu’ī-based poetry, as I mentioned above, singers do perform Sasu’ī-based poetry
in other melodic types, such as Zila, Pahāṛi, Loṛā’o, and Bhairavī.
As I alluded to in my above discussion of Sindhi musicological work on the surs, another
point of comparison between sur-melodies in kāfī versus shāh jo rāg̈ is that some sur-melodies
that share the same name are in fact different in practice. While Soraṭh is similar in the two
performance genres, Kalyāṇ is quite different, though the shāh jo rāg̈ version does have a hint of
the sharp fourth degree that is prominent in the kāfī version. And while Rāṇo in kāfī shares the
same pitch class set with Rāṇo in shāh jo rāg̈, the two are different in terms of their melodic
contours.
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It is difficult to make clear sense of all these overlaps and differences in melodic
repertoire. It is also difficult to make a cogent historical argument for how these differences
developed. I would argue that, relative to shāh jo rāg̈, kāfī has had greater exchange of melodic
repertoire and musical techniques with the Hindustani music tradition. While shāh jo rāg̈
performance was focused in the shrine context for hundreds of years, and constrained by ritual
needs, such as singing entire chains of poetic verses, kāfī performance appears to have been
relatively more permeable. This is evident in the history of kāfī in twentieth-century Sindh, when
singers from hereditary-musician community backgrounds, such as Ustad Manzoor Ali Khan,
made conscious efforts to bring in techniques associated with art music. The kāfī singers I
worked with in Kachchh now model their performances on recordings by such singers, and this
is evident in their presentation of compositions set in melodic types such as Bhīmplās, which are
also found in Hindustani music but are not named in Shāh’s Risālo.
Another difference between kāfī and shāh jo rāg̈ concerns the temporal ordering of surs.
The adherence to sur performance timings that is so well codified in shāh jo rāg̈ performance is
not followed strictly in kāfī performance in contemporary Kachchh. Singers do, however, follow
some basic guidelines at public performances. As in shāh jo rāg̈, performers begin with verses
from sur-text Kalyāṇ—sung in sur-melody Kalyāṇ, or sometimes Māṅjh—which preface a
kalām (composition) in praise of God. After this initial, invocatory composition, they do not
follow any strict ordering of melodies and texts, except that they always close the night with Sur
Rāṇo (both melody and text).103

103

In Kachchh, there is a tradition that all singers who performed that evening sing Rāṇo together as a closing
piece; singers alternate singing baits and then sing the refrain (thalu) together.
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“Music-less” Kāfī Performance
As I discuss in Chapter Six, the patronage of men committed to the teachings of Islamic
reformists who preach that music is forbidden in Islam has led to the practice of men performing
baits and kāfī compositions without musical accompaniment. As an unaccompanied vocal
practice, this is not considered “singing” (K. g̈ā’iṇūṅ) in Islamic terms but rather “pitched
recitation of verses” (K. bait sur meṅ paṛhaṇūṅ). Many performers of “music-less” kāfī
otherwise do perform with instruments but will forego them if their host specifies that he wishes
them to perform unaccompanied out of concern for Islamic propriety. Because this performance
style is merely an unaccompanied version of kāfī performance, one finds the same variety of
melodic types that one finds in kāfī performance.

Accompanied Bait Recitation
A second and rare bait recitation genre in Kachchh consists of high-pitched male vocal
recitation, accompanied by ostinato figures played on the surindo bowed lute, an instrument
closely related to the Baloch suroz.104 This genre is performed by only two men in Kachchh,
cousins from the Faqīrāṇī Jat pastoralist community who live near the western coast.105 They are
sometimes accompanied by ghaṛo (earthen pot) percussion. The melodies played and recited in
this genre evince no connection with the sur-melody repertoire.

104

The Jats in general provide multiple origin stories. Most Jats in Kachchh say that they originally came from
Halab (Aleppo) via Sindh, though some also claim relations with the Baloch. One Jat told me that the Jats were
originally from “Jarman” (Germany).
105
Examples of surindo-accompanied bait recitation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n02vr7slJYo;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSzNCoxZSBw
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Maulūd-style Kāfī
Maulūd is a poetry recitation genre performed separately by both men and women in
Muslim pastoralist communities in northern and western Kachchh. I was only able to observe
men’s performances, with two exceptions.106 Men’s maulūd usually involves a group of four to
eight men sitting close to one another in a circle, reciting more or less the same melody line at
the same time. On larger occasions, such as weddings, two groups (b̤ārī, pālṭī) perform side by
side, alternating lines in a competitive spirit. The melodies in maulūd are often simple,
sometimes utilizing only five or so notes. Some groups split up into those who recite drone notes
and those who sing more melodically, so that they produce harmonies in seconds and thirds.
“Maulūd” is a textual designation that denotes poetic compositions in praise of the
Prophet Muḥammad. This term derives from the Arabic mawlid (“birth”), which throughout the
Muslim world refers to both celebrations of and narratives about the Prophet’s birth (cf. Katz
2007).107 Sindhi maulūd compositions may also reference points in the Prophet’s life besides his
birth, such as his wedding, passage to Madina, miʿrāj (night journey to heaven), and death. In
Kachchh, maulūd performers also recite allegorical Sufi poetry in the same style as they do
maulūds, and they refer to this practice with the term kāfī or sindhī kāfī.108 Notably, men say that
they “recite” maulūd texts but that they “sing” kāfī texts, though there is no sonic difference

106

I recorded an older woman from the Kair community of western Kachchh reciting a maulūd by herself. On
another occasion I heard D̤ānetā Jat women sing wedding songs (gīt and shero) and maulūd-style kāfī, but it would
have been socially unacceptable for me in that context to speak to them about what they were singing.
107
This term is used for a number of related practices across the Muslim world, but with varying pronunciations:
milād, mulud, milat, mūled, mevlüd, mevlyd, and maulud. Generally, these practices revolve around texts about the
Prophet’s birth and life, and are sung or recited on his birth anniversary, or at other important occasions such as
weddings (Faruqi 1986). In some contexts, mawlūd can have a broader meaning. In Mauritius, for instance, a meḥfile mawlūd (“mawlūd gathering”) can include the recitation of texts in praise of holy figures besides the Prophet,
especially Sufi saints (cf. Eisenlohr 2018).
108
These communities use the term lassī kāfī to refer to kāfī with instrumental accompaniment.
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between the two.109 Whereas maulūd texts are not always attributed to particular poets, the kāfīs
that these groups perform typically contain the poetic signature of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī or others such as
the local twentieth-century poet Husain Jat. Maulūd-style kāfī performers do not sing sur-texts in
their corresponding sur-melodies, and instead employ a limited repertoire of melodies.

Figure 2.9. Two groups of maulūd reciters, most of them from the Kumbhār (potter)
community, perform at a wedding in Sukhpar-Rohā village. April 15, 2017. Photo by the
author. Maulūd reciters cover their heads when performing out of deference to the
Prophet. The man standing with the ajrak turban is showing his appreciation for the
performers by showering them in ten-rupee notes, known as “doing gor” (gor means
“round,” a reference to the circling gesture that is typically done when giving the money).

109

Some groups occasionally sing kāfīs to the accompaniment of one member playing the ghamelo, a large metal
pan used for feeding cattle. As far as I know, they do not use the ghamelo for maulūd recitation.
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Sufi Poetry Performance Contexts
Sindhi Sufi poetry is performed in a wide range of public and private contexts in
Kachchh. In contrast to Pakistan, where there is a robust literary culture in Sindh fostered by
official support and ongoing publications on the subject of Shāh’s poetry, the cultivation of
poetic knowledge in Muslim Kachchh is largely restricted to rural men with little formal
education. Because the Sindhi literacy rate in Kachchh is very low, poetic knowledge is passed
down almost exclusively through oral means, namely sung poetry, melodic recitation, and
spoken recitation, both live and recorded. Shauqīns of Shāh’s poetry in Kachchh are mostly
Muslim men born into endogamous agriculturalist, pastoralist, artisan, and hereditary musician
communities. These men learned Shāh’s verses by listening to musical performances and
participating in conversation sessions (K. ri’āṇ, S. rihāṇ) with other shauqīns.

ʿUrs (Death Anniversary Festivals)
The largest public venues for Sindhi Sufi poetry performance are festivals (pl. meṛā; sing.
meṛo) commemorating the death-anniversaries of Friends of God, known as ʿurs (Ar. “wedding,”
i.e., the saint’s union with the divine Beloved). Aside from music, ʿurs festivals feature other
attractions such as soft drink trucks and snack food stalls. Vendors sell goods aimed at rural
people, such as Sindhi-style prayer caps from Pakistan (with their distinctive front arch), scarves,
bells for animals, and useful items such as a multi-tool containing a set of tweezers (handy for
removing Prosopis juliflora thorns), an ear-cleaning scoop, and a toothpick. The largest ʿurs in
Kachchh is the three-day Hājī Pīr festival in northern Kachchh, to which hundreds of thousands
flock from all over Gujarat. Medium-size ʿurs festivals are more local affairs with a few lanes of
stalls. The smallest ʿurs I attended was a stripped down affair featuring Urdu-language naʿt
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recitation by children and the village’s Islamic teacher, followed by a sermon by a visiting
preacher who expounded upon one of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s baits to discuss Islamic eschatology (see
Chapter Five).

Figure 2.10. The shrine of Lāl Shāh and Burhān Shāh, decorated for their ʿurs festival.
Bhuj, Kachchh. January 15, 2017. Photo by the author.
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Figure 2.11. A Friend of God’s tomb decorated on the day of his reunion with the
Beloved. In the words of one attendee, “Today he is a bride.” Lāl Shāh-Burhan Shāh
dargāh, Bhuj. January 15, 2017. Photo by the author.

ʿUrs festivals, in addition to being occasions to offer one’s devotion to the buried holy
person, are recreational attractions for rural people in Kachchh. This is perhaps even more so the
case for women, who do not visit larger towns such as Bhuj as often as men do on business.
Women and girls are present at most ʿurs festivals, though they are rarely seen in the spaces
where performances take place. Gender segregation (S-K. pardo) was practiced at most of the
musical performances at ʿurs festivals I attended, if women and girls were present at all.
Segregation was either accomplished by a wall or curtain, or a separate space for women was set
aside outside the shrine space, where the music would have been difficult to hear. At some
performances, women watched the performance from the edges of the space, separated from the
men and at a distance of a hundred or so feet from the stage. I attended only one ʿurs
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performance where women were not physically segregated from men, and it was otherwise
unique in that it had been organized by Hindus and Muslims and was attended by an audience of
both communities.
Kāfī is typically the performance genre featured at ʿurs festivals that include music. The
lively genre is favored by rural listeners, and its spritely harmonium playing and rhythmically
dense ḍholak style provides interest even for those who cannot understand much of the poetry.
The most common style of kāfī performed at ʿurs is the style that local performers learned from
Pakistani cassettes in the 1980s and 1990s (see Chapter Four). A few kāfī singers sometimes also
perform another style of kāfī that is geared towards men’s circle dancing. My musician
interlocutors characterized this style as being in the vein of recordings of Mohan Bhagat, a Hindu
performer from Pakistan. They also noted its use of a ḍholak rhythm known as d̤oko, which
accompanies a slow-paced local circle-dance genre, and its similarity to vāval tāl, a rhythm used
for accompanying the lassī kafī (“simple kāfī”) performed by Mohan Bhagat and others.110
The shāh jo rāg̈ genre is performed far less than kāfī in public venues in Kachchh. During
my fieldwork, the shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs of Banni sang at only two annual performances. One was a
small ʿurs at a shrine in Zura village. The second performance was at a smaller festival for Hājī
Pīr called aṭhvāṛī meṛo. This festival takes place eight days after the main festival, so that local
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Members of the Girāsiyā Jat community claim that d̤oko is a dance particular to their community that has now
been adopted more widely. According to a Laṅgā hereditary musician, Vāval tāl, also found in Sindh, is popular in
the Pānvarpaṭī region of northern Kachchh around the town of Nirona, whereas d̤oko, which is like a slower version
of vāval, is only found in Kachchh (Jusab Langa, pers. comm.). I heard this dance-oriented, d̤oko- and Mohan
Bhagat- tinged style of kāfī at the Sekran Pīr ʿurs festival, a unique occasion at a remote āsthāno shrine in Abdasa
close to the coast. The music that night shared the bill with a series of sketch comedy skits put on by locals, which
they referred to as nāṭak (“drama”). Between the comedy portions of the night, the male actors circle-danced in step
to Sufi poetry sung to harmonium and a ḍholak played with a stick to get the tight, rapping sound of a ḍhol. One
young man wore a Narendra Modi mask, while an older man was dressed in orange in the style of a Hindu
renunciant, with a fake grey beard. Another young man was dressed as a woman. Dancing with them were three
“third-gender” individuals, known as faqīr or pāvayo in Kachchh. Women and girls viewed the surreal spectacle
from a segregated area.
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families can comfortably attend without having to deal with the enormous crowds that attend the
main festival. At this performance, the faqīrs sang without microphones, just outside the inner
sanctum of the tomb-shrine. They referred to this performance as caukī (“watch”).
Unfortunately, the faqīrs’ singing was drowned out by a nearby PA system that was playing
recordings of Urdu-language naʿt recitation, and they cut their performance short.

Figure 2.12. The shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs of Bhagadia village (Banni area, northern Kachchh)
tuning their danbūro drone lutes as they prepare to perform at the Hājī Pīr aṭhvāṛī meṛo, a
smaller festival for locals that takes place one week after the main Hājī Pīr festival, which
is attended by hundreds of thousands of people from all over Kachchh and Gujarat. The
faqīrs are seated in the courtyard facing the doorway of Hājī Pīr’s tomb-shrine. March 25,
2018. Photo by the author.
A few ʿurs celebrations feature qawwālī performers, who are typically brought in from
Mumbai or are local performers from Mandvi, which has historically had close ties to Mumbai
and where there is little interest in Sindhi poetry. During my fieldwork, I saw qawwālī on three
separate occasions, twice at ʿurs celebrations and once during Muharram. At the largest of these
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performances, at the Rukan Shāh Pīr ʿurs in Talwana (southern Kachchh, near Mandvi), a sizable
qawwālī ensemble from Mumbai fronted by a male and female duo performed for an audience
that was far larger than any audience I saw at any performance of Sindhi-language Sufi music.
For the average listener in Kachchh, the simple syntax and vocabulary of qawwālī compositions
in Urdu-Hindi is far easier to grasp than eighteenth-century Sindhi.

Weddings
Wedding celebrations were historically an important venue for Sufi poetry performance
in Kachchh. As I discuss in Chapter Six, kāfī performance at weddings has decreased over the
past couple of decades due to the spread of Islamic reformist teachings. Today, the Laṅgā
community is the only community that consistently asks kāfī singers to perform at its weddings.
The kāfī portion of the night is preceded by competitive ḍhol-soṇā’īṅ performances by Laṅgā
musicians. Singers perform for free at these occasions, because Laṅgās are their accompanists at
all performance occasions.
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Figure 2.13. Laṅgā musicians perform on ḍhol, soṇā’iṅ, and nobat at a rare daytime
wedding in the Laṅgā community. Bhuj. October 29, 2017. Photo by the author.
At the weddings of some communities, especially Faqīrāṇī Jats in Abdasa and Lakhpat,
and the D̤ānetā Jats in Banni, men’s maulūd and maulūd-style kāfī performance serve as the main
entertainment for attendees. As mentioned above, women sing kāfīs as well as songs for the bride
and groom at these occasions.

Non-ʿUrs Performances at Tomb-Shrines
During my fieldwork period, there were two tomb-shrines in the Abdasa area of western
Kachchh where shauqīns gathered to perform and listen to kāfī at times besides the annual ʿurs.
These gatherings were attended by a regular set of locals. Unlike qawwālī, which is performed
weekly on Thursday nights at many shrines in north India and Pakistan, kāfī is featured monthly
at these two shrines on significant days of the Islamic lunar calendar. One shrine, Lāṅgo Pīr,
hosted the event on the first Sunday night (“the night of Monday” in the Islamic calendar) of
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each Islamic month. This monthly affair revolves around the cooking and sharing of niyāz
(blessed food) by men from nearby villages. Each village takes a turn buying the supplies and
cooking for the other villages that share in this male homosocial practice of commensality. After
eating niyāz and performing the final prayer of the night, some men gather to do Qādirī-style zikr
(repetition of God’s names) in the mosque. (None of the musicians with whom I attended this
event participated in zikr while I was there.) After zikr, the musicians set up on the verandah of
an outbuilding about a hundred yards from the shrine and began to sing and play. The music at
these events usually lasted until around 5:30 am, when it was time to perform ablutions for the
dawn prayer. Throughout the night, amateur singers took turns singing a couple of compositions,
accompanied by a Laṅgā man on ḍholak and an amateur enthusiast on harmonium.
In 2017, a second shrine in Bhadravāṅḍ started to host gatherings for kāfī performance on
each kārā’īṅ, the eleventh night of the Islamic month. Kārā’īṅ commemorates the death of
ʿAbdul Qādir Jilānī and is a common choice for distributing niyāz. The monthly event in
Bhadravāṅḍ is attended by many of the same people as the Lāṅgo Pīr gathering.

Ri’āṇ / Kacerī / Meḥfil
Private gatherings that feature music or recitation, called a meḥfil or kacerī, are another
important context for poetry performance. Such performances are usually unamplified, and
listeners are treated to singers’ natural voices and more intelligible verbal performances. Private
gatherings also serve as occasions on which to have extended discussions on various topics. Such
discussions sometimes happened at weddings and ʿurs festivals prior to the featured
performance, but were a larger component of private gatherings, when it was possible to delve
into topics in more depth than was possible at crowded public events.
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Conversation sessions are known in Kachchhi as ri’āṇ (S. rihāṇ). When one singer friend
would invite me to his village, he would say, “Come to my farm, we’ll do ri’āṇ-kacerī.” Talking
to someone for a few minutes at the tea shop does not quite constitute a ri’āṇ. While not overly
formal, and without any explicit rules, a ri’āṇ does have certain formal contours. When I would
arrive at a host’s “farmhouse” or home, they would perform hospitality (mehmān navāzī), such
as spreading a quilt over a string bed or concrete floor and asking a younger male family member
or a woman to make us tea. A ri’āṇ session in a private gathering can cover all sorts of topics.
While the men I spent time with often talked about poetry, they also spoke about other matters,
such as political elections, hunting, and farming, or they asked me questions about the United
States. But in poetry-oriented ri’āṇs, the participants usually circled around a couple or a few
men who were particularly knowledgeable about poetry. Often, one man would ask another if he
had heard a certain bait and ask a question about a difficult word or what the bait meant, either
literally or metaphorically. In many cases, I was one of the men at the center of the ri’āṇ circle
both because I was a guest and because of the novelty of my foreignness.

“Real” Meanings: Poetry Interpretation in Contemporary Kachchh
So far, I have discussed the formal attributes of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, and the genres and
contexts in which it is performed, learned, and discussed in Muslim Kachchh. The final portion
of this chapter examines how poetry enthusiasts interpret Shāh’s poetry within the paradigm of
Islam—a practice that undergirds all Sufi poetry performance in Kachchh.
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s allegorical usage of qiṣṣā builds upon a long tradition of Sufi thought and
practice, in which earthly love between humans is seen in metaphorical relation to humans’ love
for God. Sufi philosophy articulates a dialectic between majāz, an Arabic term meaning “figural”
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or “metaphorical” that denotes the visibly accessible, material world, and ḥaqīqah, or “Unseen
Real-Truth”—i.e., God (Ahmed 2015, 20). These concepts also apply to love, so that, “Earthly
love—the love for human beauty—is metaphorical love (ʿishq-i majāzī), and is the experiential
means by which to come to know Real-True Love [ʿishq-i ḥaqīqī], or love for/in Real-Truth”
(38). Shahab Ahmed has argued that the articulation of the majāzī-ḥaqīqī dialectic by Sufi poets
writing in Persian between c. 1400-1900 CE111 constitutes what he calls a madhhab-i ʿishq (Ar.
“pathway of love”),112 a “way of going about being Muslim—a mode of being with God, of
identifying, experiencing and living with the values and meaning of Divine Truth.”
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry follows in this madhhab-i ʿishq. As mentioned above, Shāh, like
many South Asian Sufi and bhaktī poets before him, traversed this path in part through reflection
on and entering into female protagonists’ pain of separation from a male beloved. Often, he does
so in the grammatically feminine voice, while at other times he extracts lessons from the qiṣṣo
and directs them at us, the listeners:
Sur Ḥusainī, FG VIII:1
vo’i vo’i kaṅdī vatu matāṅ vo’i visāri’eṅ
raṅdani mathe ratu hāri ta mileṅ hotu khe
Wander as you scream “vo’i! vo’i!”—don’t forget “vo’i,”
Shed blood on the path and meet the beloved.
Critically, though, shauqīns of Sufi poetry in Kachchh understand the semantic field of Shāh’s
poetry to be far vaster than {majāzī beloved => ḥaqīqī Beloved}. While this interpretation is

111

Ahmed uses the term “Balkans-to-Bengal complex” to discuss the myriad connections between areas of the
Islamic world in West, Central, and South Asia during this historical period.
112
The Arabic word madhhab is pronounced in South Asia as mazhab and majhab, and can be used to mean either
(1) “religion” in the modern, general sense (for which the Sanskritic Hindi word dharam is also used) or (2) one of
the legal schools in Islam, such as Hanafī. The term madhhab-i ʿishq is not used by my interlocutors.
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always valid,113 the kinds of meanings in which shauqīns are interested are far more particular,
and more specifically Islamic. They seek, and take pleasure in knowing, the allusive meanings of
Shāh’s baits, viz., references to events or figures from Islamic history, and to Islamic cosmology,
eschatology, and soteriology. They interpret baits as references to specific actions of the Holy
Prophet, his family and companions, and other Islamic prophets and figures, or, for example, to
the arrival of the angel of death. Such interpretations of Shāh’s poetry are explicitly suggested by
the poet in many of his verses and vā’īs, in which he creatively identifies characters from qiṣṣā
with Islamic figures and ideas. These provide the interpretive keys to the poet’s allusions. For
example, in the refrain of a vā’ī in Sur Husainī, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī refers to the male protagonist
Punhūṅ of the Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣo as the “shelter of the ummah,” which clearly references the
hope the Islamic community (Ar. ummah) places in the Prophet on the Day of Judgement, and
thus reveals that Punhūṅ here symbolizes the Prophet Muhammad:114
īṅdo ārī’āṇī thīṅdo sāṇī, ummat jaṅhiṅ je āsre
The son of Ari will come, will be [my] companion, he who is the shelter of the ummah.
These sorts of allusive meanings inhabit a space that is neither majāzī—Figural, or “literal,” i.e.,
surface level—nor ḥaqīqī, in the sense of being about the divine. Shauqīns use various terms to
discuss these allusions, as indicated in Table 2.6 below. But more often than using any technical
or descriptive terms, shauqīns will simply ask, “What is the meaning (maʿnī, maʿniyā, mat̤ lab) of
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It is also one with potentially clear resonance across religious boundaries—Shāh’s poetry is loved by Sindhi
Hindus. As Annemarie Schimmel ([1985] 2003) noted with reference to Lilaram Watanmal, a Sindhi Hindu who
published the first major work on Shāh Bhiṭā’ī in 1889, Hindu authors have tended to downplay the Islamic import
of Shāh’s poetry in favor of portraying his devotion, and Sufism more generally, as a form of Vedantic philosophy
with an Islamic veneer (142; also see Jotwani 1979). In my limited experience with Sindhi Hindu poetry enthusiasts
in Kachchh, they were less likely to embrace—and sometimes outright rejected—the kinds of Islamic interpretations
that interested my Muslim interlocutors.
114
Shāh Jo Gaṅj, edited by Mohammad Qasim Rahemoon (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2012, 310)
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X bait?,” by which they do not mean the literal meaning of the words—which is not always clear
because of the difficulty of Shāh’s eighteenth-century poetic Sindhi—but its allusive, referential
one. Or they may say, as one shauqīn and Islamic teacher (maulānā) did when he explained a
verse in Sindhi-tinged Kachchhi for the attendees of a meḥfil in a mosque courtyard in 2014,
“Shāh ṣāḥib called the Great Prophet, peace and God’s blessings be upon him, Punhūṅ” (shāh
sāhib nabī karīm, ṣallā Allāhu ʿalayhi wa-sallam, ke punhūṅ cayo). Shauqīns are also familiar
with the terms majāzī and ḥaqīqī, and occasionally employed them in the course of the
conversation sessions in which I participated during my fieldwork. The term ḥaqīqī (K. pr.
hakīkī), though, is often used in its more colloquial meaning of “actual” or “real,” not necessarily
“Real,” as in referring to the divine. For clarity’s sake, I employ the compound term ḥaqīqīallusive meaning to discuss these sorts of Islamic interpretations, which I distinguish from the
ḥaqīqī-divine interpretations that are more widely discussed in the literature on Sufi poetry.
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Table 2.6. Vocabulary for Poetic Symbolism and Interpretation
Term

Translation

Usages

Zikr

“mention,” “reference” (a
sense it has in many
languages of northern South
Asia), <Ar. dhikr,
“remembrance”

“This bait is a zikr of the
Prophet’s entrance into
Madina.”

Ishārā

<Ar., “gesture,” “symbol”

X Y jo ishārā, “X is a symbol
for Y”
Compounded with the verb
karaṇūṅ (K. “to do”), e.g.,
“Shāh is pointing to [X event]
in this verse.”

Mis̤ āl

<Ar., “example, analogy,
exemplification, simile,
illustration (Mewaram 1910,
536); metaphor, parable
(Platts 1884, 1001)

“Punhūṅ is a mis̤ āl of the pure
Prophet (punhūṅ nabī pāk jo
mis̤ āl ā’e)

Bāt̤ inī

<Ar., “internal,” as in the
z̤ āhir/bāt̤ in (external/internal;
manifest/hidden) Sufi
dialectic.

“The internal meaning of this
verse is X.”

Aṅdarūnī

<P., “internal”

“The internal meaning of this
verse is X.”

Z̤āhirī (pron. jāhirī, jhāhirī,
zāhirī)

<Ar., “apparent,” “obvious”

Used in its common,
everyday Kachchhi and
Hindi-Urdu meaning of
“apparent” or “obvious,” e.g.,
“The apparent meaning of this
bait is X but its internal
meaning is Y.”

According to shauqīns, every one of Shāh’s verses possesses Islamic meaning, whether
this meaning is known by anyone or not. In many of Shāh’s baits and vā’īs, he reveals his
allusive intentions, as in the refrain above. Many verses incorporate references to the Qur’ān and
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Ḥadīth, often in the form of direct quotes, a citational practice also espoused by Rūmī
(Mojaddedi [2006] 2017, 432). But far more references are esoteric rather than exoteric, and
these can only be learned through discussion with knowledgeable shauqīns. Although these
hidden meanings are attributed to Shāh, they should also be viewed as the product of hundreds of
years of interpretation by Muslims. Shāh himself acknowledged this, according to the traditional
account of his exchange with the renowned ʿālim Makhdūm Hāshim Nagarṭhaṭhvī (1692-1761),
which I heard from multiple shauqīns.115 Shāh is said to have recited a verse to Makhdūm
Hāshim, and asked him for his interpretation. Makhdūm Hāshim took his leave and thought it
over, and when he returned, he provided Shāh with over three hundred interpretations of the
verse. When Makhdūm Hāshim had finished, Shāh replied, “Those are all valid, but I meant
something else.” Shauqīns tell this story to demonstrate that Shāh’s poetry possesses a depth
beyond even what a renowned Islamic scholar can grasp, and that it is invalid for anyone to
claim what Shāh “really meant” in any verse, because only Shāh was aware of that, and because
he himself acknowledged the validity of alternative interpretations. One shauqīn offered an
analogy based on a children’s guessing game, saying that Shāh’s kalām is like a fist, the hidden
contents of which one can only surmise.116
The appeal of narrative-based Sindhi Sufi poetry—especially when framed in melodies
believed to be emotionally suitable to the text—is that it operates at multiple levels of
understanding: planes of interpretation and affective experience, onion skins of knowing and
feeling. For listeners less acquainted with the esoteric meanings of verses, emotional stories and

115

The large and important tomb-shrine of Makhdūm Hāshim’s grandson Makhdūm Ibrāhīm, a Sufi of the
Naqshbandī order, is in Mandvi, southern Kachchh.
116
Brinkley Messick has written about a very different genre of texts (shari‘a jurisprudence manuals) in highland
Yemen: “The open character of such texts was crosscut by a basic positivism, a conviction that truthful positions
existed, although particular truths might be known only to God. A polyvocality of competing opinion stood opposed
to the notion that authorial presence was the medium of univocal truth” (Messick 1996, 34).
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story-verses can still have an affective impact on the majāzī level. For listeners who are aware of
the allusive and allegorical meanings of the poetry, a tragic story—whether narrated or distilled
in verse—has the potential to affectively enliven their reflection on their relationship to God, the
Prophet, or the martyrs at the Battle of Karbala and the family members they left behind. In
semiotic terms, providing listeners with Islamic knowledge through the explication of allusive
verse is a way of enriching the indexicality of sung poetry (cf. Turino 1999). Allegorical and
allusive Sufi poetry harnesses the emotionality of local stories and fuses it with a particularly
Islamic experience—love for God and his Prophet—in such a way that it is sometimes difficult
to distinguish where one begins and the other ends. In the words of Jiyand Khan Jat, a seminomadic pastoralist shauqīn and shāh jo rāg̈u singer from northern Kachchh who is respected for
his knowledge of ḥaqīqī-allusive meanings, these stories “color the heart-mind-self”117 (Ur. man
ko raṅgāte haiṅ) (Jiyand Khan Jat, pers. comm., May 24, 2017).
Take the example of the ʿUmar-Māru’ī qiṣṣo (see introduction): in one interpretive view
of Shāh’s allegorical adaptation of this qiṣṣo, the primary characters and elements of the tale
each have Sufi-philosophical significance. Māru’ī represents the pure soul (rūḥ), while ʿUmar is
the lower soul or self (nafs). ʿUmar’s fort-palace (ʿUmarkoṭ) symbolizes the human body in
which the rūḥ must be trapped during a human’s life in this world, and the shackles that bind
Māru’ī symbolize worldly desires. Malīr, Māru’ī’s homeland, may be interpreted as a symbol for
heaven (jannat) or annihilation (fanāʿ) in God.118 Although Shāh did not explicitly lay out every
single symbolic element of this allegory, it is clear from certain verses that Māru’ī represents the
rūḥ:

117

I thank Inderjit Kaur for suggesting this translation.
The classical metaphor for this state in Persian Sufi poetry is the moth (parvānah) that dies because of its
irresistible attraction to the candle’s flame (shamā).
118
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Sur Māru’ī, SJR I:1
“alastu birabbikum,” jad̤ahiṅ kanni piyomi,
“qālū balā” qalba seṅ, tad̤ahiṅ titti cayomi,
taṅhīṅ vera kayomi, vacanu veṛīcani seṅ.
When “Am I not your Lord?” fell upon my ears,
Right there, I said from the heart, “Yes, you are,”
Right then, I made a promise to those who live in the wilderness.
In this bait, Shāh places Māru’ī at the Islamic-cosmological moment when Allāh created
all of the souls (Ar. rūḥ) and assembled them to ask, “Am I not your Lord?,” to which they
replied “Yes, you are.” Baits such as this one prompted the pastoralist Jiyand Khan’s remark to
me that Sur Māruī is “Islam’s Channel No. 1” (Jiyand Khan, pers. comm., May 24, 2017). The
explicit Qur’ānic reference around which the verse above revolves explicitly identifies Māru’ī as
a symbol for the rūḥ. For this reason, it is not quite accurate to call such verses “esoteric.” Such
baits are Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s reminder to us to move beyond the majāzī (Figural) and the zāhirī
(external), and to keep in mind what one enthusiast called Shāh’s “real desire” (aṣal murād)
when approaching the remaining majority of allusive verses in which he did not provide obvious
Islamic references.
Not only does this bait reveal that Māru’ī is a symbol for the rūḥ, it also declares her link
to her people since creation. This sets up an oblique symbolic equation of Malīr, Māru’ī’s
village, with the archetypal context of spiritual purity. Shāh explores this equation in other baits,
like those below, in which Māru’ī extols the virtuousness of her pastoralist people. For
pastoralist communities in contemporary Kachchh whose way of life remains similar to that of
Māru’ī and her people, Shāh’s depiction is not simply a quaint metaphor. It resonates with their
experience of the hardships of living in a harsh, arid landscape and with their concomitant belief
that this way of life is morally superior to one of comfort and luxury. In these baits, we see how
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Shāh’s inscription of poetic region through references to local lifeways articulates with his moral
valuation of people who live modestly and place faith in God for their sustenance:
Sur Māru’ī, SJR VII:3
āṇīni kī cāṛhīni, d̤uthu d̤īhāṇī, sūmrā!
sathā kayo, sayyidu ca’e, sā’ūṅ sukā’īni,
maṅjhāṅ laṅba, lat̤ īfu ca’e, cā’ura kayo cāṛhīṅi,
pulā’u na pāṛīni, ʿumara! ārāṛe’a seṅ.
Each day they bring a few wild grains and set them to cook, Sumra,
Gathering wild millet, they lay it out to dry, Sayyid says,
They take rice grains from laṅba grass and put them on cook, Lat̤ īf says,
ʿUmar, your pulao does not compare with arāṛe grass.

Figure 2.14. Sā’ūṅ, or wild millet, referenced in Sur Māru’ī. Bhagadia village, Banni,
Kachchh. August 2, 2017. Photo by the author.
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Figure 2.15. Laṅbu grass, mentioned in Sur Māru’ī. Western Kachchh, summer 2017.
Photo by the author.
Sur Māru’ī, SJR VII:5
thore qūta qarāriyā, rahani sab̤ara satti,
khathī’a meṅ khiha bhakulī’ā, bhūṇani ahaṛī’a bhatti,
paṅvahāra kī patti, pehī puchu malīra meṅ.
Content with little food, they stay strong and true,
To roam in coarse wool clothes, covered in dust, that is our way, 119
Go inquire in Malir about the reputation of goatherds.
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This line is a difficult one and my translation of it is tentative. The line may instead refer to the practice of
carrying grass fodder in a sack tied to a stick held on the shoulder.
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Sur Māru’ī, SJR III:8
ī’a na mārani rīti, ji’aṅ seṇa maṭā’ini sona te,
acī amarakoṭa meṅ, kaṅdiyasi kāna kurīti,
pakhani jī pirīti, māṛī’a seṅ na maṭiyāṅ.
It is not the custom of my people to trade dear ones for gold,
I’ve come to Umarkot, but I will not engage in wrong customs,
I will not give up my love of huts in exchange for your palace.
In addition to this interpretation of Māru’ī, which lays out an ethics of the self and its
salvation, there are many other, more esoteric interpretations. In Kachchh, poetry enthusiasts
interpret verses in Sur Māru’ī as references to the Battle of Karbala. This interpretative paradigm
is more encompassing across the border in Pakistan, where many Sindhi Muslims have converted
to Shi‘i Islam. In Sunni Kachchh, Karbala-centered interpretations seem to be limited to Sur
Māru’ī and Sur Husainī, and of course to Sur Ked̤āro, which explicitly references the Battle.

The Ahl-e Ḥadīth and the Problem of Poetic Metaphor
The adoption of certain strands of Islamic reformist teachings by Muslims in Kachchh
has led some communities to develop an ambivalent and complicated relationship with Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry. The teachings of the Ahl-e Ḥadīth (AeH) movement were introduced to
pastoralist communities in the Banni and Pacham areas of northern Kachchh by the preacher
Abdul Rahim Node, a Banni man who had been trained in a madrasah in Uttar Pradesh (Kothari
2013, 88). Along with the Ahl-e Sunnat wa Jamāʿat and the Deoband school, the AeH emerged
in India during the British colonial period. The initiators of the AeH movement sought to
propagate what they saw as the “true” Islam as it was practiced by the Prophet Muhammad and
his companions (Sikand 2007, 95). Inspired by Muhammad bin ʿAbdul Wahhab of Arabia (17031772), they urged Muslims to look only to the Qur’ān and Ḥadīth for guidance on proper Islamic
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conduct and denounced popular customs such as tomb-shrine visitation (96). As Kothari (2013)
and Ibrahim (2009) have discussed, the influence of AeH teachings in Banni has led to numerous
changes in the devotional and social practices of its Muslim communities. Among these, Kothari
discusses the decline of interest in Sufi poetry as AeH ideology has gained influence in
pastoralist communities and Banni’s Muslims have come to see Sufi poetry as connected to other
traditional practices, such as the initiation with Sayyid spiritual masters (pīrī-murīdī) (86). Some
AeH Muslims also object to performance practices on theological grounds: for instance, they see
maulūd recitation as an excessive amount of praise for the Prophet Muhammad, who they stress
was after all just a man.
Although traditional practices of Islamic devotion have certainly declined in Banni and
Pacham, my research shows that AeH Muslims have a complicated relationship with Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s Sufi poetry about which it is difficult to generalize. While historians of South Asia have
documented in detail the development of Islamic reformist movements and the debates between
them, it is also important to attend to how contemporary Muslims put these debates into practice
(Simpson 2008). While the Muslims of Banni and Pacham have largely adopted AeH teachings,
they have not completely abandoned all of the traditional practices and knowledge forms of their
communities’ cultural pasts. In the D̤ānetā Jat village of Bhagadia, I spoke with numerous men
who identified as followers of the AeH but had a great love of Shāh’s poetry. They claimed that
Shāh’s poetry is in keeping with the teachings of the AeH because it is, in its most basic form, a
statement of the core Islamic belief that there is one God and that Muhammad is his Prophet.
These men were close relatives of the shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs I worked with in Bhagadia, who have
not adopted AeH teachings and continue to engage in traditional practices, such as visiting tombshrines. Farhana Ibrahim (2009), who did her dissertation fieldwork in Kachchh in 2002, noted
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that at the time Bhagadia was one of three D̤ānetā Jat villages where a few families had
maintained the tradition of being linked through initiation to Sayyid pīr families (126), a practice
that is denounced in AeH teachings. It is possible that the daily coexistence of AeH Muslims
with individuals who continue to engage in traditional practices has encouraged a certain degree
of tolerance for Sufi poetry and music in the community, especially given that these sectarian
differences are present even in immediate families. According to the faqīrs, no one in their
community had ever complained to them about their singing Sufi poetry or urged them to
discontinue the practice. Nevertheless, as I discuss in Chapter Three, the same men reported that
interest in Sufi music and poetry has declined over the past few decades due to Islamic reform as
well as the influx of mass media in Banni.
Other Muslims in the region who are committed to AeH teachings may object to
particular aspects of Shāh’s poetry but find some portions of his repertoire acceptable and even
laudable. An elderly AeH preacher from the Sammā community in Khavda (in Pacham), who
teaches Sindhi at a madrasah, told me that Shāh was simply a human, and like all humans he was
capable of erring. As evidence of how Shāh had strayed from what is acceptable in Islam, the
preacher recited a bait from Shāh’s Sur Soraṭh, which is based on the story of Rā’i D̤iyāc (a king
from Saurashtra, also called Khengār) and B̤ījal, a hereditary musician who plays for the king
and asks for his head as payment: “Shāh called Allah ‘Khengār’ and called Allah’s Prophet
‘B̤ījal.’ Allah’s Prophet gave us 100 names for God. It is wrong to call him something other than
that. God has 100 names.” As an example of an acceptable poem, the preacher cited a verse from
Sur Kalyāṇ, in which Shāh offers literal praise of God. For him, what was problematic about
Shāh’s poetry was how the allegories that are central to much of it exceeded the bounds of Islam
as it was laid out in the Qur’ān and Ḥadīth. What is notable about this AeH preacher’s argument
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in favor of a literalist version of Islam is that it proceeds from an understanding shared by poetry
enthusiasts in the region, namely that every one of Shāh’s verses possesses some Islamic allusive
meaning.

Conclusion
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur repertoire is a multifaceted articulation of Islam in Sindh and its
peripheries, enfolding musical performance, recitation, and poetic knowledge and interpretation.
My discussion in this chapter of thematic poetic texts, prescribed melodic types, performance
practices, poetic geography, textual history, oral knowledge, and Islamic allusion demonstrates
the deep significance that Shāh and his poetry have historically held in these regions. The
complicated relationship with Shāh’s legacy in Kachchh’s northern pastoralist communities that
have adopted strands of Islamic reformism in recent decades only attests to this historical
significance, as these communities struggle with the question of what should be left behind and
what should be retained as something of ethical value.
What emerges from this discussion is a sense that Shāh’s poetic compendium is the
magnetic center of localized Islamic tradition in Kachchh, a text which continues the process of
vernacularizing Islam and Islamicizing the vernacular in rural Muslim communities—a process
that is both affectively and intellectually stimulating. In an analogous way, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s
repertoire can be considered a vernacular refiguring of transregional Hindustani music repertoire.
Just as his texts meld Islamic meaning with local knowledge and history, the prescribed pairing
of sur-texts with sur-melodies that is critical to his poetry’s performance endows rāgs with a
distinct set of regional meanings and emotional associations.
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Another one of my aims in this chapter has been to show how the intellectual and
affective project of cultivating knowledge about Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and his musico-poetic repertoire in
Kachchh is a dimension of Sufi tradition that exists largely outside of the realms of formal Sufi
lineages and the ritual spaces of dargāhs but which is nonetheless central to the practice of
Sufism in the region. Although all of the poetry enthusiasts I worked with had taken formal
initiation with a spiritual master (murshid), the spiritual and ethical teachings contained in Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry appeared to occupy a greater role as a source of guidance in their daily lives. In
the chapters that follow, I examine Sufi poetry performance practices in greater depth to show
how poetry performance is an affective pedagogical tool integral to the transmission of Islamic
knowledge in rural Muslim Kachchh.
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Chapter Three
Performing Pain: Shāh Jo Rāg̈, Affect, and Musical Efficacy
The Qur’an is like a lamp full of oil, but you need a flame to light the wick, and these
[vernacular] stories are like that flame. The pain within them lights that flame.
—Javed Shah, poetry enthusiast, Dec 23, 2017
This pain (d̤ukhu) is internal. Do you see how much I sweat? This is a music of the blood.
—Sumar Kadu Jat, shāh jo rāg̈ singer, April 2018

The “pain of separation” from God is central to Sufi tradition. The role that this
emotional concept plays in Sufi philosophy, and as a trope in Sufi texts, has been examined in a
vast body of literature, both in the Islamic tradition and in Western scholarship (Chittick 1983,
2013; Ahmed 2015; Behl and Weightman 2001; Elias 1998; Bashir 2011; Ernst and Lawrence
2016; Schimmel 1975). Although such studies often acknowledge that the most potent
articulations of the “pain of separation” occur in Sufi musico-poetic performance, they explore
the concept by taking written texts as their subjects of study. In this chapter, I analyze how the
pain of separation is given life in musical performance and textual interpretative practices among
Sufi poetry enthusiasts in Kachchh. I focus on the shāh jo rāg̈ performance genre, in which vocal
icons of pain figure prominently. One of my goals is to show how performers and poetry
enthusiasts view the affective practice of musico-poetic pain as an efficacious form of Islamic
devotion, with beneficial spiritual and ethical effects for performers and listeners. In positing
musical performance as an affective practice of a historical emotion, this chapter engages with
discussions in the social sciences and humanities about the relationship between affect and
emotion (Ahmed 2004; Ngai 2005; White 2017) and contributes more specifically to recent work
on affect in ethnomusicology (Hofman 2015; Gill 2017; Gray 2013).
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I begin with a discussion of the Islamic philosophical basis of spiritual pain and of how
this pain is a historically specific emotional concept that is integral to ethical self-formation. I
then provide background on shāh jo rāg̈ in India, discussing its contemporary practitioners and
transborder history. Next, I reflect on ways in which shāh jo rāg̈ performs spiritual pain with
recourse to practices such as vocal icons of sorrow and lament. The aim of this analysis is to
demonstrate that affectivity is central to shāh jo rāg̈’s efficacy as a form of Islamic devotion. At
the close of the chapter, I highlight ways in which the affective experience of spiritual pain is
bound up with other forms of pain. My goal is to explore the tangle of meaning and feeling that
is inherent and unavoidable in the practical implementation of the Sufi philosophical notion that
one must develop love for God out of the raw material of worldly love and pain.

The Pain of Separation
The stylization of pain is a widespread human phenomenon. Discourses and practices of
pain have played important roles in many religious traditions and historical periods. Grouping
these practices under the transcultural and transhistorical rubric of “religious pain,” Glucklich
(2001) has offered a “neurodynamic and psychological” hypothesis about what motivates
individuals to engage with God through pain (5). I am skeptical of overarching explanations for
“religious pain,” given what we know about the constructedness of the category of “religion”
itself (Asad 1993). Nevertheless, the fact that various forms of pain have been seen as means
with which to engage with the sacred is notable, especially given that pain—whether defined as
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“emotional” or “physical”—is viewed in the modern West as unnecessary and something to be
eradicated (Norris 2008).120
The pain of which my interlocutors speak is distinct in various ways from other forms
and practices of “religious pain” in the Christian and Islamic traditions. Perkins (1995), writing
about the early Christian tradition, has shown that the notion of the suffering subject was central
to the consolidation of Christianity as a social institution. Christian saints, appealing to the
example of Christ himself as well as Christian martyrs, undertook practices of self-mortification
that instantiated the importance of physical suffering as a Christian ethic (see also Asad 2003:
67-99). In Shi‘i Islam, a repertoire of mourning rituals (‘azādārī) is integral to the
commemoration of the martyrdom of Imam Husayn and his companions in the lunar month of
Muharram and other times in the year. Some of these rituals revolve around the poetic
performance of grief for martyrs of the Battle of Karbala and are marked by the affective
responses and emotional displays of participants, such as sobbing and verbal interjections. In
mourning processions, some individuals manifest their grief by exposing their bodies to knives,
chains, fire, and coals (Schubel 1993, 12-13; Aghaie 2004, 2009).
In contradistinction to these practices of “religious pain,” my Sunni interlocutors are
largely opposed to practices that they see as bringing physical harm upon the body. The pain
they value is one that unfolds in a comparatively internal world of “feeling” (maḥsūs). Using
numerous terms for pain in Sindhi and Kachchhi—dard, d̤ukhu, sūr, pīṛā—they gesture to pain’s
conceptual particularities and distinctive ethical effects by referring to poetic verses and their
Islamic interpretations, and to melodic types and vocal practices. It is important to note here that,
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Haider Warraich (2019), a physician writing for the New York Times, has argued that this understanding of pain
may have contributed to the ongoing opioid epidemic and increased dependence on antidepressants in the United
States, and wonders if the introduction of ancient Greek conceptions of pain might have a salutary effect.
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although poetry enthusiasts value musico-poetic pain, poetry performances and discussions about
poetry are not somber affairs. While crying is an accepted and occasional affective response, it is
not very common. As I discussed in Chapter Two, poetry performances take place at weddings
and Sufi death-anniversary celebrations and are occasions for listeners to relax and enjoy
themselves with friends, even as they engage with anguished and edifying poetry.
The Sufi “pain of separation” is the corollary of love—an anguished longing for a
beloved from whom one has been separated. The form of this pain with the greatest moral value
is what my interlocutors sometimes identified in explicit terms as “spiritual pain” (rūḥānī dard),
a longing for God that is quenched in death, when a Lover (‘āshiq) is reunited with the divine
Beloved (ma‘shūq). This longing is born of the “gap between [God’s] uncreated Self and the
created world,” which was brought into existence by God’s love (Chittick 2005, 31).121
Critically, in the Sufi philosophical tradition, one can only feel and know “spiritual pain” after
acquiring experiential knowledge of “worldly love” (majāzī ʿishq), which serves as a metaphor
(majāz) for “real love” (ḥaqīqī ʿishq) for God (Ahmed 2015). Worldly pain is thus a kind of
passional blueprint for the experience of spiritual pain. Working from this philosophy, Sufi poets
across the Muslim world have allegorized romantic narratives, such as the story of Laila and
Majnun, casting them as metaphors for the devotee’s relationship with God. The pain of
separation (firāq) is also an important motif in the Persian and Urdu ġazal tradition, manifest in
the countless couplets written from the point of view of a spurned lover.
Pain appears in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry in myriad symbolic, allegorical, and metaphorical
frames, such as the regional narratives I discussed in the previous chapter. According to Gani
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Writing about a different form of pain, Sara Ahmed (2004) has noted, “It is through the intensification of pain
sensations that bodies and world materialise and take shape, or that the effect of boundary, surface and fixity is
produced. To say that feelings are crucial to the forming of surfaces and borders is to suggest that what “makes”
those borders also unmakes them. In other words, what separates us from others also connects us to others” (24-25).
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Ustād, all but one of Shāh’s surs are saturated with the pain of longing, whether for a long list of
named and unnamed beloveds, or for the monsoon rains to quench the parched earth, or to return
to one’s homeland.122 Although the use of pain as a motif is not unique to Shāh, his musicopoetic repertoire has served for centuries in Sindh and Kachchh as the symbolic foundation for
an ethical tradition in which pain is understood as integral to the process of shaping the contours
and texture of the heart. My interlocutors spoke about this process using metaphors of coloring
(raṅgā’iṇūṅ), making soft (naram), and making ripe or mature (pakko). The valuation of pain as
a transformative feeling may be viewed as a local iteration of classical Islamic moral thought, in
which the heart has historically been identified as “the seat of ethical sensibility, affect, and will”
(Hirschkind 2006, 122).
Sindhi poetry enthusiasts in Kachchh value the performance of pain in both discursive
and non-discursive forms. As I discussed in Chapter Two, their interpretative practices endow
Shāh’s verses with a rich polysemy whose affective potential achieves kinesis in practices such
as musical storytelling (see Chapter Five). This polysemy also makes his poetry affectively
powerful in less obviously performative contexts. On one occasion, for instance, I sat in Gani
Ustād’s woodworking shop reading baits from Sur Māruī to him and his sons from the digital
version of Shāh’s Risālo on my mobile phone. After I had read one of the verses, Gani Ustād
repeated it from memory and was in tears before he was finished with its four or so lines. He
explained that the bait, which appeared to be about Māru’ī, was an allusive, or “hidden” (bāt̤ inī),
reference (zikr) to Bībī Zaynab, the Prophet’s granddaughter, who covered her eyes so as not to
witness the death of her brother Imām Ḥusain at the Battle of Karbala.
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Gani Ustād made an exception for Sur Basaṅt Bahār, which celebrates the coming of spring.
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Throughout my fieldwork, I also heard enthusiasts deploy verses to punctuate interactions
in daily life in ways that extended their semiotic reach beyond Islamic symbolic meanings and
into the dynamics of interpersonal relationships. In these exchanges, multiple layers of their pain
shaded and bled into one another, demonstrating the elasticity and bidirectionality of Sufi
philosophical notions about the relationship between worldly metaphor and divine reality. For
example, in the weeks leading up to my departure from Kachchh at the end of my fieldwork, the
shāh jo rāg̈ singer Sumar Jat began to call me in the evenings to express the pain he felt knowing
that I would soon be gone. He did so by quoting verses composed by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī based on the
Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ narrative. Through poetic entextualization—“the process of rendering discourse
extractable” whereby it becomes a decontextualizable text that “carries elements of its history of
use within it” (Bauman and Briggs 1990, 73)—he entered the role of Sasu’ī, the young woman
left behind, and I became Punhūṅ, his beloved who departed too soon.
In addition to these discursive practices, poetry enthusiasts understand the pain of
separation to be manifest in non-discursive forms, namely the melodic types (sur) said to have
been prescribed by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī for his poetry’s performance (see Chapter Two). This is
demonstrated by an exchange I had with Gani Ustād during Ramadan in 2017, when I asked if he
had a favorite of Shāh’s thirty-six surs. Although my intention was to ask him about sur-texts, he
interpreted the question to be about sur-melodies, and paused for a moment before replying, “Sur
Ābrī—Shāh put a lot of pain (dard) in that rāg.” (Sur Ābrī is one of the five—or seven,
depending on who you ask—surs based on the Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ tragic romance.)123
Like Sur Ābrī, the more widely known sur-melody Kohiyārī is a melodic signifier of
Sasu’ī’s pain of separation from her beloved Punhūṅ on their wedding night, after his brothers
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When I clarified the question, he replied that he regards all of Shāh’s poetic texts equally.
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drugged and kidnapped him and returned to Balochistan.124 Although kāfī singers perform
Sasu’ī-themed poetry in sur-melodies that are not expressly associated with the five Sasu’ī surtexts, they do not sing poetry based on any other metaphorical theme in the Kohiyārī melodic
type, and consider it wrong to do so.125 Kohiyārī is usually performed at least once during every
kāfī performance in Kachchh and is, along with sur Rāṇo, a distinctive Sindhi melodic type not
shared with the Hindustani tradition. For singers and enthusiasts, the Kohiyārī melody is the
appropriate vehicle for Sasu’ī-based poetry because it is full of the pain inscribed in the Sur
Kohiyārī text and other Sasu’ī-based sur-texts; it signifies not the generic emotion of “sadness”
but rather the specific emotion of Sasu’ī’s pain of separation from Punhūṅ. It retains this
association in instrumental performance, such as by double-flute (joṛiyā pāvo) players who play
melodies from popular Sasu’ī-themed songs that any Sindhi and many Kachchhis would
instantly recognize.

Is Spiritual Pain an Emotion?
As I stated in the introduction to this dissertation, I use the term “emotion” in this text in
a circumscribed manner relative to everyday usage to refer to historically specific and
discursively delineated concepts about feeling that serve as referential frames for the social
performance of feeling. I use “affect” to refer to ephemeral dimensions of embodied experience
that can become layered in ways that pose difficulties for precise discursive capture. I also use it
to draw attention to the transmissive process of affecting others in performance. I thus approach
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See the previous chapter for a notation of this sur-melody.
On a fieldwork trip to western Rajasthan in early 2018, I heard hereditary musicians sing poetry honoring Imām
‘Alī in Kohiyārī during a spirit-possession ritual. I told my musician friends in Kachchh about this after I had
returned, and all of them disapproved.
125
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“spiritual pain” as both an affective modality—a way that an embodied individual feels in a
given period of time—and a historically produced emotional concept that has informed the Sufi
ethical tradition.126 Indeed, the form of pain valued by my interlocutors is not simply an affective
state in the way we might think of “sadness”—it a mode of life to which one can aspire. This
form of spiritual pain has parallels with other ethical traditions. Talal Asad (1993) has discussed
how medieval Christian monastic rites, such as hymn singing, confession, and manual labor
did not simply evoke or release universal emotions, they aimed to construct and
reorganize distinctive emotions [...] on which the central Christian virtue of obedience to
God depended. This point must be stressed, because the emotions mentioned here are not
universal human feelings [...]. They are historically specific emotions that are structured
internally and related to each other in historically determined ways. (134)
In a similar vein, Werbner (2017) has argued with reference to a recent Sufi hagiography that the
“sentiments” of love, pain, and longing are “not merely ‘emotions’ [...], but building blocks in a
theosophy that spells out both a transcendent, indeed ontological, progression on the way to the
unseen ‘truth’ (haqq) of God’s existence” (167).
Like Asad and Werbner, I understand the emotion of spiritual pain—which Werbner
would call a “sentiment” and Asad a “historically specific emotion”—to be a form of ethical
practice.127 Insofar as the male poetry enthusiasts I worked with value the performance and
expression of a particular form of emotional pain, they constitute an “emotional community”
(Rosenwein 2006) with affinities to other societies of the historical world in which this emotional
concept was forged. Shahab Ahmed (2015) referred to this world as the “Balkans-to-Bengal
complex” (c. 1350-1850 CE) and demonstrated the centrality of love—and its corollary, the pain
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“Such ethical, expressive, and aesthetic dimensions of emotion are available for elaboration within specific
communities, where they are also often seen potentially to mediate between lived experience and universal Islamic
ideals” (Gade 2008, 35).
127
“Sentiment” in European languages denotes a longer lasting feeling, such as “love,” whereas “emotion” often
denotes a relatively shorter feeling-experience.
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of separation—to the Islamic philosophy, literature, and art that emerged from it. On this point, it
is worth noting that the spiritual pain I discuss here has close affinities with the affective musical
practice of melancholy studied by Gill (2017) in her ethnography of classical musicians in
Turkey.
It is also important to recognize that the emphasis on painful longing for a beloved in
Sindhi Sufi poetry performance is evidence of South Asian Islamic tradition’s commonalities
with non-Islamic textual and musical traditions of the subcontinent. As Katherine Schofield
(2015) has written, there is “experiential common ground between Persianate and Indic
ontologies of music—that is to say, what music is and what is does—and particularly music’s
central role in both traditions in mediating the various moods of love: ʿishq in Persian, shringara
rasa in Sanskritic terms” (408). This common ground is manifest in the apparent ease with which
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī employs metaphors and symbols from Persianate and Indic musical and literary
traditions in his repertoire. In what follows, I examine how shāh jo rāg̈ singers undertake the
affective practice of performing the emotion of spiritual pain. I begin by providing historical and
ethnographic context for shāh jo rāg̈ in Kachchh.

Shāh Jo Rāg̈ in Kachchh
Shāh jo rāg̈ (lit. “shāh’s [king’s] song/music”) is a sung poetry performance practice with
origins in Sindh. Of all the Sufi performance genres in Kachchh and Sindh, it is the most closely
associated with Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s own music-devotional practice, as it is said to have been initially
developed by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī himself. Today, the primary locus of shāh jo rāg̈ performance is Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s shrine in the town of Bhit Shah, Pakistan, where throngs of devotees come to receive
the blessings of the entombed saint and listen to shāh jo rāg̈.
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Performers of shāh jo rāg̈ are known as shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs. The term rāg̈ī in Sindhi and
Kachchhi derives from the term rāg̈ (“music”) and can be glossed as “musician.” The term faqīr
(Ar. “poor man”) is used widely in Islamic contexts in South Asia and beyond to refer to a
person who is devoted to the spiritual path, i.e., one who has given up material wealth in the
pursuit of God, and adopts a position of humility relative to God. In Kachchh, men also use the
term to refer to themselves as a devotee of a particular Sufi. Any man who professes his devotion
to Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, whether a musician or not, might say “I am Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s faqīr.”128 Thus, those
who sing Shāh’s rāg̈ are his rāg̈ī faqīrs, his musician-devotees.
Whereas about two hundred rāg̈ī faqīrs take turns performing at Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s shrine in
Sindh, Pakistan, there are only eight or so men capable of performing the genre in Kachchh. Of
these eight men, only five of them sing regularly, and of these only two are sufficiently trained to
lead performance. As I discussed in Chapter One, the closing of the border since the IndiaPakistan war of 1971 has made travel between Kachchh and Sindh difficult. Due to this political
situation, shāh jo rāg̈ singers in Kachchh have been virtually cut off from the centers of shāh jo
rāg̈ knowledge at Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s shrine and his great-grandfather Shāh ʿAbdul Karīm’s shrine in
Bulṛī. Many have difficulty obtaining a visa to go to Pakistan, and the travel required for both the
bureaucratic process and to cross the border is arduous and expensive. And while kāfī singers in
Kachchh were able to learn much of their repertoire from Pakistani cassettes and radio, shāh jo
rāg̈ is far less mediatized, and its contemporary practitioners in Kachchh rely primarily on
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In Kachchh, the term faqīr is also used to refer to “third-gender” individuals, known elsewhere in India and
Pakistan as hijṛā. As one friend explained to me, they too have in a way renounced the world. The term faqīr is also
applied to professional beggars in Kachchh, such as those from the (Muslim) Soṇī Faqīr and Kerī Faqīr
communities, many of whom continue to live in tent encampments on the outskirts of towns and make their living
from begging.
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inherited oral knowledge. There is currently no younger generation of shāh jo rāg̈ singers on the
Indian side of the border, and the genre may cease to exist there within a decade or two.
All but one of the Indian rāg̈ī faqīrs live in the small, remote village of Bhagadia, in the
Banni grasslands area of northern Kachchh. Banni is a seasonal island in the Rann that has
historically been home to numerous pastoralist communities. Bhagadia is populated exclusively
by D̤ānetā Jats, one of the three subgroups in Kachchh of the larger Jat community. D̤ānetā Jats
speak a dialect of Sindhi known as jātī b̤olī (“Jat dialect”) or simply jātī. In Kachchh, they are
considered to be one of the poorest Muslim communities and have historically been of lower
status than other Muslim pastoralist groups in Banni (see Ibrahim 2009, 57-59).129
I first visited Bhagadia in 2014 on the 27th night of Ramadan, known as laylat al-qadr,
which marks the first night on which the Prophet Muhammad received the Qur’ān and is the
holiest night in the Islamic calendrical year. I met Kachchh’s primary two faqīrs, Mitha Khan Jat
and Sumar Kadu Jat, earlier that day at the media office of a local NGO. NGO employees had
arranged for me to meet the faqīrs on one of their Friday visits to Bhuj—two hours each way on
the back of a milk truck—on which they do errands and attend Friday prayers. The faqīrs
mentioned they would be singing that night in their village to commemorate laylat al-qadr, and I
asked if I could accompany them. A few hours later, we were seated together on a pile of sacks
of cattle feed in the open bed of a pickup truck that was returning to Bhagadia after delivering
milk to Bhuj that morning. We headed north towards Khavda, turned west towards Dhordo and
then again at Hodko. We travelled the last twenty or so kilometers to Bhagadia on an asphalt
road filled with potholes, which was completed around 2009. Prior to that, and still to an extent
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Even Girāsiyā Jat friends repeated the stereotype of D̤ānetā Jats as dirty.
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today, Bhagadia’s residents took desert tracks for miles through the Rann that meet up with the
asphalt road to the southeast.
On my first visit in summer 2014, before the arrival of the rains, Bhagadia seemed like a
harsh place to live. The village sits on a fine powdery earth that turns the air hazy. There is little
greenery for most of the year, except for the invasive Prosopis juliflora, known as “crazy acacia”
(gāṅḍā bāvar) or “poisonous acacia” (jeherī bāvar)130, the leaves of which are coated in dust. At
that time, almost all of the houses were constructed from mud, some rectangular and some the
traditional circular round huts (bhūṅgā) that were once common in villages throughout northern
Kachchh. By the time I left Kachchh in 2018, there were more concrete buildings in the village,
though they were often left unplastered and unpainted. Between and around the houses were
fences made from the gnarled limbs of jeherī bāvar trees.
The air in Bhagadia is pervaded by the scent of jeherī bāvar slowly burning under piles
of dirt as it is transformed into charcoal, a semi-legal industry on which the village relies. It is a
tragic irony that Bhagadia’s residents now rely for their livelihood on this invasive species.
Planted by the Indian Forest Service in the 1960s to stop the advancement of the Rann in Banni’s
north, the thorny jeherī bāvar has killed off many of the region’s grasses, and negatively
impacted Banni’s pastoralist communities’ ability to make a living from pastoralism (Kothari
2013, 42-43). Most of Bhagadia’s able-bodied men spend all but the hottest parts of the year
pulling out jeherī bāvar trees from the ground with tractors and chopping it up for charcoal
production. Families continue to tend and breed buffaloes, and sometimes sell them for
substantial amounts of money ($2,000-4,000), but they can no longer support themselves on milk
sales alone.
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I use the local pronunciation of zeherī (“poisonous”) here.
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The vagaries of climate change have also made it difficult to support an economy that is
totally reliant on rain, without which Banni remains as barren as the Rann by which it is
surrounded. Bhagadia is located in a low-lying area, and in the years that it does rain, the
village’s residents often have to relocate for the season to a higher patch of ground to the south
called G̈ogar D̤ū’ī, near Dhrang village. In 2015, when floods stranded many Banni residents, I
visited the faqīrs at this location, where they and their fellow villagers were living in tents made
from tarps and jeherī bāvar sticks. When I arrived, the village women were filling up water
containers from a government water tanker. Despite the hardships that come with being flooded
out of their homes, the arrival of rain is a cause for joy for Bhagadia’s residents, for with it Banni
turns green with myriad grasses that promise ample food for their buffalos.
The history and present of shāh jo rāg̈ in Kachchh are inextricably tied to the D̤ānetā Jat
community. Mitha Khan Jat, who is in his fifties, is the recognized leader of the faqīrs in the
region. He is the most knowledgeable in terms of melodic and poetic repertoire, which he
learned from his father, Sumar Muhammad Shakur Jat, who was an important local figure for
shāh jo rāg̈. Another singer, Sumar Kadu Jat, began singing about thirty-five years ago, when he
was about twenty. Mitha Khan and Sumar Kadu used to sing with a third man, Jan Muhammad
Jat, who was Mitha Khan’s paternal uncle and an accomplished and knowledgeable faqīr. When
I first met him 2014, Jan Muhammad was advanced in age but still sang with the others. He
stopped singing in 2015-2016 after he developed oral cancer, to which he succumbed on
September 4, 2019.
In 2015 or so, Sumar Kadu faqīr Jat was given a stipend for a year by a local NGO to
teach shāh jo rāg̈ to four other men in his village. Two of these students have shown promise and
now perform with Sumar and Mitha Khan. Of the two other men in the village who sing, one
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man has not achieved the skill level required for public performance, and a fourth has stopped
singing since he began work that takes him to Bhuj on a daily basis. Another singer, Jiyand Khan
Jat, is from Jhalu village, about twenty kilometers from Bhagadia. He is semi-nomadic and does
not practice with the Bhagadia faqīrs on a weekly basis. He also does not accompany them to
performances outside of Kachchh. Another man from Jhalu, Yaru Jat, who is perhaps in his late
sixties, has some knowledge of shāh jo rāg̈. In 2018, Rohmat Khan, an elderly man from western
Banni with some experience singing shāh jo rāg̈, passed away.
Each Thursday, the four or five practicing faqīrs in Bhagadia gather to sing together. On
the occasions I was present, they sang from around 9 or 9:30 pm until about midnight,
performing four or five surs. They would then sleep for a few hours before their buffalos
returned from their nocturnal sojourn around 4 am, impatient to be milked and fed, their bells
announcing their arrival. Sumar faqīr says that he also sings on Sunday nights, but my sense is
that he often does so alone. According to Sumar faqīr, these nights are suitable for devotional
practices because the Prophet was born on a Monday and died on a Thursday.131 This schedule is
but one manifestation of the association of these nights with holiness and virtue in the Muslim
world. (In Islamic calendric terms, Sunday night is referred to as “night of Monday,” and
Thursday is referred to as “night of Friday.”)
The faqīrs rarely perform shāh jo rāg̈ in public. During my extended period of fieldwork
from late 2016 to spring 2018, they performed only twice in public in Kachchh. Both times were
small affairs at dargāhs in celebration of a Sufi’s death anniversary: once at Lākho faqīr’s
dargāh in Zura, and once at the smaller ʿurs for Hājī Pīr that occurs one week after the larger
main ʿurs. For the last few years, the faqīrs have performed once or twice a year for upper131

Sumar’s reasoning departs from a widespread belief among Muslims that the Prophet died on the same day of his
birth, Monday the twelfth of Rabī‘ al-Awwal (Katz 2007, 111).
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middle class audiences in metropolitan cities, including Bangalore, Delhi, and Ahmedabad.
These lucrative stage-performance opportunities are usually organized for them with the help of
a local NGO in conjunction with Shabnam Virmani, a filmmaker and writer who teaches at the
Shrishti Project in Bangalore and also organizes concerts, and for whom the faqīrs have great
respect (cf. Virmani and Rikhi 2019).
The current state of shāh jo rāg̈ in Kachchh is a vestige of an erstwhile vibrant
community of practitioners that stretches back to the earliest period of shāh jo rāg̈ musical
history. In his A Brief History of Sindhi Music (Sindhī Mūsīqī Jī Mukhtaṣir Tārīkh) (1978), the
Sindhi scholar Dr. Nabi Bakhsh Khan Baloch included valuable information on the history of
shāh jo rāg̈ in Kachchh. Baloch’s information on the subject is based on interviews conducted
between 1960 and 1973 with five elderly Jat faqīrs living in Pakistan, at least three of whom
were from the Sālārāṇī nukh (a patrilineal descent group within the D̤ānetā Jat community),
members of which moved from Kachchh to Pakistan at the time of Partition.
Baloch’s history of shāh jo rāg̈ includes an account of how Tamar (or Timar) faqīr, a Jat
man who was the first leader of shāh jo rāg̈ after Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s death, lived in Kachchh for
twelve years. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī had given special training to Tamar faqīr, and established him as the
leader (ag̈vāṇ) of the first group of shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs (179). After Shāh’s death, the initial head
of his shrine (gādī nashīn), Pīr Jamāl Shāh, did not give adequate support to the faqīrs, and so
Tamar faqīr left Bhiṭ to join his friend Tamācī faqīr Noṛe in Kachchh (181). Shāh sāḥib had
earlier instructed Tamācī faqīr, known today as Miyūṅ Tamācī, to live in Kachchh, where his
shrine still stands in Oriro village.132 As Baloch notes, Oriro was thus the third location, after
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After Tamācī faqīr’s death, Timar faqīr went to either Kamāghūnī village or Nāgiyārī village, both in northern
Kachchh (ibid.).
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Bhit and Bulri, where Tamar faqīr led shāh jo rāg̈ (181).133 During his time in Kachchh, Tamar
faqīr established shāh jo rāg̈ performance at shrines in Jadodara and Sarara villages, where it
continued to be performed until the mid-twentieth century (183). Acknowledging the conflicting
accounts about precisely how long Tamar faqīr lived in Kachchh,134 Baloch notes that “In any
case, certainly, Tamar faqīr spent many years in Kachchh, and it was there that he established a
strong foundation for shāh jo rāg̈” (182).
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I recently shared this history with a friend in Kachchh, who found it poignant because only one family in Oriro
remains interested in Sufism, now that all of the other Muslim families in the village have adopted the teachings of
the Ahl-e Ḥadīth.
134
According to one of Baloch’s sources, Tamar faqīr died in Kachchh and his corpse was brought to Bhiṭ, where
he was then buried close to Shāh. But most sources suggest that he stayed in Kachchh for more than ten years and
then returned to Bhit Shah to live for about six years before his death (Baloch 1978, 181–183).
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Figure 3.1. Miyūṅ Tamācī’s dargāh. Oriro village. August 14, 2017. Photo by the author.
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Figure 3.2. Miyūṅ Tamācī’s tomb. Beneath the newer red and green blanket (cādar) is a
blanket said to have been given to Miyūṅ Tamācī by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī. Oriro village. August
14, 2017. Photo by the author.

Baloch’s account of more recent musical history stretches from the beginning of the
twentieth century until about 1960 and lists eight tomb-shrines in Kachchh at which faqīrs used
to sing Shāh’s rāg̈. Baloch lists the names of about thirty-five faqīrs, including two men from the
Girāsiyā Jat community, and two Sayyids (one of whom is included in Table 3.1). Five of the
shrines at which these faqīrs sang were built around the tombs of disciples of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī. Of
the other three shrines on Baloch’s list, one is the Pir Jilāṇī Bhiṛvārā dargāh in the Bhiṛ Gate
area of Bhuj, an area of the town that remains a gathering place for Jats when they come to sell
milk and buy vegetables, clothes, and housewares.
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The current leader of the contemporary faqīrs, Mitha Khan faqīr, can trace his
pedagogical lineage back four generations (see Table 3.1). Mitha Khan’s father, the late Sumar
Muhammad Shakur Jat faqīr (d. 1986), is remembered as a knowledgeable and talented man who
taught between 20-25 men to sing shāh jo rāg̈, and who sang well into his old age. Most of the
men he taught were D̤ānetā Jats, but he also instructed a group of Hindu Rājpūt men from Bibar
village, whom I discussed in Chapter One. Sumar Muhammad Shakur learned from Haji Amin,
who also taught the late Sayyid man Ghulam Husain Shah, whose son Jamal Shāh is a
knowledgeable enthusiast literate in Sindhi who remains close with the contemporary faqīrs.
Also noteworthy among past faqīrs are Mitha Khan’s maternal grandmother Mā’ī Jiyāṅ and
maternal grandfather Nihal faqīr, who used to sing with Sumar Muhammad Shakur. Pei-ling
Huang has done research on the history of women rāg̈ī faqīrs in Sindh, and it is clear that Mā’ī
Jiyāṅ was one of just a few women practitioners of the genre.135 Later in this chapter, I discuss a
story about Mā’ī Jiyāṅ that attests to the extraordinary affective power of her voice.
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Huang has revived the tradition of female faqīrs along with her teacher’s daughters.
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Table 3.1. Pedagogical Lineage of the Shāh Jo Rāg̈ī Faqīrs of Kachchh.
“Ḥāsil”136 faqīr (original name Mashalu faqīr, of Sarara village))137
|
Khair Muhammad Jat (son of Ḥāsil faqīr)
|
Haji Amin Jat (sang with the above)
|
Ghulam Husain Shah (of Goyla, res. Tera)—Ishaq Ali Khan138—Jan Muhd. Jat
Karam Jat—Ghulam Jat (Bekharo village)—Haji Shahu139 (Sarara village)
Sumar Muhd. Shakur Jat (Bhagadia)—Hassan faqīr (left for Shāh Karīm in Sindh)140
/
\
|
Mitha Sumar Khan Jat — Sumar Kadu Jat141
Madad faqīr?
/
/
\
Jiyand Khan (Jhalu) Sharif Bachayo Bachayo Kadu Jat

136

Mitha Khan told me that he earned the title “Ḥasil” (“one who has obtained,” loosely) after singing at Bhit Shah
in Sindh.
137
Baloch writes that Ḥāsil faqīr was Khair Muhammad’s son (224), but I heard the opposite from the faqīrs.
138
Mitha faqīr’s maternal uncle.
139
From Sarara. He sang with some three other faqirs in Sarara.
140
Hassan faqīr was the paternal cousin of Mitha Khan’s father. He was originally from Bhagadia but moved to
Pakistan, where he sang at Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s great-grandfather Shāh ʿAbdul Karīm’s shrine in Bulri. He sang with
Hashim faqīr and Allano faqīr of Bekhara village (Lakhpat taluqah), who also moved to Pakistan. Hassan faqir’s
daughter was married into either Sherwo or Sarāṛā village (Kachchh) and died in 2016 or 2017.
141
Sumar Kadu learned from both Mitha Khan and Mitha Khan’s father.
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Figure 3.3. Mitha Khan faqīr (right) and his maternal uncle Ishaq faqīr with their
danbūros at a photo studio in Nakhatrana, Kachchh. Ishaq wears the all-black clothes and
turban of a devotee of Shāh Karīm, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s great-great-grandfather. 1990s. Photo
courtesy of Mitha Khan.
Numerous factors have contributed to shāh jo rāg̈’s decline on the Indian side of the
border. One factor, which I have stressed throughout this dissertation, is that the political
relationship between India and Pakistan and the corresponding difficulties involved with crossborder travel have impeded routes of musical knowledge. Sumar Muhammad Shakur Jat faqīr,
who passed away in 1986, was one of the last faqīrs who had been able to travel back and forth
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across the border with relative ease. (Sumar Kadu visited Sindh for three months in early 2015.)
He would travel into Pakistan for work, and visit Bhit Shah, where he did volunteer service
(sevā, khidmat) for faqīrs and acquired knowledge of poetry and performance practice (interview
with Mitha Khan, October 22, 2017).
With the passing of the era of less complicated cross-border travel, the faqīrs in Kachchh
have relied for decades on Mitha Khan’s memory of what he learned from his father, as well as
the memory of Mitha Khan’s late paternal uncle Jan Muhammad Jat. In recent years, the faqīrs
have acquired some recordings of shāh jo rāg̈ from Pakistan, which they store on memory cards
in their mobile phones. With the advent of smartphones, they potentially have expanded access
to recordings, though they must rely on younger family members due to their illiteracy. In early
2019, the mobile phone network Jio began to provide free mobile internet access in Banni, and it
is possible that they will learn new repertoire as they acquire more recordings from other
enthusiasts via WhatsApp. In 2018, Pei-ling Huang and I facilitated the faqīrs’ contact with her
teacher in Bhit Shah, Manthar faqīr Junejo, who provided instructional recordings of three surs,
which the Bhagadia faqīrs had requested based on gaps in their repertoire. We also coordinated
postal delivery of three danbūros made by Manthar faqīr to replace their older instruments—at
least one of which predates India’s Partition—and provide instruments on which beginner faqīrs
might practice.
In addition to the ongoing effects of Partition and political tensions, Islamic reform has
played a role in shāh jo rāg̈’s decline in Kachchh. As I discussed in Chapter Two, Muslims of
Banni have increasingly adopted the teachings of the Ahl-e Ḥadīth movement since the 1950s.
As these Muslims have turned away from a collection of practices associated with Sufism, there
is decreased interest in the devotional musical practice of shāh jo rāg̈. The village of Sarara,
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which is near to Bhagadia, was once the home of numerous rāg̈ī faqīrs, but most of its families
are now followers of the Ahl-e Ḥadīth. It is important to note, though, that the shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīrs
of Kachchh have close relatives who subscribe to Ahl-e Ḥadīth teachings—including members
of their immediate household—who will sit and listen when the faqīrs sing, and who enjoy
discussing Shāh’s poetry.
Finally, shāh jo rāg̈ competes with other forms of entertainment and distraction that have
only recently entered Banni. The late Jan Muhammad faqīr told me that in the past people from
his community had great love for shāh jo rāg̈, and that one out of every two men would listen.
When I asked him why this was no longer the case, he pointed to my audio recorder, which he
mistook for a mobile phone, and said that people were more interested in such things than in
Shāh’s poetry (interview with Jan Muhammad Jat, August 9, 2015). Moreover, as Sumar Kadu
faqīr stressed to me many times, shāh jo rāg̈, with its intense singing style and rigorous
memorization requirements, is difficult to learn. As the youth of Banni increasingly engage with
the outside world through various forms of media, and as Banni’s communities face the question
of how to make a living now that pastoralism is less viable, shāh jo rāg̈ does not hold the
attention, allure, and value that it once did in Banni’s Muslim communities.
I studied shāh jo rāg̈ and worked most closely with Sumar Kadu faqīr, a buffalo herder in
his fifties. When I met him in 2014, he was still chopping gāṅḍā bāvar, but has since stopped,
leaving the work to his oldest son, one of his seven children. Sumar is a large man who wears
loose black or dark blue shalvār qamīz and a shoulder cloth (rumāl) covered in bright flowers,
and dyes his remaining hair bright red with henna, which creates a stark contrast with his grey
stubble. His hands are calloused and thick. Although playful and easily given to laughter, he
often spoke with me about serious matters, like pain, faith, and devotion to God. He would squint
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and look directly in my eyes, and say things like, “Shāh’s poetry is a poetry of pain.” Sumar
often stressed the importance of having true love in one’s heart, not just “lip-service love” (cap
vārī moḥabbat). And on almost every occasion I met with him, he recited (his version of) the
following Hindi couplet by Kabīr (d. 1518) at least once:
na man hile na mālā hile, na mukh se bole rām
jab aṅdar kī gāṅṭh lagī, to bak bak se kyā kām?
Neither the mind nor the rosary moved, the mouth didn’t say “Rām,”
When the bell inside has been struck, then what’s the use of chattering on?
Sumar appears to enjoy a relatively high social standing in his village for multiple
reasons. One, he is the younger brother of the erstwhile sarpanch (head of village governing
body), who continued to exercise authority over his successor as of 2018. Two, Sumar is a desī
(“country,” “local”) veterinarian whom villagers come to when one of their buffalos is having
difficulty with labor or is not giving milk. Three, as a rāg̈ī faqīr, he possesses a kind of spiritual
charisma, so women from his village who have sick children ask him to pray over bottles of
water, which they then give to the children as medicine. Because of his experience with healing
humans and cattle, he likes to say, with a glint in his eye, “I am a doctor.”
Since 2014, Sumar has welcomed me into his home and shared his knowledge of shāh jo
rāg̈. I stayed at his mud-built home on all my trips to Bhagadia, where his family fed me and set
me up with a cot or pallet to sleep on, topped with plenty of handstitched quilts. Midway through
my fieldwork, his wife—my fictive sister-in-law—began to address me directly, a development
that Sumar pointed out to me as proof that I had been accepted into the family and which was
noteworthy because D̤ānetā Jats practice fairly strict gender segregation. More than just a
hospitable host, Sumar was always concerned about my well-being. On one occasion, I arrived
after the two-and-a-half-hour scooter ride feeling short of breath and dizzy, so he said a
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supplicatory prayer and then, with tears in his eyes, breathed into my bottle of water and
instructed me to drink. On the day that I left Kachchh, we had lunch together in Bhuj with my
friend Asif. Sumar said to Asif, “This world is a dangerous place.” By this, he meant that life
involves becoming close to people who inevitably leave us, causing us the pain of separation.

Figure 3.4. Sumar Kadu faqīr and the author, on the day of the author’s departure. Bhuj.
April 15, 2018. Photo by Asif Rayma.
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Performing Pain in Shāh Jo Rāg̈
Sur Ma‘zūrī, SJR I:2
ā’ūṅ na gad̤ī pīrīṅ’a khe, tūṅ tho laheṅ siju
ā’ūṅ je d̤ī’eṅ saṅīhā, ne’ī pirīyāṅ khe d̤iju
vañe kecu ca’iju, ta vecārī vāṭu mu’ī
Sun, you are going down, and I have not met my beloved,
I give you this love letter, bring it to my beloved,
Go to Kech142 and say that this poor thing died on the way.

Music is often described as a form of “expressive culture,” but the term “expression”
distracts us from understanding ways that music, as well as related practices such as melodic
poetry recitation, are performatively efficacious activities. Sindhi Sufi vocal practices are not
only signifying practices that reference emotional and spiritual pain in discursive and iconic or
indexical (timbral, melodic) ways—they are also efficacious forms of Islamic worship. As I will
argue here, this efficacy is directly related to their affectivity. Like Reddy’s (2001) concept of
emotives—speech acts that, in describing emotional states, also shape and produce those states—
Sindhi Sufi vocal practices are emotional discourses that bring about affective, ethical, and
ontological transformations.143 While the performers I worked with did speak of singing as a way
of “expressing” (izhār) an internal “feeling” (maḥsūs), they also stressed sung poetry’s real
effects in the unseen world. They spoke of two benefits that accrue from the performance and
experience of the pain of separation. The primary benefit is that God is “pleased” (rāẓī) when his
devotees express their painful longing for him. As Sumar faqīr explained to me, people sing in
pain because of their pious fear (khauf). This philosophical position corresponds with Chittick’s
(2013) observation that the state of being separated from God is “a foretaste of hellfire” (344). In
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In Makran, Balochistan.
In her work on music treatises in early modern India, Katherine Schofield (2018) has shown how theories about
the affective power of sound were interrelated with notions about the affective power of images and texts, and
sound’s ability to create effects in the natural and supernatural worlds.
143
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other words, to feel the pain of separation is to experience the fear that one will not be reunited
with God because of one’s failure to live an ethical life as a Muslim.
A second benefit of performing and experiencing spiritual pain that my singing teachers
and interlocutors identified is that one feels the ethical-therapeutic effect of tranquility (sukūn).
Sumar explained how, in order to reap this and other spiritual and ethical benefits from Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s kalām, one must have a heart that is “fully-formed” (pakko dil). He contrasted such a
heart with a kacco dil, an “unripe” or “incomplete” heart, which is prone to feelings such as
greed and jealousy. Sumar’s ethics indicates the reflexive and mutual relationship between one’s
disposition and ethico-spiritual benefits like tranquility or strengthened faith (īmān), wherein one
supports and enhances the other.144 The affective practice of performing pain, then, in addition to
being performative of an emotion with an Islamic history, produces a particular relationship
between the devotee and God, and shapes the ethical contours of the self. This conception of
spiritual pain accords with the view of ethical affects in the Islamic tradition more broadly, in
which they are seen not merely as interior, subjective states but as forms of ethical action unto
themselves (Hirschkind 2006, 90).
Gani Ustād explained the emphasis on pain in Sindhi Sufi poetry and music as originating
in the Qur’ān. He cited a Qur’ānic verse as proof that God created humans so that they could ask
(Ur. māṅgnā) him for things.145 Continuing, he said that Muslims perform ritual prayer (namāz),
but God gets no enjoyment out of this—it is simply “exercise” for the practitioner. What God
really likes, he said, is the supplicatory prayer (du‘ā) that people perform after their ritual prayer,
when the devotee asks for something. Critically, he maintained that the emotional stance of being
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Pakko (pakkā in Hindi-Urdu) is a word with many meanings, such as “ripe,” “cooked,” “complete” “perfect,”
and so on. Its opposite is kacco (kaccā in Hindi-Urdu).
145
I am unsure of the exact verse.
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in “pain” augments the efficacy of supplication. Gani Ustād elucidated this concept with an
analogy:
If you ran out of money here, you would call your parents and ask them for some. Would
you say, [in a rough demanding voice] “give me some money!”? No, because then they
wouldn’t give you any even if they had some. So, you ask with some humility (namritā).
You would say, “Things are more expensive here than I thought they would be. Can I
please have some money?” And then they would give it to you. So, in this way, God likes
to be asked in a particular way. And this pain (dard), when people ask in their pain, then
God is happy to give. Because God likes those who tolerate difficulty. So, this pain, it is a
way of asking from God (Ur. māṅgne kā tarīqah hai). (interview with Gani Langa, June
11, 2017)
The notion that “God likes to be asked in a particular way” is foundational to the belief
that Sufi music is an effective form of Islamic worship. In other words, affect is integral to what
makes poetry performance useful as a form of “religious language” (Keane 1997) with which
humans interact with an invisible God. The performance of pain is already encoded into Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic texts, such as in the verse above composed in the female protagonist Sasu’ī’s
voice, but performers realize and augment the emotionality of these texts with the aid of musical
practices, especially vocal techniques. Performers say that some aspects of musical practice, such
as melodic types, were prescribed by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī for his poetry’s performance. We might think
of these prescribed aspects of practice as existing in a state of emotional potentiality until they
are brought into affective kinesis in performance.
In what follows, I discuss shāh jo rāg̈ vocal practice in light of the understanding that,
“As a phenomenon that links material practices with subjectivity, and embodied sound with
collectively recognized meanings, voice is [...] a site where shared discourses and values, affect,
and aesthetics are made manifest in and contested through embodied practice” (Weidman 2014,
38). Before turning to the iconic and indexical functions of shāh jo rāg̈ vocality, I provide a brief
outline of the performance form of a sur in shāh jo rāg̈.
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Performance Form
In a typical performance of a sur by shāh jo rāg̈ singers, they perform multiple baits
(verses) and a vā’ī (strophic song form) (see Chapter Two). Faqīrs accompany themselves on the
danbūro, a five-stringed instrument that provides a tonic-fifth drone spanning two octaves. A
typical performance unfolds as follows:
1. Taṅd (“string”): introductory non-metrical instrumental exposition of the melody type on
the zabān string of the danbūro. (The faqīrs in Kachchh rarely perform taṅd.)
2. Sad̤ (“call”): a high-register sung invocation, often o miyāṅ (“O Lord!” or “master”), that
precedes a bait. Some surs have more recognizable sad̤s that are distinguished by unique
melodic or verbal formulae, while others are more generic.
3. Bait (verse): the rhythmically unmetered singing of baits by group members in turn. After
a singer gives a sad̤, the leader of the group recites lines from a bait in a melodically
simple chant-like style centering around the lower-register first degree of the melodic
type. The singing faqīr then repeats each line in succession in a more melodic manner.
The faqīrs in Kachchh usually sing two rounds of baits. (This takes 10-20 minutes. Sur
performances last longer in Pakistan because there are more faqīrs in each group.)
Singers pluck the individual strings of the danbūro in the bait section in an unmetered
fashion, coordinating string registers with vocal pitch register.
4. Vā’ī (strophic poetic form meant to be sung): rhythmically metered vā’ī, in which all
singers participate, but with alternation. Faqīrs strum the danbūro’s strings (Fig. 3.2) in a
set rhythm (Figure 3.3). In Pakistan, faqīrs strike the instrument’s waist percussively, but
the Kachchh faqīrs usually do not. (In some surs, faqīrs precede the rhythmically metered
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vā’ī with the metrically loose cheṛ vā’ī, or “strummed vā’ī.” This is more common in
Pakistan. The faqīrs in India did not know more than a couple of them.)

Musical Example 3.1. Danbūro strings (left-to-right if facing instrument)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

agor/ghor
jhāṛī (1) (“twin”)
jhāṛī (2) (“twin”; strings 2 and 3 are referred to together as jhāṛī’ūṅ [“twins])146
ṭīp (“high”)
zabān (“tongue”

Musical Example 3.2. Danbūro strumming rhythm in vā’ī section, d̤eḍhī tāl (“one and a
half metric cycle”).

Singing Pain
On both sides of the border, faqīrs employ a vocabulary of pain to describe their vocal
and instrumental practice, especially with regard to their use of a high falsetto register, or “head
voice,” which is a distinctive characteristic of shāh jo rāg̈ performance.147 Faqīrs employ falsetto
to sing as high as an F5 (two octaves above middle C, roughly a fundamental of 698 Hz).
Although male vocalists in other South Asian musical genres, such as qawwālī, also sing in a
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This is written as jāṛī’ūṅ in Sindhi, but speakers in Kachchh pronounce it as jhāṛī’ūṅ.
I use the term “falsetto” to refer to the register used by adult males to vocalize at their highest possible
fundamental frequencies (Sundberg and Högset 2001, 26).
147
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high register, none use falsetto with quite the same effect as shāh jo rāg̈ singers. Indeed, the term
“falsetto,” with its European historical connotations of timbre, does not accurately convey what
many shāh jo rāg̈ singers do with their voices. While some faqīrs in Pakistan render the high
register voice with a fairly “clean” vocal timbre, most of the faqīrs in Kachchh sing with an often
broken, almost searing quality that lends it affective power. This rough timbre is possibly a result
of their habit of smoking bīṛī cigarettes and breathing the powdery earth by which they are
surrounded.148
The faqīrs in Kachchh refer to the high-register voice as baccī (“female child”) or sanhīṅ
āvāz (“thin voice”). The term baccī, which is not used by faqīrs in Bhit Shah, is also used by
faqīrs at Shāh Karīm’s shrine in Sindh (Pei-ling Huang, pers. comm.), with which the Kachchh
faqīrs have historically had musical and devotional ties. Sumar’s singing voice—especially his
baccī—is arresting and powerful. He likes to point out that even faqīrs in Pakistan, whom he met
on his first and only visit in 2015, praised his vocal abilities. When he performs the initial phrase
of a performance unit (sur), which begins in baccī at the peak of the melodic ambitus, he will
close his eyes, take a deep breath, and project a ragged but melodic scream as he sings the verbal
formula that precedes verses in many of Shāh’s surs in shāh jo rāg̈ performance: o miyāṅ! (‘O
Lord!).
Singers alternate between baccī and a fuller modal vocal register (“chest voice”), which
they refer to as girām.149 Girām, unlike baccī, seems to be a specifically musical term denoting
lower register. Sumar Kadu described girām with the phrase “big throat” (Ur. baṛā galā).
Learning when to alternate between the two voices requires knowledge of the form and length of
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To the best of my knowledge, the faqīrs did not have a term for this particular timbre. I, for one, sang with a
clearer timbre and they never urged me to sing differently.
149
“Modal” refers to the register generally used by adults in neutral speech (Sundberg and Högset 2001, 26).
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baits, and it is an important part of learning how to sing the repertoire. Sumar asserted that Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī had “written” this system of alternation in his poetic compendium Shāh Jo Risālo,
although there are no such indications in the text. In light of the fact Sumar is functionally
illiterate and learned the repertoire orally, his claim that Shāh prescribed this system in his Risālo
is best understood as revealing of his unsurpassed regard for Shāh Bhiṭā’ī as a musical authority.
Besides differing in prescribed ways according to sur and the poetic form of the given
bait, alternation between baccī and girām is dependent on the descending melodic contours
common in shāh jo rāg̈ (see Musical Example 3.3). The total range in shāh jo rāg̈ vocal
performance is a tenth, from the major second above the high tonic to the 7th degree below the
lower system tonic. Many phrases unfold within the space of a fourth, usually in either the lower
or upper tetrachord. The use of the two distinct “voices” is dependent on the register of a given
melodic portion. Melodies in the upper tetrachord are generally sung in baccī, while melodies in
the lower tetrachord are usually sung in girām.
Furthermore, performers discuss baccī and girām with reference to the strings of the
danbūro. While instructing me, Sumar would say that baccī “comes in” the ṭīp string, an
explanation that indicates register rather than precise pitch matching. He instructed me to sing
the more medial portions of the melodic ambitus in loose correspondence with the zabān string,
and the lowest notes of the girām voice “with” or “in” the lower octave agor string. When
teaching me how to properly accompany my singing with the danbūro, Sumar followed the same
logic, telling me to play the ṭīp string when singing in baccī, and so on.
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Musical Example 3.3. Bait line repetition scheme (with voice register in parentheses).
Sur Kalyāṇ III:1
uthīyāre uthī viyā maṅjhāṅ mūṅ āzāru
ḥabību haṇī viyā pīṛā jī pacāru
t̤ abībana taṅvāru had̤i na vaṇe hāṇi mūṅ
He up and left, having turned my insides to turmoil,
The Friend has fixed this imprint of pain within me,
Now doctors’ voices don’t please me at all. 150

150

This musical notation is intended to represent a generalized melodic contour of performing a three-line bait in
Sur Kalyāṇ; the noteheads should not be read as representative of rhythmic aspects of performing baits.
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When I asked Sumar why faqīrs sing in baccī, he explained the practice to me with
reference to the Sindhi term dāṅhaṅ, meaning “complaint,” “call,” or “cry.” He laughed as he
clarified:
This baccī is a complaint. This is a spiritual matter. Baccī emerges as a spiritual
complaint; like a poor person, who has no bread or water, who looks up and calls [out to
God]. God the Pure says, “This person is calling out” and accepts.”
This “complaint” is not a protestation to God, but rather an appeal to God. This semantic
difference is more apparent in Sindhi and other languages that borrow from Persian, in which
shikāyat denotes the former and faryād the latter. Sumar’s description of baccī as a “complaint”
or “cry” (dāṅhaṅ) corresponds with Saleem’s (1984) assertion that the term vā’ī derives from the
Sindhi compound verb vā’i vā’i karaṇu (“to call out,” “to scream”), and that vā’ī is descriptive of
the musical sound of the sung poetic form, which is akin to the sound of someone making a
complaint (faryād) (65).151
Sumar’s description of the performative function of the danbūro is analogous to his
description of baccī: he stated that the highest string (ṭīp) of the five-stringed instrument sounds
a “voice of pain” (dard jī āvāz), and that when plucked it makes the sound tūṅ ī tūṅ (“you, only
you,” or more precisely “thou, only thou”). Sumar’s interpretation of the danbūro’s “voice” is
supported by verses in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Sur Āsā and Sur Soraṭh, in which the poet describes the
sound of stringed musical instruments as making the sound of God’s names. (I discuss a related
story about Shāh Bhiṭā’ī in Chapter Six.) Such verses, among many others, appear to be
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There are a number of Indo-European words that appear to be cognates of vā’i and vā’ī, including English woe
and Latin vae. Vaj in Albanian refers to women’s funeral lamenting (Jane Sugarman, pers. comm.). Sindhi singers
often sing the syllable vo, which is closely associated with Sasu’ī’s cries in the desert as she pursued Punhūṅ.
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indicative of Shāh’s engagement with the poetry of Jalaluddin Rumi, for whom the sound of the
ney (reed flute) was the sound of the soul crying out for its beloved.152
In the analytical frame of Peircean semiotics, baccī—like the plucked ṭīp string—is an
image-icon, a sign that shares simple qualities with its object, in this case the qualities of pitch
and timbre (Turino 1999, 227). The affective power of baccī relies on its iconic resemblance to
sounds that humans make when they experience deep pain and sorrow, such as crying out,
wailing, sobbing, and screaming. Analogous instances of vocal iconicity are present in many
other musical genres. In ṭhumrī, for instance, singers employ a melodic figure characterized by
ascent and subsequent fall from a particular note and known as pukār (“call”), which the singer
Sunil Bose described to Peter Manuel as “an expression of the soul’s yearning for divine union,
when an ineffable urge comes from within one’s being and calls for salvation” (Manuel 1989,
122). Other examples include the “cry breaks” employed by American country music singers,
and the yodel-like tahrīr vocal technique in Persian music, which are reminiscent of sobbing
(Nettl 1972, 222). Shāh jo rāg̈ also has affinities with diverse lament genres, which are similarly
characterized by descending melodic contours and an association with female voices (discussed
further below) (cf. Feld 1990; Wilce 2005; Sugarman 1997).153
In the emotionally and spiritually charged spaces engendered by shāh jo rāg̈, vocal icons
of pain are not only iconic; they are indexical insofar as they point to the Sufi notion that humans
experience spiritual pain as a result of their separation from God. Baccī thus acts as an “affective
multiplier” (Elias 2018), enhancing the impact of emotional poetic discourses. Listeners’
“internal contexts” (Turino 2014) for perception include a familiarity with Shāh’s poetic texts
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Traditional accounts maintain that Shāh kept three books close to him: Rūmī’s masnavī, a collection of his greatgrandfather Shāh ʿAbdul Karīm’s poetry, and the Qur’ān.
153
I am unaware of any local lament genres that evince similarities to these musical practices.
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and their Islamic interpretations, which encourage them to interpret features like timbre, pitch,
and melody type as meaningful Islamic signs. It is this reflexive and interactive relationship
between poetic content in vocality—this layering of sonic and linguistic signifiers and metaphor
that feedback on one another—that makes shāh jo rāg̈ performance affectively impactful.154

The Female Voice?
The feminine noun baccī (“female child”) suggests a pitch-based iconic association
between baccī and the female voice. As I discussed in Chapter Two, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī composed
many of his verses from the point of view of female lovers longing for male beloveds. This
would lend support to the interpretation that shāh jo rāg̈ singing indexes the South Asian Sufi
and Hindu notion that females are particularly suited to devotion because of their innate
vulnerability (cf. Schimmel 1997). This logic is apparent in Abbas’s (2002) list of “areas of
female participation in Sufism and its rituals,” in which she includes the bullet point:
Singing in the falsetto, even by male musicians, to impersonate a female voice, as is done
by the faqīrs or musicians at Shah Abdul Latif’s shrine in Bhit Shah. They mimic the
heroines of Shah’s poetry. (xxi)
The shāh jo rāg̈ singers I worked with in Kachchh, however, resisted this interpretation,
identifying baccī as a sonic manifestation of spiritual pain rather than of heroines’ voices.
Nevertheless, in a conversation with Mitha Khan faqīr about the role of the feminine in Shāh’s
poetry, he stated that, “Here [in the world] we are all women, for [God] is the husband/Lord
(dhaṇī) of all” (interview with Mitha Khan, June 20, 2014). Thus, while the faqīrs do not view
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Of course, for listeners unfamiliar with these concepts or with the Sindhi language, baccī will not function
indexically, but may retain its affective force as an icon of pain.
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their singing in falsetto as the mimicry of heroines’ voices, their conception of the relationship
between humans and God is informed by a model of feminine fragility and emotionality.155

Performing Prayer
It is critical to reiterate here that, while aspects of this discussion have explored the
semiotic and metaphorical richness of shāh jo rāg̈ vocality, we should not stop short at
identifying it as merely a sonic metaphor or sign. Although Sumar likened baccī to a poor
person’s appeal for help from God, he conceives of the voice’s capacity as exceeding sonic
metaphor. He explained how, for singers and listeners, shāh jo rāg̈ is an effective form of prayer,
saying, “If I sing and people listen, whoever listens, whoever gives their ear, God the Pure
answers their prayers. This poetry (kalām, <Ar. “word”) is like that.” Baccī, and by extension
shāh jo rāg̈ performance, is not like a complaint addressed to God; it is one. Crucially, the
benefits of this musical prayer extend not only to performers but also to listeners if they listen
with intent.
Sumar’s comments about the formal structure of shāh jo rāg̈ support this conclusion: he
described the bait portion of a performance as bhakti, a Sanskritic term that denotes selfless
loving devotion, and which is usually associated with Hindu tradition, and said that the vā’ī
refrain section is the duʿā (Ar. “supplication”) that follows. Here, we have yet another layer of
signification and meaning, in which, like pitch and timbre, musical form manifests Sufi thought
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In Sindh, faqīrs’ conception of baccī or “thin voice” is shaped by their tendency to interpret musico-poetic pain
through a Shi‘i lense that emphasizes the martyrs of Karbala and the pain of those they left behind. They draw a
semiotic relation between baccī and Imam ‘Ali’s daughter Zaynab, who survived the Battle of Karbala (Pei-ling
Huang, pers. comm.).
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and practice. At multiple levels of meaning, then, shāh jo rāg̈ serves a practical function with
real spiritual and ethical outcomes.

Dying from Pain
Thus far I have discussed ways in which shāh jo rāg̈ performers manifest the pain of
separation from God in vocal and instrumental ways. Now, I would like to explore how the
affective experience of “spiritual pain,” which has moral value as a salvific and ethical emotion,
is enmeshed with more “worldly” forms of emotional pain. This has long been recognized in the
Sufi philosophical tradition, in which worldly affective experience is valued as an essential
foundation for the development of spiritual yearning; this idea informs the polysemy in Sindhi
Sufi poetry which in turn encourages multidimensional and layered affective experiences. I will
conclude with a story about Mā’ī Jiyāṅ, the aforementioned sole female shāh jo rāg̈ singer of
Kachchh. This story demonstrates well how, although discourse organizes affective experience
within the bounds of historically and culturally defined emotions, affective experience enfolds
forms and objects of feeling that exceed those discursive bounds. The story is included in “Faqīr”
Imdād ‘Alī Sirā’ī’s book In the Footsteps of Ascetics: A Document of Travels in India’s Rann of
Kachchh156 (Qadam Kāpaṛīuna Jā: Raṇ Kacch, Inḍiyā Jo Safarnāmo) ([1987] 2003), a
travelogue documenting Sirā’ī’s account of a trip he made from his home in Sindh to Kachchh in
1981 in the hopes of collecting baits by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī not found in the Risālo and presumably not
known in Pakistan.157 Sirā’ī recounts his meeting Mā’ī Miṭhāṅ (“Sweet Mother”) of Asalari
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“Ascetic” is my translation of kāpaṛī, which more specifically denotes a particular kind of Nāth jogī (ascetic)
that Shāh refers to in his Sur Rāmkalī along with other types of jogīs such as kanphaṭ (“torn-eared”).
157
Sirā’ī’s family was originally from Kachchh but settled in Sindh’s Jati tāluqah.
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village,158 an elderly Jat woman renowned for her knowledge of Shāh’s poetry.159 Mā’ī Miṭhāṅ
tells him to visit the graves of Mā’ī Jiyāṅ and Nihāl faqīr—the maternal grandparents of
contemporary Kachchh’s Mitha Khan faqīr—and recite the fatihā and ask for their duʿā, because
they were the “true lovers” (sacā ʿāshiq) of Bhiṭā’ī Ghoṭ (“bridegroom”). Sirā’ī then recounts the
story of this couple, which he heard from the miyāṅjī160 of the village, who had in turn heard it
from Mā’ī Miṭhāṅ. In addition to demonstrating how the valued emotion of spiritual pain is
enmeshed with other forms of emotional pain in the affective experiences of listeners, this story
also serves as a complement to the history of shāh jo rāg̈ in Kachchh recounted above.
It is said that Mā’ī Jiyāṅ and Nihāl faqīr had no offspring. Before Partition, they would
come and go [to Sindh] for pilgrimage to Shāh sā’īṅ’s [tomb-shrine] and to have a
viewing (dīdār) at Karīm sā’īṅ’s (the emperor of Bulri [Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s greatgrandfather]). They came one time after Pakistan was created. Mā’ī Jiyāṅ (Jīvāṅ) sat at
the foot of Bhiṭā’ī Ghoṭ Lajādār Lat̤ īf’s grave, and thinking herself sonless [i.e., cursed],
[...] she sighed and stuck her hands inside the railings around the master’s tomb. Humbly,
and with faith, she entreated, and thrusting her grief through that narrow space, she
requested, “My dear spiritual teacher, I’m hungry for offspring. Ask for a child in God’s
court (darb̤ār), and I will give up veiling and become [like] a Laṅghī (Mīrāsaṇ) [a lowstatus female hereditary musician] and come and sing your kalām (vā’ī) in your court.”
God listens to the call of those that he loves [...] and by the power of God, Mā’ī’s du‘ā
was answered and accepted. A son was born to Mā’ī. When she came to visit Bhiṭ to
fulfill her vow and to give presence (ḥāẓirī) [at the shrine], she learned the Risālo and
how to present the melodies of vā’īs from sā’īṅ Ghulām Shāh, and, taking his permission
[as his student], was content.
The lord of Bhiṭ [i.e., Shāh] performed great favors for Mā’ī, and Mā’ī became
the queen of rāg̈. Her heart opened and her voice had endless effect (asar) and sweetness.
Mā’ī ṣāḥibah was extremely beautiful, of tall stature with a wide face and golden-colored
cheeks. With her Baloch dress and her golden anklets, which were real, she had a
perpetual and natural beauty that seemed limitless. It was as though the Real potter
(ḥaqīqī kumbhār, i.e., God) was showing his special creation, and in the heart of every
man whose sight circumambulated her beautiful golden face were the words “So blessed
be Allah, the best to create (Ar. fa tabārak allāh aḥsān ul-khāliqīn), how can one not
praise the potter’s beauty?” The one who made this vessel beautiful and delicate.
158

A Jat village in northwestern Kachchh, off the road from Bhuj to Lakhpat. Sometimes spelled “Ashaldi,” as on
Google Maps.
159
Mā’ī Mithaṅ was given this nickname because she used to loudly correct faqīrs when they made mistakes while
singing Shāh’s poetry.
160
An Islamic teacher with formal Islamic education. These have been replaced in Kachchh’s villages by maulānās,
who hold certificates from Islamic schools.
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For Mā’ī, night at Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s [shrine] was like fig syrup to someone with a
sweet tooth, and Mā’ī became the queen of Shāh sā’īṅ’s rāg̈. Mā’ī ṣāḥibah achieved
mastery of playing the danbūro and she included her husband Nihāl faqīr in her rāg̈, and
he sang vā’ī with her and played danbūro. It is said that when Mā’ī ṣāḥibah would sing a
vā’ī in Sur Maru’ī, her cries and wails of love (ʿāshiqāṇī), and the “alo miyāṅ,” that came
from within her, would result in the miraculous sight of causing the bronze pots in the
house to ring out. Just as bronze bowls and plates fell to the floor [...], so two or three
men cried out (dāṅhaṅ kare) and died upon hearing Mā’ī’s emotional singing of a vā’ī of
Sur Māru’ī.
In time, this matter reached the Rā’o Khenghār [king of Kachchh] of the time,
who then placed a restriction on Mā’ī’s effecting (asarā’itī) rāg̈ and kalām, which killed
pained men (dardī mānhan).161 Rāg̈ was the sustenance of Mā’ī ṣāḥibah’s soul, so how
could she leave behind that man-killing, soul-refreshing, insides-quenching rāg̈? She
came before the Rājā and explained her love for her eternal rāg̈. Finally, the decision was
reached that it was fine for Mā’ī to sing rāg, but that she shouldn’t sing Sur Māru’ī,
which had caused men torn by separation (firāq) and ruined from sorrows to die upon
seeing Mai’s beauty and thinking that she was Māru’ī. Still, Mā’ī sometimes sang Sur
Māru’ī. But she would take men’s hands and make them promise, saying, “Brother,
whoever’s chest is spoiled in pain (sūran men saṛel) and is frayed from sorrows (d̤ukhan
meṅ d̤ahī’ūṅ thiyal āhin) should get up and go. Don’t let them die from being here at the
time that Sur Māru’ī is sung.” It is said that some men were so afraid that, upon Mā’ī’s
announcement, they quickly fled from there [...]. They would abandon their brothers and
fathers in distress.
[...] One time Mā’ī ṣāḥibah was singing rāg̈ and fell into a state of ecstasy (wajd)
and said to her spouse, “Faqīr, if I die first, come to my grave with the danbūro and
recite a vā’ī, and insha Allah with the du‘ā of [our] murshid I will cause you to take up
the sur from inside the grave.” By God’s divine power, Mā’ī Jiyāṅ departed before Nihāl
faqīr. The wounds, cuts, and bruises (phaṭ, ghā’o, vaḍh, jihīr, zakhm, dhuk, phāṛ aiṅ
ṭhap) inside Nihāl faqīr had still not healed when he came moaning to his bride’s grave,
and calmed the fire within him to fulfill her order. He prepared the strings of his
danbūro—one ghor, two jāṛī’ūṅ, one ṭīp, and one zabān—and screamed out (raṛi ka’ī),
doing “alo miyāṅ.” Upon finishing his bait, a cry (raṛi) emerged from the grave of this
lover of Shāh, which said “ʿUmar came suddenly with great anger”162 (ʿUmar is a symbol
of the Angel of Death). Nihāl faqīr’s condition was such that [...] upon hearing the outcry
of his gentle friend and companion, he cried out (dāṅhaṅ) in pain (dard), and as soon as
he did, his life took flight and he joined his beloved in the grave. (168-171)
In his analysis of the Sufi philosophy and practical employment of love as the preeminent
path towards experiential knowledge of God, Shahab Ahmed (2015) observed that
In the prolific literary discourses of the madhhab-i ʿishq [“path of love”], the experiential
and discursive registers of the spiritual and the physical are collapsed into each other in a
161

The appearance of the Rā’o in this post-Partition story seems anachronistic, though he did remain a titular figure
for years after India’s independence.
162
This is a line from one of Shāh’s verses: ʿumar āyo ocito d̤āḍhe sāṅ d̤amar.
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synthetic Sufi-philosophical conceptual and imaginal vocabulary that con-figures the
registers of the literal and the metaphorical [...]. (43)
My discussion of pain in shāh jo rāg̈ performance lends support to Ahmed’s observation by
showing how Sindhi Sufi poetry intertwines registers of meaning, so that one’s experience of the
pain of separation from the divine is informed by the “metaphor” that is worldly experience.
Crucially though, my analysis builds upon this insight by examining the integral role of
performance to this process, wherein aspects of musical practice emerge not merely as
“expressive” of the spiritual pain inscribed in the texts, but as a way of enacting it in the world
that has real effects for performers and listeners. The happening of performance, shaped by
performers’ skills and intentions, and listeners’ affective and ethical dispositions, extends and
enriches poetic compositions in ways that demand our attention to the melodies in which texts
are sung, the bodies that sing them, the instruments that accompany them, and the contours of the
selves that hear and make sense of them. Enriched through indexical and iconic processes, poetic
texts achieve a powerful affective resonance as love and pain—at once philosophical notions,
ethical ideals, and the affective attachments born of living in the world—are sounded out in the
field of musical performance. It is this affective resonance, this power of harnessed pain, that
makes shāh jo rāg̈ an efficacious form of Islamic devotion for its performers and listeners.
Sirā’ī’s account of Mā’ī Jiyāṅ’s musical practice encapsulates this resonance in dramatic
form. The death of men upon listening to and watching Mā’ī perform attunes us to the ways in
which their affective experience engages with multiple levels of meaning. Listeners come to the
practice of audition as “pained men,” and this condition shapes their affective experience as
much as the Islamic discourses of pain and the emotionality of tragic local narratives inscribed in
the poetic texts. Entranced by Mā’ī’s voice and radiant beauty, they confuse her for Māru’ī, in
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whose poetic voice she sings, while also understanding her beauty to be a manifestation of the
beauty of God and His creation.
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Chapter Four
Mediatization and Musical Learning: A Transborder History of Kāfī
In or around 1979, the singer Ustād Mithoo Kachi (d. circa 1994), originally from
Mudhan village near Lakhpat in northwestern Kachchh, visited Kachchh from his adopted home
in southeastern Pakistan.163 The visit, which by most accounts lasted a couple of months, is
legendary among shauqīns of Sindhi music in the region. During the visit, “Mithoo,” as many
men fondly refer to him, performed at Bhuj’s town hall and the Baṛā Miyāṅ dargāh in Jakhau
village, among other places. He also performed at the second wedding of the kāfī singer Arab
Jat’s father in a Girāsiyā Jat village north of Bhuj. Arab, whose skills as a singer and storyteller I
discuss in the next chapter, was about seven years old at the time and credits the experience as
the inspiration that led him to pursue singing as a shauq (“passion,” “hobby,” “interest”). He was
just one of many in Kachchh who were taken by Ustād Mithoo Kachi’s singing and storytelling.
One effect of Kachchhi Muslims’ infatuation with this singer from Sindh was that singers
stopped singing kāfī compositions in the style of the local musico-poetic repertoire, known as
kacchī rāg̈ (“Kachchhi music”), and adopted the new style from Pakistan. Until Mithoo’s visit,
kacchī rāg̈ had coexisted for almost thirty years with sindhī rāg̈, which residents of Kachchh had
enjoyed listening to on Pakistani radio since Partition. As Arab’s uncle and singing teacher
Husain Jat put it, “Mithoo Kachi came and took kacchī rāg̈ away from here!” (Ur-H. miṭhū
kacchī yahāṅ se kacchī rāg̈ leke gayā!) (interview with Husain Jat, July 4, 2017). In this chapter,
I contextualize Sindhi kāfī performance in Kachchh by tracing the effects of cross-border
Pakistani radio transmission and the petty smuggling of Pakistani cassettes on Muslim musical
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Pronounced Miṭhū Kacchī. I am following the most common Roman spelling of his name on YouTube, where
his recordings are posted widely; his first name is sometimes spelled “Mithu,” and his last name “Kachhi.”
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culture in the region. This transborder history is essential for understanding how the
dissemination of Sindhi media from Pakistan laid the foundation for the Islamic instructiveness
of contemporary kāfī musical performance, which I analyze in Chapter Five.
The significance of kāfī’s reach as an inviting medium of Islamic knowledge transmission
and a material for Muslim self-formation is borne out in the extraordinary personal history of
Haji Abdullah Shaikh. Haji Abdullah, an amateur kāfī singer and indigenous medical practitioner
(ḥakīm) from northwestern Kachchh, was born into a family of Meghvārs, an historically
“untouchable” Hindu caste traditionally involved in animal carcass disposal and leather work.164
Haji Abdullah converted to Islam at about the age of fifteen after a friend played him Sindhi Sufi
kalāms on Pakistani radio while he was herding goats. Through sung poetry he “fell in love with
Islam” (Ur-H., mujhe islām se prem ho gayā). Haji Abdullah assured me, “[Sindhi Sufi music
was] the only reason I became Muslim. There was no other reason. No one said to me ‘you can
marry this girl or have this or that’” (Abdullah Shaikh, pers. comm., December 28, 2017).
Haji Abdullah’s father responded to his son’s initial interest in Islam by taking him to the
home of Yashin Shah, a Muslim kāfī singer from Lakhpat, and incidentally a friend of Ustād
Mithoo Kachi. Haji Abdullah’s father asked Yashin Shah, “How many sons do you have?”
Yashin Shah replied, “One.” Haji Abdullah’s father said, “Now you have two,” and handed his
boy over. Thus, Haji Abdullah took his first steps on the path to becoming a new Muslim and a
singer of Sufi kalām. Later in his life, he became a devoted disciple of the respected kāfī singer
Bāvā Abdullah Turk, with whom he lived for years. Turk and Yashin Shah’s son, along with
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Shaikh is a name commonly taken by Muslim converts. Historically “untouchable” communities are referred to
today in Kachchh under the umbrella term harījan. This term is still used widely in Kachchh but has been replaced
with the politically correct term “Dalit” in other parts of India. Meghvār (or, in Gujarati, “Meghvāl”) individuals are
more apt to refer to themselves as “Meghvār/Meghvāl.” Meghvārs in Kachchh identify as Hindu, but some of their
social practices, such as weddings, evince centuries of living amongst Muslims.
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other members of his adoptive family of Muslim shauqīns, eventually helped him marry and buy
a small house, and he now has a son with his wife. He keeps in touch with his family members
who remain Hindu. Now in his late fifties or early sixties, Haji Abdullah makes a humble living
as a ḥakīm and occasionally still performs.165 At the Lāṅgo Pīr death-anniversary festival in
September 2017, I was in the audience when he sang a kalām about the Battle of Karbala. He
ended his performance prematurely because it had become difficult to sing through his tears—a
moving example of how the confluence of emotive sung poetry, media’s reach, and Islamic
devotion could shape a man.
Haji Abdullah Shaikh’s conversion to Islam after hearing sung Sufi poetry on the radio is
an admittedly anomalous example of Pakistani media’s reach, but it illuminates social
phenomena related to Muslim musico-poetic practice in Kachchh. One, Haji Abdullah’s story
demonstrates the importance of Pakistani media in attracting and sustaining a community of
shauqīns of Sindhi repertoire in this post-Partition western Indian borderland. Kachchh’s
incorporation into the state of Gujarat in 1960 foreclosed the possibility, however remote, of
official support for its distinctive local culture. Kachchhi remains a constitutionally unrecognized
language and its mediatization is confined to recordings of folk music (lok gīt), low budget films
posted on YouTube, and limited radio programs broadcast by the Bhuj branch of the state-run
Akashvani radio station—which otherwise broadcasts regional service in Gujarati and national
service in Hindi—and a community radio station in Nakhatrana.
As I argued in Chapter One, the cultivation of Sindhi poetic knowledge is the primary
form of male intellectual life in rural Sunni Muslim Kachchh. This form of male intellectual life
is sustained by shauqīns without the support of any formal or official institutions. Since India’s
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Partition, access to Sindhi knowledge has gradually diminished as the border has become
increasingly difficult to cross. Sindhi language’s reach has also diminished because of the
transregional networks born of Islamic reform, as maulānās (Islamic teachers) brought into
Kachchh from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, and Rajasthan have placed greater emphasis on Urdu as a
language of Islamic learning. As part of this process, the once ubiquitous practice of reciting the
Friday sermon (khut̤ bah) in poetic Sindhi—deemed by Ahl-e Sunnat muftīs as an “unapprovable”
(makrūḥ) practice—has given way to khut̤ bah in Arabic, a language few in Kachchh can
understand.166 This chapter documents how, amidst these processes of socio-religious and
geopolitical transformation, and in the absence of any significant local media production geared
towards a Muslim audience, Pakistani media has served as a critical access point to Sindhi
cultural products and poetic knowledge in Muslim communities, who continue to accord them
great value. It is an irony of postcolonial South Asia that, just as the cross-border movement of
people became hindered by antagonistic geopolitics, modern media forms reinvigorated the
centuries-old tendency of Kachchhi Muslims to listen in the direction of Sindh, the ancestral
homeland of most Kachchhi Muslim communities. Now, over seventy years after Partition, and
decades after the heyday of Pakistani radio and cassettes in Kachchh, most enthusiasts of Sindhi
poetry are in their forties and above. With just a few exceptions, sustained interest in Sindhi Sufi
poetry among Muslim youth appears to be losing out to a host of other, more accessible forms of
entertainment (in Hindi and Gujarati), and religious education (in Urdu and Gujarati).
The second issue that Haji Abdullah’s story illuminates is Hindu nationalism. Pakistani
radio’s reach into India has been a source of anxiety for the Indian government, for which it has
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A Sunni friend told me that an Indian Ahl-e Sunnat muftī from outside of Kachchh pronounced khutbahs in
languages besides Arabic as makrūḥ (“disapproved,” lit. “detestable” in Arabic), and that because of this imams in
Kachchh had stopped reciting Sindhi khut̤ bahs as often. They are still recited on holidays (such as Eid) in some
mosques. A collection of khut̤ bahs in Sindhi script is one of the few Sindhi books I was able to find in Kachchh.
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appeared as a leakage of religion, culture, and language across an electromagnetically porous
border. As I discuss below, Indian authorities have sought to secure the border not only by
restricting the movement of people across it, but by creating an electromagnetic buffer that could
more firmly separate Indians from Pakistanis in terms of media consumption. For Hindu
nationalists, the thought of non-Muslims embracing Islam in the western borderlands is a
worrying scenario—as well as a potentially useful source of propaganda—that counteracts their
efforts to equate Indianness with Hinduness. As Ibrahim (2009) has shown, Hindu nationalist
groups have actively sought to secure the inclusion of low-caste non-Muslim communities like
the Meghvār in the Hindu fold in an attempt to make Kachchh a less ambiguous Indian
borderland.
I begin this chapter with a discussion of musical life in the borderlands. I then move to a
discussion of kāfī, the preeminent musico-poetic form of the Indus valley, and the most popular
genre of Sufi sung poetry in Kachchh. Next, I construct from oral historical accounts the musical
outlines of the kacchī rāg̈ genre, an essentially extinct local style of performing kāfī. I then
discuss Mithoo Kachi and his role in the region’s “cassette culture” (Manuel 1993) in the 1980s
and ‘90s, which sounded kacchī rāg̈’s death knell. Next, I examine the issue of naqalī
(“imitation”) in the repertoire of non-professional kāfī singers, for whom radio and cassettes have
been a critical source of musico-poetic knowledge. I argue that the imitation of mediatized music
from Pakistan has been central to Sindhi musical practice in Kachchh since the 1980s because
(1) it enabled non-hereditary musicians to learn repertoire, (2) recordings continue to serve as a
reference source for singers and enthusiasts who consider poetry sung by Mithoo Kachi to be
correct and authentic, and (3) there is no substantial local media outlet or official patronage for
the cultural practices valued by Kachchhi Muslim communities. As a counterbalance to my focus
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on media, in the latter section of this chapter I consider the Laṅgā hereditary musician
community into which Mithoo Kachi and his brothers were born. This final section serves as a
contribution to scholarship on hereditary musician communities of South Asia as well as to the
transborder historiography of post-Partition South Asia.

Borderland Music
Musical life in Kachchh—an ecology of religious and secular genres, poetic and narrative
texts, linguistic and interpretive knowledge, contexts, instruments, and practitioners—bears
similarities to musical life in other borderland contexts, insofar as some of these musicecological components highlight how political borders are often not representative of cultural
realities and histories. Ethnomusicological interest in music and borders has concentrated on the
U.S.-Mexico borderlands perhaps more than any other border context. While such scholarship
has offered important insights into processes of cultural hybridity (e.g., Ragland 2009; Azcona
2008; Simonett 2001), the India-Pakistan border at Kachchh differs in critical ways from the
U.S.-Mexico border, which has historically been characterized by regular economic exchange,
economic migration, and a high volume of cross-border travel. By contrast, the border at
Kachchh has been essentially closed since the war of 1971. Although Indian citizens could
legally travel to Pakistan by train after 1971 via Delhi and more recently via Jodhpur, this
journey was arduous and expensive, and it is difficult for many Indian Muslim men to obtain the
required permissions. As I explore in this chapter, it has thus been through media that Kachchhi
Muslims have been able to sustain their connections to Sindh, especially Pakistani radio and
cassettes, the latter of which were brought to India by petty smugglers until as late as the turn of
the twenty-first century, and more recently VCDs and smartphone-based social media. In this
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sense, one can draw parallels to other border regions populated by marginalized ethnic and
religious minorities, such as Xinjiang, where Uyghurs faced with the Chinese government’s
repressive cultural policies have avidly consumed bootlegged media produced by Uyghur
communities from across the border in Kazakhstan (Harris 2005).
Musical traditions of South Asian borderlands have garnered increased attention in the
past fifteen years as researchers have given more attention to regional musical practices of the
subcontinent. Kalra’s (2015) historical research on music in Punjab shows how the immense
social upheavals along religious lines around the time of Partition affected musicians’ lives and
shaped the practice and repertoire of the Sikh kirtan tradition. The musical history of Punjab
contrasts sharply with that of Kachchh, where Partition’s effects have been more gradual and
transborder flows remained relatively fluid for decades after 1947. Kachchh’s musical history
has affinities with and is linked to that of western Rajasthan, which was historically also a
periphery of Sindh-as-center. The arid regions of Jaisalmer and Barmer relied on Sindh for grain,
and hereditary musicians travelled along these trade routes and worked seasonally in Sindh. The
ethnographic atlas of musicians in western Rajasthan authored by Neuman and Chaudhuri, with
Kothari (2006), contains numerous examples of ties to patrons and communities across the
border (cf. 106, 127, 224). At the time of this book’s publication, however, the authors were
unaware of how Sindhi musical repertoire, and particularly the surs of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, figured into
Maṅgaṇiār musicians’ body of musical knowledge there (Shubha Chaudhuri, pers. comm.).
Ayyagari (2012) has since discussed the Sindhi musical knowledge of elder Mangaṇiār
musicians in the region, writing about how some of these musicians are wary, as Muslims in a
borderland, to discuss their musical ties to Sindh.
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One way to conceive of the musical practices of Kachchh is in terms of their respective
directionalities: Where do musicians turn their ears for knowledge and inspiration? To what
(ideal) audiences do they direct their musical skills and knowledge? Kāfī singers listen to the
sounds from the north, across the border; they sing for local shauqīns of Sindhi kalām in
Kachchh but hope that they are heard in Pakistan. The possibility of being heard across the
border has recently been made easier through the use of digital social media, which has increased
cross-border contact with relatives and friends in Pakistan. The use of WhatsApp has been
crucial in this development because it is not monitored like cross-border telephone calls. My
presence as a field researcher also furthered cross-border musical exchange, as musicians
requested that I post my videos of kāfī performances on YouTube so that their family members
and friends in Kachchh and in Pakistan could hear and see them sing.
In contrast to Muslim kāfī singers, contemporary bhajan (Hindu devotional song)
performers and “all-rounders” who also sing ghazals and filmī repertoire, are musically oriented
towards the east and south—towards Gujarat and the Hindi-knowing population of Mumbai and
northern India. This includes both Hindu and Muslim performers. One of the most popular
singers in Gujarat is Osman Mir, who was born into the Mir community of Muslim hereditary
musicians in western Kachchh. Osman Mir moved out of Kachchh to Rajkot in mainland Gujarat
after gaining popularity. He is well-known for his repertoire of bhajans and ghazals, and now
even records Hindi songs for the Mumbai-based film industry.167
To some extent, these musical directionalities are a reflection of the historical movements
of Kachchh’s myriad endogamous groups, most of which migrated to the region, and some of
which speak their own dialects, such as the Sindhi of the Muslim D̤ānetā Jat community and the
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Gujarati of the Hindu Āhīr. We can think of these groups as having distinct musical compasses
oriented towards different norths, which are magnetized by historical origins and concomitant
affinities of language and religion. This diversity is what makes Kachchh a region that, while
also having its own distinct culture and history, is in some ways a periphery of multiple centers.
Put simply, Kachchh is a crossroads (Kothari 2013). The multiple orientations of music making
in Kachchh are not simply a reflection of early modern origins: they also testify to the ways in
which practices of music making and listening have been shaped in recent decades by
mediatization, market demands, and interreligious relations.

Kāfī: Sung Sufi Poetry of the Indus Valley
Kāfī is the vernacular Sufi song genre of historical Sindh, the region surrounding the
great Indus river (Skt. sindhu). The term kāfī refers to a monorhyming strophic poetic form
intended to be sung, and kāfī compositions are performed in a wide variety of musical styles. In
the greater Indus valley, which includes Sindh, Punjab and Kachchh—where the Indus once
flowed—kāfī compositions are performed in Sindhi, Siraiki, Punjabi, and Kachchhi. In
contemporary Kachchh, performers primarily sing Sindhi-language kāfīs, though some also
know and occasionally perform poetry in Siraiki (or “Jāṭkī”) and Punjabi.
The kāfī poetic form has prevailed in vernacular Indus valley Sufi poetry since the
thirteenth century CE (Saleem 1984, 67). The etymology of the term is unclear, with scholars
tracing it variously to the Arabic qāfiyā—a term denoting an end-rhyming scheme—and to the
Sanskrit kavi, or “poem” (Bhutta 2008, 223-224). The former seems more likely, given that kāfīs
are distinguished by a line-end rhyme scheme. An additional piece of etymological interest is the
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relationship of the Hindustani rāg Kāfī to the sung poetic form, a connection about which one
can only speculate.168
Kāfī performers in the greater Indus valley cultivated a wide continuum of musical styles
over the course of the twentieth century: rustic, unembellished solo vocal accompanied only by
drone-lute (e.g., Allan Fakir in Sindhi, Sain Zahoor in Punjabi); slickly produced, subdued
renderings reminiscent of ghazal performance (e.g., Hamid Ali Bela’s languid versions of Shāh
Husain’s Punjabi kāfīs); and heavily ornamented renditions with tablā accompaniment that take
stylistic cues from ṭhumrī and choṭā khyāl performance (e.g., Salamat Ali Khan’s multānī kāfīs).
Until a couple of decades ago, kāfī singers in Kachchh accompanied themselves on one- or twostringed drone-lutes, known as tanbūro in Kachchhi and yaktāro in Sindhi, which they plucked
rhythmically while accompanied by ḍholak, and later also harmonium. Many performers in
contemporary Sindh still accompany themselves on the yaktāro. By far, though, the basic
standard accompaniment for kāfī in contemporary India and Pakistan is harmonium along with
ḍholak and/or tablā. In Kachchh and Sindh, men’s and women’s groups also sing
unaccompanied kāfīs in the same performance style that they recite maulūd poetic compositions.
This style of kāfī, which I refer to as maulūd-style kāfī in this dissertation, is performed in the
Banni, Abdasa, and Lakhpat areas of Kachchh (see Chapter Two).
The celebrated vocalists of Sindh, from the early twentieth century to the present, have
performed kāfī compositions in styles incorporating various stylistic elements of “classical”
music (klāsikī or shāstriyā sangīt). In the simpler style of kāfī performance known as lassī kāfī
(“plain kāfī”), singers may perform a short ālāp (melodic exposition), followed by an
introductory bait before performing a kāfī composition (or “kalām”), often with instrumental
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It is possible that the name “Kāfī” was given to this melodic type because many kāfīs were sung in it. It is worth
noting that in Sindh, Kachchh, and western Rajasthan, rāg Kāfī is called Tilaṅg.
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interludes following each instance of the refrain. A classic example is the Pakistani singer Noor
Banu’s performance of the ʿUmar-Māru’ī-based kalām by the early twentieth-century poet Haji
Shāh, “Kaḍh Koṭān Māṅ” (“Release Me From This Fort”). The early twentieth-century female
singer Jeevani Bai recorded kalāms with intricate vocal embellishments that belie a training in art
music, but she eschewed the incorporation of other “classical” stylistic elements.
The great Ustad Manzoor Ali Khan (1922-1980) of the Gwalior gharānā is celebrated for
his incorporation of vocal performance practices associated with “classical” singing style
(gāyakī). In his performance of texts by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and other Sindhi poets, he included
intricate vocal embellishments (gamak, murkī) and extended ākār and sargam (sol-fa)
improvisations.169 Although other singers preceding Ustad Manzoor Ali Khan, such as Ustad
Ashiq Ali Khan, had recorded classicized renditions of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, Manzoor Ali’s
renditions are the best known and most influential (cf. Haroon 1988). Other popular singers
whose style of kalām performance followed in a similar vein include singers of the mid to late
twentieth century, such as Ustad Muhammad Juman, Ustad Waheed Ali Khan, and Ustad
Muhammad Yousuf. The best-known living exponent of kāfī today, Abida Parveen (b. 1954), is
an heir to this “semi-classical” style of solo Sindhi kāfī. Parveen, perhaps the world’s most
famous living Sufi poetry performer, popularized many kāfīs in Sindhi, Panjabi, and Siraiki, by
poets such as Bullhe Shāh (1680-1757), Khwājā Ghulām Farīd (1845-1901), and Shāh Bhiṭā’ī.
Parveen now includes ghazals and compositions more commonly associated with the maledominated qawwālī genre in her repertoire, but in the early part of her career, in the 1980s, she
was best known for her renditions of Indus valley poetry.
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In a television interview, Ustad Manzoor Ali Khan was asked if the incorporation of aspects of “classical style”
(klāsikī aṅgu) into Sindhi musical performance have caused any harm to the “fragrance” (khushbū) of Sindhi “folk
music” (lok mūsīqī) and Sindhi rāg̈iṇīs. Manzoor Ali Khan replied that the klāsikī aṅgu has enriched Sindhi music
and widened the artistic possibilities therein. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8aTyOsgIB8
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Kāfī performance in contemporary Kachchh is derivative of a style of kāfī popularized in
southern Sindh in the latter half of the twentieth century by Ustad Mithoo Kachi and his family
members and disciples. “Mithoo”—born Muhammad Ishaq; miṭhū is a nickname with a meaning
akin to “sweetie”—came from a family of Laṅgā hereditary musicians from northwestern
Kachchh that settled in Sindh before Partition. Although Sindhi music listeners in Kachchh enjoy
listening to other singers from the same era, such as Jalal Chandio, Muhammad “Master”
Ibrahim, and Abdullah Panhwar, Mithoo Kachi’s style of kāfī has been the most influential in the
region. As I discuss below, this style was popularized in Kachchh through cassettes, radio, and
direct ties between the Kachi family and musicians on the Indian side of the border. Cassettes
were particularly influential because they were a low-cost medium that could store lengthy
performances (cf. Manuel 1993). In performances recorded for cassette release, Sindhi kāfī
artists incorporated numerous baits (verses), extended storytelling sections, verse explication,
and a kalām (song composition).
In the Mithoo Kachi style of kāfī, a lead singer and backing singers begin a kalām
performance by singing baits in turn.170 These introductory baits are not a part of the kalām; they
are chosen because of their thematic relation to it. The lead singer may include some explication
(bayān) while singing a bait. After the conclusion of the main bait portion, the lead singer
melodically recites aspects of a narrative tale (K. dāstān karaṇūṅ, “doing story”; vāqāyāt coṇūṅ,
“saying incidents”) and/or explication (bayān) which contextualizes the kalām that follows.171
When the lead singer introduces the thalu (refrain) of the kalām, the backing singers sing along
with him in a manner not dissimilar to qawwālī. The singer may insert bayān before, or in
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“Kalām” can refer either to (1) Sufi/Islamic poetry in general, (2) a particular poet’s oeuvre, (3) a specific kāfī or
vā’ī, or (4) to a unit of performance that combines baits and a particular kalām.
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Cassettes with an emphasis on the dāstān portion of a performance are sometimes referred to by shauqīns as
“story cassettes.”
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between, individual strophes (misraʿ) of the kalām. I discuss these performance practices in
depth in the following chapter.172

Kacchī Rāg̈
Before Muslim Kachchh became enthralled by the music of Mithoo Kachi and his family
and protégés in the late 1970s, Muslim singers in the region performed kāfī compositions in a
regional style called kacchī rāg̈ (“Kachchhi music”). Kacchī rāg̈ is/was a thematically ordered
repertoire of Sindhi and Kachchhi poetry performed in a set of thirty-six surs (melodic types). It
was the major local style of music of Kachchhi-speaking Kachchh173 and reflected the mixed
religious makeup of its listenership and performers. In this section, I briefly discuss kacchī rāg̈
and trace its gradual decline. I suggest that its decline was a symptom of the Kachchhi listening
public’s increasing social fragmentation along religious communitarian lines, and to an extent
language, a process that was aided by the “cassette culture” phenomenon.
The thirty-six surs of kacchī rāg̈ were a local version of the thirty-six surs of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī
(see Chapter Two). Some surs were known by different names, however, and the surs were also
ordered differently (see Table 4.1 below). Hindu and Islamic poetic verses and song
compositions (bhajan and kalām/kāfī) written by various poets were sung in each of the thirty-six
surs. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Sindhi poetry, sung in Kachchhi pronunciation, was a central component of
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A contemporary analogue to this narrative- and explication-focused style of kāfī was mass-mediated qawwālī in
the mid and later twentieth century, when artists began to incorporate narrative girah (inserted verse material) in
their recorded performances. Just as Sindhi prose bayān assists listeners’ comprehension of Sindhi poetry, the use of
girahs by popular qawwālī recording artists allowed them to contextualize Persian poetry by inserting Hindi and
Urdu lines. Pre-independence qawwālī singers, such as the famous Ismail Azad, recorded narratives about Islamic
figures. The development of longer recorded media forms, such as the long-playing record and cassettes, allowed
qawwālī singers contemporary with Mithoo Kachi, such as the Sabri Brothers and Aziz Mian, to include extended
narratives in their performances (see Qureshi 1995).
173
This excludes Banni, whose residents have historically considered themselves “Sindhi,” as well as parts of
eastern Kachchh where Gujarati is spoken.
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the Islamic/Sufi portion of the repertoire, in addition to Kachchhi-language kalāms by local
poets. Hindu and Islamic compositions were often performed back-to-back for audiences of
mixed religious makeup.
A program of kacchī rāg̈ began with Sur Kilyāṇ,174 as is still the case in Sindhi kāfī
performance. In a predominantly Hindu context, such as a temple or religious festival, a singer
would begin with a Kachchhi saṅgar (“couplet”) followed by a bhajan for Ganpatī, the elephantheaded god of auspicious beginnings. In a predominantly Islamic context,175 such as a Friend of
God’s death-anniversary festival at a tomb-shrine, a singer would begin with baits and a kalām
by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī or another Muslim poet. In other religiously heterogeneous contexts, such as
weddings, bhajans and kāfīs were performed one after another by the same singer—whether
Hindu or Muslim—in the same sur-melody. Although some singers still perform repertoire that
similarly caters to heterogeneous audiences, their performances do not follow the melodicothematic ordering of kacchī rāg̈. Moreover, kacchī rāg̈ reflected religious integration in a more
formal manner than an individual singer’s assemblage of a repertoire catering to different
religious communities, such that it can be said to have been a shared tradition of Hindus and
Muslims in terms of both performance and patronage.
Kacchī rāg̈, as a religiously integrated performance tradition, did not survive the cassette
boom of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Cassette production began slightly earlier in Pakistan
than in India because Pakistan had a relatively open market (Qureshi 1995, 143; Peter Manuel,
email comm., December 21, 2017). Economic restrictions in India, which had curtailed the
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The Kachchhi pronunciation of Kalyāṇ.
I label such contexts “Islamic” rather than “Muslim” because festivals at certain dargāhs, such as the widely
attended annual ʿurs in Talwana, are organized and patronized by a committee of Muslims and Hindus; Hindu
singers often perform at these festivals and sing Sufi poetry, just as Muslim hereditary singers perform bhajans in
Hindu contexts.
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spread of the cassette technology, meant that regional music production saw the greatest
expansion in 1983-85 (Manuel 1993, 156). Cassette production in Pakistan enabled a new flow
of recorded music to enter the Indian borderland of Kachchh, supplementing what listeners
already enjoyed on Pakistani radio. Muslims of Kachchh embraced the musical style of
recordings from Pakistan and began to prioritize Sindhi language poetry and Sindhi
pronunciation over Kachchhi-language poetry and Sindhi poetry sung in Kachchhi
pronunciation. Aspects of the kacchī rāg̈ repertoire have been preserved by a handful of Hindu
Gaḍhvī performers from the Kanṭhīpaṭ (“coastal area”) region of southern Kachchh (Mandvi and
Mundra area), known elsewhere as Cāraṇ (cf. Thompson 1987). These Gaḍhvī singers still
perform Kachchhi-language bhajans and some Sindhi kāfīs in their corresponding surs, such as
Āsā, Dhanāsrī, Kārāyal, Rāṇo, and Jogī. Kachchh’s most popular singer of Kachchhi-language
repertoire, Devraj Gadhvi, known in Kachchhi as “Ninḍho D̤ero” (“Small D̤ero”) and in Gujarati
as “Nāno Ḍero,” claimed to me that he is the only singer left in Kachchh who knows the kacchī
rāg̈ repertoire, which he learned from his equally prominent father, the singer “Big D̤ero” (K.
“Vad̤o D̤ero,” Guj. “Moṭo D̤ero”) (Devraj Gadhvi, pers. comm., August 8, 2017).
In the view of men from the Laṅgā community of Muslim hereditary musicians who are
old enough to have heard kacchī rāg̈, the Gaḍhvī version of kacchī rāg̈ repertoire—including that
of Ninḍho D̤ero—does not qualify as “authentic,” or “original” (aṣlī). The main reason that they
consider kacchī rāg̈ to be an extinct performance genre—rather than one existing in an updated
form—is that the Islamic portion of the repertoire, namely baits and kāfīs in Kachchhi and
Sindhi, is not sufficiently known by any of the Hindu performers. Although a few Gaḍhvī singers
do perform Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, Muslim connoisseurs of Sufi poetry do not hold them in high
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regard because, in their view, the Gaḍhvīs do not know the poetry well; they are prone to
mistakes and mispronunciation and have little grasp of its allusive and allegorical meanings.
Another reason that older Muslim musicians consider kacchī rāg̈ to be extinct is that even
the Gaḍhvīs’ bhajan repertoire has shifted towards Gujarati-language bhajans, albeit with
elements of local musical style, viz., doubling up on tablā,176 insistent finger-cymbals, and highpitched male singing. According to “Babā” Ustād Langa, a prominent multi-instrumentalist who
often accompanies Devraj Gaḍhvī on tablā, bhajan singers in the 1980s would sing Kachchhi
bhajans for the entire duration of a night-long program, whereas now they will sing in Kachchhi
for only ten minutes, devoting the rest of the night to Gujarati (interview with “Baba” Ustād
Langa, July 29, 2017).
The growth in popularity of Gujarati-language bhajan among Kachchhi-speaking Hindus
since the 1980s has paralleled the rise of “Pakistani”-style kāfī in Muslim Kachchh but is the
result of a distinct set of causes and reasons. My sense from speaking with Hindu bhajan
listeners is that the sidelining of Kachchhi-language bhajan repertoire has occurred for a few
interrelated reasons: (1) in contemporary Hindu contexts, many native Gujarati-speaking
listeners do not understand Kachchhi beyond a basic conversational level or at all; (2) bhajan
singers have catered to this linguistic situation by prioritizing Gujarati, which is understood by
native Kachchhi speakers; and (3) there has been a shift towards speaking Gujarati in the home
among Hindu native Kachchhi speakers as a result of the increase in formal education over the
past generation. Another reason is that the mediatized bhajans that became popular in Kachchh
at the advent of the cassette era were recorded in studios in Rajkot and Ahmedabad, cities in
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One tablā player plays downbeats while the other plays upbeats. This combined with the finger cymbals
produces what I found to be an overwhelming rhythmic and sonic texture that left little room for understanding the
poetic text.
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eastern Gujarat; no studio in Kachchh could rival the facilities in these large cities, and still
cannot.177 Cassette producers in Gujarati-speaking Rajkot and Ahmedabad prioritized Gujaratilanguage bhajans, which potentially appealed to a much larger market than Kachchhi-language
bhajan. It seems, then, that kacchī rāg̈ faded away due to market demands, a changing linguistic
situation in Kachchh, and the appeal to different religious communities of novel forms of music
that entered Kachchh in mediatized forms.

Musical Features of Kacchī Rāg̈
It is difficult to document a music that barely exists. I would have learned nothing about
kacchī rāg̈ were it not for Gani Ustād. Gani Ustād grew up hearing his father Qadar Ustād sing
and play ḍholak in the kacchī rāg̈ style. In 2015-16, Gani Ustād was paid by a local music NGO
to write a book in Gujarati about kacchī rāg̈ that he was told would be published. In his
manuscript he included ṭhāṭ (pitch-class set) information for each sur-melody, background on the
thematic subject matter of the sur-poetry, and transcriptions of one kāfī and one bhajan for each
sur, along with introductory verses for each respective song composition. Unfortunately, the
manuscript was never published and the NGO would not grant me access to it. Gani Ustad sadly
neglected to make a copy of it before submitting it, a decision he has regretted, for he thought
that he had done important work. The information I present here was gleaned from numerous
discussions with and recordings of Gani Ustād and Qadar Ustād.
Besides Gani Ustād and his octogenarian father, and the aforementioned Devraj Gadhvi,
very few singers or instrumentalists claim to know anything about kacchī rāg̈, and many have
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There is a poorly equipped studio in Mirzapur, a village that has been absorbed by Bhuj’s suburban sprawl,
where some popular local performers record. The owner/engineer said that his facility’s limited capability (two
simultaneous recording inputs) is adequate because so little music is recorded live.
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never even heard it. Gani Ustād introduced me to his father’s friend Karsan Bhagat, an elderly
Hindu man from the Sanghār (Rājpūt) caste who publicly performed bhajan and kacchī rāg̈ for
many years. (Karsan is a local pronunciation of “Krishna”; Bhagat is a title applied to men who
sing bhajan.) Karsan Bhagat now lives a life of seclusion in a one-room home on the grounds of
a remote temple in central Kachchh and rarely performs in public at this stage in his life. He had
a well-paying job for his working years and says that he has never accepted money for
performances, which he considers a form of religious devotion. Karsan Bhagat is one of very few
musicians who is old enough to recall the days of kacchī rāg̈, when religiously mixed
performance contexts were more common than they are today. In 2017, Gani Ustād and I made
two visits to his one-room home, where he lives alone on the grounds of a temple in a secluded
area in central Kachchh. He sang us baits and kalāms by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, as well as kalāms in praise
of the Prophet Muhammad and assorted other kalāms and bhajans. He lamented about how
contemporary singers perform only for money and do not have the same devotional intentions
and ethical standards of singers from the previous generation.178 I met only one other man, a
Muslim amateur singer in his seventies from the Abdasa area (western Kachchh), who with some
hesitation sang kacchī rāg̈ for me at a monthly Sufi music gathering; after two kalāms he
switched back to Sindhi-style kāfī.
Another issue that arose in trying to hear and document kacchī rāg̈ was that the
knowledge of the style of ḍholak playing particular to it has apparently been lost. Gani Ustād
derided the percussion playing on ḍholak and/or tablā that accompanies the contemporary
Kachchhi bhajan of contemporary Gaḍhvī singers as “a Xerox of a Xerox” of “original” kacchī
rāg̈-style ḍholak playing. On one occasion, Gani Ustād sang and played harmonium while his
178

This included the observation that singers no longer wash their penises with water after urinating before a
performance.
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father Qādar Ustād played ḍholak, and this was the closest I came to documenting a version of
kacchī rāg̈ that they considered to be authentic.
Kacchī rāg̈ shares some affinities with shāh jo rāg̈. In both genres, melodic performances
of baits usually begin on the second scale degree of the upper octave before gradually
descending to the lower tonic. Singers of both genres also perform verbal formulae specific to
each sur prior to singing baits. In shāh jo rāg̈ these are known as sad̤u (“call”). I did not learn an
equivalent Kachchhi term for this practice. These verbal formulae are not the same in the two
genres. In kacchī rāg̈, for instance, the formula for Rāṇo is “Rāṇā, lā, mūṅjā Rāṇā rāja dhaṇī”
with “rāṇā” sung many times to the descending tune, whereas in shāh jo rāg̈ it is “o mīāṅ lā / lā
lā lā.” When performing Āsā, a singer precedes the bait with “e āsā, jīveṅ [repeated multiple
times], rāj āsā.” In both performance practices, the function of these opening “calls” is the same:
they act, in tandem with melodic features, as identifying signs for listeners.179 A third affinity is
that, as in shāh jo rāg̈, each sur in kacchī rāg̈ was performed at a particular time of night.
Performers were expected to perform each sur at its correct time, referring either to a timepiece
if available or to the position of the stars. Listeners held performers accountable if they began
singing a sur at an inappropriate time and would loudly correct them if they did so.
Table 4.1 is a list of Kachchhi surs. It is in order but incomplete, which is indicative of
the partial knowledge of this tradition in contemporary Kachchh.180 I have provided equivalent
Sindhi sur names in brackets for cases in which they are different from the Kachchhi name.
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A similar and related phenomenon is the inclusion of rāg names in opening poetic verses sung by Maṅgaṇiār
musicians in western Rajasthan.
180
Some additional notes: Dhanāsrī is sung around 1 am, and Rāṇo is sung at 3 am or a little after. I am unsure of
where these fit into the order of surs given in Table 4.1. Rāṇo in kacchī rāg̈ sounds similar to Rāṇo in the Sindhi kāfī
genre, but sometimes includes shuddh nī (natural 7th degree). According to Gani Ustād, it is very hard to distinguish
between Rāṇo, Kapāi’tī, and Āsā in kacchī rāg̈ (Gani Langa, pers. comm., April 10, 2018).
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Table 4.1. The Surs of Kacchī Rāg̈
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Kilyāṇ (Kalyāṇ)
Jaman (Yaman)
Āsā
Kārā’iṛo (Kārāyal)
Līlāṅ
Khambhāt
Soraṭh
Jakharo (Bilāval)181
Ābrī

10. Mājūr (M‘azūrī)
11. Desī
12. Husainī
13. Ripu
14. Ḍhol-Māru’ī
15. Ghātū182
16. Sūṇī (Suhṇī)
17. Rāṅjho (Hīr)
18. Māru’ī

The influx of mediatized music from Pakistan and its embrace by Muslim Kachchh
resulted in the abandonment of this local style of performing Sindhi poetry. Neither this music
nor its loss appeared to be of much interest to any of the musicians with whom I worked, with
the exception of Gani Ustād, who provided the list in Table 4.1 (interview with Gani Ustād
Langa, April 10, 2018). None expressed regret that the local music of their region was lost to
posterity. For most, it seemed to be an old-fashioned style of performing poetry that fell out of
favor once Kachchhi Muslims gained easier access to media from Sindh, where artists
pronounced Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry more “correctly.”

Mediatization in the Borderlands
About twelve miles northwest of Bhuj, on the road to Nakhatrana, the Samatra television
tower rises high into the sky in an arid landscape dotted by farms, where coconut palms are
otherwise the tallest things around. Completed in 1999, this 980-feet-high (300 meters) tower is
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Jakhiro/Bilāval is similar to Hindustani rāg Khamāj.
The Kachchhi Ghātū is in Khamaj ṭhāṭ, and is in the melodic realm of the Hindustani rāgs Desh/Soraṭh/Khamāj.
In Sindhi kāfī, Ghātū is said to be the same as (or, is sung in) rāg̈ Kāriṅgaṛo
182
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the eighth tallest structure in India. The Samatra tower was built to transmit Doordarshan—
India’s national television service, with national and regional channels—in Kachchh, where its
signals were previously weak and intermittent. The technological project of more fully
incorporating Kachchh into nation’s media grid was also a political one, inseparable from the
anxious desire of national and state authorities to block television transmissions from Pakistan,
which came in clearly in Kachchh in the absence of strong Doordarshan signals.
Newspaper articles from this period of tension between India and Pakistan convey a
sense of the national and regional discourse on the issue. In an article published in the Gujaratilanguage Bhuj-based newspaper Kutch Mitra on July 26, 1999—the day that the Kargil War
between India and Pakistan officially ended—journalist Dipak Mankad wrote, “we will beat
Pakistan in the information war (māhitī yuddh) [...] like we beat them in Kargil.” Mankad, who
was the editor-in-chief of Kutch Mitra during my fieldwork, referred to Pakistan in the article as
the “enemy” (dushman) and, in a commonly used play on the country’s name, as “impure”
(nāpāk). Citing “impure” Pakistan’s “cultural attack” (nāpāk sanskrutik ākramaṇ), he quoted
Pramod Mahajan, then the BJP government’s Minister of Information and Broadcasting: “in this
cultural and information war, Doordarshan and Akashvani [India’s national radio service], are
stronger weapons than a Bofors tank. Not only are we going to stop the nāpāk attack, these tools
will be useful in [our] retaliatory attack” (Mankad 1999).
In an article from three days later, Kutch Mitra journalist Advait Anjariya described how
for the twenty years since television had arrived in Kachchh, the homes and villages of the
region had been subject to the “attacks” of “international” channels. He went on to celebrate how
the Samatra tower has fully stopped “Pakistan’s attack” (pāk nū ākramaṇ). In spite of India’s
advances on the television battlefront of the information war, he wrote that “Bhuj’s radio station
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is not being heard at night, because Pakistani radio’s attack has weakened Bhuj’s radio signal.”
Most significantly, he made the accusative complaint that “now communitarian (qaumvādī) and
anti-national (rāshtra-drohī) [individuals] are still watching programs using satellite dishes”
(Anjariya 1999).183
While such statements are not surprising given the history of violence and tension
between the governments of India and Pakistan, they are striking when placed alongside the
personal histories of the musicians I worked with, for whom radio and Pakistani cassettes were
indispensable and central tools in their musico-poetic training—and for Haji Abdullah, his
conversion to Islam.184 As I discuss below, these media facilitated the practice of imitation, the
main method by which Sindhi kāfī singers acquired and honed their musical repertoire. Nonmusician poetry shauqīns, too, learned poetry from cassettes and Sindhi radio broadcast from
Hyderabad, which can still be heard clearly in northern Kachchh. With few exceptions, most
Sindhi poetry enthusiasts in Kachchh cannot read Sindhi script, so the utility value of cassettes
was high as a medium that could store numerous baits and kalāms.185
One of the more unique accounts I heard of an individual learning from Sindhi-language
radio was from Haji Umar Suleman Jat, a prominent member of the Faqīrāṇī Jat community in
western Kachchh, near the coast. Haji Umar related how, when he was young, he would listen to
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The Hindu nationalist charge against Indian Muslims of being disloyal to the Indian nation of course affects
Muslims throughout the country, though more so in border areas, even in a peaceful one like Kachchh. In Kachchh,
where Muslims are known to keep in touch with family and friends across the border, consume Sindhi media from
Pakistan, and in some cases travel there, Muslims are sensitive to this accusation. Some friends have been affected
by such charges directly.
184
The case is different in western Rajasthan. Most hereditary musicians I met there acquired their Sindhi musical
knowledge from their elders, not from listening to radio and cassettes. They stated that Pakistani radio transmission
did not reach their region. That said, two of the most knowledgeable singers I met, with regard to Sindhi repertoire,
lived in Pakistan in their youth and were familiar with the popular recordings of Sindhi sung poetry.
185
The few men I met who could read Sindhi script had attended village madrasahs where the maulānā knew
Sindhi; these men were from Abdasa and Lakhpat tāluqahs (western and northwestern Kachchh, respectively), areas
with a high concentration of Sindhi poetry enthusiasts.
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Pakistani Sindhi radio constantly, his ear glued to the set. At that time (c. 1970s), there was a
radio program in which the announcer taught the Sindhi alphabet over the radio, so that with the
help of a Sindhi book one could learn to read and write. Thus, having never attended any school
in his life, Islamic or otherwise, Haji Umar learned to read Sindhi. Equipped with Sindhi literacy,
he was able to study and memorize verses from Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Risālo, which he continues to do
daily.
I read the articles about the Samatra tower with the help of my good friend Dr. Asif
Rayma, who wrote his doctoral dissertation on community radio in Kachchh. When I first asked
him about the tower a few weeks before we obtained the articles, it instantly jogged his memory
of the term “cultural attack,” almost twenty years after these articles’ publication. He recalled
how, when he was a teen, his family enjoyed watching Sindhi-language “serials” (primetime
soap operas, essentially) on Pakistan’s PTV because “they dressed like us and spoke like us”
(Asif Rayma, pers. comm.). Asif’s comment gestures towards one reason that Muslim Kachchh
has continued to look to Sindh as a cultural focal point over half a century after Partition: the
cultural production of Kachchhi Muslims, particularly literary and musical, has remained mostly
un-mediatized and underrepresented.186 In Sindh, by contrast, practitioners and contexts of Sufi
musico-poetic performance have become enmeshed with the state through official government
projects, including radio programs, that are aimed at supporting the region’s cultural heritage.
These projects in Pakistan are, of course, one facet of the larger projects of Pakistani nationalism
and Sindhi regionalism and regional nationalism. In addition to government-sponsored programs,
private media producers in Pakistan also continually create and release recordings, videos, and
television programs that are of interest to many Kachchhi Muslims. The centuries-old
186

The textile arts of Kachchh, as well as other material crafts, have been recognized nationally and internationally
and there are a number of NGOs that work to support this industry.
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connections between Muslim Kachchh and Sindh have thus been refreshed and sustained through
modern media forms in the aftermath of Partition.

Camels, Bīṛīs, and Cassette Culture
Sur Desī SJR I:1
d̤āghina, d̤erani, d̤ūṅgarani, ṭiṅhī d̤inami d̤ukha,
se sabhi bhāṅemi sukha, hekāṅdi kāraṇi hotu je.
Camels, brothers-in-law, mountains, all three have given me sorrow,
I consider all of them joy, for they unite me with my beloved.

Camels facilitated significant music-historical developments in Kachchh, Gujarat, for it
was on camels that many cassettes crossed the border between Pakistan and India. Still more
cassettes came in the suitcases of those who were able to visit family in Pakistan. The camel- and
suitcase-enabled Pakistani cassette boom of the 1980s and 1990s, perhaps even more influential
than radio, coincided with a historical moment in which legally crossing the border between
Kachchh and Sindh became more difficult than it had been for the first twenty-five years or so
following Partition. Until 1971, the section of the international border at Kachchh was, for all
intents and purposes, open. Pastoralists (K-S. māldhārī) crossed regularly to take their animals to
greener pastures in Sindh, and Kachchhis went to visit family members in Pakistan. After the
India-Pakistan war of 1971, the border became more difficult to cross but it still remained
relatively permeable, especially for those who knew how to avoid the Border Security Force or
had inside connections with them. According to my contacts in Kachchh, it is was only in the
first years of the twenty-first century that the border between India and Pakistan at Kachchh
became firmly closed, and only in the 2010s was it secured with fencing.
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Between 1971 and the border’s more decisive closure, the smuggling of minor goods
across the border was common albeit risky.187 By most accounts, Pakistani tobacco smokers
were particularly enamored with Indian bīṛīs, cigarettes wrapped in tendu leaf rather than
paper.188 Some Kachchhis say that Pakistanis also desired the various kinds of mass-produced
pān masālā (spiced areca nut preparations) available in India. Men would travel through the
night in groups of four or five, each with his own camel, and smuggle these small goods across
the Rann of Kachchh into Pakistan. (For a cinematic representation of cross-border smuggling,
see the film Refugee, which is discussed in Athique [2008].) For the return trip to India,
smugglers loaded their camels with goods desired on the Indian side of the border.
One good promised many buyers: ajrak, an indigo- and madder-dyed, block-printed—
and now screen-printed—cloth produced in Sindh, Kachchh, and Barmer in western Rajasthan
that is either draped over the shoulders, tied as a turban, or tied around the waist as a lower
garment. Ajrak is produced locally in Kachchh by the Khatrī (Muslim) community, but Muslims
in the region have a strong preference for ajrak from Pakistan, both the richly red block-printed
version and the screen-printed version, which typically has a black rather than indigo
background. The ajrak produced in Kachchh, which is on the whole more indigo in color, is very
expensive and most of its production is geared towards export or upscale markets in India’s
metropolitan cities. As of 2018, the only place I could find Pakistani ajrak was a clothing store in
Khavda, a dusty village in northern Kachchh close to the border. Most men in Kachchh wear
ajrak gifted to them by relatives who visited Pakistan.
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I met two men from the same village who had crossed into Pakistan illegally and were put in jail for seven and
nine years, respectively, on suspicion of being spies.
188
The bīṛīs available in Kachchh are primarily made in Maharashtra state.
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Men who wear ajrak in public in Kachchh today can with few exceptions be assumed to
be Muslim.189 Ajrak displays an affinity with Sindhi culture, and effectively lays claim to having
ties with people across the border, where ajrak is recognized as a symbol of sindhīyat
(“Sindhiness”). As Ibrahim (2009) has written, ajrak is, like Sindhi poetry and language, a
“symbol of affect [through which] a desire for Sindh can be expressed by Muslim pastoralist
communities, for it cannot be articulated in the political realm” (67). I would extend this
statement to include not only pastoralists but rural Muslim communities of northern and western
Kachchh more widely. Ajrak is traditionally a male garment, and is an important component of a
groom’s wedding dress for communities in Banni (northern Kachchh).190 On one occasion, I
asked an elder Jat pastoralist man in Banni if he approved of the ajrak I was wearing, and the
tone of his response—he said that an ajrak is a “man’s pride” (S. mard jī shān)—suggested that
the question was totally superfluous. When attending occasions such as a Sufi’s deathanniversary festival (K. ʿurs meṛo), many Muslim men throughout Kachchh wear an ajrak they
reserve for special occasions, proudly draping it over their shoulders.191 Singers almost always
wear an ajrak when performing in public.
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There is a recent trend of Darbār (i.e., Rājpūt) men wearing locally-produced, screen-printed rayon ajraks as
shoulder cloths. The Meghvār communities of Banni traditionally also use ajrak for weddings, which reflects their
long-standing relationship with Muslim māldhārī (pastoralist) communities. Some Meghvār musicians wear ajrak as
turbans or shoulder cloths when performing.
190
In recent years hand-dyed block-printed ajrak from Kachchh has been marketed to urban cosmopolitans. The
cloth abounds in stores such as FabIndia. Designs at such stores repurpose and recombine traditional ajrak designs,
which are used to create non-traditional clothing items such as tunics and saris.
191
The close identification of ajrak with Sindhiness and Muslimness is similarly strong in western Rajasthan.
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Figure 4.1. Kāfī singers with ajraks and Sindhi ṭopīs (hats) in the White Desert prior to a
performance. From left to right: Arab Jat, Abdullah “Attaullah” Jat, Abbas Pada. Arab
and Abbas wear block-printed Pakistani ajraks, Abdullah wears a locally made screenprinted ajrak. Dhordo, Kachchh. December 2017. Photo by the author.
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Figure 4.2. Four bridegrooms wearing Pakistani ajrak for their group wedding in the
D̤ānetā Jat village of Sarara in Banni. January 5, 2018. Photo by the author.
Along with beloved Sindhi ajrak came cassettes of Sindhi singers. For music in Sunni
Muslim Kachchh, the petty smuggling of cassettes from Pakistan was transformative. As Muslim
listeners turned their ears northwards, and performers began to imitate their favorite singers,
kacchī rāg̈ was abandoned in favor of the Sindhi style of kāfī. Curiously, but not coincidentally,
many of the singers whose recordings were brought into Kachchh had either moved from
Kachchh to Sindh themselves or had ancestral origins in the region. For Sindhi music lovers in
Kachchh it is a point of pride that famous Pakistani Sindhi singers such as “Master” Muhammad
Ibrahim, Abdullah Panhwar, and of course Ustad Mithoo Kachi all had origins and family ties in
Kachchh.
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The Post-Cassette Era: VCDs, SD Cards, and the “Digital Meḥfil”
Beginning in the early 2000s, VCDs and CDs full of MP3s and low-budget videos
flooded India’s music market, quickly replacing cassettes as the preferred medium for music
listening (Manuel 2014, 391). When I arrived in Kachchh for the first time in 2014, one of the
first research-related activities I undertook was a visit to the stalls, carts, and shops selling
recordings in a small lane next to the bus station. There I found low-budget CD-R copies of
recordings of Pakistani Sindhi singers, with photocopied pictures of the musicians and
handwritten titles on the discs. The market for Sindhi-language Sufi sung poetry and popular
secular songs at that time, in terms of physical copies of musical recordings, was mostly
pastoralists from northern Kachchh, whom one of the CD sellers described as “those Sindhi
people, those half-Pakistanis from Banni and Pacham,” referring to the two neighboring areas
adjacent to the border with Sindh.
If Sindhi CDs and VCDs were already nearing obsolescence in Kachchh by 2014, they
have since been even further eclipsed by the medium that has replaced them throughout India in
recent years: micro SD cards, which can be inserted into either mobile phones or USB flash
drives that are accepted by most car stereos. SD cards allow listeners to store a massive number
of songs in a portable format, and to exchange files with each other. In the same music shops
next to the bus station, one could pay as little as Rs. 50 (~$0.80) in 2016-2018 to fill a memory
card or flash drive with hundreds of songs in a variety of genres.
The latest media form to make an impact on the community of Sindhi Sufi poetry
shauqīns is the messaging application WhatsApp. The proliferation of smartphones in India and
enthusiastic embrace of WhatsApp for one-on-one and group messaging have made this
application a powerful social media platform in the world’s second most populous nation. While
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many Kachchhis already had smartphones on my first research trip in 2014, the decision of the
service provider Jio to offer free (and, later, deeply discounted) internet in late 2016 led to a
massive increase in internet usage in the district. This development preceded my arrival for
extended fieldwork by about a month, and during my fieldwork I watched as many rural Muslim
men acquired and learned to operate smartphones. In the fall of 2016, two separate WhatsApp
groups were created for sharing Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry, each with about ninety members, almost
exclusively Muslim men. On a daily basis, members of these groups send in numerous audio
messages of themselves reciting Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s baits, to which others reply with praise in the
form of emojis (flowers, thumbs up, etc.), texted “wāh wāh”-s, and audio messages of “subḥān
Allāh!” (“God is perfect!”). Amidst frequent news of social media-facilitated violence in India,
social media groups for Sufi poetry are an example of the technology’s positive usage. I think of
the phenomenon as a kind of “digital meḥfil,” a twenty-first century avatar of the meḥfil
(gathering), in which participants share poetry and music, and for which there is an adab, or code
of ethical conduct.
Participants in both groups are still navigating the adab of the digital meḥfil. The
administrator of one group, “Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai” does not allow members to share any
recordings that include ḍholak, because he abides by the pronouncements of local Sunni
reformist preachers who preach that music is ḥarām in Islam. If a group member shares a
recording of Sindhi kalām with ḍholak and other instruments, the administrator will promptly
remove the post and make a plea to members to not share such recordings. In contrast, the
administrator of the other, more successful group, “Jiye Bhitai” (“[Long] Live Bhiṭā’ī”),
regularly shares audio and video recordings of Sindhi Sufi musical legends singing the kalām of
Shāh and other poets. (The administrator works as a carpenter at a cement factory in western
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Kachchh. The second administrator of the group is a maulānā [religious teacher] at a madrasah
in Bhuj.) If members of either group make posts that do not pertain to Sindhi Sufi poetry (selfies,
etc.), the administrators remove them. On the few occasions that a member has insensitively
corrected another member’s mistakes in pronunciation or words in bait recitations, other
members have sent in audio messages suggesting how to engage with contributors in the group
in a more sensitive and encouraging manner.
One tangible effect of these digital meḥfils is that they have connected some hitherto
unacquainted shauqīns. On one occasion, Gani Ustād invited me to his house for a first-time
conversation session with a knowledgeable enthusiast whom he had heard recite baits on a
WhatsApp group. A second effect is that shauqīns are helping each other to rediscover older
recordings by sharing audio and video files they download from YouTube, most of which are
digital transfers of Pakistani cassettes from the 1980s and 1990s uploaded in Pakistan. In this
way, shauqīns who have recently acquired smartphones and begun using social media have used
these tools to extend the “cassette culture” era.

Ustad Mithoo Kachi: Transborder Musical Relations and Imitation
Muhammad Ishaq “Mithoo” Kachi, son of Muhammad Bachal Kachi, was born into a
family of Laṅgā hereditary musicians from Mudhan village in Lakhpat tāluqah (northwestern
Kachchh) who left Kachchh and settled in southern Sindh. He was the youngest of five brothers,
three of whom were musicians. The elder Haji Usman performed as a singer but is said to have
been less trained in shāstrī saṅgīt (Hindustani art music) than Mithoo. Another brother, Ustad
Hashim Kachi, was a masterful ḍholak player, and is now imitated by all performers of siṅdhī
bāj ḍholak in Kachchh. According to the shrine custodian of Hājī Pīr dargāh in northern
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Kachchh, the three brothers were blessed by a Muslim holy man (pīr) at a historic dargāh in
Lakhpat when the pīr successively placed his finger on his own tongue and then on each of the
three brothers’ tongues and told them to go to Sindh (Abdul Bāvā, pers. comm., March 25,
2018). I have been unable to obtain a precise date for the Kachi family’s move to Sindh, but
shauqīns say that it occurred before India’s Partition.
There are varying accounts of Mithoo Kachi’s musical training.192 According to some
Kachchhi Laṅgās, Mithoo was trained by Ustād Mubarak Ali Khan, a gurūbhā’ī (co-student) of
the great Ustād Manzoor Ali Khan, and Ustād Qudratullah Khan of Karachi. Others claim he
studied with Bibo Khan in Karachi and Gaman Khan in Badin (interview with Gani Langa,
September 4, 2017). Mithoo performed in an ensemble with his brother Ustād Hashim, who
played ḍholak and occasionally sang baits, and his relative Abdullah “Abu” Kachi, who played
harmonium, sang baits, and provided vocal support during the kalām section of a performance.
Haji Usman performed on his own and sometimes also with Mithoo.193
Ustad Mithoo Kachi’s impact on Sufi musical performance in Muslim Kachchh cannot be
overstated. He is praised by shauqīns for his extensive knowledge of poetry and music, and
many men in Kachchh owe much of their knowledge of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry to him. Singers
also owe much of their knowledge of rāgs to him. In the view of many shauqīns he is
unparalleled in Sindhi Sufi music. As one young Laṅgā man put it, “he took Sindhi music with
him [when he died]” (K. sindhī rāg̈ khaṇī viyo). In addition to praising Mithoo Kachi’s immense
talents, shauqīns tell stories about his prodigious drinking, claiming that he would often consume
five liters of liquor and sing for an entire night. In the next chapter, I show how the Mithoo
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For future research I hope to interview his younger family members in Pakistan to confirm these details.
In future research I hope to obtain more precise information about this group, and also about Ustād Qāsim Kachi,
another family member.
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Kachi style of kāfī performance is geared towards maximizing the comprehension of baits,
accomplished through recited explication and storytelling. Most public kāfī performances in
Kachchh today are “imitations” (naqalī) of kalāms sung by Mithoo, his older brother Haji
Usman, and/or their disciples, including Hyder Khoso (d. 1990s?) and younger Kachi family
members such as Ghulam Qadir Kachi (d. 2016?) and the still active Khuda Bux Kachi. Singers
in Kachchh do cite other Pakistani kāfī performers as musical models and skilled storytellers,
such as Khan Muhammad Shaikh and Muhammad Ibrahim Khashkeli, but they overwhelmingly
prefer recordings of the Kachi family and its protégés.

Naqalī (“Imitation”)
I met Abdullah at his tea shop in Bhuj, and we set off north on the Khavda road in his
new car, which he bought for renting out to customers rather than for personal use. He
plugged his phone into his car’s USB input and played a Mithoo Kachi recording over
the stereo. The recording quality was poor, with tape hiss and distortion throughout, and
it was difficult for me to make out the words. The few videos of Mithoo Kachi
performances that I’ve seen show him flanked by boombox tape recorders; perhaps it
was one such live recording, a bootleg copied over and over before it was digitized.
Despite the low fidelity, Abdullah sang along to every word and mimicked each melodic
contour.
The current generation of kāfī singers and accompanists in Kachchh, who are mostly in
their forties and fifties, freely admit—albeit sometimes sheepishly—to learning their repertoire
from radio and cassettes, and to “imitating” or “copying” (K. naqal karaṇūṅ) the Pakistani
musicians they liked best. They use these terms more often than saying that they “learned”
music, a tendency is revealing of how musical imitation undergirds contemporary kāfī
performance in Kachchh. The practice of imitation does critical work in Sunni Muslim
communities, whose language and intellectual practices—namely their cultivation of poetic and
musical knowledge—do not enjoy official support or patronage. These communities have also,
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for a variety of socio-economic reasons—including lack of substantial formal education, and
reliance on rainfed farming in a region plagued by intermittent drought—not founded any private
institution that might provide a venue for knowledge transmission, such as a library, school for
Sindhi language and music learning, or community center for poetry enthusiasts. This stands in
stark contrast to the smaller but wealthier Sindhi Hindu community in Adipur, members of
which established the Institute of Sindhology, which is home to an impressive library of Sindhilanguage books.
A major reason for the centrality of imitation to Sindhi musical learning in Muslim
Kachchh is that all kāfī singers are non-hereditary musicians whose involvement in musical
performance is due only to their shauq, or passion, for Sindhi sung poetry, and not as a source of
livelihood. Some singers have older family members who also sang as a shauq, but none were
raised in homes as musical as their Laṅgā accompanists, who say that Laṅgā children even cry in
tune. Singers earn their livelihoods as landowning agriculturalists, farming mostly “dry” (i.e.,
rainfed) crops because their land has hard water.194 Others work as pastoralists, selling buffalo
milk and raising goats to sell for meat, and some earn money from a mixture of both. At the time
of my research, only one kāfī singer made his living from music. Non-professional singers do
accept money for performances, but they do not rely on them as a source of income. They take
the ethical stance of not requesting a fee for certain kinds of performances, such as a concert in
honor of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s death anniversary, or the death anniversary festival of a local Friend of
God. In such cases, they leave it to the organizer to decide what they receive.
According to Arab Natha Jat, who is currently the best-regarded kāfī performer among
shauqīns in Kachchh (see Chapter Five), there was a time when Ustād Mithoo Kachi was
194

Farmers in other areas of Kachchh with “sweet” ground water irrigate crops such as mangos; as far as I
observed, many such farms are owned by families from the two Paṭel communities (Levā and Kaṛvā).
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practically the only singer that (Muslim) people listened to in Kachchh. Arab’s claim, while
seemingly an exaggeration, lays claim to Mithoo Kachi’s unparalleled importance. Arab’s
cousin, the kāfī singer Abdullah “Attaullah” Jat, reminisced about multi-night weddings in the
1980s and ‘90s, when hosts would put on Mithoo Kachi cassettes and the men would sit around
listening to them all night long. Arab Jat freely admits that his repertoire is indebted to Mithoo
Kachi, Haji Usman, and their disciples, especially Hyder Khoso, whose manner of telling stories
in performance serves as a model for Arab. Arab’s imitation of singers from Sindh is motivated
not only by his high regard for their musical skills but also by his concern for poetic authenticity.
I once asked Arab if he knew the words of a kalām that is often sung by other kāfī singers in
Kachchh. He replied that he had never heard a singer from Sindh sing that kalām and would
therefore not perform it himself. According to him, local singers often mixed up certain key
words in the composition. He stressed that he does not perform any composition of whose
meaning he is unsure, because if someone asked him about it, his uncertainty would reflect
poorly on him. For kāfī singers like Arab, recorded performances of Pakistani Sindhi singers are
important sources of an authenticity.195
The close imitation of Pakistani performers by Muslim singers in Kachchh means that
local Sufi singers are sometimes dismissed by other local musicians as mere “copies” (duplicate,
naqalī). On one occasion, I described my research topic to two local singers while attending a
monthly bhajan (Hindu devotional song) performance at the police superintendent’s house in
early 2017. One was a bhajan singer and harmonium player from the Hindu Soḍhā (Rājpūt)
community that migrated from Pakistan during the 1971 war; the other man, from the Mīr
community of Muslim hereditary musicians, was a popular local singer who performs a wide
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Eisenlohr (2018) has written about media occupying a similar role for nʿat reciters in Mauritius.
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range of repertoire including bhajans, lok gīt (folk songs), ghazal, and qawwālī. Feeding off of
each other’s patronizing dismissal of local Sufi singers, they told me in no uncertain terms that if
I wanted to learn about Sindhi Sufi music I should have gone to Sindh instead.
Although singers freely admit to “copying” Pakistani singers, some have formulated
points of view that lay claim to their authenticity as performers of a musical style from across the
border. In 2014, at a monthly all-night kāfī session at the Lāṅgo Pīr shrine in western Kachchh,
the singer Mubarak Gajan addressed me—the sole non-local guest among 25-30 regular
attendees—in Urdu-Hindi on the distorted PA system:
This Sindhi music...many of our [Kachchhi] singers and artists (kalākār) say, “You copy
(naqal) so-and-so.” But every artist who sings Sindhi [music] here [in Kachchh], they all
copy, because Sindhi was here (sindhī idhar thī)! Where else did this Sindhi in Kachchh
come from? The instrumentalists (bajānewāle) copy [Sindhi music], and we singers copy
it too...Even my ustād says, “Mubarak, who are you copying now?” But imitative singing
is difficult too (naqalī gāne meṅ bhī mushkil hai)!
The moment in Mubarak’s declarative monologue that stands out to me most is his claim that
“Sindhi [music] was here!” I interpret this as a claim about Muslim Kachchh’s participation in
Sindhi musico-poetic culture before the era of mediatization and subsequent imitation of
Pakistani artists. Post-mediatization musical change in Muslim Kachchh occurred primarily in
the realm of musical style—the manner of singing and framing poetic content—but much of the
poetic content remained the same. Mubarak’s claim is a cultural-geographic one that establishes
his right to copy Sindhi artists on the basis that Kachchh has historically shared in the cultural
heritage of Sindh. Arab Jat took a somewhat different tack in claiming a connection to the
Pakistan-based Mithoo Kachi-derived style that is his specialty. He asserted that Miṭhoo’s
extensive insertion of dāstān into his performances, and group singing of kalāms, as opposed to
solo performance, were stylistic features that Mithoo had brought from Kachchh to Pakistan.
Arab thus sees himself as repatriating a style that originated in Kachchh (interview with Arab Jat,
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January 18, 2017). While Arab’s claim about group singing is disputed by other local musicians,
it is nevertheless significant as a claim about Kachchh’s contribution to wider Sindhi culture.
The imitation of Mithoo Kachi by musicians in Kachchh has persisted to an extent in
younger generations of singers, some of whom are too young to have ever seen a cassette. A
small handful of singers in their twenties and early thirties continue to learn from recordings. On
one occasion, I observed a twelve-year-old Laṅgā boy sit in front of a harmonium with his
earbuds plugged into a smartphone as he learned from recordings of Mithoo Kachi on YouTube.
When musicians dismiss Kachchhi kāfī singers as mere “imitations” (duplicate, naqalī) of
Pakistani performers, they are observing a real phenomenon but missing its significance: the
imitation of recordings from Pakistan has been and remains an important means of transmitting
knowledge of Sindhi music and Islamic poetry in Kachchh, a place in which Muslim youth who
speak a dialect of Sindhi have no recourse to formally study the vast literature of that language.
They attend schools where they are instructed in Gujarati, a language for which most Kachchhispeaking Muslims I worked with have little love. Kachchhi Muslims’ love for Sindhi music from
Pakistan speaks to the persistence of Muslim Kachchh’s ties with Sindh, despite Partition and the
incorporation of Kachchh into Gujarat in 1960.

The Laṅgā Community of Kachchh
Laṅgho n. A drummer; a shameless, impudent fellow. (Mewaram 1910, 514)

Ustad Mithoo Kachi’s ensemble did not only have an impact in the realms of poetry
knowledge and vocal performance: his older brother Hashim Ustād’s ḍholak playing remains a
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model for ḍholak players who accompany kāfī singers in Kachchh.196 Without exception, ḍholak
accompanists are men from the same Laṅgā hereditary musician community into which Mithoo
Kachi was born.197 These men hail from villages throughout Kachchh but have settled in the
small cities of Bhuj and Anjar over the past two decades. At the time of writing, only three
Laṅgā men are considered desirable accompanists by kāfī singers, though a handful of male
players their late teens and early twenties are showing promise.198 Like singers, the present
generation of Laṅgā ḍholak players say that they learned the Sindhi style (bāj) of ḍholak from
cassettes.
While research has been done on the Laṅghās199 of western Rajasthan (cf. Jairazbhoy
1977; Neuman et. al. 2005), little has been written on the Laṅgās of Kachchh.200 To a great
extent, males from the approximately 225 Laṅgā families of contemporary Kachchh continue to
practice their traditional occupation of music-making in a variety of genres and contexts for
Hindu, Jain, and Muslim communities. Other men have taken up professions such as bus driving,
tailoring, car sales, and land surveying. Laṅgā musicians are expert at shuttling between genres
marked by religion and language in this Indian borderland. Their adept navigation of difference
is evident in their community’s corpus of musical knowledge, without which performances of
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The ḍholak player Faqir Muhammad Ustād told me that Ustād Hashim Kachi learned from Usman Ustād of
Kachchh’s Akrī gharānā, but I have not yet verified this information with other Laṅgās in Kachchh. If this is true it
would give some credence to Arab Jat’s assertion that the Mithoo Kachi style has origins in Kachchh (at least with
regard to the drumming style).
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I encountered only one non-Laṅgā performing ḍholak player, a man from the low-status Jogī community. Kāfī
singers did not consider him proficient enough to accompany them, and he played mostly for singers from other
low-status Hindu communities, such as the Meghvār.
198
A fourth player died suddenly of a heart attack in February 2017, and a fifth has a repetitive stress injury of the
thumb that prevents him from playing.
199
In Kachchhi the pronunciation is closer to “Laṅgā.” Individuals use both “Langa” and “Langha” in Roman script
for official purposes. It is typically spelled laṅghā in Sindhi and Gujarati scripts.
200
Exceptions are Booth (2005), who briefly discusses Laṅgā involvement in brass bands, and Jairazbhoy’s and
Catlin’s (1999) documentary on musical instruments of Kachchh.
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Sindhi kāfī and Gujarati-language dance music at Navrātrī celebrations could not take place.201
Laṅgās play a variety of instruments in a range of contexts, including: ḍhol at weddings, Sufi
shrines, Hindu and Jain religious festivals and storytelling (kathā) events; soṇā’iṅ (=Ur-H.
shehnā’ī) at weddings, Sufi shrines, Hindu and Jain temples, and Hindu bhajan performance;
nobat (kettle drum pair, =Ur-H. naggārā/naqqārā) at weddings, Hindu and Jain temples; ḍholak
for Sindhi kāfī and sometimes bhajan; tablā in pairs for bhajan; harmonium for kāfī; and benjū,
also known as bulbultaraṅg, for kāfī and bhajan. A few men from the original Laṅgā families of
Bhuj have branched out into performance genres that borrow from Western musical models, such
as the “orchestra” groups that play at weddings, or they have taken up related occupations such
as DJing and stage lighting. Laṅgā men typically do not sing in public. In earlier times, and with
one or two exceptions today, Laṅgā women (laṅgī) performed songs (gīt) at weddings for
women and girls. As is clear from this list of their professional skill set, the Laṅgās occupy an
integral and indispensable role in multiple communities’ musical activities. They are adept at
moving back and forth between communities in a way that few singers can claim to do.
According to Gani Ustād, the term “Laṅgā” derives from the Sindhi verb laṅghā’iṇu (“to
carry, take, lead, send across”), and refers to the Laṅgās’ role as those who lead the wedding
procession (bārāt) to its destination. In earlier times, Laṅgās in Kachchh were also called
maṅgaṇiār (lit. “beggar”), a term also used in Sindhi (maṅgaṇhār) to refer to hereditary
musicians. This term is not used in the present day except in villages surrounding the important
shrine village of Hājī Pīr (northern Kachchh). I was alerted to the past usage of the term when I
recorded an elderly woman of central Kachchh singing an old jakarī (devotional song for a
Friend of God), in which the poet, who was her late husband’s older brother, included his pen201

Their close relations with Hindu patron communities has not made them immune to being targeted by Hindu
nationalists because of their Muslim-ness (see Chapter One).
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name “Miṭhū Maṅgaṇiār” in the final verse. Gani Ustād uses a similar pen name, “Maṅgaṇiār,”
in his poetry.
Gani Ustād provided an interesting etymology for maṅgaṇiār that doubles as a historical
claim about the reason for the Laṅgās’ migration to Sindh, where they lived prior to settling in
Kachchh. He claimed that a family of Laṅgās came to Sindh from Arabia some 800-850 years
ago, for two reasons: (1) the people of Sindh liked their music and invited them to come, and (2)
Laṅgās came to do Islamic missionization (tablīġ) and were called maṅgaṇiār as a short form of
must̤ afā jā maṅgaṇiār (S-K. “the Prophet’s beggars,” i.e., his devotees).202 As part of this
account, Gani Ustād asserted that the Laṅgā of Kachchh were never Hindu, and have no relation
whatsoever to the Laṅghā or Maṅgaṇiār of western Rajasthan (Gani Langa, pers. comm., January
9, 2018).203 Gani Ustād’s claims are clearly oriented towards establishing a prestigious pedigree
for the Laṅgās, namely as Arabs who were Muslim prior to their arrival in South Asia, as
opposed to low-caste Hindus who converted.
Unlike the Laṅghās of Rajasthan, who do not have Rājpūt patrons, the Laṅgās in
Kachchh historically received the patronage of the Jād̤ejā Rājpūts, who ruled Kachchh from the
sixteenth to twentieth centuries. This included the patronage of Kachchh’s king, and the Laṅgā
was one among the few communities positioned closest to the royal palace-fort complex in
Bhuj.204 Male members of the four Bhuj-based Laṅgā families205 performed nobat-soṇā’iṅ in the
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Richard Wolf heard a different Prophet-related etymology from a Manganhār ḍhol player in Ṭhaṭṭā district,
Sindh (cf. Wolf 2014, 40).
203
This would complicate Wolf’s (2014) tentative claim that the Maṅgaṇiār/Māṅgaṇiār/Mangaṇhār are a single
community (39).
204
The other communities were the Jeṭhī (aka Mal), who were bodyguards and wrestlers, and a servant community
that now refers itself as Rajpūt (not to be confused with Rājpūt).
205
The four Laṅgā nukh (sub-caste, also referred to as “family” or parīvār) originally from Bhuj are known by the
following patronyms: ‘Īsāṇī, Thārī’āṇī, Tārvāṇī, and Dhāfrāṇī. These families may be distinguished from the later
transplants from villages.
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naggārākhānā (<Per. naqqārahkhānah) twice daily in temporally appropriate rāgs. They also
played music for the rājā’s entertainment, and instructed tavā’ifs (courtesans) who received
salaries from the rājā. The women of the Laṅgā community played ḍhol and sang for the
entertainment of the women in the zenānānkhānah (women’s quarters) of the Aina Mahal
(interview with Ali “Bāpā” Dhafrani, February 26, 2018).
While the Laṅgās fulfilled the musical needs of the court in Bhuj and in most villages
throughout the region, two places in Kachchh were the musical domain of Mīrāsī musicians,
known locally as Mīr. The Mīrs received patronage in the jāgirs of Rohā and Bāyaṭh in central
and southern Kachchh, respectively. Unlike the Laṅgās, these families specialized in vocal
performance. Mīrs with origins in both of these jāgirs have done well as “all-rounder” singers
who perform ghazals, bhajans, folk songs, and an occasional Sindhi kāfī. The aforementioned
Osman Mir is the most successful of the Kachchhi Mīrs. Mīr singers who are popular on the
local level, such as the husband-and-wife duo Ismail and Aminah Mir, also perform Kachchhi
folk song repertoire, such as gajiyo songs.
The patronage of the Jād̤ejā Rājpūts has conferred a higher status on the Laṅgās relative
to another ḍhol-playing service community in Kachchh, the (Hindu) Naṭ community. This
community, also known somewhat derogatorily as Natuṛā, are said to have previously performed
as acrobats.206 I lived close to a Naṭ settlement in Bhuj, and it was a familiar sight to see young
men with ḍhols sitting outside the temple complex on the main road waiting to be picked up for
wedding gigs. Initially, I wondered if they were Laṅgās because they had “mullet” haircuts—
short on top and longer in the back—and were holding drums, but I thought it strange that I did
not recognize a single man despite knowing the small Laṅgā community in Bhuj well. I later
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If so, they are an analogue of the Muslim Bāzīgar, see Wolf 2014, 34-35 and Schreffler 2002, 74-75.
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learned from the pair of young women who cleaned the floors in my apartment—members of the
low-status and economically disadvantaged (Hindu) Kolī community—that Naṭ men play for
Kolī weddings, at which Laṅgās will not play.207 Laṅgā friends claimed that the Naṭs learned to
play ḍhol from a Laṅgā near Nakhatrana (north central Kachchh), but that they could not play
anything beyond the simple rhythms (K. ṭheko, pl. ṭhekā) required for wedding music.
The role of Laṅgās as musicians for Jād̤ejā (Rājpūt)—also known as ṭhakurā’i in
Kachchhi—patrons is reflected in one local term of address for Laṅgās: thobu. Thobu is an
exonym used specifically by ṭhakurā’i for Laṅgās. Gani Ustād’s gloss for this term was
“brakeman” (Ur-H. brake karnewālā). He described how a Laṅgā playing a ḍhol always leads
Rājpūt wedding processions, and how in earlier times these processions were sometimes subject
to attack by enemies. The Laṅgā drummer’s job was to keep a keen eye on the path ahead; if he
spotted an enemy, he would immediately transition from the celebratory tāl to a battle tāl that
would alert the procession, which could then safeguard the groom. The use of the term thobu,
which Laṅgās consider as one of respect, is fading out of use in younger generations, a change
that one drummer chalked up to the decline of maryādā, or code of respectful conduct (Jusab
Langa, pers. comm., December 27, 2017). Jusab Ustād explained how, in this maryādā-less era,
some men will address Laṅgās impolitely by calling out “e laṅgā!” The contemporary term of
respect is ustād (teacher, master), which, in contrast to other parts of South Asia, is used as a
term of address for Laṅgās regardless of whether or not the addressee is an accomplished and
knowledgeable musician.
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The Kolī are a community previously classified as a Scheduled Tribe, and now as an Other Backward Caste after
lobbying efforts to raise their official status. Today they identify as Hindu but in earlier times engaged in many
Muslim practices, such as Islamic weddings administered by a miyāṅjī, or “village maulvī.” One Muslim friend
claimed that the political balance in Kachchh would be tipped towards Muslims if only the Kolīs had converted
when they were “neither Hindu nor Muslim.”
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Like the marginal survival of the terms thobu and maṅgaṇiār, the system of patronage
(jajmānī) in Kachchh is found only in remnants confined to a few village contexts and
communities. This is the biggest point of contrast with western Rajasthan, where hereditary
musicians continue to maintain a relationship of obligation with their jajmān and receive
compensation in cash and in kind, including horses and land. Laṅgās in contemporary Kachchh
rely on fixed payments from their customers (K. pārṭīvārā, “the ones with the party”), and often
have no particular ancestral or village connection with the customer’s caste/community.208 There
are some exceptions to this, such as the Laṅgā family of Kunathia village, who perform only for
the Girāsiyā Jat Muslim community, and the Laṅgā family of Jakhau, who perform annually at a
festival for the ancestral deity of the Abaṛā (Hindu Rājpūt) community (see Conclusion). But,
generally speaking, the Laṅgā community does not maintain the traditional obligations of their
past and are now free to seek opportunities as they please. Nonetheless, their status as a service
community continues to inform their social location, and the Laṅgā are one of a few
communities, along with the Khalīfah (previously known as Ḥajjām) community (barbers,
circumcision), who are still referred to as kamī māṛū (“service people”) in villages and small
towns.

Transborder Connections: Mithoo Kachi and the Laṅgā of Kachchh
Like other hereditary musician communities in South Asia, the Laṅgās’ musical
knowledge is their inheritance (virāsat) of community repertoire. In Kachchh, this inheritance
has been supplemented by their use of media as a learning device and shaped by direct
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Many Laṅgā men work seasonally in the Mulund neighborhood of Mumbai, where Kachchhi Hindu and Jain
clients hire groups for weddings through Laṅgā organizers.
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connections to the Kachi family. This convergence of streams of musical knowledge is
demonstrated well in an anecdote about a formative local music-historical moment that occurred
in 1950. Gani Ustād related the account to me in his usual engaging manner as I rode pillion on
my 110cc scooter while he drove us north to Dhordo to visit musicians performing on contract at
the White Desert festival in the Rann of Kachchh. I have recreated his account here based on my
field notes:
In 1950, Mithoo Kachi’s older brother Haji Usman traveled by steamboat to Kachchh,
where he gave numerous performances. In those days, it was not difficult to cross the
border. He took the steamer from Karachi to Mandvi, and then traveled to Bhuj, where he
registered with the police that he had arrived from Pakistan.209 That was really all it took.
In those days, when there weren’t many programs in Sindh, artists (kalākār) from there
would come to Kachchh. Kachchhi kalākārs would also go to Sindh when there weren’t
many programs here. So, Haji Usman came and performed at three meḥfils (gatherings).
But he wasn’t happy with the ḍholak players because no one could play the Sindhi style.
At the time, there were many players who could play the Kachchhi style. He started
asking around for someone who could pick up the Sindhi style. Someone suggested Faqir
Muhammad Ustād of Khombadi village.210 At that time, people listened to the radio a lot.
There was often only one radio in an entire village, and you had to have a permit for it,
which cost Rs. 6 or so per year. Faqir Muhammad Ustād had his own radio and he had
managed to pick up some of the Sindhi style he heard on Pakistani radio, and so he
played ḍholak for Haji Usman’s fourth meḥfil. After that, Haji Usman said, “You’re the
only ḍholak player I want with me from now on.” (Gani Langa, pers. comm., January 9,
2018)
When the present generation of ḍholak players began learning Sindhi bāj (style), there
were few local models with whom they could study. Faqir Muhammad Ustād died young (c.
1978), and the only other proficient player, the late Husain Ustād of Mothara village (d. 2016),
stopped performing ḍholak for kāfī singers when he was hired as the tablā player for the
legendary bhajan singer Nāran (<Skt. Nārāyaṇ) Swāmī, which was a more prestigious and higher
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Zamindar (2007) discusses the emergency permit system that was put into place to curb the flow of north Indian
Muslims returning to India from Pakistan after being disappointed with life there, particularly in Karachi; it is
possible that Haji Usman travelled on such a permit.
210
He was the paternal uncle of the talented and in-demand ḍholak player Ibrahim Ustād, who I came to know on
my trips in 2014 and 2015. Ibrahim Ustād died suddenly of a heart attack in 2017 within one month of my arrival in
Kachchh.
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paying gig. Faced with this situation, young Laṅgā ḍholak players in the 1980s and 1990s turned
to Pakistani cassettes and radio to learn the intricacies of the style. Unlike singers, though, Laṅgā
men were born into a deeply musical milieu, learning tāls, rāgs, and compositions from Sindhi,
Gujarati, and Hindustani repertoire since childhood from their older family members. The gap in
musical knowledge between amateur agriculturalist/pastoralist singers and their professional
Laṅgā accompanists sometimes leads to moments of awkward tension between artists (kalākārs)
and instrumentalists (K. vajā’evārā), with the former feeling intimidated by the latter. On one
occasion, I witnessed a Laṅgā harmonium accompanist—who is also Kachchh’s most in-demand
tablā player—correct a singer’s ālāp onstage at a festival in front of hundreds of people. The
experience upset and humiliated the singer, who makes his living from farming and operating a
water pump at a cement factory in Abdasa.
Some Laṅgā drummers can claim direct connections to the musicians they emulate. The
father of the region’s currently most in-demand ḍholak player, Faqir Muhammad Ustād—not to
be confused with the Faqir Muhammad Ustād of the account above—was friendly with Mithoo
Kachi, and Mithoo stayed with the family when he visited Kachchh. Faqīr Ustād, who learned
the basics of ḍholak playing from his father, accompanied Mithoo’s older brother Haji Usman at
the age of fourteen when the latter visited in around 1980. Other kinds of musical and familial
connections abound. Ustād Hashim Kachi, Mithoo’s older brother and his ḍholak accompanist,
studied music with Usman Ustād (the founder of Kachchh’s Akrī gharānā) before he left
Kachchh for Sindh. The Akrī gharānā is headed today by Gani Ustād, whose paternal aunt’s
sister-in-law was married to Hashim Ustād.
The direct connections of Laṅgās to the Kachi family have continued into the present day
and been revived through the use of social media. When one prominent Laṅgā musician in his
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fifties visited family in Pakistan in 2016, the kāfī singer Arab Jat sent him with a Samsung phone
pre-loaded with a video of himself performing to present as a gift to the singer Karim Kachi.211
Arab and Karim Kachi are now in regular contact through WhatsApp, and Arab consults Karim
Kachi on topics such as the distinguishing characteristics of difficult rāgs he has heard on
recordings of Mithoo Kachi and his disciples.

Coda
The cassette heyday of the 1980s and 1990s led to profound musical changes in Kachchh,
as kacchī rāg̈, the major shared musical tradition of the region, gave way to Gujarati bhajan and
a style of kāfī performance imported from across the international border. It is difficult to
determine why Muslim Kachchh became so enthralled by the Mithoo Kachi style. In one sense,
the adoption of this novel style of kāfī was yet another, albeit modern, iteration of Muslim
Kachchh’s peripheral participation in Sindhi cultural production. We might interpret it
differently, though, to see this change as a sign of Muslim Kachchh’s eagerness to abandon a
local tradition seen as linguistically devolved in favor of what they perceived as a more
authentically Sindhi style. By this interpretation, the perceived rusticness of Kachchhi was made
more apparent by greater exposure to standard Sindhi through media. This would seem to
confirm Peter Manuel’s (1993) observation that regional cassette production, while encouraging
diversity in the market, could also encourage a certain degree of standardization and
homogeneity (162). A third possible reason is that listeners and amateur singers in Kachchh were
simply awed by the great musical skill and knowledge of Ustād Mithoo Kachi and his brothers,
who had been raised in the professional musical milieu of the Laṅgā community. Indeed, most of
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Karim Kachi is the son of Abu Kachi, a singer who performed solo and also accompanied Mithoo Kachi.
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Sindh’s most popular Sufi singers have come from hereditary musician backgrounds, and the
ones who did not, such as the landowner Hyder Khoso, were trained by them.212 A fourth
possible reason is that Mithoo Kachi’s style of explication and storytelling—which revealed the
Islamic meanings of allusive Sufi poetry in plain terms—was especially appealing because it
coincided with an increased interest in learning about Islam. Or maybe, as most older men told
me when I asked why kacchī rāg̈ had been left to wither, it was simply that “the times had
changed.” Whatever the reasons were, the generation of men who sang and played the Sufi
repertoire of kacchī rāg̈ is nearly all gone, their music having escaped capture on cassette.213
In Muslim Kachchh, performers continue to cultivate the “Pakistani” style of kāfī, and
shauqīns continue to listen, taking advantage of their renewed access to older performances
through smartphone technology and social media. But a constant refrain among them is that
knowledge of Sindhi poetry belongs to a bygone era. The singer Abdullah Jat often lamented
people’s decreasing interest in Sufi music, and the younger generation’s lack of patience for
listening to long stories in performances. He recalled fondly the Kachchh he knew before the
earthquake in 2001, when men would sit for hours listening to “story cassettes,” when nobody
was in a rush and everyone had time.
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Hyder Khoso was a disciple of Ustad Mithoo Kachi.
Besides the few recordings I have made, I know of only one other recording of kacchī rāg̈, a low-quality capture
of a performance by Ali “Jamadār” Turk, the uncle of Bāvā Abdullah Turk.
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Chapter Five
Teaching Islam in Song: Storytelling and Allusive Poetry in Performance
In February 2018, the kāfī singer and musical storyteller Arab Jat visited me at my
apartment in Bhuj. We were joined by my friend Asif—a Kachchhi Muslim man who had in
recent years developed a love of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry—and a maṅgaṇiār hereditary musician
from western Rajasthan, whom I had recently met on a research trip to Jaisalmer and was hosting
for a few days. I asked Arab to sing Sur Soraṭh, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic rendering of events from a
story about a hereditary musician named B̤ījal who plays his surindo (bowed lute) for D̤iyāc, the
ruler of Junagarh, and successfully requests the ruler’s head as payment. Kāfī singers perform
verses from Sur Soraṭh in its accompanying melodic type of the same name, which is similar to
the Hindustani rāg Desh, so that the poetic text and its musical setting are linked in a relationship
of mutual indexicality, wherein story points to melody and melody to story. I requested that Arab
sing Soraṭh because hereditary musicians in western Rajasthan also sing verses based on the
story in its accompanying melody type, and I thought my guest would be interested to hear the
Sindhi version performed in Kachchh. Hereditary musicians in western Rajasthan sing the B̤ījalRā’i D̤iyāc story in their own local variant of the melodic type, which they call “Soraṭh,” as well
as in a variant from Sindh, which they call “Sindhi Soraṭh.”
I accompanied Arab on harmonium as he sang and narrated without percussion
accompaniment. The sparse texture provided him with ample space to perform without being
constrained by musical meter, and he took the opportunity to give a performance that had a more
lecture-like character than his stage performances, when he must compete for music-textural
space with ḍholak players on the sonic field of less-than-ideal PA systems. The result was an
informal but moving rendition of Sur Soraṭh in which Arab explained, by inserting recited and
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spoken storytelling and commentary between sung verses, how Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry concerning
the musician B̤ījal’s trip to D̤iyāc’s royal court constitutes a metaphorical narration of the mirāj,
the Prophet Muhammad’s ascension to heaven, where he encountered God. Here is an excerpt
from my field notes reflecting on the performance:
This was one of those emotionally intense moments in which Shah’s metaphor was
opened for me by Arab bhā’ī, similar to how he opened the Sur Kāmod̤ metaphor [based
on the Nūrī-J̈ām Tamācī story] for me at the gathering in his village this past October. I
honestly thought tears were going to come to my eyes. I felt such love for the Prophet at
that moment, as I often do in an explicable sort of way. Asif was also feeling it very
intensely, lifting his arm high into the air at particularly moving moments as he shook his
head back and forth. When Arab stopping singing for a moment to light a bīṛī [cigarette],
Asif interjected to say, seemingly in wonder and appreciation: “This is the goal of Shāh’s
[poetic compendium, the] Risālo. We don’t understand Arabic so Shāh explained our
faith (dīn) to us in this way. This was his goal: an understanding of Islamic faith. We
couldn’t understand Islamic historical accounts. There weren’t even that many Islamic
scholars at that time, let alone one who could come from Arabia and speak to us in our
language. God gave it to [Shāh] sā’īṅ and sā’īṅ explained it.” Before Asif had finished
speaking, Arab began to sing another verse from Sur Soraṭh, and continued with his
narration. He concluded the performance with a kalām [song composition] based on the
same narrative. When he was finished, Asif turned to him and said, “You have refreshed
my faith.”
This intimate performance scene illustrates the process I examine in this chapter. By
interweaving dramatic events from regional narratives with Islamic teachings, history, and
concepts in their musical performances of Sindhi Sufi poetry, kāfī singers harness musical affect
so as to locate feeling within a paradigm of Islamic meaning. I show how this processual practice
of linking aspects of Islamic belief to sympathy for narrative protagonists and feelings born of
individual lived experiences encourages the rich sets of indexical relations that undergird musical
affectivity (Samuels 2004; Turino 1999, 2014; Gray 2013).
To demonstrate how kāfī singers extend and enrich the affectively charged
instructiveness of Sindhi Sufi poetry, I analyze three implicit performance logics by which they
incorporate explication and storytelling into their sung poetry performance. Each of these logics
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engages in different ways with the Islamic meanings of poetic texts: (1) Topical, when a
performer expounds upon a topic without a metaphorical veil; (2) Figural, i.e., the narration of a
tale without explicit reference to the metaphor’s Islamic meaning; and (3) Revealing Allusion,
when a performer explains the Islamic import of the figural, as in the Soraṭh example above.
As a musical melding of metaphorical verses and song texts, narrative, and commentary,
the style of kāfī I discuss here functions as what Bakhtin termed a “complex genre” (Briggs and
Bauman 1992, 145). Kāfī performances are also polyvocal and deeply intertextual, insofar as the
multiple texts that comprise them come to bear meaning through their mutual intersection. For
one, singers “speak” in the voices of multiple characters as well as that of the narrator, both
when singing poetry and when narrating. Two, singers combine texts composed by different
poets; while they almost always begin with baits by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, they often follow these with
song texts by later poets who modeled their poetic lexicon and locally inflected symbology on
Shah’s poetry. Third, and crucially, many of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s verses contain phrases from the
Qur’ān, so that one might hear, for instance, a performer sing the words of God “spoken” in the
voice of a female protagonist—an example of what Briggs and Bauman (1992) have termed
“entextualization,” the process wherein discourse is removed from one context and
recontextualized in another. These intertextual processes encourage a multilayered indexicality
but ultimately ensure that listeners understand poetry in terms of its Islamic meaning. These
understandings are sedimented through successive performances of the same story; while a
singer may not always explicitly reference the Islamic meaning of a story, listeners often already
possess an Islamic interpretative frame by virtue of hearing prior performances in which that
meaning was revealed. In this way, kāfī singers employ a wide range of pedagogical tools to
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triangulate on Islamic meaning so that listeners experience positive affective impacts on their
faith in God and the Prophet.

Teaching in Song
Kāfī performance in Kachchh combines the melodic delivery of baits, storytelling (K.
dāstān), explication (bayān), and a kalām (kāfī composition). This narrative-centered style of
kāfī performance is referred to by a few different names. It is often simply called kāfī but may
also be referred to as dāstān (“story”) or the more general term sindhī rāg̈ (“Sindhi music”).
Some singers in Kachchh use the English term “story cassette” to refer to recordings that include
extended storytelling portions. Because the performances I examine here include varying
amounts and proportions of storytelling and explication, I use the more general term kāfī here
with the caveat that not all performance practices referred to by this poetic genre name
incorporate these elements.
Kāfī performance in Kachchh is distinct from many other Sufi musical practices
throughout the world—such as qawwālī, dhammāl, Kashmiri ṣūfiyānā kalām, Mevlevi sema‘,
Moroccan gnawa, etc.—in that it does not have a connection with ritual contexts and is not
geared towards encouraging listeners to enter altered states of consciousness, such as “ecstasy”
(Ar. wajd) or possession trance (cf. Rouget 1985, Qureshi [1987] 1995, Pacholcyzk 1996, Becker
2004, Kapchan 2007).214 The attraction of kāfī lies, rather, in its ability to convey Islamic
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Compare this with what Regula Qureshi has written of qawwālī: “In summary form the function of qawwali
music is: to present mystical poetry addressing the Prophet or Sufi saints, or expressing spiritual emotion in a
musical setting, so as to arouse mystical love, culminating in ecstasy, in listeners with diverse spiritual needs” (1995,
142).
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teachings to listeners. 215 Kāfī singers consider themselves transmitters of knowledge they have
received from their elders. In their performances, they attempt to explain to their listeners the
“real” (ḥaqīqī) meanings of the metaphorical poetry they sing. According to the singer Arab Jat,
this pedagogical endeavor is one that brings faiẓ (beneficence, favor, grace) to a performer and
his listeners (interview with Arab Jat, April 9, 2018).
The knowledge transmitted through Sufi poetry is supplemental to the basic, foundational
Islamic knowledge that Muslims throughout the entire world learn as children from family
members and in madrasahs, such as practical knowledge of how to perform ablutions and pray.
According to Arab Jat, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s kalām provides knowledge of the shariʿat (Law), tarīqat
(Path), ḥaqīqat (Truth), and maʿrifat (Gnosis, or “intuitive knowledge”) (ibid.). These four forms
of knowing are, of course, central to Sufi epistemology writ large. What is noteworthy about
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s articulation of them is how he linked his teachings to local forms of knowledge
and couched them in symbolic configurations that have proven attractive to rural people for
centuries. In this way, Shāh participated in a hoary South Asian tradition of “vernacularizing”
Islam through poetry and narrative. I would build on Arab’s statement about the instructiveness
of Shāh’s poetry by suggesting that it is also productive of a particular way of being Muslim
distinguished by an emphasis on the ethical emotions of love and its corollary, the pain of
separation (Ahmed 2015).
In illuminating ways in which contemporary Sindhi Sufi poetry performance facilitates
Islamic knowledge transmission, this chapter may also be read as a historical argument. I
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Although Qureshi identified the function of qawwālī as oriented towards inducing ecstasy, the style of kāfī I
discuss here does has a relative in what Qureshi called “narrative qawwali”, in which qawwāls employ girah, “verse
material inserted between reiterations of the same line of song text for the purpose of elaborating upon it or
expanding its meaning, thus rendering its repetition doubly meaningful. [...] The purpose was to explicate difficult
Sufi texts and thereby enhance their meaning to the audience, especially that of classical Farsi poetry” (1995, 147).
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contend that, despite the proliferation of modern Islamic pedagogical modalities since the growth
of Islamic reformism in the late nineteenth century—e.g., vernacular-language books written by
missionizers and reformers for mass consumption and, more recently, mass-mediated sermons on
television, cassette, CD, mp3, YouTube, etc.—sung poetry continues to be an important medium
for conveying Islamic knowledge to Muslims. The audience for kāfī in Kachchh is composed
mostly of Muslim men from agriculturalist and pastoralist communities that trace their origins to
Sindh.216 Some of these groups, such as the Kair and Gajaṇ, claim to be descendants of Rājpūts
who converted to Islam centuries ago. Others include Muslim artisan communities, such as the
Luhār (smithery, carpentry, auto-body work), Laṅgā (hereditary musicians), and Kumbhār
(potters, traditionally), many of whom now drive small delivery trucks in Bhuj. These
communities have historically had low rates of literacy and limited access to formal education.
Nevertheless, while very few of the men I worked with had much if any book-learning in their
lives, many of them had become familiar with a range of Sufi philosophical concepts through
discussing, memorizing, singing, and listening to Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry.
As Islamic teachers, kāfī performers build upon the musico-thematic model of Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī, whose poetry is central to kāfī performance in Kachchh. Almost without exception, a
performance of a kāfī song composition, known as a kalām, is preceded by at least one of his
baits. Although performers often follow Shāh’s baits with kalāms by poets other than Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī, these later kalāms borrow heavily from Shāh’s thematic, symbolic, and lexical
vocabulary. As I discussed in Chapter Two, tradition maintains that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī composed his
poetic Islamic interpretations of the qiṣṣo tradition and other topically themed verses within
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Women and girls are not present at most performances, and if they are, they sit behind a curtain or wall. At
weddings in the Laṅgā community, which is more lax with regard to gender segregation, female audience members
sit in a section behind the men.
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particular melody types (sur), which are considered to be the proper emotional frames for their
corresponding sur-texts. These melodies are signifying emotional texts legible to knowledgeable
musicians and listeners. Although my focus in this chapter is on the verbal content of
performances, I urge the reader to keep in mind that these texts are deployed within the
emotional frames of melodies with specific indexical associations.
As I documented in the previous chapter, the lively style of kāfī performed in Kachchh
today was popularized in the mid to late twentieth century in Sindh, Pakistan and embraced
heartily by Muslims in Kachchh from the late 1970s onwards. Unlike in kacchī rāg̈, the Sindhi
style of kāfī that became popular in Kachchh at this time included the verbal genres of dāstān
(storytelling) and bayān (explication).217 Among non-performing poetry connoisseurs too,
Pakistani radio and cassettes were fundamental tools for learning and deepening their
understanding of Sindhi Sufi poetry. Mediatized Sufi music from Sindh, Pakistan—especially
recordings that emphasize storytelling and explication of allusive verses—has therefore played
an essential role in developing kāfī as a medium for Islamic knowledge transmission in rural
Muslim communities in Kachchh.

Edifying Entertainment: Sung Poetry and Storytelling as Pedagogical Tools
Storytelling has long been recognized as an effective means of transmitting moral
lessons. In Plato’s Republic, for instance, Socrates expounds on the power of stories and songs to
shape the moral character of children (Rosen 2005, 87-88). A recognition of the pedagogical
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I do not mean to suggest that local musical storytelling practices did not exist. According to Haji ʿUmar Jat, who
reminisced of the lifeways of his youth, Faqīrānī Jats in western Kachchh used to gather around a fire at night while
one man would tell a qiṣṣo; at certain points in the story he or another man would sing a bait that referenced that
moment in the story. This fire-gathering is known as mac-kacerī.
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power of narrative is common to many religious traditions, including the Islamic tradition,
which, of course, has a long history of engagement with Greek philosophy (cf. Fakhry 2004).
Throughout the history of Islam, storytelling has been employed to transmit morally edifying
religious and philosophical knowledge in affective forms that capture the imaginations of
listeners and readers. Shahab Ahmed (2015) has posited that the beliefs and practices of the
Muslim elites in the Balkans-to-Bengal complex (c. 1350-1850) “were part of an active economy
of circulation of norms that moved through society-at-large by way of active projects of
circulation,” such as vernacular primers on Sufi philosophy, narrative and poetic fiction, and
poetry (85, 88; emphasis in original). These projects had antecedents, such as the twelfth-century
Persian poet Farīduddīn ‘At̤ t̤ ār’s presentation of Sufi thought in his allegorical narrative poem
The Conference of the Birds (Mant̤ iq ut-T̤air) (Darbandi and Davis 1984). For centuries, the
story of Layla and Majnun has inspired countless Muslim poets, most notably the twelfth-century
Persian poet Niz̤āmī. One also finds examples of edifying storytelling in more literal narratives
that transmitted teachings of a less esoteric nature. For instance, the recitation of mawlid
narratives, which recount events leading up to the Prophet’s birth and his early life, has widely
served as a means of arousing love for the Prophet, an emotional stance that is considered legally
incumbent on Muslims (Katz 2007, 117).
After the arrival of Islam on the South Asian subcontinent, South Asian Muslim writers
built upon Indic and Islamic traditions of instructive storytelling in their efforts to transmit
Islamic teachings. In the genre of the narrative Sufi romance, for example, Sufi authors
expounded upon the emotional and philosophical concept of the pain of separation (Behl and
Weightman 2001; Behl 2012). Such narratives were part of a broader ecology of texts and
performance practices that transcended religious and regional boundaries (cf. Orsini and
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Schofield 2015). As I discussed in the introduction to this dissertation, the composition of Sufi
poetic texts meant to be sung was central to the centuries-long process of “vernacularizing”
Islam in South Asia (cf. Anjum 2017; Asani 1988). With reference to the Deccan city-state of
Bijapur (1490-1686), the historian Richard Eaton (1974, 1978, 1993) has argued that Sufi poetry
served as a crucial link between Sufi philosophy and popular forms of Sufi Islam. The male Sufis
in the region who composed this Dakhni-language vernacular poetry made efforts to appeal to
women in particular by appropriating existing women’s song genres, such as grinding songs
(carkhā/cakkī nāmah), lullabies (lūrī nāmah), and wedding songs (shādī nāmah).
Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī brought many of these streams together in his poetic corpus, in
which he employed numerous regional narratives as allegorical bases for his verses in addition to
other metaphorical themes such as thread spinning (Sur Kapā’itī) and seafaring (Sur Sāmunḍī,
Sur Surīrāg̈). Unlike the aforementioned Sufi romances and allegories, which were expressly
composed for transmitting Sufi concepts, the tales on which Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and other Indus Valley
poets based their poetry began their lives as secular texts. These locally rooted narratives proved
attractive to Sufi poets because of their power to hold listeners in thrall, and because they already
contained moral teachings. These narratives historically had wide currency across religious lines.
In Punjab, the qiṣṣah was the preeminent literary genre from the seventeenth to the early
twentieth centuries, when narratives such as Hīr-Rānjhā had lives as both high literature and
popular entertainment and were key to a religiously plural regional imagination in the colonial
era (Mir 2010, 3-6). In Sindh and Kachchh, however, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s metaphorical verses left an
indelible stamp on the regional narrative tradition such that it is difficult to detach the stories
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from their Islamic meanings, though the stories and Shāh’s poetry based on them have continued
to hold appeal for Sindhi Hindus as well.218
As an analysis of how these stories are given life in performance, this chapter builds on
an interdisciplinary body of literature that sheds light on the instructive role that performative
narratives play in ethical and religious traditions in contemporary South Asia. Studies of oral
narratives in Hindu contexts have shown how storytelling imparts moral teachings in ways that
express deep culture themes while remaining sensitive to and accommodating of historical and
immediate context (Narayan 1989; Blackburn 2001; Prasad 2006). Numerous examples from
modern South Asia illustrate this. The sixteenth-century epic poem Rāmcaritmānas is enlivened
in a range of practices in Hindu northern India, including recitation, folksong, and dramatic
performance (Lutgendorf 1991). The performance of Ḍholā epic in Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan
enacts in musico-poetic form cultural themes such as social order, religious devotion, female
power, caste identity, and questions about mortality and immortality (Wadley 2004). (This
narrative is directly linked to the poetry of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, who purportedly authored a collection
of verses based on it.) The form of kāfī I discuss in this chapter has a close parallel in Marathi
nāradīya kīrtan, in which kīrtankārs expound upon devotional song texts by interweaving them
with philosophical discourses and stories in order to impart ethical lessons shot through with
semiotic and emotional richness. Some kīrtankārs deploy this richness for political purposes in
the subgenre rāṣtrīya kīrtan, for which they undertake performance strategies that yoke
nationalism to Hindu devotion (Schultz 2013).219
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A 1970 Pakistani film adaptation of the Nūrī-J̈ām Tamācī qiṣṣo, for instance, begins with a sung verse by Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī in which the poet includes a verse from the Qur’ān, framing as Islamic what otherwise appears to be a
historical romantic drama.
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In an analogous example from outside of South Asia, Sugarman (1999) has argued with reference to the context
of Albania that the transformation of nationalist epic poems composed by urban literati—some of which linked
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The Art of Storytelling and Islamic Commentary in Kāfī
An essential part of a kāfī performer’s appeal is his ability to fluidly deliver prosaic
speech in standard Sindhi when telling stories and providing explanatory commentary. Kachchhi
speakers with an interest in Sufi poetry have great respect for standard Sindhi, and consider
Kachchhi, which is unwritten in contemporary times, to be a “half-formed” (ādhūrī) or
“corrupted” (bigṛel) dialect of Sindhi. On a number of occasions, I heard men exclaim,
“Kachchhi is the only language in the world without a script,” a statement that seemed to
simultaneously suggest both its unworthiness and the difficulty of capturing its complexity in
written form. The greater prestige accorded to Sindhi reflects one dimension of Kachchh’s
historical relationship to Sindh, as a periphery to a cultural center. Another reason that audiences
prefer kāfī singers to narrate in Sindhi is that they, like the singers, are in thrall of the Pakistani
performers who narrated in Sindhi speech on their “story cassettes.” Narrating in Sindhi is thus
essential for conveying the sense that a performance is fully and authentically “Sindhi,”220 rather
than one adulterated with Kachchhi pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammatical forms.221
Although Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sur-texts encompass a wide range of thematic subjects,
performers in Kachchh usually choose from a handful of them. I have indicated these more
popular surs in Table 5.1, along with their accompanying sur-melodies, a few of which are
considered the exclusively correct musical vehicles for the poetic texts to which they are linked.

nationalist ideals and aspects of Islamic faith—into songs that circulated among villagers played a crucial role in
forging sentiments of national belonging in rural communities.
220
Kachchhis use the English terms “original” and “duplicate” —synonyms of aṣlī and naqalī, respectively—as
value judgements for describing all sorts of things, from watches to butter to people (to call someone a “duplicate
man” is not a favorable judgement of character). A related term is “first copy” which denotes a higher quality
imitation of a product, such as Ray-Ban Aviator sunglasses. Arab’s command over Sindhi in a sense qualifies him
for the favorable yet still qualified status of “first copy” of artists like Mithoo Kachi and Hyder Khoso.
221
Relative to Sindhi, many Kachchhi words are shortened, often excising “h”s. Thus, Sindhi jeheṛo (as, like) is
jeṛo in Kachchhi; muṅhiṅjo (Sindhi, “my”) is mūṅjo in Kachchhi. A number of interrogatives in Sindhi and
Kachchhi are completely different; “what” is chā in Sindhi and koro in Kachchhi. Grammatically speaking, the
Sindhi negative marker kona (“not”) is one example of a form absent in Kachchhi.
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Besides these popular surs, others such as those based on the Līlāṅ-Canesar (Sur Līlāṅ-Canesar)
and the Nūrī-J̈ām Tamācī story (Sur Kāmod̤) are also occasionally heard. Although performers
know verses from other, shorter surs, such as Kapā’itī and Ghātū, they rarely if ever perform
them in public.222
Table 5.1. Popular sur-texts, their thematic and metaphorical content, and the sur-melodies in
which they are commonly performed in contemporary Kachchh
Sur-text

Themes / Metaphor / Allegory

Sur-melody (i.e., rāg̈iṇī, rāg̈u)

Kalyāṇ, Yaman Kalyāṇ

Praise of God and the Prophet;
unnamed lover and beloved;
wine and intoxication

Kalyāṇ, sometimes Māṅjh

Ābrī, M‘azūrī, Desī,
Kohiyārī, Husainī

Female protagonist Sasu’ī longs
for her beloved Punhūṅ

Kohiyārī, especially; also
Pahāṛī, Loṛā’o, Zilā, etc.

Māru’ī

Female protagonist Māru’ī (=
pure soul [rūḥ]) longs for her
family and homeland while
imprisoned by ʿUmar (= lower
soul [nafs]) in his fort (= body).

Māṅjh, Sāraṅg, Pahāṛī, Loṛā’o,
Bhairavī, etc.

Sāraṅg

Rain (= the blessing of Islam);
Clouds (= the Friends of God
who spread Islam)

Sāraṅg

Rāmkalī

Rāmkalī story, in which the
princess Rāmkalī longs for and
praises a departed band of yogis

Kāriṅgaṛo, also known as Jogī

Kārāyal

Goose (S. haṅj; = the ethical
purity of Friends of God)

Kārāyal

Khambhāt

Moon (= weak reflection of the
beloved’s beauty), camel (=
lower soul [nafs]) (Schimmel
[1976] 2003, 155)

Khambhāt

222

There is less interest in these shorter surs among the listening public.
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The singers whose performances I analyze below are respected by fellow enthusiasts and
musicians for different kinds of skills and knowledge: poetic, musical, linguistic, narrative, and
their ability to cater to an audience. I devote the bulk of my analysis to a performance by Arab
Jat, a man in his late forties who is considered the best living local performer of Sindhi Sufi
repertoire in Kachchh. Enthusiasts value Arab’s ability to relate stories in standard Sindhi during
his performances and provide informed explanations (bayān) before the strophes of a kalām.
Arab is hired to perform with his accompanists at Muslim weddings and Sufi death anniversary
(ʿurs) festivals throughout Kachchh and is given prime performance slots at multi-artist
programs. At performances, Arab is often backed by his cousin, the singer Abdullah “Attaullah”
Jat. Like all other singers I worked with, both men learned most of their repertoire by imitating
artists they heard on Pakistani cassettes and radio. They also received musical guidance from
their uncle Husain Jat, whom they consider their first musical teacher (ustād). Later in their lives,
they learned from the late kāfī singer “Bāvā” Abdullah Husain Turk (1950-2015). Bāvā Turk,
one of whose performances I discuss below, was deeply respected in Kachchh for his vast
knowledge of Sindhi and Kachchhi poetry, Islam, and regional history
Like almost all Sufi singers in Kachchh, Arab and his cousin Abdullah are “amateurs,”
insofar as they do not earn their livelihoods from performance. Both live northwest of Bhuj in a
hamlet of Girāsiyā Jats, one of the three subgroups of the larger Jat community, which traces its
origins to Halab (Aleppo). Unlike the other two Jat subgroups, the D̤ānetā and Faqīrāṇī, which
remain largely pastoralist, the Girāsiyā gradually settled on tracts of land given to them over time
by Kachchh’s Rājpūt rulers and have since been sedentary agriculturalists (Ibrahim 2009, 152162). Arab Jat spends his days supervising work on his agricultural lands, receiving guests, and
training racehorses that sell for considerable amounts of money. Abdullah, who earned his stage
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name “Attaullah” in his youth because of his extensive imitation of the Pakistani ghazal singer
Attaullah Khan Esakhelvi, has worked a variety of jobs in his life, including long-haul truckdriving, milk sales, soft-drink sales, manual labor, and insurance sales. He now works seven days
a week at a busy tea shop he runs with a partner in a Muslim area of Bhuj. Throughout my
fieldwork, I spent countless hours at his shop, asking questions about poetry and listening to
Abdullah sing in his disarmingly sweet and earnest voice. On a few occasions, I watched him
tear up at the counter while recounting narratives that he had learned from “story cassettes.”
Arab Jat is often compared by shauqīns with another popular local Muslim singer, Ismail
Para, whose performance I analyze below. Unlike Arab, Ismail Para performs a wide range of
repertoire (see Chapter One). While Para is more widely known than Arab in the district because
of his command of a variety of genres that cater to social groups besides rural Muslims, other
kāfī singers and shauqīns criticize his lack of command over the Sindhi language, even as they
recognize his vocal, melodic, and rhythmic skills. They take issue with his pronunciation of Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s verses and his practice of contextualizing Sindhi poetry with bayān and dāstān in
Kachchhi, a linguistic mixture that enthusiasts find disagreeable.

Poetry in Performance
Kāfī singers employ different logics when weaving together baits (verses), dāstān
(storytelling) and/or bayān (explication, contextualization), and kalām in order to achieve the
kind of thematic consistency that is affectively impactful on listeners. I discuss three logics here:
(1) Topical, (2) Figural, and (3) Revealing Allusion. I will treat the third logic most thoroughly
because it best demonstrates how kāfī singers extend and sustain the Islamic instructiveness of
Shāh’s poetry. Before continuing, I want to give a general sense of how all of these elements
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come together in a performance. While performances differ in terms of length, number of baits,
and relative amount and placement of bayān and dāstān, the progression laid out in Table 5.2—
which I have extracted from a fifteen-minute performance by Arab Jat discussed in more depth
below—is sufficiently demonstrative of how performers organize the basic formal elements
common to many performances in the genre.

Table 5.2. Kāfī Performance Form (Arab Jat, “Why Are You Leaving Me in These Hills?”)
Section

Verbal and Musical Features

Time

Instrumental
introduction

Refrain melody played on harmonium with ḍholak
accompaniment.

0:00-1:00

Ālāp

Vocal exposition of melody type (sur, rāg̈), beginning with
“Allāh,” and employing other invocatory words, e.g., o
miyāṅ [O Lord], o lat̤ īf vo, and the syllable /ā/

1:01-2:00

Bait

Four baits

Bait 1
2:04-2:58

Vocalists sing in musically unmetered fashion, harmonium
player accompanies in heterophonic fashion
Main singer sometimes inserts explication and/or
contextualizing narration between baits and between
individual lines of baits.

Dāstān

Ālāp + Bait 2
3:00-4:09
Bait 3
4:10-5:02

Ḍholak accompanist plays sparse ṭheko (basic rhythmic
phrase), and after each major vocal phrase inserts a simple
toṛo (pl. toṛā; tripartite rhythmic cadences, known in
Hindustani music as tīhā’ī).

Bayān + Bait 4
5:05-5:59

Extended storytelling. (In some performances, singers insert
additional baits to punctuate points in the narrative.)

6:00-8:22

Ḍholak accompanist plays sparse ṭheko. Harmonium
accompanist plays simple phrases.
Kalām

Vocalist sings song composition (kāfī, vā’ī) in musical meter. 8:24-15:00
Harmonium player accompanies him, with monophonic or
heterophonic texture.
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Singer inserts bayān before each strophe of the kalām. (In
some performances, singers insert additional baits between
strophes of the kalām.)
More dense ḍholak playing, with longer, more complex toṛā.

Performance Logic (1): The Topical
The first logic I will discuss is what I have termed “topical,” meaning that both poetic
texts and accompanying prosaic contextualization center around a particular topic, and the
relationship between poetry and commentary does not rely on or invoke allusion. An example of
this is the standard initial kalām of all public kāfī performances, which is a literal and transparent
affirmation of the oneness of God. These kalāms are an opportunity for singers to offer praise for
God and the Prophet. They are significant insofar as they frame all kalāms that follow as Islamic
in import. In this sense, they may be considered a musico-poetic instance of the Islamic practice
of saying bismillāh (“In the name of God”). These invocatory kalāms, which do not typically
include storytelling, are almost always set in sur-melody Kalyāṇ. As in the performance below,
performers usually begin with the first bait of sur-text Kalyāṇ, which opens Shah’s poetic
compendium, the Risālo.
Besides the praise-themed kalāms that open kāfī programs, there are also narrative
kalāms that follow this topical, non-allusive logic. Examples of this include kalāms related to the
Battle of Karbala, in which singers narrate events surrounding the battle in order to provide
context for poetry that straightforwardly references the episode. I encountered another example
of this logic in a unique performance by Arab Jat, the thematic thread of which was the notion
that any and all pain can be tolerated by lovers who anticipate their reunion with the beloved.
Arab began the performance with baits composed from the perspective of a generic lover figure,
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and then narrated a story featuring the poet Ḥāfiz of Shiraz (c. 1315-1390) in which a lover was
hanged on the order of a king and subsequently brought back to life by a kiss from his beloved,
who turned out to be the king’s daughter.
The first performance example I analyze here was an invocatory kalām performed by
Ismail Para, which included bayān but not dāstān. The performance took place on the grounds of
a tomb-shrine in Jakhau village in western Kachchh on the occasion of the death-anniversary of a
Friend of God known as “Baṛe Miyāṅ” (“Great Master”). The festival is one of the largest annual
Sindhi Sufi performance events in Kachchh. On a few occasions the current shrine custodian has
invited popular hereditary performers of Sindhi repertoire from Rajasthan to split the bill with
local singers. Most of the approximately one thousand audience members at this performance
appeared to be Muslim men from surrounding villages, though a few prominent Hindu
community members, including the head of the village governing body (sarpanch), made
honorary appearances. Women and girls were gathered at a private home about a hundred yards
from the performance area.
Ismail Para prefaced his first kalām with introductory remarks about Hindu-Muslim
relations in which he lauded religious toleration as a feature of Sufi tomb-shrine space and a
basic teaching of the Prophet Muhammad (see Chapter One). He then introduced and welcomed
Sawan Khan, a well-known mangaṇiār singer from Jaisalmer district who sat slightly behind
Para during the latter’s performance. Para then began to sing a brief ālāp in sur-melody Kalyāṇ.
He was joined on ḍholak by his accompanist Faqir Muhammad Ustād Langa, who played a basic
rhythm (K. ṭheko). After concluding the ālāp, Ismail sang the first two lines of the first bait of
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Risālo, which in most printed editions is as follows:223
223

I have transliterated this bait from the Muhammad Qasim Rahemoon edition of Shāh Jo Gaṅj (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf
2012). In some editions, such as Kalyan Advani’s edition of Shāh Jo Risālo, the last word of the bait is jī.
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Sur Kalyāṇ MQR I:1
awwalu allāhu ʿalīmu, ʿalā, ʿalama jo dhaṇī;
qādiru paṅhiṅjī qudrāt seṅ, qā’im āh qadīmu,
wālī, wāḥidu, waḥdah, rāzaq, rabbu raḥīmu,
so sārāha 224 saco dhaṇī, ca’e ḥamdu ḥakīmu;
kare pāṇ karīmu, joṛūṅ joṛa jahān jūṅ.
First, Allāh, the omniscient, exalted, Lord of the world;
The powerful through his own power, who has always existed,
Patron, one, only, provider, compassionate sustainer,
So praise the true Lord, give thanks to the knower;
It is He the compassionate, who created the pairs of the universe.
After singing the second line of this verse, words and portions of which he repeated and
elongated with melodic elaboration, Para provided bayān of the second line in a speaking tone,
saying:
God is established through his power. God has no mother, no father, no child, no wife.
He just [exists] as the ruler of all. But those who run, seeking, those who love him, those
who act on what God says, they have become his Friends (dost) [...].
Ismail then pointed skywards and sang a popular alternate version of the third line, which
includes an Arabic-language profession of Islamic faith in one God (in italics):225
wālī waḥdahu lā sharīk lahu, rāzaq, rabbu raḥīmu
Ruler, One without partner, compassionate sustainer.
Ismail sang the remaining two lines of the bait and then concluded with praise for the poet and
blessings for Sindh, singing, “[Long] live Lat̤ īf, may Sindh be prosperous” (jī lat̤ īf, sindhuṛī ābād
huja’e). He then prefaced the second bait in Shāh’s opening chain of verses with this bayān:226
[...] When love was first born to [i.e., awakened in] God, he joined his Light (nūr) with
Light and made the Light of Muhammad. From that Light he created his whole universe,

224

Many singers in Kachchh and Sindh sing “sarā’iāṅ,” which changes it from the imperative to the first-person “I
praise.”
225
Waḥdahu lā sharīka lahu is often recited after the first component of the shahādah (profession of faith), lā illāha
illilāha.
226
These chains of verses are also known as dāstān, which divide each of Shāh’s surs into subsections.
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He made pairs (joṛūṅ joṛe), he made the earth, sky; [...] he made heaven, hell; he made
man, woman; he made the sun, moon. The Lord made all of these pairs [...]
He then sang a second bait which traditionally follows the first bait in a poetic chain:
Sur Kalyāṇ MQR I:2
joṛe joṛ jahān jī, jad̤ahiṅ joṛiyā’īṅ
khāvand khāṣ khalqe, [IP: miṭho] muḥammad mukā’īṅ
kalmūṅ taṅhiṅ karīm te, ciṭo cāyā’īṅ
anā mawlaka wāṅt maḥbūbī, ī’aṅ utā’īṅ
d̤ikhe d̤inā’īṅ, b̤a’e sarāhiyūṅ sayyad ca’e227
He made the pairs of the world, and when he made them,
The Lord created [sweet] Muhammad especially and sent him [into the world],
He had the great one say the kalimah [profession of Islamic faith],
And said thusly, I am your Lord, [and] you are my beloved,
He anointed and bestowed both worlds, says Sayyad.228
Ismail then provided bayān to clarify the meaning of the refrain that would follow:
This God, he has ninety-nine names, and one hundred in total: [...] karīm, satār, ġafār,
razāq. He bestows benefits upon his humans, those who [believe] that [God] is One
without partner, [as well as those who use other names such as] niraṅjan, nirākār, omkār
[i.e., Hindu names for God]. So, Shāh Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī “Ghoṭ” (“bridegroom”) says, “O my
Lord, [...] you are my shelter, you are my Inheritor of All (wāris̤ ), you are my mediation
(wasīlo, i.e., intercession), it would be best to rid myself of my eyes—why?
Ismail then sang the refrain of the kalām:
jaṅhiṅjo vāris̤ tūṅ, se kīṅ rūṅdā naiṇu muṅhiṅjā
How can my eyes cry when you are my Inheritor of All?
Performance Logic (2): The Figural (Majāzī)
In the second and most common logic of kāfī performance, a singer sings baits and a
kalām based on the same qiṣṣo. Between the bait and kalām portions, he narrates events from the
qiṣṣo. He may also provide bayān within or before baits and/or before each misraʿ of the kalām.

227

I have reproduced this bait from MQR; Para sang and pronounced a few words slightly differently, such as
“likhī,” “mukiā’īṅ”, “cayā’īṅ”, with no major difference in meaning.
228
“Sayyad” is one of Shāh’s poetic signatures.
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In this mode of narrativization, the performer does not reference allusive or metaphorical
interpretations in the bayān or dāstān portions. In some performances, though, a singer will
choose baits that contain referential elements, such as a phrase from the Qur’ān, which point to
an allusive or allegorical Islamic meaning. I give an example of this in the second bait of the
second performance I discuss in order to demonstrate the Figural performance logic. Such
performances tread a thin line between the majāzī level of metaphorical narrativization and the
ḥaqīqī-allusive level, on which a narrative is revealed to have Islamic meaning. Before
examining such a performance, I will briefly give an example of a performance that contains no
references to any meaning beyond the majāzī level of a narrative.
This first performance took place at a private music session at the home of Karsan Bhagat
when I visited with Gani Ustād in 2017. Karsan Bhagat sang a diverse collection of baits in the
Pahāṛī melody type before transitioning to a kalām based on the ʿUmar-Māru’ī story by Allāh
D̤ino Shāh, a twentieth-century poet of Kachchh who composed in Sindhi. Gani Ustād joined
him on the refrain:
vārī jā vāṭani jī vasāyā māṅ veṭhī,
allāh kona āyo ābaṇāna jo oṭhī
The sand of those paths has settled on me,
God, my people’s camel messenger did not come.
At this point, Karsan Bhagat asked Gani Ustād if he would take over singing duties. Gani Ustād
immediately began to recite an incident from the Māru’ī narrative in Urdu-Hindi,229 centering on
the tonic and second degree of the rāg:
Dāstān
This kalām is by a poet from our Kachchh, Allāh D̤ino Shāh, who sang Maru’ī in his own
style. King ʿUmar locked up Marui [...] If you go to the east of ʿUmarkot [fort], you’ll
229

He chose this language for my benefit.
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find the jail there. King ʿUmar locked up Marui in the south side of the jail. When Maru’ī
was crying, King ʿUmar said “Just listen to what I have to say: I will give you whatever
you ask for.” Maru’ī said, “I don’t want anything, but I humbly beg of you to lock me up
in a northern jail cell, not in a southern one.” King ʿUmar said, “What kind of request is
this? [...] I don’t understand. You’ll be locked up whether you are on the south side [...]
or the north side.” Maru’ī said, “The windows at the northern corner of your jail… just
next to them is the path that goes to Thar. The animals of the people that come and go…
if the dust that rises from their feet falls upon me, I will consider myself lucky.” Allāh
D̤ino Shāh says…
Gani Ustād transitioned from recitative style to melody as he repeated the now-contextualized
refrain:
vārī jā vāṭani jī vasāyā māṅ veṭhī,
allāh kona āyo ābaṇāna jo oṭhī
The sand of those paths has fallen upon me,
God, my people’s camel messenger did not come.
This example gives us a sense of a performance that makes no apparent attempt at linking
its emotional content and affective impact to Islamic meaning. Let us now consider a second
example of the Figural performance logic that hints at Islamic meaning through verse choice
without acknowledging this meaning in commentative discourse. I have transcribed this example
from a studio recording of a performance by the late Bāvā Abdullah Husain Turk and his student
Musa Pada (Pāṛā), in which the two men sing baits from Shah Bhiṭā’ī’s Sur Māru’ī, followed by
a kāfī by the twentieth-century poet Sāḥib D̤ino, with Turk interspersing narration throughout.230
Abdullah Turk, who is locally referred to with the respectful term bāvā (K. “father”), was deeply
respected by many in Kachchh for his knowledge of Sindhi Sufi poetry. He was an influential
figure in Sufi musical life in the region and is considered a teacher by all of the kāfī singers who
followed him. Turk was born into the Turk endogamous community of Dhrab village, near

230

The performance was recorded and released on CD by Soorvani, a music wing of the Bhuj-based Kutch Mahila
Vikas Sangathan, a non-governmental organization that primarily works with women.
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Mundra in the south of Kachchh.231 He first learned to sing in the kacchī rāg̈ style of kāfī
performance from his uncle Ali “Jamadār” (“Officer”) Turk, with whom he sang weekly at the
nearby Rāsā Pīr dargāh. His uncle later employed him as an accountant in his fish export
business, which was based on the western coast of Kachchh. While working in the Lakhpat
region on Kachchh’s northwestern coast, Bāvā Turk became friendly with two singers, Yashin
Shah (mentioned in Chapter Four) and Qasim Shah Abba Miyan, from whom he acquired a
deeper knowledge of Sindhi Sufi poetry and Sindhi music.232 A storehouse of historical and
Islamic knowledge, Turk included extensive storytelling and explication in his kāfī
performances. He sometimes also gave sermons at events such as ziyārats—occasions for prayer
and commemoration that take place three days after an individual’s death—thus assuming a role
usually reserved for formally educated Islamic teachers (maulānā). Before and after his death,
concerts of Sufi music were organized in celebration of his contributions to cultural life in the
region. For many, Turk’s expansive knowledge of Islam, Kachchh’s history and peoples, and the
poetry and life of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and others—in addition to his experience singing Sufi poetry
since the 1960s—made him an unparalleled authority on Sufi music in the region. I was lucky to
meet Turk twice in 2014, a few months before he succumbed to his battle with throat cancer.
Bāvā Turk began the performance transcribed below with a short ālāp to outline the surmelody Māṅjh, and then sang the first bait:233
Bait 1
khatī khasa ma sumrā, ṭhelhā had̤u ma d̤e
āuṅ jinana jī āhīyāṅ, tūṅ unana khe acaṇu d̤e

231

The Turk community, which traces its origins to Turkey, is involved in date production.
I thank Dr. Asif Rayma for this biographical information.
233
This performance appears to be an imitation of a performance by the Pakistani singer Haji Usman Kachi, who
sang some of the same baits with similar bayān followed by the same kalām.
232
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Don’t snatch my shawl, Sūmrā [ʿUmar], don’t push me around one bit,
Those to whom I belong, let them come,
Bāvā Turk then provided narrative context for the verse in a recitative tone:
Umar said, “O Māru’ī, what will those poor people do to me if they come? I am a king,
they are meek (miskīn).”
She said, “Brother ʿUmar, they won’t do anything, but if I see them [...] they will ask
how I have been. Brother ʿUmar,”
Turk then sang the second and third lines of the bait, which continued his narration in poetic
form:
ā’ūṅ jinana jī āhīyāṅ, tūṅ unana khe acaṇu d̤e,
[o] mana muṅhiṅjī khe vāha lage ko veṛa jo [bhala bhala vō muṅja maulā]
Those to whom I belong, let them come,
May that breeze of the thicket blow upon my heart. [Good, good, oh my Lord…]
Turk’s co-performer Musa Pada followed this with a second bait that begins with the same first
hemistich as the prior bait. In this bait, though, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī places a phrase from the Qur’ān (in
italics) in Māru’ī’s voice, thereby recontextualizing God’s word within the narrative site of the
ʿUmar-Māru’ī story:
Bait 2 (Musa Pada)
khatī khasa ma sūmrā, tūṅ dhaṛkā d̤e’ī ma dabāyo,
kul nafsīn za’iqat ul-maut, jo sabha khe mathe āyo,
[o] mūṅkhe ute puȷ̈ ā’e, jite jhonpā jhāṅgīrana jā
Don’t snatch my shawl, Sūmrā, don’t frighten and oppress me,
Every soul shall taste death, that which has come upon all,
Finish me there, where the wilderness dwellers have their huts.
[...]
Dāstān (Bāvā Turk)
ʿUmar said, “O Maru’ī, whenever I see you, whether night or day, you are always
shedding tears, water flows from your eyes night and day. This is [the life of] royalty,
what reason is there to cry?”
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Māru’ī said, “O ʿUmar, I remember my people, their cattle, and their land, and [my] tears
begin to flow.”
[ʿUmar:] “Why do you cry?”
[Māru’ī:] “Brother ʿUmar…
Turk and Pāṛā then sang the refrain:
ru’aṇu naiṇa jina lā’i, ni’ara maṅjha nimāṇā
For them these eyes cry, helpless in these shackles.
There is no question that Bāvā Turk was familiar with the ḥaqīqī-allusive meanings of the
baits he and his student sang, but he chose to focus on the majāzī-level context of qiṣṣo events
for this poetry. The first bait he selected is widely considered among poetry shauqīns in Kachchh
to be a reference to Islamic eschatology. As discussed in Chapter Two, sung poetry performance
is not the only context in which shauqīns learn the Islamic allusive meanings of verses. In order
to draw attention to complementary Islamic pedagogical modalities that teach in tandem with
sung poetry performance, I want to take a short detour from musical practice to consider a
sermon that I attended at the death-anniversary commemoration of a Friend of God at his tombshrine on the outskirts of Kunathia, a village of Girāsiyā Jat agriculturalists in western Kachchh
in August 2017. In his sermon, a visiting Sayyid religious teacher interspersed his exhortations to
remember the inevitability of death and the benefits of prayer with poetry in Sindhi, Persian, and
Urdu, some of which he melodically recited. Within his sprawling reflection on the benefits and
requirements of Islamic faith, and the ways of Sufis—whom he also called “Lovers” and
“dervishes”—he recited the first bait that Bāvā Turk sang in the performance transcribed above,
and then expounded upon it:
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Don’t snatch my shawl, Sūmrā [ʿUmar], don’t push me around one bit,
Those to whom I belong, let them come,
May that breeze of the thicket blow upon my heart.
This is a matter that Lovers, that Sufis, have discussed: that every human will sleep in the
grave. [...] One day we will have to sleep, so we will sleep. [...] Lovers will sleep, and
angels will come, and some will alight on their shoulders. You will wake up, [because]
you have manners (adabvāre), [and say,] “Alright, these poor things have come, they’ve
faced difficulties, [...] they did Hajj, they did Umrah.” You’re not going to say,“I’m
relaxing, I’m sleeping,” are you? [...] You’ll get up. When you get up, [the angels will]
create artifices (K-S. sing. ḥīlo, <Ar. ḥilah). Lovers say that to wake you up [the angels]
will make artifices. “Don’t snatch my shawl, Sumrā [ʿUmar], don’t push me around one
bit” (verse: khasī khatan sūmrā, tūṅ ṭhelā had̤u ma d̤ā’e [sic])234 … This is a Sindhi way
of speaking… Lovers will say, “Don’t push me around one bit” (verse: ṭhelā had̤u ma
d̤ā’e), I am sleeping. My eyes are just closed. [...] But I’m waiting for my beloved
(maḥbūb). “Don’t snatch my shawl, Sūmrā [ʿUmar], don’t push me around one bit; Those
to whom I belong, let them come. Let him come! The Leader of Madina! The one who
holds the crown (tājdār) of Madina! Thanks be to God that when the Leader of Madina,
the Crowned One of Madina, comes into my grave, I have my faith (īmān), Thanks be to
God!” The Lover says he will rise and follow in the steps of Huzūr, he will welcome him
and say, “Hundreds of thousands of salutations to the merciful Prophet!” [...] Thanks be
to God, our faith is that our love of the Prophet will be of use in the grave.
For reasons I discuss in Chapter Six, sermons such as this are, for the reform-minded, a
less problematic medium than music for deploying the emotional discourse of Sindhi allegorical
poetry as an Islamic pedagogical tool. Whatever one’s stance on the propriety of music, though,
these sermons are a complementary medium, not an oppositional one. A few maulānās in
Kachchh are known for incorporating Shāh’s Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry into their sermons, which they give
in a range of contexts, and I often heard poetry shauqīns comment afterwards on their talent and
knowledge or lack thereof. The pedagogical format of the sermon is thus yet another way of
ensuring that allusive and allegorical Sufi poetry is understood in Islamic terms, so that when a
performer such as Bāvā Turk leads us into the emotional world of an abducted pastoralist girl
who misses her family and her village, the interpretative paradigm remains that of Islam—with
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This preacher mangled the verse to the frustration of the village’s many knowledgeable Jat shauqīns. The main
issue they took with it is that in mistakenly reciting “khasī khatan” instead of “khatī khasa ma,” he had veered close
to the Kachchhi pronunciation of the Arabic word for circumcision (khatnah).
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or without baits that say “Every soul shall taste death.” In this paradigm, where Sindhi local
meets Islamic universal, Māru’ī’s anguish is fused to the Islamic concern for ensuring one’s
place in heaven after death. The affective impact of a tragic story, and its distillation in verse, is
thus (ideally) also an impact upon one’s Islamic faith.

Performance Logic (3): Revealing Allusion, Teaching Islam
The third and most explicitly instructive logic by which singers organize performances is
to recount a story that is related to Shah’s verses through their ḥaqīqī-allusive meanings. I
demonstrate this here with a performance by Arab Jat of a kalām based on the Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ
qiṣṣo, which is well-known in Sindh, Kachchh, and Punjab. Shah Bhiṭā’ī appears to have been
inspired by this qiṣṣo more than any other: he chose to compose not one but five sur-texts based
on the tale, namely Sasu’ī Ābrī, Maʿzūrī, Desī, Kohiyārī, and Husainī.235 Here is a summary of
the qiṣṣo:
Sasu’ī was born as a daughter to the Hindu ruler of Bhambhor, then an important port
city in Sindh. The king’s Brahmin astrologers predicted that Sasu’ī would bring ruin on
his family by marrying a Muslim. Not willing to risk this outcome, the king had Sasu’ī
put in a basket, which was floated down the Indus river and left to the hands of fate. The
basket was found by a childless dhobī (washerman) while he was washing clothes in the
river. He adopted Sasu’ī and raised her as his daughter. Sasu’ī grew to be a young woman
of immense beauty, and her beauty became famous throughout the land. Punhūṅ, a son of
a Baloch king in Kech, heard tell of her beauty from a merchant. In the hopes of meeting
her, he came to Bhambhor, where he posed as a merchant and gave his clothes to Sasu’ī
to be washed. As soon as the two laid eyes on one another, they fell in love immediately.
The caravan in which Punhūṅ had arrived left Bhambhor to return to Kech, but Punhūṅ
stayed behind. Sasuī’s adoptive father was disturbed by the prospect of his daughter
marrying outside of the dhobī community, so he told Punhūṅ he would have to become a
washerman in order to marry his daughter. Punhūṅ agreed, but when he began to wash
the village people’s clothes, he tore them all because of his total lack of experience, thus
risking his chances of fulfilling his end of the deal he had made with Sasu’ī’s father. To
make up for his mistake, he hid gold coins in all of the torn clothes in order to appease
235

Ḥusainī is said to contain references to the Battle of Karbala, as its name suggests. Some shauqīns claim that Sur
Ripu and Khāhoṛī are also based on the Sasu’ī tale.
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the villagers. The ruse worked, and Sasu’ī’s father was convinced by others in the village
to allow the marriage to take place. Meanwhile, Punhūṅ’s father was furious about his
son’s plans to marry a lowly washerwoman and told his two other sons to go back to
Bhambhor and bring Punhūṅ back to their home in Kech Makran, Balochistan. The
brothers arrived in Bhambhor and told Punhūṅ that his wedding would be celebrated
lavishly, for he was the son of a king. On the night of Sasu’ī and Punhūṅ’s wedding, they
distributed sweets laced with an intoxicant to the wedding attendees, including Sasu’ī and
Punhūṅ. While the whole town was sleeping, the brothers kidnapped the unconscious
Punhūṅ, and set off for Balochistan in a camel caravan. Sasu’ī awoke to find her new
husband gone. In sorrow and haste, she set off barefoot after him, ignoring the pleas of
her girlfriends to stop, and began to climb through the sunbaked, rocky desert hills in
pursuit of her beloved’s caravan. Completely parched, she came upon a shepherd who
offered her water. Enraptured by her beauty, the shepherd advanced upon her. She began
to run and yelled to God to save her, at which point the earth opened up and swallowed
her. Meanwhile, Punhūṅ had awoken from his drugged sleep at home in Kech and
realized what had happened, and he began to run back towards Bhambhor. He came
across the shepherd, who told him of meeting Sasu’ī and pointed to the place where she
had been swallowed up by the earth. Punhūṅ too called out to God; the ground parted
again, and he too was swallowed by it, uniting the lovers in death.236
One can understand this story and poetry based on it in terms of multiple layers of
meaning: (1) the majāzī layer of the story, on which Sasu’ī and Punhūṅ were two humans in
love; (2) the ḥaqīqī-divine layer, on which Sasu’ī is understood as a symbol of the devotee
longing to be reunited with the divine Beloved, symbolized by Punhūṅ, and; (3) the layer of
Islamic allusion, on which there are myriad interpretive possibilities. As I show here, Arab Jat’s
performance provides us with knowledge to access this third layer of meaning. In his
performance—which was an imitation of recorded performances by the Pakistani singers Ustad
Mithoo Kachi and Haji Usman Kachi—Arab interwove Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry based on the
Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ qiṣṣo with a story about Hazrat Ibrāhīm (Abraham) and his female servant Hājrah
(Hagar), who bore his son ‘Ismā’īl. This performance took place at a rehearsal session held at a
farm shed in the middle of Arab’s family’s agricultural fields the night before he performed for
hundreds of listeners at the popular Hājī Pīr death-anniversary festival.
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Their shared tomb in Pakistan is still visited in the present day.
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Arab sang the kalām in the sur Kohiyārī melody type (see Chapter Two), which singers
and enthusiasts consider to be saturated with pain, and more specifically with Sasu’ī’s pain of
separation from Punhūṅ.237 Because no other poetic themes are sung in this melodic type in
Kachchh, most audience members know after just a few notes of its ālāp that the performers
have started to “sing Sasu’ī.” After Arab’s ālāp, for which he employed the syllable /ā/ as well as
the invocations lā, miyāṅ, vo, o lat̤ īf, and allāh, he sang the first of a chain of baits from Shāh’s
Sasu’ī-based sur-text Desī:
ād̤o ārīcana khe, jabalu jed̤o’ī238
chad̤e vyāmi chapre, mūṅkhe burfata birohī
raṇani miṅjha ro’ī, ā’ūṅ pasāṅ māna punhūṅ’a khe239
As large as a mountain blocking [me from] Ari240,
The Burfat241 left me in these hills, in separation,
Crying in the wastelands, if only I could see Punhūṅ.
After this bait, Arab’s student Abbas sang a similar, closely related bait, followed by another by
Arab. Arab then gave a short narrative-based bayān to contextualize his final bait before
beginning his extended narrative section:
She was saying [this] in the mountains… and then the mountain split with all that anguish
and all that fatigue.
Bait 4 (Arab):
pasī uña oshāṭa [usāṭa], jo d̤ūṅgāra khe d̤ār piyo,
sasu’ī je sūrani jī, pa’e lakhana miṅjhāṅ lāṭa
chapara miṅjha chūṅchāṭa , d̤iṭhami d̤ukhoyani jā242
237

One possible reason for this association is that Kohiyārī includes a prominent descending melodic figure—from
the high tonic down to the natural sixth—that seems to be iconic of a cry or a sigh.
238
Arab reverses the hemistiches of the first line.
239
Compare with FG Desī V:13: jabalu jed̤o’ī, ād̤o ārīcana khe / vaṭe vara vāṭu thiyā, māṅkhe burfata birohī / rañani
meṅ ro’ī, pasāṅ shālu punhūṅ’a khe. Compare also with MQR Desī VI:18: jabalu jed̤o’ī, ād̤o ārīcana khe / vaṭe vara
vāṭu thiyā, sājana mūṅ so’ī / rañani meṅ ro’ī, pasāṅ shālu punhūṅ’a khe.
240
A name for Punhūṅ
241
A mountain tribe of Balochistan.
242
Compare with MQR XVIII:26: pasī uña ushāṭu, d̤ūṅgāra khe d̤ār piyo / sasu’ī sande sūra jī, lakhana maṅjhāṅ lāṭu /
chapara meṅ chūṅchāṭa, d̤iṭhami d̤ukhoyani jā.
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Seeing [her] thirst, the mountain was split,
There were hundreds of thousands of flames of Sasu’ī’s pain,
In the hissing in those hills I witnessed [her] sorrows.
Up until this point of the performance, Arab had given no indication that the “she” of the
baits he and Abbas had sung was anyone other than Sasu’ī. The above bait is, of course, a
reference to the point in the Sasu’ī-Punhūṅ narrative at which the mountain splits so that Sasu’ī
can escape from the lusting shepherd. Arab employed an allusive interpretation of this last bait,
however, to make it serve as a transition into the dāstān portion of his performance. Without
preface or explanation, he began to narrate the Islamic account of how the prophet Ibrāhīm cast
his servant woman Hājrah out of their home just days after she had given birth to their son
‘Ismā’īl. In recounting this story, Arab revealed the Islamic meaning of the bait he had just sung
for his listeners: namely, that it is an allusive reference to the moment at which God split the
earth at Mecca to create the Zamzam well for Hājrah, after she had run seven times between the
al-Safa and al-Marwah hills in search of water for herself and her infant son. This account is
alluded to in a single verse in the Qur’ān, in Sūrah Ibrāhīm, which is traditionally interpreted to
be Ibrāhīm’s prayer for Hājrah and their son as he remorsefully departs the place where he has
left them alone in the desert:
Qur’ān 14:37
Our Lord, I have settled some of my descendants in an uncultivated valley near Your
sacred House, our Lord, that they may establish prayer. So make hearts among the people
incline toward them and provide for them from the fruits that they might be grateful.
What follows is a full transcription of the dāstān portion of Arab’s performance, which he
delivered in a recitative style interspersed with occasional melodic flourishes. In bracketed italics
I have included the nonverbal vocal responses of Abbas Pāṛā, Arab’s disciple and singing
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companion, to highlight moments of affective intensity in Arab’s discourse as the narrative
unfolds.
Dāstān
Brother, there was that pain…that Bībī Hājrāh243...It was an order from God to Hazrat
Ibrāhīm that he leave Bībī Hājrah in a place where not a single person lived. Who gave
that order? Bībi Sārah gave that order. [...] When Bībī Hājrah was pregnant, Bībī Sārah
thought in her heart, “Bībī Hājrah’s honor will increase, and mine will decrease. Because
of this, she said to Hazrat Ibrāhīm, “O Ibrāhīm! O Khalīl! Now, you either keep Hājrah in
your home or you keep me in your home.” This was not Bībī Sārah’s judgment, this was
the judgement of Allah the Magnificent. [AP: oh ho] Hazrat Ibrāhīm said, “A normal
man is unable to do this, and I’m a prophet, a Friend of God. You [both] are equal, like
my two eyes. I am unable to do this.” Then the Lord’s order came, “Do as my slave
says!” So Hazrat Ibrāhīm asked Bībī Sārah, “What kind of place should I leave her in?”
[She] said, “Leave her in a place where no humans live, and where not even birds set
foot. [AP: oh!] And when you leave her there, and when you’re coming back here, do not
talk to her.” On Bībī Sārah’s order, on the order of the Magnificent Lord, [Hazrat
Ibrāhīm] picked [Bībī Hājrah] up and set off. They came to that place, where today there
is the Zamzam well.244 At that time, there was nothing at all in that place. Today it is a
city [Mecca] filled with divine blessings. They arrived [there] and when he left her in that
place, he took Bībī Hājrah off the camel, and put her down on the ground, and when he
got up to leave, [Bībī Hājrah] called out to him, “Under whose protection have you left
me here?” Hazrat Ibrāhīm had been ordered not to talk, but he motioned upwards to say
“I’m leaving you in the protection of the Lord.” [AP: āh] When he set off to leave, [Bībī
Hājrāh] was calling out…
Arab immediately launched into the refrain (thalu) of the kalām, for which he was joined by
Abbas:245
[o] chapara chad̤e mūṅkhe [o; ḥaqq; hitu] cho tho viñīṅ?246
hikṛī g̈ālha cavāṅ [vo] jekara muḥubu mañīṅ
Why are you leaving me in these hills?
If only my beloved would accept the one thing I wish to say.

243

Arab pronounced her name as “Hāzrā.”
Islamic belief holds that God created this well for Hājrah and ‘Ismā’īl, who was crying of thirst after Ibrāhīm had
left them in the desert.
245
I am unable to find this vā’ī in all five of Shāh’s Sasu’ī-themed surs in the FG and MQR.
246
Arab’s rendition has hints of Kachchhi pronunciation, for example “viñīṅ” as opposed to standard Sindhi
“vañīṅ.”
244
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When they had finished singing the thalu, Arab inserted a line of bayān to contextualize the first
misrāʿ (strophe) of the composition:
On that mountain, she began to say:
Misraʿ 1:
jabalu jore muṅhiṅjī [vā] jod̤ā jad̤ī ka’ī, hāṛhe vidhā muṅhiṅjā had̤aṛā bhañīṅ
Mountain, you have made my body weak, [Mount] Hāṛho, you have wounded me and
broken my bones.
[Repetition of thalu]
Bayān:
[She] began to say, “Oh Ibrahim! After all, what mistake have I made? Why are you
leaving me?
Misraʿ 2:
role viñaṇu riṇani meṅ, ro meṅ rū’āṅ [thī] ratu ā’ūṅ b̤eju b̤ijī
Abandoning me in these wastes, I’m soaked from crying blood on Ro mountain,
Bayān:
When respected Bibi [Hājrah] became thirsty, she began to run on that mountain, so the
rocks struck her feet, and her feet broke [open]. She said:
Misrāʿ 3:
tikhā pāṇu paba jā pathara vidhā mūṅhiṅjā peru chinī
[Mount] Pab’s247 sharp stones have wounded and broken my feet.
Misrāʿ 4:
ijho afzal248 lat̤ īfu ca’e [murshid ghoṭu lat̤ īfu ca’e, adī’ūṅ ʿabdul lat̤ īfu ca’e],
chākhūṅ chad̤e viyā chorī hitu suña meṅ suñī?
Now, Lat̤ īf says, for what did you leave this girl here alone in this desolation?
247
248

Shackle translates Pab as the name of a specific mountain (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf 2018, 267).
Ar. “superior”
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In revealing that Shāh’s verses based on a dramatic episode from Sasu’ī story are allusive
references to the Qur’ānic story of Hājrah—a linkage suggested by the common threads of thirst,
anguish, physical pain, and a harsh mountain setting—Arab accomplished three interrelated
goals. One, he transmitted knowledge of the Qur’ānic story to his listeners, which he himself had
acquired by listening to Sindhi cassettes from Pakistan. Two, he employed the Sasu’ī story as an
“affective multiplier” (Elias 2018) of the emotionality of the Hājrah story, directing listeners to
feel Sasu’ī’s pain within a paradigm of Islamic meaning. The third effect is the converse of the
second: Arab’s performance enriched the indexical and thus affective potential of the Sasu’ī
story and verses based on it by linking Sasu’ī to the figure of Hājrah. As a practice that
encouraged affective identifications with events in Islamic history, Arab’s performance may be
considered analogous in some ways to Islam’s most important ritual, the Hajj, throughout which
“the relation of sacred history to intentional religious action [...] determines an emotional
itinerary,” and the “believer undergoes the affectively charged experiences of past figures [...]
such as the ‘running’ between two hills like Hagar searching for water for her child” (Gade 2008,
38).

Polysemy, Indexicality, and Affectivity
The potential that ḥaqīqī understandings of Shāh’s poetry have for enriching its
affectivity can be demonstrated with a conversation I had with Arab’s cousin and co-singer
Abdullah Jat on the subject of empathizing with Māru’ī’s pain at being separated from her
family. On Fridays, I often sat with Abdullah in a shop that sold Islamic books, perfume, and
stationery items. He ran a neighboring tea shop that closed for Friday prayers, but he disliked
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listening to the imam’s Friday sermon at the mosque across the street—“I give sermons myself
[in my performances], so why should I listen to him?”—and preferred to sit in the shuttered, airconditioned bookshop and watch videos of Sufi music or American professional wrestling on
YouTube until just before it was time to perform prayer. One Friday, I asked Abdullah what he
thinks about when he sings poetry based on the ʿUmar-Māru’ī story. We often spoke about
Māru’ī, because we both had a strong affective affinity for the story and poetry based on it.
Abdullah replied that he always keeps in mind the (widely accepted) ḥaqīqī meaning of Shāh’s
Māru’ī-themed poetry, whereby Māru’ī is a symbol for the pure soul (rūḥ) trapped in the body
(see Chapter Two). As Abdullah put it, “We are all imprisoned in this world. All humans are
Māru’ī.”
Abdullah emphasized that a singer needs to feel Māru’ī’s pain when singing because one
cannot convey that pain to listeners without feeling it oneself; as singers, he impressed upon me,
we have to “rehearse” (riyāẓ) feeling and expressing pain (Abdullah Jat, pers. comm., March 30,
2018). Abdullah demonstrated how this affective practice requires multiple dimensions of a
singer’s embodied self. He taught me that, to “rehearse” pain, one must try to create a
relationship between the emotions inscribed in the poetry and one’s own prior life experiences
(anubhav) of feeling the pain of separation, whether it be from our family members, a beloved,
or our friends. Verses based on Māru’ī were, for Abdullah, also evocative of his nostalgia for his
childhood. On a few occasions at the tea shop, he recited a Māru’ī verse that reminded him of
grazing goats when he was a boy. He said that he longed for the simplicity of that time, when the
people of Kachchh were not in a rush and his village was green like a garden. Here, Abdullah’s
nostalgia for the past thus intersected with his sadness at the effects of environmental change in
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Kachchh, which has become increasingly arid and had much of its native plant life destroyed by
the invasive Prosopis juliflora.
In our informal lessons, Abdullah also stressed that the rehearsal of pain entails the
rehearsal of vocal techniques that can enhance a singer’s expressivity. Whenever I sang for him,
he inevitably criticized my singing as bland and encouraged me to add embellishments (murkī).
He would tell me to sing through my nose and to involve my entire body in the performance, so
as to make my singing “sweet” (miṭho), a quality he saw as integral to the expressivity of pain.
He usually followed this with a singing demonstration in which he would crease his eyes, move
his shoulders and torso freely, and gesture with his hands.
My melody- and poetry-filled conversations with Abdullah about Māru’ī—which
encompassed seemingly distant topics, from Islamic eschatological beliefs to the different
varietals of Salvadora (K. pīrūṅ) trees—sketched out the contours of Sufi poetry performance as
a multidimensional affective space, in which Islamic belief, sympathy for the female protagonist
of a story, memories of painful life experiences, and nostalgia flow into and through one another,
producing a “feelingful layering of indexicality and iconicity” (Samuels 2004, 139). Abdullah’s
reflections demonstrate how the affective experience of singing and listening to Sufi poetry is a
fluid and dynamic merging of literal and metaphorical meanings with memories, shaped by
factors such as context, company, what one hopes to accomplish affectively in a performance,
and the everyday fluctuations of mood and thought. They evocatively illustrate what Turino
(1999) has called semantic snowballing—the capability of musical indices to “continually take
on new layers of meaning while potentially also carrying along former associations” (235). In
teaching me how to sing in such a way that both performer and listener feel Māru’ī’s pain,
Abdullah demonstrated how Sindhi Sufi music’s affectivity unfolds on multiple semiotic
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layers—from the signifying sur-melodies prescribed by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī for singing poetry based on
a particular story or theme to that metaphor’s performative realization by a singer who imbues it
with music-technical, philosophical, religious, poetic, memorial, sympathetic, and self-reflective
forms of knowledge.249

Conclusion
Kāfī singers employ multiple poetico-narrative performance logics to enact and enrich the
polysemy, polyvocality, and intertextuality of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s allusive poetry. Singers organize
their performances of Shāh’s qiṣso-based poetry in ways that either focus on the majāzī-level
emotionality of a narrative, hint at Islamic meanings through bait selection, or reveal in more
explicit ways what Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry “means” in Islamic terms. These practices, in tandem
with prescribed melodic types, individual memorial associations, and the imitation of
performances by beloved artists, work to sustain a rich musico-poetic indexicality—a
“thickening of experience” (Samuels 2004, 139). Although I have chosen to analyze a set of
performances that occurred at different times and in diverse contexts based on their ability to
exemplify how skilled kāfī performers employ these implicit performance logics, it is common to
hear all of these logics at work in a single kāfī program, whether it be at a Sufi death-anniversary
festival, a rural Muslim wedding, or a small gathering of friends in the middle of a host’s castor
bean fields. Kāfī audiences are well-acquainted with the spectrum of meaning that singers
deploy, and with shifts between majāzī and ḥaqīqī meanings. Sometimes, though, while sitting
on the tarp-covered ground in an all-male crowd as we watched a performance, I found myself
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Wetherell (2012) describes the individual as “a site in which multiple sources of activation and information
about body states, situations, past experiences, linguistic forms, flowering thoughts, etc. become woven together”
(22).
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struck by how a night of kāfī always begins in the name of God but is soon given over to the
names of young women—Māru’ī, Sasu’ī, Nūrī, Suhṇī, Rāmkalī—and the ones that they love and
long for, whether that be a male beloved, the family from whom they’ve been separated, or a
party of yogis who departed in the night. To rephrase a question posed by Shahab Ahmed (2015),
What is Islamic about this?
Ahmed wrote, “In the conceptualization and practice of the madhhab-i ʿishq [Pathway of
Love] the beloved is, at once, both the external object-form for metaphorical love and the source
for the derivation of Real-meaning” (39). In other words, love in all its forms is a manifestation
of God in Sufi thought. The point of Shah’s qiṣṣo-based poetry, and the narrative-focused kāfī
performances that extend and clarify it, is to enter into the emotional world of female
protagonists as a way of traveling the Path towards understanding one’s relationship as a Muslim
to God and his Prophet. In this chapter I have tried to unpack and draw connections between the
musical performance techniques, philosophical concepts, interpretative practices, and feelings
that make possible and sustain this Pathway of Love—for its traversal is at once affective,
intellectual, and hermeneutical. When kāfī performers provide Islamic knowledge in the medium
of sung poetry, they effect an interplay between knowledge and affect that ideally leads
individuals to feel what Islam teaches.
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Chapter Six
Lives of a Fatwā: Islamic Reform, Music, and Epistemological Ethics
Come [to Kachchh], I will introduce you to my spiritual master Mufti-e Kachchh, who pulled
Kachchh out of darkness and brought light, and illuminated all of Kachchh.250
—WhatsApp message from a Sunni Muslim friend, September 9, 2016

The friend quoted in the epigraph, whom I will call Altaf, “friended” me on Facebook in
2016, based on our having mutual friends in Kachchh from whom he learned of my interest in
Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī. Our virtual friendship developed over WhatsApp in the months
leading up to my return to Kachchh in late 2016 for my extended period of fieldwork. Although
the basis of our friendship was a shared interest in and reverence for a poet whose verses have
been transmitted through music for over 260 years, Altaf has an ambivalent relationship with
music: I have watched him delight in listening to Sufi music on countless occasions, but he tries
to follow the teachings of his spiritual teacher, the Muftī-e Kachchh (jurisconsult of Kachchh)
Haji Ahmad Shah Bukhari-Qadiri (b. 1929), an influential scholar and preacher from a family of
Sayyids who maintains that music is “forbidden” (Ar. ḥarām) in Islam.
The Muftī-e Kachchh has made it his life’s work to teach what he believes to be the
correct practice of Islam to Sunni Muslims in Kachchh. He is the region’s most influential
contemporary Muslim leader, a moral guide and spiritually charismatic figure for tens of
thousands of Muslims. In this chapter, I examine my interlocutors’ views on music’s Islamic
acceptability in order to trace a shift in Sunni Islamic practice in the region, from deeply local
forms of Islamic knowledge transmission to less local ones. I argue that this shift is the direct
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“Aap aay..me apko Mufti a Kutch mere mursid se apko milauga.. Jisne Kutch sare ko andhre se Nikal Kar
Roshani me le ke aay or pure Kutch ko Roshan kardiya” (WhatsApp message from a friend from the Luhār
[“ironsmith”] community).
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result of the Muftī’s efforts to bring “Islamic knowledge” (dīnī ʿilm) to the Muslims of
Kachchh—a legalistic knowledge whose transmission has entailed a set of practices, materials,
and networks distinct from those which preceded them.
To try and understand the nuances of this shift away from the local, I investigate the
friction that occurs when different approaches to Islam run alongside one another. Many Sunni
Muslims in Kachchh confront this friction, this aporia, because of their simultaneous reverence
for Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, a Friend of God who distilled Islamic knowledge into poetry meant to be sung,
and their ongoing attempts to abide by the teachings of a contemporary Islamic reformer who
says that music is an un-Islamic practice. In order to examine the qualities and sustaining
energies of this friction, I trace some ways that the Muftī-e Kachchh’s position on music’s moral
propriety has impacted musical practices in Muslim Kachchh and reflect on how musicians have
responded to these developments. One of my goals is to draw attention to the intertwining of
epistemological concerns with ethical ones. A second goal is to identify music as a site of
Islamic political contestation in a postcolonial South Asian Muslim society. This chapter is thus
also a history of the impact of Islamic reform on musical practices in Muslim Kachchh, with
particular attention to the kāfī genre of Sufi sung poetry and instrumental wedding music played
by Laṅgās.
In sketch form, the history of the relationship of the Muftī’s family to music is as follows.
Haji Miyan Sahib Shah, the father of the Muftī, was a religious teacher without formal Islamic
schooling who is remembered today for his ability to heal people’s afflictions. It is less well
known that Haji Miyan Sahib also publicly sang Sindhi- and Kachchhi-language kāfīs. A
significant turning point in the family’s history occurred in the early 1960s, when Miyan Sahib’s
son Ahmad Shah left Kachchh for formal Islamic study at madrasahs affiliated with the Ahl-e
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Sunnat wa Jamāʿat reformist movement in Bombay and in Dhoraji, on Gujarat’s Kathiawar
peninsula. After completing his education, Ahmad Shah “Bāvā” (K. “father”), as he is now
popularly known, returned to his home region to preach to Sunni Muslims, and subsequently
became known as the “Muftī-e Kachchh.” Significantly, Ahmad Shah Bāvā is also the region’s
highest-status spiritual master in the Qādirī lineage of Sufis and has initiated thousands of
Muslims as his disciples in this capacity.251
In the early 1970s, as part of his efforts to reform the practices of Kachchhi Muslims, the
Muftī issued a fatwā (non-binding legal opinion) stating that music is “impermissible” (Per.
nājā’iz) in Islam.252 These days, Ahmad Shah Bāvā is less active due to his advanced age and
occasional ill health, and his younger relatives have taken up his mantle. They travel around
Kachchh to preach, giving sermons at functions such as weddings, celebrations of the deathanniversaries of various Friends of God, and other Islamic holidays. At the time of my fieldwork,
Ahmad Shah Bāvā resided on a rotating basis at his sons’ homes, where he continued to receive
visitors daily for one hour each morning. I attended two of these sittings (baiṭhak) in 2017 with a
Sufi poetry enthusiast friend who told me that he visited the Muftī almost daily. Then in his early
90s, the Muftī was too weak to speak much, but remained committed to fulfilling the spiritual
needs of his followers. Most visitors, particularly those dealing with a sickness or other issue,
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The Qādirī silsilah is the most popular Sufi order in Kachchh, followed by the Naqshbandī. Qādirī Sufis arrived
in Sindh as early as the twelfth century and became firmly established there in the fifteenth century (Ansari 1992,
20). There are no Sufi lodges (khānqah) in Kachchh, at least as far as I am aware, but men perform Qādirī-style
group zikr on Thursday nights and other select times at mosques throughout Kachchh. I have not done any
systematic research on the lineages associated with shrines, but I would venture that many of the Sufi shrines in the
region do have a Qādirī affiliation. The Chishtī order, which is the most prominent Sufi lineage in northern India,
has a negligible presence in Kachchh, though people do make trips to Ajmer to visit the tomb-shrine of Hazrat
Muīnuddīn Chishtī.
252
The Persian-derived nājā’iz is equivalent in this context to the Arabic ḥarām (“forbidden”).
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either personally or in their family, were there to receive his blessings in the form of an amulet
(ta‘wīz) or a bottle of water blessed with the Muftī’s prayers.253
Aspects of Ahmad Shah Bāvā’s family history and his influence on Islamic practice in
Kachchh were recounted to me in separate interviews with members of his family. I focus in this
chapter on my interview with his younger relative Rashid, a prominent preacher in his late
thirties at the time of our meeting in 2015. Alongside Rashid’s responses, I examine publications
containing the Muftī’s fatwās, and counterpose these with the responses of Sufi musicians and
enthusiasts in order to analyze their respective ethical claims about music. Throughout, I am
interested in what these claims about ways and forms of Islamic knowing tells us about the
practice of Islam as a localized or, alternately, transregional and transnational tradition.
The musicians with whom I work in Kachchh speak of a form of knowledge (ʿilm)
acquired by absorbing the ethical teachings of Sufi Friends of God through their (sung) poetry,
and ascetic practices of self-fashioning, such as chanting the names of God (zikr) at night instead
of succumbing to the desire to sleep. Rashid’s conception of Islamic knowledge—though he
acknowledges the ethical value of Sufi poetry—is that it relates primarily to Islamic law and
ritual practice, or sharīʿat.254 In his view, the acquisition of proper Islamic knowledge inevitably
leads to the opinion that performing and listening to sung poetry with musical accompaniment is
not permissible in Islam. For many musicians, conversely, the ethical model of Sufi Friends of
God who engaged in musical devotion, especially Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, opens up a space of uncertainty
wherein it appears acceptable to contravene Islamic prohibitions on music. It is precisely at this
point that their position diverges from that of the Muftī and his protégés, who, in their moral
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I did not converse with the Muftī, but I did greet him and kiss his hand before leaving, as is customary. The
friend with whom I visited briefly explained to him that I was there doing research on Shāh Bhiṭā’ī.
254
I employ the common South Asian pronunciation of the Arabic al-sharīʿah.
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objections to music, appeal to the notion that only Sufis who have reached an advanced stage on
the Path can listen ethically to music. The musicians I worked with understand devotional music
to be a Path that is suitable for average Muslims like themselves, not an exception made for
Friends of God.255
By highlighting Rashid’s emphasis on the sharīʿat, I do not mean to suggest that he and
similarly minded reformists deny the validity of other forms of Islamic knowledge, or that Sufi
poetry performers deny the validity of the sharīʿat (Law). To do so would reinscribe with a blunt
instrument the binary opposition that contrasts the figure of the “Sufi” with the figures of the
“orthodox Muslim,” “mullah,” and “jurist.”256 Instead, I am interested in examining the often
fine, shifting, and permeable line between Sufism and legalism in my analysis of contemporary
Muslims’ discourses on knowledge and rightness. In the spirit of my interlocutors who recite
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s baits to underscore ideological points in their conversations with fellow
enthusiasts, I offer the following verse from Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s Sur Āsā to highlight the
interdependency of Islamic epistemologies, and especially to underscore the fact that the Law is
seen in classical Sufi thought as a foundation and prerequisite for all Sufi practice and
knowledge, i.e., the Path (t̤ arīqat), Truth (ḥaqīqat), and gnosis (maʿrifat) (cf. Schimmel 1975):
Sur Āsā SJR IV:21
kari t̤ arīqata takīyo, sharīʿata [khe] suñāṇu,
hiṅūṅ ḥaqīqata heri tūṅ, māg̈u maʿrifata ȷ̈ āṇu,
ho’i sābūtī’a sāṇu, ta pusaṇāṅ pāliho raheṅ.
Make the Path your support, know257 the Shariah,
Accustom your heart with the Truth, know the place of Knowledge,
Be with what is proven, and you will be free from being soaked [by the world].
255

See Ahmed 2015, 19 and passim on how the Law applies differently according to a Sufi’s level of spiritual
advancement.
256
This binary opposition is, of course, a common trope in the Sufi poetic tradition.
257
Lit. “recognize.”
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A Perennial Debate
The ethical disagreements about music that I examine in this chapter follow the lines of a
long-standing “debate” about samāʿ (“audition”) that has persisted in the Islamic tradition since
the advent of Islam, which is but one aspect of a larger juristic discourse concerned with malāhī,
or leisure and entertainment (al-Atawneh 2012). Arguments about the morality of music and
other sonic practices are founded upon the recognition by Islamic philosophers and scholars for
over a millennium that the sense of audition is the most powerful component of the human
sensorium. This high regard for audition as a particularly powerful sense has led generations of
legal scholars, theologians, and spiritual leaders to debate the Islamic “admissibility” of music,
and its counterpart, dance (Shiloah [1995] 2001; Shehadi 1995). Underlying this debate are
concerns about ethical action. As Nelson has written, “At the heart of the samāʿ polemic is an
attempt to deal with a strong suspicion on the part of many Muslims that the recognized power of
music is somehow antithetical to the ideals of Islam” (1985, 32). Neither the Qur’ān nor the
Ḥadīth offers a clear position on the matter, and both have therefore been subject to a variety of
interpretations employed to lend support to the two main positions on musical audition: (1)
unconditional rejection and (2) conditional acceptance (33-51).
In order to understand the ethical positions staked out in this perennial debate, it is critical
to dispense with any lingering conception of “music” as a transcendent ontological category with
transcultural and transhistorical portability. In the Islamic tradition, “music” has historically
referred to practices that incorporate musical instruments, whereas unaccompanied melodic
vocal practices, such as recitation of the Qur’ān or poetry, are typically considered and referred
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to as “recitation,” however much they may sound like “music” to non-Muslim ears.258 There is a
frustrating tendency in some scholarly work on music and Islam to either elide, ignore, or
acknowledge but then implicitly dismiss this moral distinction.259 Many societies in northern
South Asia, both Muslim and non-Muslim, use the verbal root paṛh (K. paṛhaṇūṅ, S. paṛhaṇu,
Ur-H. paṛhnā) to mean “to recite” or “to chant” as well as “to read” and “to study.” Some
unaccompanied vocal practices in Muslim communities, such as wedding songs sung by women,
are referred to as “song” (gīt), and speakers use the verb “to sing” when speaking about these
practices (K. g̈ā’iṇūṅ, Ur-H. gānā). However, while this practice is not accorded the ethical
weight of “recitation,” it is also not considered or called “music.” In attending to, and taking
seriously, these discursive distinctions, we arrive at a more nuanced understanding of how
Muslim societies locate sonic performance practices along a spectrum of Islamic moral
valuation. In her excellent article, “Music, Musicians, and Muslim Law” (1985), Lois Ibsen alFaruqi mapped out precisely such a spectrum with reference to Arabic-language terminology.
The objection to music in the name of Islamic propriety has played out in diverse ways
across the Muslim world. I briefly consider a few contexts here for comparative purposes. The
most widely cited example of objection to music in a Muslim society is likely the Afghan
Taliban’s forceful and violent ban on music in the 1990s (Baily 2001, 2016). In Pakistan, too,
musicians have been subject to intimidation and violence. In Lahore in 2010, the shrine of ‘Alī
‘ibn Usmān al-Hujwīrī (popularly known as Dātā Gaṅj Bakhsh), a Friend of God whose treatise
258

Some Sunni men in Kachchh practice zikr in mosques on Thursday evenings after the last prayer, but they do not
incorporate instruments such as frame drums, as in other Sufi contexts in the Muslim world.
259
Berg (2014), for instance, refers to anashīd (“chant”) as “music” and “songs” throughout her essay about moral
stances on music and recitation in Lebanon. Similarly, Regula Qureshi (1981), despite acknowledging that Shi‘ah
“majlis chant is conceived of not as music but as recitation or chant,” titled the essay in which she wrote that,
“Islamic Music in an Indian Environment.” She makes a similar move in an earlier essay (1972). Rather than gloss
over this distinction, we should take it seriously and attend to the ways in which it enters into decisions about and
outlooks on practice. We should also, as Nelson (1985) does, track discursive transformations in the deployment of
terms like “recite” and “sing” over time in the Islamic tradition.
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on Sufism I discuss below, was bombed soon after the conclusion of a weekly Sufi music
performance (Tavernise and Gillani 2010). In some South Asian Muslim contexts, objections to
musical practices may be motivated, in part, by sectarian concerns, as for example in Multan,
Pakistan, where Sunni leaders have urged followers to refrain from playing drums to
commemorate the martyrdom of Imam Husain in Muharram (Wolf 2014, 90-91). In contrast to
Afghanistan and Pakistan, shrine-based qawwālī performance in northern India appears to have
been largely unaffected by trends in Islamic reform (Manuel 2008, 381). With regard to the Arab
world, Otterbeck (2008) has written that reactions to contemporary music constitute a “battle
over the public sphere.” Otterbeck discusses a range of anti-music attitudes and activities in
Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Egypt, and Palestine, including fatwās, state censorship of various forms
of media, and the assassination of musicians (see also Otterbeck 2004; Otterbeck and Ackfeldt
2012). More specific to Sufi musical practice, Frishkopf (2013) has examined a range of Sufi
performance practices and contexts in Cairo, Egypt. He concludes that the presence or lack of
“heterodox elements” in these contexts, especially erotic metaphors and instrumental
accompaniment, is determined by the social organization of Sufi lineages, i.e., Sufi orders
(tarīqah) that are smaller and more cohesive are more immune to reformist pressures than larger
ones with prominent living leaders (khalīfah). Frishkopf’s study is exemplary for its attention to
the complex set of political factors that determine the moral contours of performance in Muslim
societies. According to the editors of a volume on music and Islam in Indonesia, the world’s
largest Muslim country by population has “largely avoided the problematized position of music,
and instead has preserved local attitudes on the role of the arts or has blended the larger Islamic
world perspective with the local worldview (Harnish and Rasmussen 2011, 10; see also
Rasmussen 2010). Nevertheless, debates about the moral character of performers have arisen
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there too amidst criticism of performance practices by Muslim groups who deemed them to be
un-Islamic (cf. Weintraub 2008).
The present chapter falls into a body of scholarly work that takes as its subject Islamic
objections to activities that many non-Muslim people consider to be sources of joy in their lives,
and therefore risks reifying mainstream discourses in which the “strongest signifiers of Islam are
violence, fundamentalism, repression, and joylessness” (Salhi 2013, 1). This is not my intention.
The preceding chapters of this dissertation should make it abundantly clear that, like most areas
of the Muslim world, what one finds in most of Muslim Kachchh is intermittent objection to a
practice that is otherwise well-entrenched in Muslim social life. Objections to music in Kachchh
are also thankfully not accompanied by violence or intimidating threats, as in some of the
contexts discussed above. Within Sunni Muslim communities in Kachchh that more uniformly
oppose music’s presence at weddings, such as the Khatrī, Memon, and Rāymā communities,
social ostracization appears to be the greatest potential consequence for a host who offends his
fellow community (jamā‘at) members by celebrating a son’s or daughter’s wedding with a
musical program.260 Members of these communities may enjoy listening to music privately, but
defer to wider community norms of Islamic propriety given that their elder relatives and women
are present at contexts such as weddings. Like the sons of a now-deceased popular local kāfī
singer who gave away their family’s instruments after adopting the Muftī’s teachings and
becoming formal Islamic teachers, many men remain avid listeners of Sufi music but limit the
extent of their total engagement with music in their lives. Only in the Banni and Pacham areas of
northern Kachchh, which are almost completely Muslim, and where the “scripturalist” Ahl-e
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According to one kāfī singer, it was much more common about a decade ago for Muslim families to hire Sufi
musicians for weddings, but he explained this decline not only as the result of Islamic reform but also of changing
musical tastes: some Muslim families who are interested in having music at their weddings would rather hire an
“orchestra” to play popular songs than a singer who performs antiquated, esoteric Sindhi poetry.
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Ḥadīth movement has been influential since the 1960s, is abstention from music a more
widespread phenomenon. There too, though, many pastoralist men simply walk into the wide
open spaces that surround their villages so that they can listen to music on their mobile phones
without offending family members who choose not to listen, or who consider it improper to do
so in front of female family members, whose access to media is restricted.261 In view of this
diversity of practical approaches and opinions, and motivated by an intent to explore the fine
grain of everyday life, what I hope to portray in presenting differing viewpoints on music’s
ethical propriety is not a “battle” over music’s role in Muslim society, but rather a conversation
about how to live an ethical Muslim life.

A Pedagogical Shift
In this section, I approach disagreements about music’s morality as a barometer of
historical change and contend that these disagreements reflect a transformation in approaches to
modes of Islamic teaching and learning in Muslim Kachchh since the 1970s. By
“transformation” I do not mean a major rupture with practices and knowledges of the past but
rather a subtle and gradual shift. I outline two aspects of this transformation. One aspect is a
gradual departure from regional forms of Islamic devotional practice, including Sindhi-language
Sufi poetry and associated performance practices, which I have argued is the primary form of
male intellectual life and an important means of Islamic knowledge transmission in rural Muslim
Kachchh.262 As I discussed in Chapters Three and Five, the practice of performing and listening
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In early 2019, the mobile telephone network Jio began to provide free data service in these areas, where service
was hitherto spotty or nonexistent, and males there now have greater access to Sindhi-language media than ever
before (Dr. Asif Rayma, pers. comm., March 22, 2019).
262
Reformists have also critiqued other aspects of Muslim devotional practice in Kachchh, such as styles of worship
at tomb-shrines (cf. Simpson 2008).
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to Sufi poetry constitutes and engenders an approach to Islam that emphasizes the ethical virtues
of spiritual pain and love.263 This approach entails the unreserved embrace of locally situated
metaphors and allegories in conceiving of the human’s relationship to God and the Holy Prophet.
Sung Sindhi-language Sufi poetry transmits Islamic teachings with the help of local symbolic
materials, drawn especially from regional narrative traditions, in tandem with the interpretive
practices that locate Islamic meaning within this local symbology. The use of a local symbology
to impart Islamic knowledge is a significantly different undertaking than the literal translation of
Arabic and Persian Islamic texts into a vernacular language (cf. Asani 1988): this process
thoroughly embeds Islamic teachings within a regionally specific set of knowledges and ways of
life.
The second aspect of the shift in Islamic knowledge transmission in Kachchh—its
converse—is a move towards more institutionalized Islamic pedagogical modalities, a
phenomenon facilitated in part by the increasing transregional and global exchange between
members of Islamic reformist networks of movements. This is a contemporary resonance of the
wave of Islamic reformism that began in the late-eighteenth century South Asia and unfolded
more dramatically in the nineteenth century (Metcalf [1982] 2014; 2004). The Muftī-e Kachchh
Ahmad Shah Bāvā and Rashid follow, represent, and transmit the teachings of the Ahl-e Sunnat
wa Jamāʿat maslak (“pathway”) initiated by Aḥmad Riẓā Khān Barelvī (1856-1921) in the late
nineteenth century.264 Aḥmad Riẓā Khān’s Ahl-e Sunnat movement defended shrine-based
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Writing about lower-class Muslims in Delhi, Veena Das (2010) has hinted at how the audition of Sufi poetry
performance—“as a way of knowing the inner (bātini) meaning of the names of God and of the revelation itself”—
may play a role in shaping the sensibility of a committed listener, a sensibility which “is in accordance with a very
complex idea of being human [...] and of the question of who has the right to judge” (246).
264
Muslims in Kachchh who identify with the Ahl-e Sunnat movement do not use the term “Barelvī,” and typically
refer to themselves simply as “Sunni.” As Simpson (2008) has discussed, there are also self-identified Sunnis in
Kachchh who do not consider themselves as “belonging” to the Ahl-e Sunnat.
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practices associated with Sufism, especially the practice of requesting deceased spiritually
charismatic intermediaries to act as intercessors between the individual and God (cf. Sanyal
1996, 2005). The movement was in this way a “traditionalist” reaction to the Deobandi and Ahle Ḥadīth reformist movements, which rejected shrine-based intercession practices as instances of
shirk (Ar. “association,” i.e., worship of beings/things other than God) (cf. Metcalf 2004). While
the Ahl-e Sunnat can be described as a “traditionalist” movement born out of an attempt to
defend traditional Islamic practices of South Asia, it too is thoroughly “reformist” insofar as it
has participated in the conscious definition of Islam in South Asia (Sanyal 2005, xii; 28). In
Kachchh, the Ahl-e Sunnat competes with the Ahl-e Ḥadīth, which has gradually come to
dominate in northern Kachchh since the 1960s, and the more recently active Tablīghī Jamāʿat, a
missionary offshoot of the Deoband movement whose influence is more diffuse in the region
(see Chapter One). Contemporary Ahl-e Sunnat leaders like Ahmad Shah Bāvā continue their
predecessors’ efforts at reforming and defending various aspects of traditional South Asian
Islamic practice throughout South Asia and the diaspora. Numerous Ahl-e Sunnat madrasahs
have sprung up in Kachchh over the past few decades, especially since the 2001 earthquake that
devastated the region (Asif Rayma, pers. comm.; also see Simpson 2014).

Shining Light on Ignorance
In 2015, I sat with Rashid to discuss the practice of Islam in Kachchh in the past and
present. Rashid related how, prior to his uncle’s efforts at reform (islāḥ), which began in earnest
in the 1960s, “ignorance” (jahālat) was pervasive among the region’s Muslims. According to
Rashid, Muslims’ ignorance of the sharīʿat was responsible for their neglect of ritual prayer and
fasting, and their engagement in activities such as alcohol consumption, gambling, and listening
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to music in contexts such as wedding celebrations. As Rashid put it, “They were distant from the
sharīʿat.”
Rashid described Muslim attitudes towards worship during that time of ignorance,
saying, “No one wanted to perform their prayers; there were mosques in villages, but no one
would go to them. [They would say,] ‘We’ve lit a lamp in the evening; we’ve performed our
worship (‘ibādat)’—that’s what [Muslims] believed. They were ignorant in this way.” Rashid
ascribed this state of ignorance to the lack of sufficiently knowledgeable religious guides in
Kachchh. He said that although many ʿulamāʾ (lit. “ones with knowledge,” i.e., Islamic scholars)
lived in adjacent Sindh, the last ʿālim that had come from Sindh to Kachchh was the eighteenthcentury Miyāṅ ʿAbdullāh Mandhrā, a student of Makhdūm Hāshim, the latter of whom was Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī’s contemporary. According to Rashid, Miyāṅ ʿAbdullāh, whose shrine is in the village of
Suthri, had corrected the religious practices of Kachchhi Muslims, but they had strayed in the
intervening two hundred years before the Muftī-e Kachchh Ahmad Shah returned from his
formal Islamic schooling and began to missionize.265

The Muftī-e Kachchh: A Short Biography
At tomb-shrines in the area around the coastal port town of Mandvi, the names of Friends
of God are written above the doorways in sailing rope, a material metaphor for the intertwining
of Islamic history with Indian Ocean trade routes. Ahmad Shah Bāvā’s biography similarly
unfolds along this transoceanic course in littoral locales in western India and East Africa. In late
2017, I spoke with Ahmad Shah’s brother-in-law Murad Shah—who was once a sailor—about
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Miyāṅ ʿAbdullāh Mandhrā’s tomb-shrine is in Suthri village near the coast of the Arabian Sea. Most Muslims in
the village have adopted the teachings of the Tablīghī Jamāʿat and Ahl-e Ḥadīth and no longer visit the shrine.
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the Muftī’s life. We sat on stools in the family’s air-conditioned perfume shop, one of eight or so
shops owned by them, with the others dedicated to gold and silver jewelry, Islamic books,
clothing, and beauty goods.266 The biographical account presented here is based in part on my
conversation with Murad Shah, and also on Roshan Cirāġ (“The Luminous Lamp”) (Qādirī
2006), a Gujarati-language publication in which the Muftī answers questions about his life.

Figure 6.1. The shrine of Makhdūm Ibrāhīm, who was the grandson of Makhdūm Hāshim
Nagarṭhaṭhvī, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s contemporary. Like many of the Friends of God buried in
Kachchh, Makhdūm Ibrāhīm came from Sindh. September 6, 2017. Photo by the author.

266

Murad Shah is related to the Muftī in two ways: he is the Muftī’s sister’s husband, and his paternal aunt was the
Muftī’s mother. Murad Shah knows Arabic and has traveled all over the world as a seaman. Murad Shah’s son Nasib
Shah, who joined his father in recounting aspects of the Muftī’s personal history, has a degree from an Islamic
college and has studied Urdu and Arabic.
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Ahmad Shah Bāvā was born in 1929 at his maternal grandfather’s home in Salaya, a
Muslim village separated by an inlet from the religiously mixed port town of Mandvi (Qādirī
2006, 2). Salaya is home to many shipbuilders and sailors, and the inlet is lined with large
wooden dhows in various states of construction (cf. Simpson 2006). Today, large fancily
appointed houses line its streets, constructed with money earned from shipping and/or working in
the Gulf. Ahmad Shah was raised primarily in his paternal village of Vinjhan (50 km NW, also
spelled Vinzan), but spent some of his childhood in Salaya in his maternal grandfather’s
household. Around 1940, during a severe drought that affected all of Gujarat, leaving countless
animals dead and many people hungry, Ahmad Shah’s father Miyan Sahib (b. circa 1909?)
moved the family from Vinjhan to Mandvi/Salaya, and then once again to Gundiyali, a village
about seven kilometers east of Salaya (Qādirī 2006, 5-6). Miyan Sahib became the imam of a
mosque in the village, and taught Urdu to children at the local madrasah. According to Murad
Shah, it was at this time that Miyan Sahib discontinued his involvement with music. In around
1959, when Miyan Sahib was about 50 years old, he left by steamer for Arabia, where he died in
Madina, an event that he predicted before leaving Kachchh. His youngest daughter, the Muftī’s
younger sister (Murad Shah’s wife), was only about two years old at the time.267
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Murad Shah’s wife, who studied Islam with her older brother, the Muftī, gives sermons to women around
Kachchh.
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Figure 6.2. A dhow under construction. Mandvi, Kachchh. February 15, 2017. Photo by
the author.
Ahmad Shah received basic Islamic education as a youth from his paternal grandfather,
Sayyid Ali Shah (6). He then studied the Qur’ān and learned Sindhi at a madrasah while living in
Vinjhan. In addition to his Islamic studies, Ahmad Shah attended Gujarati language primary
school in Vinjhan until the fifth grade. He continued his Islamic studies, which included learning
Urdu, after he moved to Gundiyali and Salaya/Mandvi around the age of eleven (ibid.). Later, as
a young man living in Mandvi, he worked in the tailoring shop of his maternal uncle Bhavan
Shāh. (This shop is now a beauty goods stall run by one of Ahmad Shah’s sons.) According to
Murad Shah, Ahmad Shah possessed an incredible talent for stitching men’s dress garments,
such as suits, vests, sport coats, and sherwānī.
In 1942, at the young age of 13, Ahmad Shah began to give sermons at the urging of his
maternal grandfather, and soon developed an interest in furthering his skills (8). In 1950, Ahmad
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Shah spoke with a sailor in Mandvi by the name of Isa Rayma, of Nāgalpur village, who
recounted with high praise the lectures of Islamic sermonizers (muqarīr, khatīb) he had heard in
Bombay, and urged Ahmad Shah to go hear them himself (10). Rayma accompanied Ahmad
Shah on his first visit to the city, where the aspiring preacher stayed in Chach Mohalla and came
in contact with the preachers Maulānā Abdullāh Makkī, of Hamīdīyā Mosque, and Maulānā Āle
Mustafā, of Khaṛak Mosque. After this first trip, on which Ahmad Shah had gone only to listen,
he began to make trips to Bombay to give sermons to Kachchhi Muslims settled there. On his
initial visit, he gave sermons in Urdu, but his Kachchhi audience in Bombay soon insisted that he
lecture in Kachchhi. With the monetary gifts he received on his first lecturing trip to Bombay, he
bought sixty Islamic books in Urdu, with which he returned to Kachchh.268
In June of 1958, Ahmad Shah went to Zanzibar to preach to the forty thousand or so
Kachchhis living there (24). From Zanzibar, he travelled to and missionized in Dar as-Salaam,
Mombasa, and Nairobi. While he possessed significant knowledge of Islam, he did not yet have a
degree or certificate stating that he was officially a maulvī or muftī. Already almost thirty years
old, Ahmad Shah by this time had five children. His father Miyan Sahib had passed away years
before and, as his father’s eldest son, it was his responsibility to take care of the large family.
Despite these responsibilities and the financial challenges they entailed, he was committed to
deepening his knowledge of Islam. In 1964, he completed a four-year degree (sanad) certifying
him as an ʿālim at the ʿArabiyā Qādiriyā madrasah in Dhoraji, Gujarat, where he studied with the
“Muftī-e Saurashtra” Allāmah Aḥmad Miyāṅ Ṣāḥib Qādirī Raẓvī (54).269 He also studied in
Bhiwandi, Bombay with Allāmah ʿAbdul Muṣt̤ afā Aʿz̤amī—whose text Jannatī Zevar I discuss
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I thank Dr. Asif Rayma for helping me with the translation of this text from Gujarati.
Also see this biographical video in Urdu posted by the Muftī’s grandson on Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDMwKyrAPvc
269
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below—and acquired the degree of muftī under his tutelage in 1965 (55). During this period,
when Aʿz̤amī was called to give sermons at various places, he would often send Ahmad Shah in
his place.
After completing his formal Islamic studies, Ahmad Shah returned to Kachchh to preach.
He would visit villages throughout the district to give sermons, often traveling hundreds of
kilometers by bullock cart. According to Murad Shah’s son Nasib Shah, the people who had
invited Ahmad Shah to come to their village would often leave after his sermon without offering
him accommodation, and he would have to sleep in the mosque. Nasib Shah pointed out that, at
that time, other Islamic missionization movements, notably the Tablīghī Jamāʿat and Ahl-e
Ḥadīth, were not active in Kachchh. People objected, sometimes angrily, to Ahmad Shah’s
teachings because he challenged aspects of their way of life, such as alcohol consumption,
gambling, and hiring dancing women for wedding celebrations. When I asked Nasib Shah what
he considered to be the greatest effect of all of the Muftī’s hard work, he said, “People here used
to gamble, drink, watch dancing girls and all.” I asked, “Don’t they still do that today?” He
replied, “It has decreased a great deal. People just used to go into the mosques to urinate and
bathe, people didn’t pray.”

A Fatwā on Music
As the Muftī-e Kachchh, Ahmad Shah Bāvā has attempted to lead Muslims towards what
he considers to be the proper practice of Islam and has discouraged the performance and
patronage of music, among other practices. He likely first issued his fatwā on music in the early
1970s. A written version of the fatwā’s initial pronouncement has proven elusive, but anecdotal
evidence suggests that news of it was published in a Bhuj-based Gujarati newspaper aimed at a
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Muslim readership. The earliest written form of the fatwā I have found is Ahmad Shah Bāvā’s
widely read 1986 Gujarati translation (reprinted ten times) of the Urdu text Jannatī Zevar
(“Heavenly Ornaments,” 1979) authored by his teacher, the muftī Allāmah ʿAbdul Muṣt̤ afā
Aʿz̤amī. This text, which was geared towards youth, was written as an Ahl-e Sunnat-perspective
response to the Deobandi school’s popular text Bihishtī Zewar (also “Heavenly Ornaments,”
1905) by Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanvi (cf. Metcalf 1992). In the original Urdu text of Jannatī
Zevar, Aʿz̤amī states that the following activities are “impermissible”: dancing, clapping,
singing/listening to songs, and playing instruments, such as the sitār, harmonium, caṅg [jaw
harp], tanbūr, and ḍhol (Aʿz̤amī [1979] 2012), 288). He writes that one is permitted to play the
daff frame drum on Eid days and at weddings, but only if one does not follow the “rules of
music” (mūsīqī ke qavā’id)270 and uses the drum only for the purposes of announcing the
celebration (ibid.).
Two additional music-related fatwās were recently published in the text Fatāwā-e
Qādiriyā (2014), in which the Muftī answers hundreds of questions posed by a local maulānā.271
In question #407, the questioner asks if a Muslim musician can donate his earnings to a mosque
or a madrasah. The Muftī replies that singing with instruments is ḥarām and nājā’iz in Islam, and
therefore any money earned from this practice is also ḥarām and cannot be accepted by a mosque
or a madrasah (Paṭhāṇ 2014, 191-192). Later in this chapter I will discuss the second fatwā,
which directly addresses Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s musical practice and the danbūro drone lute associated
with him.
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I presume that by “rules of music” A‘z̤amī means metrical rhythm, which has greater potential to encourage
dancing.
271
One of my Laṅgā hereditary musician interlocutors claimed that he helped write the collection of questions but
chose not to have his name on the book because of the low social status of Laṅgās and because he is not a formally
educated religious teacher.
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In the context created by the Ahl-e Sunnat’s reformist activities in Muslim Kachchh,
musical performance is an important site around which visions of Sunni Islamic practice are
articulated and enacted. It is crucial to emphasize that this contestation of music’s legitimacy has
occurred in a Sunni milieu shaped by and attached to Sufi tradition and practice. This is a
phenomenon that, while acknowledged, is nonetheless partially eclipsed when “Sufis” are pitted
against “legalists” or “orthodox Muslims” in literature on music and Islam. While the Ahl-e
Sunnat’s leaders in Kachchh remain committed to some practices associated with Sufi traditions,
they challenge the legitimacy of other traditional practices that they deem to be un-Islamic, such
as the use of musical instruments.
An anti-music fatwā can seem unremarkable, a reiteration of an opinion that has been
voiced for over a millennium. But we should not presume that the assumptions and concerns
underlying opposition to musical audition in modern Muslim contexts are wholly continuous
with those of the past. As Saba Mahmood (2005) has pointed out, new Islamic pedagogical
materials aimed at a popular readership, such as fatwā collections and fiqh (jurisprudence)
manuals “do not simply replace traditional concerns and modes of arguments; rather they point
to a new set of conditions within which older commitments and themes have been given a new
direction, shape, and form” (82). Since the late 1980s, significant socio-religious changes have
occurred within Kachchh’s Muslim communities for numerous reasons, including labor
migration to the Gulf states, transnational ties with global Islamic reformist movements, social
and political marginalization, and anti-Muslim violence and rhetoric (Simpson 2006). In view of
these processes and the novel contexts they have engendered, a careful examination is necessary
to discern how older Islamic discourses about ethical audition—such as one finds in the
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eleventh-century writings of ʿAlī ibn Usmān al-Hujwīrī, which I discuss below—might converge
with and diverge from similar ones in contemporary Kachchh.
Agrama (2010) has argued that fatwās are not simply doctrinal imperatives; a fatwā can
function as a mode of ethical self-cultivation for those who regard it as valid.272 Seen in this
light, the muftī’s authority as an issuer of fatwās is derived from his ability to act as an ethical
guide. Agrama’s emphasis on ethics helps us see the fatwā as something other than just a means
of adapting Islamic tradition of the past to the modern problems of the present and future. It
urges us to attend ethnographically to the reception of fatwās and take seriously the question: To
what extent do individuals bring fatwās to bear on their lives? As I discuss below, the Muftī-e
Kachchh’s anti-music fatwā is at least partially rejected by Muslim musicians in the region, who
claim that while music performed for mixed-gender dancing (nāc gānā) is ḥarām, Sufi music is
not. In this way, they reject the Muftī’s authority to act as an ethical guide in that sphere of their
lives, and thus also challenge his authority to dictate what qualifies as a right source of Islamic
knowledge.273 In order to understand the circulation of diverse strands of Islam, it is vital to
examine the kinds of “ethical work” (Foucault 1985) that individuals perform upon themselves,
as well as the processes, activities, and arguments by which moral codes of behavior and kinds of
knowledge are rendered authoritative (or not).274
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Ar. mustaftī. Historically, collections of legal doctrine in the Indian context have been considered “fatwā”
collections despite their not taking the form of answers to questions (Masud et al. 1996, 15). For the kinds of Islamic
pedagogical books I discuss below, the reader can be viewed as a kind of questioner; he or she can choose whether
or not to accept as valid (and whether or not to follow) the ethical guidelines that the muftī’s fatwās provide.
273
When I asked one kāfī singer if he ever visits the Muftī at his daily sittings, he replied that he only goes if he has
some special reason, and then added (in the first person plural), “We are singers and [instrument] players, what
[business] do we have with the Muftī?”
274
Foucault’s consideration of ethics in his study of sexuality led him to consider the “modes of subjectivation,” or
the “[ways] in which the individual establishes his relation to the rule and recognizes himself as obliged to put it into
practice” (Foucault 1985, 27).
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Themes of Moral Problematization
Historically, Islamic concerns with music-making and audition constitute a set of themes
of moral problematization.275 These themes include: (1) music’s potential to distract from one’s
incumbent duties, especially prayer; (2) the association of music (particularly string and wind
instruments) with alcohol consumption and Satan; and (3) music’s sensual power and its
concomitant potential to lead one to engage in improper sexual behavior. In my conversations
with reformists and musicians, it is this last theme—often expressed as an anxiety about the lack
of gender segregation in musical spaces—that arises most frequently. I submit that this stems
from their shared concern with the maintenance of Islamic forms of sociability in Muslim
communities within the landscape of modernity, seen to be ridden with moral pitfalls that
threaten to undermine patriarchal norms of gendered space. This differs subtly but significantly
from the concerns one encounters in older Sufi discourses about samāʿ spaces, in which it is the
Sufi aspirant’s progress on the mystical path that is at stake.
In addition to the three themes outlined above, two more themes of moral
problematization surface in my interlocutors’ responses. These themes index concerns that, even
if not uniquely modern, have perhaps acquired greater salience in contemporary Kachchh, which
has undergone significant social upheaval since the 2001 earthquake. The first theme is the
commodification of musical performance and its deleterious effect on the ethical dispositions of
performers. The second theme, specific to reformist concerns, is the perceived association of
certain musical practices with Hindus, which is but one manifestation of an ongoing effort to rid
South Asian Muslim communities of what are seen as locally rooted, un-Islamic customs
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See Foucault’s discussion of a “thematic complex” composed of multiple “forms of [moral] problematization,”
by which specific practices of sexual pleasure (aphrodisia), such as conjugal fidelity and sexual relations between
members of the same sex, came to be seen as areas of moral concern (Foucault 1985, 14-32 and passim).
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(Robinson 2008; Minault 1997). In what follows, I reflect on what the presence of these themes
in contemporary discourses in western India reveals about notions of ethical Islamic practice, and
where, and in whom, Islamic authority and knowledge can be located.

The Ethical Auditor
Although musical performance is linked with Sufi practice in many contexts throughout
the Muslim world, Sufis have never unanimously supported its use. The Naqshbandi order
famously has not (Foltz 1996, 230), though one can of course find exceptions to this position in
practice (see, e.g., Van Bruinessen 1990, 155). In India, musical audition is a central practice of
the Chishtī order, which has patronized the qawwālī genre for centuries (cf. Qureshi [1987]
1995; Aquil 2012). Crucially, though, while Aḥmad Riẓā Khān Barelvī and his followers in the
Ahl-e Sunnat defended practices associated with Sufism, Aḥmad Riẓā was opposed to qawwālī
musical performance at shrines and during ʿurs festivals (Sanyal 2005, 129). Contemporary Ahle Sunnat leaders appear to be divided over the question of whether or not musical instruments are
admissible in samāʿ. One of Sunni Islam’s most prominent and influential preachers, the
Pakistani-Canadian Dr. Tāhir ul-Qadri, has publicly attended qawwālī performances. This
practice, along with his views on a range of subjects, has made him a target for criticism not only
from authorities from other reformist movements but also from within the Ahl-e Sunnat.276
The writings of the eleventh-century Lahore-based Sufi ʿAlī ibn Usmān al-Jullābī alHujwīrī (d. 1077 CE), whose Kashf al-Maḥjūb is the oldest surviving Persian treatise on Sufism,
276

According to one Sunni friend, a number of the Mufti-e Kachchh’s disciples asked his opinion on Dr Tahir ul
Qadri and he said just one sentence: “If there is a nose of the world of Islam, Dr. Tahir ul-Qadri is its nose” (agar
ālam-e islām kā nāk hai, to dr. tāhir ul-qādrī us kā nāk hai). His disciples continued to ask questions like, “but he
sits for qawwali, what about that?” and “but he doesn’t keep his beard long, what about that?” and so on. The Mufti
answered along the lines of, “He has done so much for Islam. You do what he has done for Islam, you reach that
location on the path (maqām), and when you get there, you can do whatever your heart desires” (Sept. 4, 2017).
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are potentially helpful for considering ways in which modern Islamic discourses about music
differ from older ones. Al-Hujwīrī’s ambivalent but ultimately nuanced acceptance of samāʿ as a
contingently ethical practice makes his writing amenable to such a project; in contrast to Abū
Ḥāmid al-Ghazālī (1058-1111 CE), who wrote of the benefits of musical audition (Lewisohn
1997), al-Hujwīrī’s approval of samāʿ seems to have been limited to melodically recited poetry
without instrumental accompaniment, a practice that has historically not always been considered
“music” in Islamic terms (cf. al-Faruqi 1985).277 This important difference of moral valuation is
obscured at times in Nicholson’s English translation, in which he sometimes glosses “samāʿ” as
“music” (al-Hujwīrī [1911] 1976, 409).278 This is a significant slippage: while samāʿ does in
many contexts in the Muslim world denote practices which employ instruments besides the
human voice, this is not always the case.
In his chapter on samāʿ, al-Hujwīrī notes that “the obligatoriness of knowing God is
ascertained by means of hearing [...] and for this reason the Sunnis regard hearing as superior to
sight in the domain of religious obligation” (393). As I discussed above, it is the high regard of
audition as the most powerful aspect of the human sensorium that had driven a millennium of
Islamic debate about music’s permissibility. While conceding that samāʿ could have potential
spiritual benefits, al-Hujwīrī emphasized that this potential depends on the dispositions279 of
listeners and performers. In his view, no absolute judgment can be made on the moral propriety
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Al-Hujwīrī occasionally presents seemingly contrasting viewpoints on this matter. At one point he writes, “The
results of [the inventions of physicians and philosophers who claim to possess a profound knowledge of the truth]
are manifest to-day in the musical instruments which have been contrived for the sake of exciting passion and
procuring amusement and pleasure, in accord with Satan” (al-Hujwīrī [1911] 1976, 399). He later acknowledges that
“theologians are agreed that it is permissible to hear musical instruments if they are not used for diversion, and if the
mind is not lead to wickedness through hearing them” (401).
278
Compare with the original Persian text (al-Hujwīrī 1964, 533). Gohar’s Urdu translation also has “samāʿ” (alHujwīrī 2010, 535).
279
“Disposition” is my gloss of the Persian tabʿ (see al-Hujwīrī 1964, 531); Nicholson translates tabʿ to the equally
viable “temperament.”
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of audition: “its lawfulness depends on circumstances and cannot be asserted absolutely: if
audition produces a lawful effect on the mind, then it is lawful; it is unlawful if the effect is
unlawful, and permissible if the effect is permissible” (al-Hujwīrī [1911] 1976, 402).
Furthermore, the morality of audition is determined by the individual’s location (maqām) on the
Sufi path. Selves are not seen as static entities; their preparedness for audition is to be judged
according to disposition and degree of spiritual advancement.280
Despite acknowledging the potential benefits of samāʿ, al-Hujwīrī implored aspirants not
to make a habit of practicing it, lest one “cease to hold it in reverence” (420). Beginners should
be especially careful: the spaces in which samāʿ is practiced may bring one into close proximity
with objects of sexual attraction, namely women and male youths (ibid.). Such concerns are not
confined to worm-eaten treatises; they have echoes in contemporary Kachchh. Just as different
spaces determine the character of a sound’s reverberations, so these echoes resound differently in
the discourses of musicians and reformists, who have different assumptions about the ethical
capacities of modern listening selves.
In my conversation with Rashid, the preacher, about the permissibility of samāʿ, he
implicitly invoked the discourses of Sufis like al-Hujwīrī, stating that if one could keep oneself
completely absorbed in contemplation of God, then samāʿ with musical instruments would
theoretically be permissible. But ultimately he argued that music is impermissible because the
“modern”281 era has ushered in a state of moral precariousness such that the “true” Sufis who
could participate in musical audition without moral infractions no longer exist, and because in
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In a chapter on the subject of samāʿ in Siyār al-Auliȳā, a mid-fourteenth century Chishti hagiography, the author
Amir Khurd writes that the famed Nizāmuddīn Awlīyā of Delhi broke musical practice down into four degrees of
acceptability, which depended on the inclinations of the listeners: ḥalāl (lawful), mubāḥ (permissible), makrūḥ
(abominable), and ḥarām (forbidden) (Aquil 2012, 23).
281
Rashid used the English words “ladies,” “gents,” and “modern” in what was otherwise Urdu.
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contemporary times music will inevitably lead to dancing and the mixing of genders. Rashid
said:
The danbūrā282 is not ḥarām.283 The instruments which are around these days, and the
ones like them in the old days, what’s wrong with them? There is no adab [propriety] in
them. And that music is harām in which “ladies” are present, to which “ladies” might
dance, in which they might sing. If one maintains adab, then it is permitted to listen to
danbūra, but that adab should be there [...] But at this time, in this era (zamāna), no one
can maintain that adab. Only some Sufi [will be able]. Nowadays it’s the “modern” era.
If a youth comes [to listen], the first thing he will look at is the “ladies.” Right? We
know!284
For Rashid, the moral questionability of musical performance stems from the unavoidable
intrusion of females into male homosocial spaces. This is neither surprising nor novel. AlHujwīrī warned that women might slyly watch dervishes engaged in samāʿ from roofs or
elsewhere (al-Hujwiri [1911] 1976, 420).285 But for Rashid the problem is particularly acute in
the “modern” era: “In those days, ‘ladies’ weren’t included. There were only ‘gents.’” Rashid
continually referred to an indeterminate earlier period in which “real” Sufis listened to music
while observing the restrictions that adab entails. According to him, such Sufis hardly exist
today: “And where could one find a Sufi like that these days, who listens to music with adab?”
he asked rhetorically. This rhetorical move falls under the rubric of what Gatling (2018) has
referred to as “Sufi nostalgia.” (Given the widespread nature of this tendency, though, and the
fact it also informs Salafi strands of Islam, a more encompassing term might be warranted, such
as “Islamic moral nostalgia.”) Altaf, the friend I quoted in this chapter’s epigraph, often echoed
this point of view in our conversations about Sufis and musical practice, claiming that the Sufis
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Rashid is either referring to the five-stringed instrument said to have been invented by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī or to the
two-stringed instrument known as yaktāro in Sindh and tanbūro or danbūrō in Kachchhi.
283
I deal with this idiosyncratic claim in depth below.
284
Interview with the author, August 2015.
285
Marsden’s (2007) discussion of reformist criticism of music and poetry gatherings in Chitral (Pakistan), in which
older men take pleasure in dancing with beautiful boys, and which women sometimes watch from rooftops, similarly
recalls the contexts about which al-Hujwīrī warned aspirants.
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of the past had a moral purity that cannot be found today. On multiple occasions, he recited a
verse by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī to underline his point and undergird his view with the poet’s authority. The
metaphorical frame of the verse relies on the ascription of moral character to different species of
birds based on the observation of their natural habits:
Sur Kārāyal SJR I:12286
vayā mora marī, haṅju na rahiyo hekiṛo,
morana je māgana te viṭhā cib̤a caṛhī
vat̤ anu thīyo varī kūṛani kā’iṅrani jo.
The peacocks are dead and gone, not a single goose287 is left,
Owls288 have climbed up and sat in the peacocks’ place,
The land has once again become that of the ibis.289
All of my male Muslim interlocutors, including Sufi singers and their drummer
accompanists, unequivocally agree that music played for mixed-gender dancing is not
permissible in Islam.290 They share the discomfort articulated by Rashid with what they label as
“modern” or at least perceive as novel spaces in which women supposedly circulate more freely
than they once did. This discomfort is evident in disapproving statements about the decline of
gender segregation (K-S. pardo) in contemporary Kachchh. The Sufi music performers and
enthusiasts I worked with, however, distinguish between different kinds of musical practice, and
maintain that it is possible to listen to Sufi sung poetry in an ethical manner. By contrast, Rashid
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In Advani’s edition of Shah Jo Risalo, there are only two lines of this bait; enthusiasts in Kachchh include the
middle line.
287
In Sindh, haṅj is the name for the spotted billed goose; in Kachchh, haṅj refers to the flamingo. Either way, as
Advani writes in his introduction to Sur Kārāyal, haṅj represents a perfect Sufi (“kāmil darvesh”), and the peacock
(moru) represents an “honest human” (sacā insānu) (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf [1967] 1994)
288
Contrary to the owl’s status as a wise animal in the West, the owl is a symbol of stupidity in South Asia, and to
call someone an owl is to call them an idiot.
289
Kāṅ’iro is the glossy ibis, a water bird that in this verse represents a morally inferior person.
290
In contemporary Kachchh, the music that is the easiest target for moral denunciation is rāsūṛo, a dance music
genre popular at weddings, often performed by female Hindu singers with synthesizer and ḍhol accompaniment (the
latter usually played by Laṅgā musicians).
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cast doubt on the sustainability of ethical listening selves within a “modern” order, in which
adab seems impossible to maintain, even in Sufi musical contexts. In this reformist view, the
agency of the listening subject is attenuated, if not negated, as music is seen as an uncontrollable
stimulant of sensuality.291
It is crucial to emphasize that Rashid and the Muftī-e Kachchh, and their followers like
my Sunni friend, approve of Sufi poetry and its performance. Like many Sufi predecessors, the
Mufti and his followers advocate for performance in homosocial contexts without musical
accompaniment, in which performers do not “sing” but melodically “recite” verses (K. bait sur
meṅ paṛhaṇūṅ). In the view of contemporary Ahl-e Sunnat leadership in Kachchh, Sufi poetry
performance is a potentially ethically and spiritually valuable practice, but only in the absence of
musical instruments, lest their presence lead to (potentially sexual) distractions from the ethical
import of the poetry. It is worth noting that, although the Muftī has discouraged Muslims’
involvement with music, he is not an intolerant hardliner. For instance, the Muftī was close with
a local holy man named Abla Bāvā, who hosted a monthly Sufi music session at the Lāṅgo Pīr
shrine in western Kachchh for many years, the only one of its kind in Kachchh until circa 2016
(there is now also one at a shrine in Bhadravand). Abla Bāvā’s son told me that the Mufti often
visited his family’s home and never urged Abla Bāvā to discontinue the practice.
As I discuss below, I attended a few “music-less” kāfī performances hosted by men who
abide by the muftī’s teachings and had requested the invited performers—some of whom
otherwise perform as singers with instrumental accompanists—to melodically recite poetry
unaccompanied. Such performances are rare, however, and one consequence of Sunni reformists’
discouragement of music is that many Muslims have stopped hiring Sufi poetry performers for
291

The concern with music’s ability to excite the passions is of course a very old one. Aristotle, for instance, wrote
about different melodies’ ethical effects on the self in Politics (Aristotle [1932] 1959, 673-675).
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community occasions such as weddings, which previously were an important venue for kāfī. At
weddings in reform-oriented families and communities, the portion of the occasion that once
featured Sufi music now features sermons by preachers like Rashid, Qur’ānic recitation, and
Urdu-language naʿt recitation. Some hosts may also invite groups of maulūd reciters, who
perform metaphorical Sufi poetry in the latter portion of a program, but this practice is more
common in the D̤ānetā and Faqīrāṇī Jat communities, which historically did not invite kāfī
musicians to perform at their weddings.
Another contributing factor to the decline in Sufi music performance opportunities that
kāfī singers cited was the parallel phenomenon of decreasing interest in Sindhi poetry in the
younger generation of Kachchhi Muslims, who prefer to hire dance-music ensembles or DJs for
their weddings if they include music at all. This has left Sufi death-anniversary celebrations as
the main public venue for Sindhi-language Sufi poetry performance. Sufi music thus occupies an
uncomfortable position, caught between the currents of modern Islamic reform, music-stylistic
trends, and the declining knowledge of and interest in Sindhi in Muslim Kachchh.

“Without Music”: Kāfī Performance Reformed
Soon after I arrived in Kachchh for fieldwork in late 2016, my new friend Altaf invited
me to visit him in his village in western Kachchh. We met in person for the first time at his
friend’s barber shop in the town of Naliya before heading farther west to his family’s village
home, where his father, a carpenter, was hard at work making window frames. We spent the
afternoon talking, meeting his friends, and listening to Sufi music and maulūd recitation. After
dinner, Altaf’s friend drove us further west to a Jat village close to the coast to meet a respected
poetry enthusiast who had invited maulūd reciters from the village to perform for us. After lunch
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on the second day of my visit, Altaf and I piled onto my 110cc scooter and drove around for
hours in the Abdasa area of western Kachchh as he introduced me to more poetry enthusiasts and
performers. Our final destination that day was a private poetry performance gathering some 60
kilometers south in the middle of agricultural fields. We headed out after dark, and drove for two
hours on an unlit, potholed road in the cold January night, blinded by the headlights of
approaching trucks headed to the numerous cement factories. We arrived frozen to a tea shop
where we met our host, a landowning farmer from the Pīrzādā community,292 who drove us in his
truck for the final few kilometers on sandy tracks to his “farmhouse,” a one-room concrete-block
structure in the middle of castor bean fields.
After we had eaten our third meal of blessed food (niyāz) that day, we gathered inside the
farmhouse, where I set up my audio and video recording equipment. The host had invited
performers of two different genres to this gathering of forty or so men, who smoked bīṛī
cigarettes as they sat swaddled in shawls against the cold. A few young men and boys sat
huddled together in the corner. The first set of performers recited maulūd (compositions
honoring the Prophet; see Chapter One).293 The initial maulūd recitation was followed by what
the host referred to as rāg̈ (K-S. “music” here: sung poetry). I listened as the three male
performers traded verses (bait) set to rhythmically unmetered melodies, and then joined together
with a fourth man to perform a melodic, rhythmically metered kalām. When they had finished, I
turned to my host and said, “This sounds just like kāfī performance, why is there no harmonium
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Men from the Pīrzādā (“sons of pīr”) community told me that the group descends from the Friend of God
Bahā’uddīn Zakariyā of Multān (present-day Pakistan). Some Muslims told me that the Pīrzādā are not Sayyids, but
are just one rung below them. Because of this, Sunnis often refer to Pīrzādā men as “Bāvā,” an honorific otherwise
reserved for Sayyids, and kiss their hands upon greeting. Other Sunni Muslim men I talked to laughed at this claim
and would not accept that Pīrzādā qualified as “Bāvā.” The main reason for confusion about the Pīrzādās’ origins
seems to be that pīrs are by default assumed to be Sayyid, but the Pīrzādā claim descent from a pīr without claiming
descent from the Prophet.
293
Maulūd compositions tend to be literal rather than allegorical or metaphorical.
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and ḍholak?” He replied: “Our Muftī-e Kachchh [...], he taught us, he educated us about how to
live according to Islam (dīn kī taʿlīm), and then we found out that this thing [music] is forbidden,
this thing is impermissible” (Abdul Mutaliba Pirzada, pers. comm., January 10, 2017).
Months later, I spoke with one of the rāg̈ performers, who told me that he usually sings
with instrumental accompaniment but that our host that night had requested that he and his
companions perform unaccompanied. In this way, the host’s commitment to the Muftī-e
Kachchh’s teachings, alongside his relish for the audition of melodic Sindhi Sufi poetry
performance, had dictated the ethical contours of the performance. It might appear somewhat
ironic then that, for the second round of rāg̈, a fifth man melodically recited provocative verses
denouncing religious legal authorities by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, Bullhe Shāh, and Kabīr, which he
followed with a composition in Sindhi attributed to the Punjabi poet Bullhe Shāh that centered
around the main refrain line:
bas karo re yār ʿulamā’
Enough already, man, you scholars!294
To interpret this contrast as mere irony would be to overlook the significance of the easy
co-existence in that space of these seemingly oppositional visions of Islam—the legalism of the
learned and the love-above-all of the Sufi provocateur. As Shahab Ahmed (2015) has written,
human and historical Islam is a rich complex of often contradictory truth-claims put
forward by various proponents, all of whom have, nonetheless, to their own satisfaction
made sense of themselves as Muslims—meaning that all have made sense of their own
truth claims as Islam—some of whom/which have been able also to make sense of all or
many other of those claims as Islam, and most of whom/which have managed, for most
of the time, to co-exist with each other despite these contradictions. (105)
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An alternate translation of “bas karo re yār” is “stop it, friend,” which fails to capture the frustration in this
poetic use of this colloquial phrase.
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The brief description I have given here of a “reformed” performance is meant to draw
attention to ways in which that event was shaped by multiple ethical stances and histories, as
well as to how a performer can instantiate an ethical stance through verse choice and explication.
While the violent and intimidating oppositional attitudes to music I discussed at the beginning of
this chapter are a real phenomenon, performances like the one I describe here provide us with a
view into the more common, subtle, and civil ways in which individuals navigate the politics of
Islamic ethics in everyday life.

Questioning the Past
In the last few minutes of an interview with Rashid the preacher in 2015, I mentioned that
I had heard that his grandfather Miyan Sahib, as well as his great-uncle, used to sing kāfīs.
Rashid confirmed that his Miyan Sahib did indeed “sing” the poetry of Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf
Bhiṭā’ī. I asked if Miyan Sahib sang “without music”295 (baġair music), to which Rashid replied
affirmatively, saying:
He sang without music. But that was at a time when people didn’t understand [that music
is ḥarām], so he must have heard poetry sung to the danbūro in the Sufi style (sufī’ānā
āndāz), and he must have listened. But he was not an ʿālim. Only later did Ahmad Shah
learn [that music is ḥarām] and come back. At that time the custom was to listen to the
danbūro, so he listened. And to listen [to poetry] with danbūro is not forbidden. It isn’t
harām.
Rashid’s summation of his grandfather’s relationship with Islamic knowledge is a crucial
point on which this chapter hinges: “But he was not an ʿālim.” The termʿālim, derived from the
same Arabic three-letter root (ʿayn–lām–mīm) asʿilm (“knowledge”), denotes an Islamic scholar,
but in its literal sense it means “one with knowledge.” Rashid’s assertion was that his grandfather
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Rashid, like many speakers in South Asia, used the term “music” to mean musical accompaniment, not in the
broader sense in which it is often used in the West.
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did not have sufficient knowledge of Islamic precepts to make informed moral judgements of
performance practices that were in fact un-Islamic. When I pressed the question of whether
Miyan Sahib, in addition to listening to others perform, had also sung with danbūro
accompaniment, Rashid replied:
It’s possible that he did sing [with it]. But I am unable to say. But he did listen, this I
know. He used to go. At that time there were [musical] gatherings at weddings. But they
were of the morally proper sort (adab vālī thīṅ). They weren’t like the ones today with
music, with “ladies” there, and dancing. Men would sit, “gents,” and they would recite
(kehnā, lit. “to say”) Shāh [Bhiṭā’ī] ṣāḥib’s poetry.
Rashid was unsure of the specifics of his grandfather’s performance practice, but he
emphasized the moral contours of the performance space: “ladies” were not present at the
musical gatherings of yesteryear, and so these events were less morally questionable than
present-day musical events. It is worth pausing to reflect on how Rashid’s vision of the past as
expressed in these two brief excerpts exhibits a certain tension: on the one hand, he asserts that
Kachchhi Muslims before the 1960s were ill informed of the sharīʿat; on the other, he says that
they were more strict about segregating women from men and upholding other aspects of adab,
the code of social decorum. There are at least two conclusions one can draw from this seeming
contradiction between the discourse of moral nostalgia and the discourse of “ignorance.” The
first, which follows a certain logic but is clearly dubious, is that Muslims became more lax about
Islamic forms of sociability after having learned Islamic precepts. The second and more likely
conclusion is that reformist activities like Ahmad Shah’s fatwā, and Rashid’s repetition of it for
the moral benefit of Kachchh’s Muslims, are responses to what reformers see as the moral laxity
of contemporary Muslims. For reformers, the solution to these moral challenges is a greater
emphasis on formally educating lay Muslims about the rules and precepts of Islam; this solution
cannot be found in a mode of knowledge transmission like musical poetry performance because
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that practice involves other, morally questionable practices such as drum rhythms, which may
attract females and tempt both males and females to dance, which could incite sensual and sexual
feelings among the listeners.
Rashid’s claim concerning his grandfather’s incomplete knowledge of Islam raises
important epistemological questions. Miyan Sahib sang Sufi poetry, the instructive mystical
outpourings of Muslim holy men like Shāh Bhiṭā’ī, a figure to whom Rashid himself accords
great respect: Was Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry inadequate as a source of Islamic knowledge? If Miyan
Sahib did not possess the right knowledge to qualify as an ʿālim, did he possess another form of
knowledge? If so, how did he acquire it? Another question pertains to Rashid’s discussion of his
grandfather’s performance practice. Rashid suggests that Kachchhi Muslims of two generations
prior engaged in “impermissible” practices such as musical poetry performance because they had
insufficient knowledge of Islam. But he contradicts himself by stating that poetry performance
with the danbūro is not ḥarām: if Miyan Sahib performed poetry with a “permissible”
instrument, then why did Rashid provide his grandfather’s incomplete knowledge of Islam as a
justification for his engagement with this practice? To understand the contours of Rashid’s
claims, we must take a detour to consider the danbūro.

Moral Organology: The Danbūro in Kachchh and Sindh
Sur Āsā SJR IV:26
tanu tasbīḥa, manu maṇiyo, dili danbūro jini,
taṅdūṅ je t̤ alaba jūṅ, vaḥdata siri vaȷ̈ ani,
“vaḥdahu lāsharīku lahu,” iho rāg̈u rag̈uni,
se sutā’ī jāg̈ani, niṅḍa ʿibādata uni jī.
One whose body is a rosary, mind its bead, heart a daṅbūro,
Whose strings of desire sound with the secret of Oneness,
Whose veins sing, “He is One without partner,”
Is awake while asleep, their sleep worship.
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Rashid’s claim that the danbūro, a drone lute, is not ḥarām in Islam appears idiosyncratic
given that his general position on music is that it is “impermissible.” To accord the danbūro
moral exception is out of step with the opinions of many other Islamic scholars who do not grant
musical performance a place in Islam, including the Muftī-e Kachchh. In such accounts, stringed
and wind instruments, often associated with immoral contexts, vices, and Satan in Islamic
tradition, are subject to greater moral censure than one-sided drums (Shiloah [1995] 2001; alFaruqi 1985).296 The daff (a frame drum), for instance, is often deemed “permissible” for
weddings and Eid celebrations, while other instruments are deemed “impermissible.” Rashid’s
claim for the danbūro’s Islamic permissibility is possibly what underpins his assertion that
Miyan Sahib listened to and performed poetry “without music”—an assertion which spares him
from completely denouncing the practices of his grandfather. Perhaps also significant is that
Rashid, who initially agreed that his grandfather “sang,” later discontinued using the verb “to
sing” (gānā) and said that men in those days “spoke” poetry. He used the Urdu-Hindi verb kehnā
(“to say”), which has no implication of melodic delivery, unlike the verb paṛhnā which can refer
to either spoken recitation or melodic recitation.
To what extent is Rashid’s idiosyncratic claim about the danbūro’s permissibility
reflective of the particularity of his regional context? Before I attend to this question, it is
important to clarify that Rashid’s discussion of the danbūro appeared to refer at once to two
related instruments, the tanbūro and danbūro. Numerous instruments throughout West, Central,
and South Asia are known by variations of this name, e.g., tanbūr, tānpūrā, tandūro. The twostringed tanbūro of Kachchh was played by singers of kacchī rāg, the performance style
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cultivated by Rashid’s grandfather Miyan Sahib, and is known in Sindhi as yaktāro (= H.
ektārā). The tanbūro is no longer played by Muslim performers, though some Hindu bhajan
singers still accompany themselves on the instrument, which they usually refer to by its Gujarati
name, rāmsāgar. The danbūro, on the other hand, is a five-stringed instrument found in Sindh
and northern Kachchh. It is said that this instrument was “invented” by Shāh Bhiṭā’ī when he
added a fifth string, called zabān (“tongue”), to the existing four strings of the tānpūrā drone-lute
used in the Hindustani art music tradition.297 Rashid appears to have conflated the two
instruments, likely because of the weighty legacy that Shāh’s danbūro has in literature about the
poet.298
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I will not deal here in any depth with this organological claim, which seems to overlook the widespread use of
five-string drone instruments (tandūro) in Rajasthan that are, like the danbūro, strummed rhythmically whereas the
tānpūrā of Hindustani and Karnatak music is lightly plucked at a fairly constant rate without rhythmic reference to
the music being performed.
298
Rashid is well-read in Sindhi and Urdu. It is likely that he is more familiar with Shāh’s danbūro—which is
discussed in most literature about the poet—than he was with a regional instrument that fell out of favor with
Kachchhi Muslims decades ago.
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Figure 6.3. Sumar Kadu Jat, a shāh jo rāg̈ī faqīr, with his danbūro. Ahmedabad, Gujarat.
October 11, 2017. Photo by the author.

For insight into Rashid’s moral organology—his moral classification of musical
instruments—I turn to a story I heard on multiple occasions, from Sumar Kadu faqīr and others.
The version of the story given below is adapted from a version recounted to me by Salam
Halepotra, the sarpanch of Hodko village (Banni region, northern Kachchh) and an erstwhile
maulūd reciter. This story, which Salam said he had heard from his elders, suggests that the
danbūro claims an elevated moral status in Kachchh because of its association with Shāh Bhiṭā’ī.
Salām prefaced the story by explaining that although music—he used the Sindhi/Kachchhi term
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rāg̈ (“music,” “sung poetry”)—is ḥarām in Islam, Shāh Bhiṭā’ī was nevertheless constantly
engaged in playing the danbūro as a form of worship (ʿibādat) of Allah.
Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib was so engaged in ʿibādat that he left everything to live on top of a hill
where he sang his baits and kāfīs as he played the danbūro. One day an ʿālim, a maulāna,
came to Bhiṭā’ī Sāhib and lectured him, saying, “You are so virtuous (nek), and so deeply
engaged in devotion, and yet you do this forbidden thing. You are playing this danbūro
even though it is forbidden in our religion (dharam). You are abstinent [from worldly
things], you perform the five prayers daily, and all day you engage in praise of the
Prophet (naʿt) and devotion to Allah. Just give up this one thing, and all your
virtuousness will be accepted [by Allah].” Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib responded, “Stay here with me
overnight. You will find out—you will tell me yourself.” The ʿālim agreed. That night,
both men went to sleep. In the middle of the night, the ʿālim awoke. Shāh Bhiṭā’ī was still
asleep. Shāh ṣāḥib’s danbūro was set aside, some distance away, where it was softly
playing by itself. The ʿālim went over to it. Astounded, he said, “Why is this danbūro
playing by itself like this? What is going on?” And from the danbūro came a voice:
“Allāh hū, Allāh hū, Allāh hū, Allāh hū, Allāh hū.”299 The ʿālim then walked over to
Bhiṭāī Sāhib, who was completely asleep. Emanating from within Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib’s
sleeping body, and in time with his heartbeat, he heard the sound of: “Allāh hū, Allāh
hū.” The ʿālim went back to sleep. In the morning, both men awoke. The ʿālim got up and
said to Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib, “I made a mistake. What you are doing is between you and Allah.
Please forgive me.”
Salam concluded his telling of this story with a comment on the Islamic ethics of Shāh’s musical
practice: “So, what Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib was singing, it wasn’t a question of ‘This music is good’ or ‘I
get some enjoyment out of this music.’ It wasn’t this. [Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib] was singing out of devotion
(baṅdagī, lit. “servitude”)—devotion to God the Pure.”
The story can be read as a debate between the figures of the Sufi and the ʿālim in which
the Sufi emerges victorious. The knowledge of the ʿālim regarding Islamic juridical stances on
music has not endowed him with the devotion that permeates and emanates from Shāh Bhiṭāī’s
body even in his sleep. We can therefore read this story and Salām’s knowledge of it as a
quintessential example of how
alongside [...] legal madhhabs, whose norms we might, by ingrained force of cognitive
habit, be more readily inclined to call “religious” or “Islamic,” the Sufi-philosophical299

In Sumar Kadu Jat’s telling of the story, the strings made the sound “tūṅ, tūṅ” (“you, you”).
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aesthetical madhhab-i ʿishq [Pathway of Love] posited its own prolific normative claims
in society with Love as the primary principle and value. (Ahmed 2015, 44)
The intensity of the poet’s musical worship has united his heart with his danbūro so that the two
pulse as one, and so that both are constantly resonant with the zikr “Allāh hū”—even while
Bhiṭā’ī ṣāḥib is asleep. (See the bait in the epigraph of this section.) The ʿālim slinks away in the
morning having learned the limits of his ʿilm, which is limited to that of the Law, and has not
progressed via the Sufi Path (t̤ arīqat) to Truth (ḥaqīqat) and gnosis (maʿrifat).
Salam’s commentary on the story suggests that the musical practices of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī
were morally exceptional, and distinct from the music that less spiritually advanced persons
simply “enjoy” because they are incapable of experiencing it as a modality of devotion to God, a
direct connection to the divine. This story confirms Shahab Ahmed’s observation, which is again
suggestive of the fourfold epistemological progression of sharīʿat, t̤ arīqat, ḥaqīqat, and maʿrifat:
The idea that God’s Truth is a differentiated truth of many layers—differentiated, that is
according to the capacity of the hierarchy of layers of individuals in society to know it—
is [...] a fundamental principle of Sufi hermeneutic (and itself draws upon Qur’ānic
statements such as “We raise in degrees whomsoever we will, and above every possessor
of knowledge is one who knows,” “We raise some of them above others, in degrees”).
The highest and deepest truths are those which Sufis access from the Unseen by direct
experience of divine communication, while the lower truths are the truths of the law, of
“the abrogator and the abrogated, jurisprudence and science and knowledge of the
permitted and the prohibited, of the statutory punishments and the rulings” which are
deduced by jurists from the surface of the Divine Text and occupy the bottom rung of the
hierarchy of knowing. (Ahmed 2015, 24)
Shāh’s status as Kachchh’s most significant Friend and Lover of God means that his
musical legacy poses a dilemma for local Ahl-e Sunnat reformists, who claim that music is
ḥarām but cannot deny Shāh’s exceptional closeness to God and his continuing spiritual
charisma after death, for this belief is a central tenet of the Ahl-e Sunnat. In Fatāwā-e Qādiriyā
(2014), the Gujarati-language collection of the Muftī’s fatwās discussed briefly above, this
tension, this aporic friction, is evident in a question addressed to Ahmad Shah Bāvā:
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Question #499: Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī, mercy of God be upon him, used to play
taṅbūro and sing rāgs and rāginīs, and the taṅbūro he used to play is still in existence
today. Is this true? If this is true, why do ʿulamāʾ forbid/object (manāʿ) to the people who
play taṅbūro and sing today?
Answer: It is not proven anywhere that Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī, mercy of God be upon
him, himself played taṅbūro and sang. It is only said that this was so. If it is true, this is
permitted (mubāḥ) only for those Sufis [...] who are people of the heart (ahl-e dil), who
become intoxicated with love of Prophet and love of God, in whose heart the light of God
burns along with the sound of the playing of the Sufi’s taṅbūro’s string. But if someone
like me sits in a gathering like this that is going on, it becomes ḥarām for everyone. This
matter is only a matter for blessed Sufis; for us people this is impermissible and
prohibited (manāʿ) (Fatāwā Razayā Jild 10) (Paṭhān 2014, 205).300
In this response, the Muftī-e Kachchh cites the Ahl-e Sunnat’s main fatwā collection
Fatāwā Razayā to affirm that he—the Qādirī master of highest authority in Kachchh, a man who
has thousands of devotees who revere him as a living Friend of God and come to him for healing
through his supplicatory prayers—has not reached a spiritual station sufficient to qualify him for
ethical audition. While one might interpret this as a Sufi performance of self-effacement, it is
also a savvy rhetorical move: by placing himself in the category of “us people,” the muftī puts
ethical musical audition beyond the pale for the average Muslim. The Muftī’s answer in this
book of fatwās—like Salam’s commentary on the story about Shāh and his danbūro—is a
contemporary echo of the widespread Sufi notion, articulated by al-Hujwīrī above, that a
different set of ethical rules accompanies different stages of the Path, and therefore that certain
practices are admissible for advanced, learned (khwāṣṣ) Sufis but impermissible for less learned,
ordinary (ʿawām) Muslims. The Muftī’s answer deftly redraws the ethical boundary inherent to
this notion, making music impermissible even for highly learned Sufi masters such as himself.
The story of Shāh and his danbūro—the local significance of which is highlighted by the
apparent need to publish a danbūro-related question and corresponding fatwā—underscores the
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status of the danbūro as an instrument sacralized by its association with Shāh Bhiṭā’ī. In the vein
of Shahab Ahmed’s (2015) discussion of why we should think of Sufi wine poetry as “Islamic”
(rather than “Islamicate”), we might think of the danbūro as an Islamic instrument, despite the
fact that this would seem oxymoronic not only to legalists but also to many of my musician
interlocutors (i.e., how can something that is ḥarām in Islam be Islamic?). One encounters
analogous examples of stringed and wind instruments that enjoy a sanctified status in other
corners of the Islamic tradition. Alevis, for instance, describe the Anatolian bağlama (also
known as saz or tanbur) as a “stringed Qur’ān,” and the instrument plays a central role in Alevi
ritual (McMurray 2014, 160-175).301 In Mevlevi Sufi thought and practice, the ney and the
sounds it can produce are viewed as sacred by virtue of the instrument’s place in the poetry of
Rumi, who saw it as a material embodiment of the Sufi emotional-philosophical concept of the
pain of separation from God: like the flute which is cut from a bed of reeds, the soul “longs for
the time [...] before the act of creation, in which the Absolute Divine Unity manifested itself
through creation, and multiplicity appeared” (Schimmel 2001, 13). In similar ways, the
emotional-philosophical concepts associated with the danbūro and its sound production are
central to the belief that shāh jo rāg̈ performance is an effective form of Islamic worship (see
Chapter Three). The danbūro is a material representation of Sufism’s embeddedness in Sindh
and Kachchh, and of the critical role that local practices have played in undergirding Islamic
tradition. Perhaps this is why Rashid considered the danbūro to be an exception to proscriptions
on musical instruments, an opinion that is out of step with his uncle’s fatwā on music.
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In terms of construction, the Sindhi danbūro is more similar to the tanburs of West Asia than to the South Asian
tānpūrā, insofar as the rear of its resonating chamber is made of strips of wood rather than the gourd used for the
tānpūrā.
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Responses to the Fatwā
It is difficult to quantify the effects that the Muftī’s opposition to Muslims’ practice and
patronage of music has had on musical life in Muslim Kachchh. As an attempt to trace this
history, this section focuses on the responses of two musicians, both of whom are/were regarded
as highly knowledgeable enthusiasts of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry. In both of their lifetimes, they
watched as sons turned away from the musical practices of their fathers after acquiring newly
introduced forms of Islamic knowledge. From these two men’s responses we can gain a sense of
the historical trajectory of local opposition to music as well as the ways in which musicians draw
on prior discourses about music’s morality and its relationship to Islamic ethics and knowledge
in their reflections on the permissibility of musical practice.
Before examining these two men’s responses, it is worth stating that they are both
comparatively bold in their rejection of the claim that music is ḥarām in Islam. Most Muslim
musicians I worked with were more ambivalent about the matter but justified their musical
practice by pointing to the ethical model established by Sufis. For example, a successful Laṅgā
drummer told me that although music is ḥarām, “Great Sufis cleared this path, and the rest is
[only] known by Allah, may Allah forgive [me].”302 Similarly, a well-known Sufi singer related
how his oldest son, a recently graduated maulvī posted at a madrasah in eastern Kachchh, had
once urged him to stop performing music. The singer responded to his son, “I only had you
educated in a madrasah because I followed Bhitā’ī ṣāḥib’s path (rāstā, i.e., sung poetry). It is
because of Bhitā’ī ṣāḥib’s path that I have this love for Islam, and that’s why I had you educated
in a madrasah. Otherwise I would have had you educated in a [non-religious] school like all of
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my brothers’ sons.” After this exchange, his son never brought up the subject again. At a private
musical gathering on a farm in 2014, the same singer said to another singer:
to sing and play is not permissible [...], [but] there is knowledge (ḥikmat) in this thing
(i.e., sung poetry). It is poetry. There was poetry at the time of God’s Prophet, and God’s
Prophet himself listened to poetry. [The other singer responded: vāh vāh, subḥān Allāh!]
Yes, he listened to poetry. This poetry, it is a magic (jādū), [...] it is Sufism (ṣūfiyat), you
have to “control” this thing.
In these musicians’ statements, we witness how they appeal to the moral exemplars of Friends of
God, and even make a partial appeal to the example of the Prophet, as they navigate a precarious
simultaneous acceptance of what appear to be oppositional ethical claims about music while
ultimately maintaining a commitment to musical practice in their own lives.303

Music in the Mosques: Bāvā Turk Responds
In his lifetime, Bāvā Abdullah Husain Turk made efforts to ensure lasting support for Sindhilanguage Sufi music, for he saw that it faced numerous challenges to its survival in Kachchh. In
the last years of his life, Turk initiated an organization called Khuddām-e Sūfiyat (“Servants of
Sufism”; henceforth KMS). The first time I met Turk was during Ramadan in July 2014 at a
singer’s house in Nirona village, when musicians gathered to break the fast together and discuss
the formal registration of KMS as a non-governmental organization (NGO). The meeting was
attended by most of the region’s prominent Sufi singers, and a few drummer accompanists from
the Laṅgā hereditary musician community. One purpose of forming KMS was to organize and
unite Sufi musicians in order to set fair fees for performances. Group members also saw KMS as
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One is reminded of Ewing’s ethnographic work in Pakistan: “Discourses constitute subject positions, but the
experiencing subject is a nonunitary agent (perhaps better described as a bundle of agencies) who - in part through
the experience of competing ideologies and alternative discourses - operates with a potential for critical distance
from any one discourse or subject position, including a discourse of modernity. I thereby create a theoretical space
for a desiring, experiencing subjectivity that stands at a nexus of discourses” (Ewing 1997, 5).
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a way to protect Sufism from reformist opposition to music and from its perceived
commodification in India in recent years, as evident in the use of Sufi themes in Hindi film
songs.304 At the meeting, Turk sat on a string bed on a verandah in the courtyard, with an
embroidered Sindhi ṭopī on his head and an ajrak cloth draped over his emaciated shoulders. The
other musicians and I sat on tarps on the cement floor, smoking bīṛīs and drinking chai from
ceramic saucers as we listened intently while Turk expounded on various historical topics, such
as the shifting of the Indus river away from Kachchh and the arrival of the Jat ethnic group in
Sindh and later Kachchh from Halab (Aleppo) many centuries before. We met for a second and
last time nine days later on Eid al-Fitr at Turk’s home in Dhrab. Despite his obvious pain, Turk
spoke for hours, answering my questions about Sufism and musical life in the region.
For Bāvā Turk, music and Sufism were “one” (ek haiṅ). He saw the history of Islam in
Kachchh as inextricably tied to musical practice. He related how, in mosques after ritual prayer,
men used to sing kāfī songs to the accompaniment of the tanbūro drone lute. According to Turk,
this was practiced in every mosque in Kachchh up until about fifty years ago; the practice
declined after Partition, and particularly so in the decade preceding our conversation. He said
that, while local adherents of the Ahl-e Ḥadīth movement had opposed musical performance for
decades, in the past ten years those within his own community of Ahl-e Sunnat Muslims had also
begun to object. Turk attributed this marked decline to the anti-music fatwā of the Muftī-e
Kachchh.305 He said of the Muftī and his followers, “If he says, ‘It is daytime,’ they will say ‘It is
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The kāfī singer Abdullah “Attaullah” Jat gave the example of the song “Ishq Sufiyana” from the Hindi film The
Dirty Picture (2011) (Abdullah Jat, pers. comm., August 2014). The refrain of this song is “tere vāste mera ʿishq
sūfīyānā,” which can be roughly translated as “My love for you is [like] a Sufi’s love [i.e., for God].” The song’s
lyrics employ other Sufi concepts such as fanā (annihilation), inverting the worldly/divine (majāzī/ḥaqīqī) love
dialectic.
305
Turk claimed that this fatwā was issued ten to fifteen years ago, a date later than others gave.
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daytime.’ If he says, ‘It is nighttime,’ they will say, ‘It is nighttime.’ Now he has said that
daytime is nighttime.”
Turk did not question the morality of Sufi music; he claimed it was through Sufis that
Islam was spread in Kachchh, and that half of the Friends of God buried in Kachchh’s myriad
shrines were singers. Referring to the fact that Ahmad Shah’s father and paternal uncle were
talented kāfī singers, he said, “His whole family sang…[but] he studied at a madrasah and then
came back and said, ‘no’.” As a response to the changing attitudes towards local Islamic
traditional practices that he witnessed in his lifetime, Turk formed KMS in the hope that the
organization would increase people’s understanding of Sufism and knowledge about what Sufis
have done for the world. He saw this as a necessary effort for resisting the authority of preachers
(mullahs). To underscore and lend authority to his position, he recited a verse attributed to Shāh
Bhiṭā’ī:306
mullah “mullah” ma co, ī āheṛī āhīn
mirū saṅdī māhu tāṅ māṇaku maṭā’īṅ
ehṛā hī āhīn, lānata lat̤ īf ca’e
Don’t call these mullahs “mullah,” they are hunters,
They’ll exchange a precious jewel for a wild animal’s meat.
They are like a curse, says Latif.
Bāvā Turk elaborated on the meaning of the bait’s second line, saying
in exchange for impermissible food, [mullahs] will take these precious diamonds and
jewelry that are Qur’ānic verses and the Ḥadīth, and mistranslate them and present them
[like that] to people [...]. They are doing this all for their own benefit (lit. “for their own
stomachs”), not for the well-being of others. The real goal of Islamic faith (dīn) that the
Prophet taught—that Sufis and great dervishes taught—they don’t have that.
Employing poetry as a critical entry point into the Islamic discursive tradition (Asad [1986]
2009), Turk laid claim to a vision of Islam in which legalists are not the final arbiters.
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This verse is not included in Advani’s edition of Shāh Jo Risālo (‘Abd al-Lat̤ īf [1967] 1994)
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A Slave of the Sayyids: Nazar Ustād Responds
Nazar Ustād is a member of the endogamous Laṅga community of Muslim hereditary
musicians who makes his living primarily as a soṇā’īṅ (Ur-H. shehnā’ī) player for Hindu and
Jain weddings and religious festivals in Kachchh and Mumbai, where he travels for seasonal
musical work. Nazar Ustad considers his interest in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī and other Sufi poets a “passion”
(shauq) and says that he has never accepted any money for performing Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry or
anything else associated with the poet and Friend of God. In the interviews and informal
conversations I had with Nazar Ustad, he instructed me on various subjects with frequent
recourse to extended metaphors that initially appeared to be tangents but that always looped back
to underline the point he wished to make. During one lengthy interview in 2014, in which Nazar
Ustād smoked innumerable bīṛīs and his wife and daughters kindly provided rounds of tea in
saucers, I asked him about his thoughts on Ahmad Shah Bāwā’s objections to musical
performance. Nazar Ustād’s response revealed that he understands moral disagreement to be an
unavoidable natural phenomenon. But, echoing al-Hujwīrī’s emphasis on perception and
intention as contingent factors in the ethics of audition, he argued by way of a musical
demonstration that music is permissible in Islam:307
My belief is that there is no question of whether or not [music] is impermissible. Now,
look. If Sindhi ḍholak is played, what meaning can we pull out of it? [He picked up his
ḍholak and played the rhythm]:

It has spoken: “ḥaqq Allāh ḥaqq Allāh ḥaqq Allāh ḥaqq.” [He recited this zikr in the same
rhythm he had played on the ḍholak.] What is forbidden (ḥarām) in this? Everyone has
307

Nazar Ustād’s connection of a drum rhythm with a particular zikr (<Ar. dhikr—“remembrance,” i.e., repetition
of God’s name) is a powerful example of the approach to musical and sonic practices analyzed by Wolf (2014), in
which practitioners conceive of rhythms as ontologically connected with texts and thus by extension with the voice.
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his own thinking. People say about the sun, “It’s good, it should exist.” But there are two
creatures that have said that it should not exist. I don’t know what you call this bird in
English, but in our language it’s called hūwar. It comes out at night and does not come
out during the day. The second bird is small. It’s called cīcī camṛā [a small bat]. It comes
out at night; it never comes out during the day. So according to both, the sun should not
exist. Now for this bird [Ahmad Shah], there should not be rāg [i.e., music].308 Some will
say music is ḥaqq [Truth, God] and some will say [it is] ḥarām.309
Nazar Ustād initially agreed with Bāvā Turk’s claim that Sufi musical performance has
declined in recent years due to the efforts of Islamic reformists. But he soon backtracked from
this position by emphasizing the fault of musicians, whose misguided intentions and material
desires have attracted warranted reformist opposition to musical performance at tomb-shrines:
“When those people used to play and sing in dargāhs (shrines), their goal was in the ‘word,’ and
was connected to the dargāhwāle [buried holy men]. Now, people have become such artists
(fankār-kalākār) that their goal is money. So that [spiritual] effect is finished.”310 Nazar Ustād’s
concern with the spiritually diluting presence of materially oriented performers and participants
at shrines reminds one of al-Hujwīrī’s claim almost a millennium prior: “[In] the present age
some persons attend meetings where the wicked listen to music, yet they say, ‘We are listening
to God’; and the wicked join with them in this audition and are encouraged in their wickedness,
so that both parties are destroyed” (al-Hujwīrī [1911] 1976, 409).311
In another conversation about Ahmad Shah’s fatwā that we had in August 2015, Nazar
Ustad took a different tack, asserting that there is no opposition to music in Islam, and that what
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Though our conversation was in Hindi/Urdu, Nazar Ustād used “rāg” here in its Kachchhi-Sindhi sense of
“music.”
309
Interview with the author, July 30, 2015.
310
Nazar Ustād’s claim recalls what Manuel (2008) reports about Delhi, Varanasi, and Kolkata, where qawwālī
performers claimed that “neither Hindu nor Muslim fundamentalism had exercised any particular impact on shrine
attendance and the qawwālī milieu” (381). Conversely, in Ahmedabad, “the socio-musical impact of Hindutva has
been overt where violence has occurred” (ibid.). The same cannot be said for Kachchh, where Hindu-Muslim
relations have been less fraught, and less violent, than in eastern Gujarat.
311
See discussion above regarding Nicholson’s translation and the difference between “music” and samāʿ.
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the sharīʿat states on the matter is that one ought not to spend beyond one’s means on certain
activities. He said that as long as one did not exceed one’s financial bounds then musical
activities were acceptable. Critically though, Nazar agreed with Rashid about the
impermissibility of musical performances where women are present and both genders begin to
feel less “shame” (sharm) in their relations with one another. He stressed that the music should
be “good” (acchā): the poetry should relate to God and the Prophet Muhammad, and it should
teach listeners how to conduct themselves (calnā; lit. “to walk,” “to move”) in their lives. Nazar
Ustād elaborated on how poets have functioned as ethical guides, saying,
These are the kinds of things the poets have taught us [...] like Shāh [Bhiṭā’ī] ṣāḥib, and
others. This is what they have taught: how we should live our lives; who we should spend
more time with; who we should spend less time with. Why would poets care about such
people? It was precisely to show the path (rāstā) to those who have fallen behind. [Their
message is:] “Come on, do it like this; if you spend time with such people, you’ll be
destroyed, if you meet with such people, you’ll have a problem.”
Nazar Ustād’s vision of ethical musical performance involves the consideration of a number of
factors: the company one keeps, intention, perception, performance space, gender relations,
financial means, and the ethical value of the sung poetic text. For him, as long as these moral
requirements are satisfactorily met, then it is inconsequential whether or not instruments
accompany the singer as he melodically transmits the poet’s message.
In our conversations about Ahmad Shah’s fatwā, Nazar Ustād tempered his defiant
frustration with an awareness of his low status as a hereditary musician. When I mentioned to
Nazar Ustād that Rashid had tentatively confirmed that his grandfather Miyan Sahib sang kāfīs,
he said, “I can introduce you to people who saw him singing with instruments.” He specified that
Miyan Sahib accompanied himself on the tanbūro—a two-stringed drone lute, known in Sindh as
yaktāro—and was joined by a ḍholak (barrel drum) player. This places Miyan Sahib’s practice in
the realm of “music,” and thus, for Rashid, in a realm of moral questionability. Nazar gave the
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name of a witness to Miyan Sahib’s performances, an elderly holy man known as “Deaf
Bāvā.”312 He then asked a pointed rhetorical question, the sensitive nature of which he promptly
underlined:
Now, why would someone who had seen the father sing believe the son who says that
music is ḥarām? And they are of the same ancestry: Deaf Bāvā is a sayyid, and Ahmad
Shah is a Sayyid. I am a slave (ġulām) of both. I am Ahmad Shah Bāvā’s slave, and I am
Deaf Bāvā’s slave. Okay? I have a limit, that I can’t go outside and say this much. But
this is what the research that I have done shows.313

Benefits of the Fatwā: Muslim Weddings and the Bondage of the Laṅgās
According to Nazar Ustād, the impact of Ahmad Shah’s fatwā—which Nazar Ustād
claimed he first delivered in 1972—on Sufi music performance was less significant than its
effect on Laṅgā musical performance at Muslim weddings, especially soṇā’īṅ-ḍhol ensembles.
Soṇā’īṅ-ḍhol ensembles, or variants thereof, have historically been an essential sonic aspect of
the wedding celebrations of many religious communities in South Asia (and beyond). As a
practice shared with non-Muslims, the presence of soṇā’īṅ-ḍhol ensembles at weddings has
historically been problematic for reformists not only because of the belief that music is ḥarām in
Islam, but also because the use of the ensembles is one of a number of “customs” (rasūmāt)
judged to be un-Islamic, which in South Asia has essentially been synonymous with “Hindu.”
For this reason, Ahmad Shah’s fatwā must also be seen not only as an answer to an ethical
question but also as a manifestation of a long-standing effort on the part of Islamic reformists to
eradicate un-Islamic “customs” from South Asian Muslim communities.
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Deaf Bāvā lost his hearing in the 1980s and passed away in 2016.
The term ġulām (“slave”), as Nazar Ustād uses it here, has two related connotations. One, it may refer to his low
status relative to Sayyids, who are believed to be descendants of the Prophet, and are revered as such. Among Ahl-e
Sunnat Muslims, it is common in Kachchh for any non-Sayyid male to greet a Sayyid male by kissing his right hand
and then touch it to each eye. Ġulām here also seems to refer to the related meaning of “devotee,” a meaning that
“servant” or “slave” has in many religious traditions (e.g., Skt. devadāsī, Ar. ‘abd allāh)
313
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In Kachchh today, Laṅgās are the most prominent and respected community of hereditary
musicians who play soṇā’īṅ and ḍhol at weddings.314 They rely on wedding programs as an
important source of income, and so it would seem logical to presume that they suffered
financially as a result of the Muftī’s discouragement of music at Muslim weddings. I was
surprised, then, when Nazar Ustād’s initial response to my queries about this was to claim that
the Muftī’s fatwā had no effect on the Laṅgā community’s livelihood. I was even more surprised
when he followed his initial response by blurting out, “Things got better!” I laughed in my
confusion: How could a hereditary Muslim musician possibly welcome an anti-music fatwā? But
Nazar Ustād assured me, “I’m telling the truth! We benefited because of Ahmad Shah’s fatwā.”
Look, at that time, we Laṅgās were tied (baṅde hū’e) to one or another community in a
village. Whichever village we lived in, we were tied to that community. If there was a
wedding in someone’s home, that wedding would go for eight days, ten days, fifteen
days. Whichever community was in a village, especially Muslims, we were connected to
them (joṛe rehte the). We were tied, there was a relationship. There is a Kachchhi
tradition too, that for eight days we would stay at the house of the groom, in case there
was a need [for our services]. We could never leave. Our relationship was with their
home and their community (samāj). We had very few relationships with other [religious]
communities. If there was no work in the Muslim community, then we could play for
Hindu people. There was not even a question of leaving the village.
So, when [Ahmad Shah] Bāvā ṣāḥib gave his fatwā, since then Muslims have
stopped having music at their weddings.315 When we became separated from the
Muslims—I mean, when we were made to be separated—then we were able to give
Hindus all our time. We also used to play for Hindu religious festivals, but we could only
give very little time. So, we started to give them all our time. Then, people from outside
would come to the weddings. They would hear us and say, “He plays ḍhol well, he plays
shehnā’ī well.” And in this way, I went from my village to every corner of India. Only
having left [my village] could I do that. And so, because of this, for me—for the entire
Laṅgā community—Haji Ahmad Shah Bāvā’s fatwā proved to be very good.
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The Muslim Mokhā community, which historically also produced country liquor, plays at wrestling events, and
the Hindu Naṭ community plays at the weddings of some low-caste and historically “tribal” communities, such as
the Kolī.
315
Nazar Ustād’s comment applies to some but by no means all Muslim communities. Based on subsequent
research, his comments appear to refer more to the context of southern Kachchh.
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Ahmad Shah’s fatwā successfully reduced the use of soṇā’īṅ-ḍhol ensembles at Muslim
weddings, and Muslim communities continue to modify their practices in accordance with the
Islamic knowledge he has disseminated. But it also had other, likely unforeseen consequences. It
effectively freed many Laṅgā families from the bonds of their caste-based obligations to fellow
Muslims. Rather than having to subsist within a constricting web of social contractual ties to
other Muslim communities, Laṅgās now sell their services on the free (Hindu and Jain)
market.316 As they participate in this increasingly capitalist musical economy, in which many
inter-caste obligations are a vestige of what they once were, Laṅgā musicians must reconcile
their need to make a living doing a job fraught with economic instability with the fact that this
form of labor entails practices that many of them admit are morally ambivalent or proscribed in
Islam, such as performing dance music for mixed-gender audiences.317 I cannot help but wonder
about the link between the reconfiguration of the musical labor economy and Nazar Ustād’s
frustrated disparagement of the materially oriented dispositions of musicians: or, does his
criticism imply that musicians of yesteryear had more spiritually pure intentions because, as
bonded musical laborers, they did not have to sell themselves as “artists” on the free market?
These issues deserve more attention than I can give them here, but I raise them to make the point
that ethical stances about musical practice in Muslim communities and the “choices” that
individuals make about putting these stances into practice cannot be considered in isolation from
the historical realities of caste, education, inter-religious relations, and economic security. With
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Depending on the village, some Laṅgā families’ primary patrons were Hindu or Jain, but Nazar Ustad’s
account—likely based on his experiences in his natal village in central-southern Kachchh—emphasizes their ties to
Muslim communities. Many hereditary performing communities in South Asia have similarly had to adapt to
changing circumstances. See Jairazbhoy (1977) on Rajasthani Laṅgā and MaṅGaniyār musician communities and
changing forms of patronage; also see Neuman ([1980] 1990) on mīrāṣī musicians and tawā’if (courtesan) lineages,
and Morcom (2013) on the descendants of tawā’ifs in contemporary India.
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As one Laṅgā drummer said to me, “I’m not going to lie, I play music in Hindu temples, may God forgive me.”
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these social realities in mind, it is not surprising that Ahmad Shah’s effort to discourage Muslim
involvement with music did not make inroads within the Laṅgā community, which relies for its
livelihood on musical performance in diverse social and religious contexts.

Paths to Knowledge (‘Ilm)
My conversations with my interlocutors about the morality of music and reformists’
efforts to discourage Muslim involvement with it suggest a broader concern with Islamic
knowledge (ʿilm). The Arabic word ʿilm has entered myriad languages of West, Central, and
South Asia. Franz Rosenthal (1970) observed that, while ʿilm is best translated as “knowledge,”
this gloss
falls short of expressing all the factual and emotional contents of ʿilm. For ʿilm is one of
those concepts that have dominated Islam and given Muslim civilization its distinctive
shape and complexion. In fact there is no other concept that has been as operative as a
determinant of Muslim civilization in all its aspects to the same extent as ʿilm. (Rosenthal
1970, 1-2)
ʿIlm is the third most frequently occurring term in the Qur’an, after Allāh and rabb (Creator,
Sustainer); it is mentioned more than 800 times in the text (Sardar 1993, 43-45). Aside from
“knowledge,” ʿilm can denote “science” or “learning.” The term is paired with modifiers in
languages across the Islamic world to denote disciplines or fields of knowledge, e.g., ʿilm albayān (Ar.,“the art/science of eloquence”), ʿilm-e mūsīqī (Per., “the art/science of music”), and
kālā ʿilm (Ur., lit. “black knowledge,” i.e., black magic; see Ewing 1997).
In the view of Nazar Ustād, the legitimacy of one’s authority to advise other Muslims on
ethical matters is dependent on the quality of one’s Islamic knowledge, which is directly related
to the mode by which that knowledge was acquired. As we discussed the multiple generations of
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the Muftī’s family, Nazar Ustād compared the present generation of reformers with the Muftī’s
father Miyan Sahib, saying:
No matter how much ʿilm a person has, look at their condition (kaifiyat). Perhaps Miyan
Sahib didn’t earn a diploma like the [contemporary preachers] you have met. Maybe at
that time there weren’t big colleges or madrasahs, so he didn’t get a diploma. But I can
introduce you to three or four people who were healed from Miyan Sahib’s exhalation of
breath, even though it has been almost fifty years since he passed away. So, [as for the
preacher] who possesses knowledge (ʿilmdār) [today], introduce me to two people who
have had their diseases disappear because of this [holy man’s, i.e., Rashid’s]
exhalation.318 Now you will have to decide if he [Rashid] has knowledge or if [Miyan
Sahib] had knowledge.
According to Nazar Ustād, Islam teaches that the proper use of knowledge is to lessen the
pain of fellow humans. He maintained that individuals who can heal with an ʿilm born out of
their closeness to God acquired that ʿilm by overcoming the needs of base human existence like
sleep: such individuals remain awake throughout the night in remembrance of God, taking up a
rosary and chanting allāh as-samad (“God is perfect, all-fulfilling”) continuously while the rest
of us succumb to sleep. There is no diploma for this ʿilm, but it is a knowledge so powerful that
Miyan Sahib harnessed it to cure cancer. As though Miyan Sahib’s healing people of cancer were
not enough, Nazar concluded our discussion of ʿilm with a dramatic story demonstrating the
nature and extent of Miyan Sahib’s ʿilm. This story is well-known in Muslim Kachchh and I later
heard it from others as well.
Haji Miyan Sahib was leaving for Hajj. At that time people going on Hajj took
steamships from Mandvi. When Haji Miyan Sahib’s steamer was leaving, many people
came to say goodbye. At that time, he said to them, “I won’t be coming back. This is the
last time we will see each other.” After saying this, he supplicated: “O Prophet, if I am a
counterfeit coin, send me back, but if I’m a real coin, keep me with you.” And to this day,
he is buried in the Jannat al-Baqia cemetery in Madina. He never came back.
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Towards the end of this excerpt, Nazar sarcastically and obliquely refers to Rashid as a “Bābā,” a term that,
while its Kachchhi variant bāvā is commonly used to refer to all men from the Sayyid community, here has the
sense of “holy man.”
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He concluded by asking once again, “So did he have knowledge, or is it the people today who
have knowledge? I can provide you no better proof than this.”
Nazar’s response alerts us to a shift, on the scale of one influential Kachchhi Sayyid
family’s history, away from the practice of sung Sufi poetry as a mode of Islamic knowledge
acquisition, and towards the acquisition of Islamic knowledge in formal Islamic schools, where
learning centers around a curriculum of Islamic texts and culminates in a diploma. His
reflections on ʿilm reveal his belief that the way in which knowledge is acquired and used should
be the primary factor in locating Islamic authority. For Nazar Ustād, the diploma as
epistemological telos does not compare with the healing of another human, which he considers to
be the message of Islam itself.
Nazar Ustād’s comments on Islamic knowledge engage with an ongoing discussion about
the relative importance of love and knowledge in the Islamic tradition. Chittick (2013), in
response to Rozenthal’s influential work cited above, has argued that “love does a better job
[than knowledge] at conveying the nature of the quest for God that lies at the tradition’s heart”
(xi, emphasis in original). Nazar Ustād’s view is more aligned with Shahab Ahmed’s response to
Chittick’s argument:
rather than to draw a sharp distinguishing line between “love” and “knowledge,” it is
more accurate to conceive of love as construed and practiced by the madhhab-i ʿishq
precisely as a register or type of knowing: the experience of love is a learning experience
(or an experience of learning) that teaches the lover how to identify value (i.e., what is
valuable) and to constitute the human being—both as individual and as society—
accordingly, in terms of those values. (Ahmed 2015, 42)
For musicians who value the poetry of Lovers/Friends of God as a source of Islamic
knowledge, it is difficult to separate the cultivation of love (for God and the Prophet) from the
cultivation of knowledge: the process of acquiring knowledge through poetry and poetry
performance is an affective on, which is precisely what poets like Shāh Bhiṭā’ī intended when
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they encased Islamic teachings in emotionally charged stories. When musicians cite singingplaying Lovers as model Muslim men, they lay claim to the belief that these men, qua Lovers,
had access to a form of knowing that continues to endow them with a moral authority greater than
that of reformers with degrees from Islamic schools. This notion is pithily encapsulated in these
famous lines by the Punjabi poet Bullhe Shāh (1680-1757 CE), which once again invokes the
Sufi notion that knowledge of the Law is a foundation for knowledge but not the culmination of
knowing:
paṛh paṛh ʿilm hazār kitābāṅ
kadī apṇe āp nūṅ paṛhī’ā na’īṅ
You’ve read a thousand books worth of ʿilm,
But you’ve never read yourself.

Conclusion
On that initial visit to my friend Altaf’s village, we attended a modest commemoration of
the death-anniversary of Hazrat ʿAbdul Qādir Jilānī (1078-1166) organized by the village’s male
Muslim community. They invited one of the Muftī’s sons to give a sermon, which was followed
by a short performance of naʿt (recited composition honoring the Prophet). After the program,
the guests ate niyāz (blessed food) together in groups of four or five from large steel plates. As
usual, the dish was khāvo, rice cooked with meat, tomato, onions, green chili, oil, and spices,
which is typically prepared by men at homosocial occasions like this one. Prior to the sermon,
Altaf took me to meet the Muftī’s middle-aged son, who was speaking with a group of men in
the small, empty sitting room of a local Sayyid holy man as they waited for the program to begin.
At Altaf’s urging, I explained my research to the respected Sayyid preacher, including my
interest in the question of music’s permissibility. The Muftī’s son advised me, “If you start
looking into this question, all your work will get tangled up.” In this chapter, I have proceeded
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from the understanding that the tangles about which he warned me—contradictions,
ambivalences, and disagreements—are productive areas of inquiry. I have examined ways in
which the question of music’s moral propriety and Islamic permissibility is knotted up with other
questions—of knowledge, context, gender, financial means, economic relations, and family
history. Attention to the interconnectedness of these questions deepens our understanding of how
contemporary Muslims refigure old discourses as they respond to perennial moral concerns in
novel temporal and spatial contexts.
All debates about the ethics of sonic performance practices in the Islamic tradition stem
from the acknowledgement that sound, musical and otherwise, is an affectively powerful
sensorial force with which the listening self must reckon. Al-Hujwīrī is helpfully straightforward
on this, as usual: “Anyone who says that he finds no pleasure in sounds and melodies and music
is either a liar and a hypocrite or he is not in his right senses, and is outside of the category of
men and beasts” (al-Hujwīrī [1911] 1976, 401). But how can one listen ethically? Many
musicians in Kachchh believe that music is forbidden in Islam but cite the ethical model of
Friends of God who engaged in musical Islamic devotion to justify their contravention of the
sharīʿat. They understand sung poetry with musical accompaniment to be a “magic” that can and
must be “controlled.” For Bāvā Turk and Nazar Ustād, musical performance unquestionably
retains the potential to be a moral devotional practice capable of transmitting ethical teachings
and Islamic knowledge. To pronounce a fatwā proclaiming music’s impermissibility within
Islam is, in their view, a denial of local Islamic history and a disavowal of the practices of
revered regional holy men. For Bāvā Turk, this truth appeared self-evident, proven by the
historical interconnectedness of Islam, Sufism, music, and poetry in Kachchh. Nazar Ustād’s
response was more ambivalent. His emphasis on the ethical dispositions of individuals as a factor
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in determining music’s moral propriety converges with the Hujwīrīan notion of the
fundamentally contingent nature of ethical audition, which must be judged according to the
individual listener. It is this notion—in which the listener is accorded the possibility of ethical
listening—that is contested when reformists make blanket proclamations about the danger that
music poses to the moral Muslim self.
Muslim musicians in Kachchh respond in creative and articulate ways to the claim that
their preferred mode of Islamic devotion is immoral and un-Islamic. They take action, including
initiating a musician collective, in the face of change that they perceive as threatening to their
vision of locally rooted Islam and its practice. In so doing, they declare the propriety of Islam’s
embeddedness within song, and of song’s embeddedness within Islam. But despite their
differences of opinion with reformists, they too grapple with the problematic of moral
degradation in modern spaces, where sexual and material desire, and the commodification of
Sufi symbols, threaten the sustainability of music as an ethical practice oriented towards the aims
of acquiring Islamic knowledge and achieving closeness with God.
The history of the Muftī-e Kachchh’s influential Sayyid family’s disengagement from
music is intertwined with the history of an ongoing transformation in how Sunni Muslims in
Kachchh approach Islamic devotion, ethics, and epistemology. The Muftī’s acquisition of
Islamic knowledge in the institutionalized space of a madrasah led him to denounce the musical
practices of his father as un-Islamic. This revision, in which a man turned away from the
practices of his family’s past, has played out in Sunni Kachchh more widely in the years since he
began to preach what he had learned in Dhoraji and Bombay. It is a transformation that follows
the trail of Islamic reformism blazed in colonial modernity, a trail that signaled a departure from
paths previously followed, a deviation from practices deemed variously as “customs,” “Hindu,”
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“superstitious,” “innovation,” haṛām, un-Islamic, or at the very least morally questionable. This
departure continues to displace local practices that have historically served to transmit
knowledge of how one should live life as a good Muslim. In their place, other practices
considered to be less problematic are embraced. In some contexts, sung Sindhi poetry with
musical accompaniment has given way to the unaccompanied tuneful recitation of the same
poetry. In others, the characteristic descending melodies of Sindhi music have been replaced by
Urdu-language naʿt recitation modeled on recordings by popular reciters from northern India and
Pakistan.
It is tempting to mourn the loss of the local, but we might avoid a romantic view of the
past by thinking of reformist activities, like the defensive responses to them, as a form of what
Naveeda Khan has called “Muslim aspiration,” a striving towards moral perfection in an open
future (Khan 2012).319 Surely the Muftī-e Kachchh seeks to be an ethical guide and lead his
followers towards the good. He and his protégés advocate for poetry recitation unencumbered by
the moral baggage of musical accompaniment. As recitation, the poetic verses of Friends of God
remain intact, and are perhaps just as capable of transmitting the poet’s teachings in a barer,
unaccompanied form. And yet the enduring preference of musicians in Kachchh to keep Sufi
poetry within its musical frame, in tandem with their abiding attraction to the “magic” of music
and their belief that Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s danbūro resonated with the name of God, warrant asking:
What is lost when you take away “music”?
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Khan’s insights rest on an analysis of the legacy of Allama Iqbal’s thought in Pakistani society, but her
suggestion that we view arguments between members of different Islamic masālak (“pathways”; sing. maslak, e.g.,
the Ahl-e Sunnat) as forms of Muslim “striving” casts a more positive light on religious debate than do analyses
which see such debate in Pakistan today as symptomatic of that country’s failure to achieve the vision of a unified
Muslim nation that inspired its creation.
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Conclusion

This dissertation has examined an ecology of performative and interpretive practices
revolving around the musico-poetic repertoire of Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī. In addition to being
the first significant study of musical life in Kachchh, it has illuminated the ways in which rural
Muslims engage affectively with the Islamic discursive tradition through the performance,
audition, and discussion of Sufi poetry. By way of conclusion, I want to briefly trace the
evolution of this project and highlight the contributions of my work to the study of music, affect,
and emotion. I’ll then close with a discussion of a regional narrative to bring attention to the
political significance of my research and offer possibilities for hope at a time in which Indian
Muslims are increasingly marginalized and subject to violence amidst the unchecked growth of
Hindu nationalism and majoritarianism.
On my second research trip to Kachchh in 2015, I arrived with an interest in studying the
effects of local Islamic reformists’ objections to musical practices in Muslim Kachchh. The late
esteemed kāfī singer Bāvā Abdullah Turk had told me on my first trip to the region a year before
about how Ahl-e Sunnat (“Sunni”) Muslims in Kachchh had increasingly moved away from
music over the past ten to fifteen years due to the reformist efforts of the Mufti-e Kachchh. My
interest in objections to music in Muslim societies stretched back to the hazy incipience of my
research project and formed the basis of my proposal when I applied to graduate school. This
question continued to intrigue me: what would compel some Muslims in South Asia to dismiss
as immoral or useless—even worthy of violent attack—what I and millions of people in the
region regarded as a profoundly beautiful and morally edifying practice?
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On that trip in 2015, I described my interest in tracing the history of what I imagined to
be a withering of Muslim musical life in Kachchh to a couple of men with whom I had formed
friendly relationships on my pilot research trip the year before. They were not enthusiastic. A
hereditary musician, who would over time adopt a fatherly orientation towards me, seemed
frustrated by my intent to give so much attention and energy to what he perceived as a negative
topic. In retrospect, it is clear that I had overestimated and misunderstood the practical effects of
Islamic reformism on musical life, which were far more subtle than I naively thought. In the face
of my desire to know more about what seemed to be a controversial and thus attractive research
topic, he urged me to focus on what he saw as the positive side of Sufi poetry performance: its
power to guide individuals towards a path of ethical action. I also presented my research interests
to another man, who was one of the few Muslims in the region pursuing an advanced degree and
who would later become a close friend and co-researcher. His response was similar to that of the
hereditary musician, and he told me that I would miss out on a great deal if I chose to focus only
on reformist objections to music. He urged me to turn my attention to a more positive topic,
namely the rich knowledge and history of Sufi poetry in the region.
I took their advice and oriented my research towards the question of how Sufi poetry
performance transmits ethical lessons, relegating my interest in Islamic reform to a supporting
role. When I returned to Kachchh for fieldwork from late 2016 to spring 2018, though, I came to
notice that the men I worked with rarely if ever spoke about the lessons of Sufi poetry in terms of
“ethics” (akhlāq) per se. Rather, they were interested in how allusive Sufi verses pithily
encapsulated Islamic teachings about death and the Day of Judgement, among other topics. For
them, “ethics” was subsumed within Islam, laid out by God in the Qur’ān and modeled in the
Prophet’s example, which together provide a blueprint for how to live in this world and
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guarantee one’s place in heaven in the afterlife. The realization that they did not speak of ethics
as separable from Islamic faith did not entail a major shift in my research question, but it guided
the kinds of questions I asked and the sorts of things to which I tried to pay attention.
One issue worth flagging in my discussion of ethical self-formation in this dissertation is
the fact that, in their daily lives, not all of the individuals I came to know during my fieldwork
abide by the ethical ideals they affirm in their discourses about what is and is not right in Islam. I
address this to an extent in Chapter One in my discussion of how Muslims’ frustration with their
marginalized status in contemporary India sometimes erupts in the form of their dismissive
comments about non-Muslims. Out of a desire to not expose my interlocutors to any potential
criticism from people in their own communities, I have chosen to avoid dealing in ethnographic
depth with the fact some of my friends and interlocutors engaged in actions that they themselves
considered unequivocally un-Islamic or morally questionable. This choice is also motivated by
my optimistic belief that most people in the world are striving towards the good. Greater
attention to the contradictions inherent to subjecthood would arguably have given a more vivid
texture to my ethnography of Muslims’ affective engagement with the Islamic tradition in
contemporary Kachchh (cf. Ewing 1997). But rather than highlight aspects of their lives that
might seem to contradict the ethics they purportedly value, I have focused on the means by
which they transmit and affirm ethical values in public performances. I do not believe that this
choice undermines my arguments about how Muslims make Islam meaningful in their lives and
in others’ lives through poetry performance and audition: whether or not one practices what they
preach is somewhat beside the point—what matters is that sustained affirmations of religious and
ethical values produce and undergird particular forms of sociality. Proceeding from this notion,
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this dissertation has examined a set of tools by which Muslim communities in Kachchh transmit
Islamic teachings in the hope of moving towards and achieving ethical selfhood.
At the same time that I was growing to appreciate the ways in which Islam provided my
interlocutors with an overarching model for right action in the world, I became increasingly
attuned to their persistent references to certain emotional concepts, namely pain and love. While
I was already aware of the centrality of love and longing in Sufi philosophy, I was nonetheless
struck by my interlocutors’ frequent references to pain, love’s inevitable corollary. “Pain” and
“love” surfaced again and again in discussions, forming a network of meaning and feeling woven
from poetry, melodies, voices and vocal practices, the texture of one’s heart, worldly
relationships, Friends of God, salvation, the Prophet, and God. The entrenched nature of these
emotional concepts led me to the hoary but fuzzy literature on emotion and affect. Faced with a
bewildering diversity of usage of key terms, I sought to develop a way of differentiating
between, on the one hand, what were obviously concepts about feeling with a long and indeed
Islamic history and, on the other hand, visceral and embodied experiences of affect that pose
difficulties for the facile placement into discursive boxes.
Any theory of emotion/affect is ultimately forced to grapple with questions about the
relationship between feeling and representation. The nature of this relationship has long
preoccupied scholars in the humanities, social sciences, and biological sciences. In view of this
central question, perhaps the most important contribution of this dissertation is that it offers a
model for analyzing the relationship between emotional concepts and the multilayered ways in
which those concepts unfold affectively in individual bodies and group settings during
performance. As part of this analysis, I have drawn connections between musical emotion/affect
and how individuals conceive of their ethical responsibilities to others in the seen and unseen
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worlds. Finally, I have sought to shed light on the interplay between affect and knowledge—to
ask the question of how one learns to feel and feels to learn.
The chapters in this dissertation investigate linkages between emotion, affect, and Islamic
meaning from a few different angles. Chapter One suggests that the sharing of emotional
concepts and affective practices between Muslims and Hindus in Kachchh historically provided a
space for meaningful and harmonious interaction that has been eroded by Hindu nationalism and
Islamic reform. In Chapter Two, I show how Shah Bhiṭā’ī’s poetry and the performative and
hermeneutical practices that sustain it are productive of semiotic relationships between Islamic
meaning, melodic indices, and the emotional stances inscribed in the poetry. Chapter Three
follows that lead by examining musical performance as a set of affective techniques that enliven
the emotional concept of pain and facilitate its experience in individual bodies and communities.
It also argues that musical affect is key to my interlocutors’ view that music can be an
ontologically efficacious form of Islamic worship. Chapters Four and Five show how an
affectively powerful and instructive musical practice was rendered portable across a tense border
by Pakistani media, thus reinvigorating and transforming Muslim Kachchh’s affective
attachments to Sindh as a wellspring of music and poetry. The final chapter demonstrates how
the ethical objections of Islamic reformists to certain kinds of musical performance practices are
undergirded by a recognition of music’s affective potency. It moreover reflects on the ways in
which vernacular models of Islamic ethical selfhood pose a challenge to legalistic and reformist
views concerning the Islamic acceptability of musical practice.
While I have turned to contemporary academic scholarship in formulating my argument
concerning connections between emotional concepts, affective experience, and ethics, I see this
argument as compatible with the Islamic recognition that affective experience is integral to
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ethical formation and the acquisition of knowledge—that felt experience shapes the ways in
which one learns and what one does with the knowledge gained in that process. In recognizing
that theories of affect and emotion have historically been integral to the Islamic tradition and can
indeed be found in the Qur’ān itself (Bauer 2017), this dissertation takes steps towards a
theoretical horizon on which we might “provincialize” (Chakrabarty 2008) Western theories of
affect and emotion.
Although this dissertation has focused on how emotional concepts like the pain of
separation define the vernacular character of Islam in Kachchh, and the ways in which such
concepts articulate with the Islamic discursive tradition more broadly, the analytical approach I
offer here will potentially be useful for researchers of musical affect working in other cultural
contexts. For one, the musical performance of pain seems to be common to most cultural and
historical contexts, though I will resist the temptation to call it a human universal. I have drawn
attention at various points to aesthetic commonalities that Sindhi Sufi poetry performance shares
with other musical practices, such as the use of vocal icons of lament and the feminization of
pain. Such commonalities should not distract us, however, from investigating the significant
differences in what societies have identified as the motivations, underlying concepts, and ethical
effects of the performance of emotion. If affect is to remain a useful frame of analysis, studies of
musical practice also must account for the historicity and cultural particularity of emotion as a
form of sociality.
While the chapters in this dissertation do identify ways in which affective experience and
emotional concepts play out in political life, the forward march of Hindu nationalism demands
that researchers pay greater attention to the political potentialities of affect and emotion in
contemporary India. Looking forward, I see this as a strong motivation for continuing to develop
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the ideas I have outlined here. On November 9, 2019, the Indian Supreme Court issued its long
overdue ruling concerning the destruction of the Babri Masjid on December 6, 1992. While the
court ruled that the act of the mosque’s destruction by a Hindu nationalist mob was illegal, it
ultimately legitimized the destruction by ruling that a temple could be built on the land once
occupied by the mosque. In view of the troubling ways in which Hindu nationalism and
majoritarianism have permeated Indian politics and marginalized Indian Muslims, research on
musical life in India must do more to account for the myriad ways in which music is enmeshed
with political and socio-religious projects.
Proceeding from this imperative, I have traced the history of musical practice in Kachchh
so as to highlight the historically close social ties between Muslims and Hindus in the region,
which have only recently been eroded by Hindu nationalist and Islamic reformist projects. I have
argued that interreligious relations were strengthened and sustained by shared emotional
concepts, such as the pain of separation, which is common to both Sufism and Hindu bhakti.
This history of shared emotional values is evident in the religiously mixed repertoire of kacchī
rāg̈, in which meaning unfolded along Hindu and Islamic signifying axes that, although distinct,
drew from a common symbolic repertoire of regional melodies and moving stories (Chapter
Four). The potential for musical affective experience to facilitate meaningful communal
interactions is also attested to by the musical history of shāh jo rāg̈ in twentieth-century northern
Kachchh, where Hindu Rājpūts learned from and sang with Muslim Jats (Chapter One).
Although these two communities had long been linked through the pastoral economy, they
formed a much deeper set of connections because of their shared love for Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s sung
poetry, one which has persisted across generations. Whenever I return to the footage I took of a
Muslim singer and his elderly Hindu Rājpūt friend, I cannot help but wonder if, amidst
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increasing anti-Muslim violence, communal tensions, and the growing strength of majoritarian
politics, Sufi poetry performance will retain its potential as a space of communal harmony.
Although the shared repertoire of kacchī rāg̈ is mostly gone, the intertwined histories of
the Kachchh’s religious communities offer possibilities for hope, even as they tell a story of
social polarization. In March 2018, Gani Ustād and I took a trip to Rampar village in the Abdasa
area of western Kachchh. Our destination was a birth-anniversary festival at a Hindu temple for
an ancestral deity known variously as Abaṛā J̈ām, J̈ām Jahkiro, and D̤ād̤ā Sŕī Vīr Abaṛā Aṛbhaṅg.
Gani Ustād had a gig there that day playing soṇā’īṅ for the Hindu Abaṛā community as they
celebrated the occasion. A few hundred yards down the road, Muslims from the Sūmrā
community were setting up for a festival at an Islamic tomb-shrine known as Sūmrī D̤ād̤ī Mā Jī
Dargāh (“Shrine of the Sūmrī Grandmothers”), the dome of which is visible from the hill on
which the Abaṛā J̈ām temple sits.
The shared history of these two sacred spaces revolves around an episode recounted at
the end of the Dodo-Canesar qiṣṣo, a Sindhi martial narrative based on events in the thirteenth
century. In the story, Dodo and Canesar, two half-brothers of the Sūmrā dynasty, fight for the
throne of ʿUmarkoṭ. Canesar is the rightful heir but has been denied the throne because his
mother is a blacksmith. Intent on defeating Dodo, he goes to Delhi and asks the ruler Alauddin
Khalji (1267-1316) for military assistance. Khalji agrees and accompanies Canesar back to Sindh
with his army. Dodo rightly fears that Khalji plans to capture his harem of 140 beautiful
princesses, the Sūmrī, so he sends them to Kachchh for protection by Abaṛo J̈ām, a local
chieftain. The Sūmrīs stay for a time on top of a hill in the feudal estate of Rohā west of Bhuj, a
place still known today as Rohā-Sūmrī. After weeks of fleeing from and fighting with Khalji’s
army, during which a few Sūmrī women die from fear, Abaṛo J̈ām prepares for a final battle. By
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this time, many of his forces have been killed. Although he owes nothing to the Sūmrīs, he is
prepared to defend them until death. He gives the group of remaining Sūmrīs a bowl of milk and
tells them that if it turns red, it means that he has died fighting for them and that they should
prepare for their next move. When the milk turns red and they see Khalji’s army coming towards
them, the Sūmrīs cry out to God and ask for protection, and the ground splits open and swallows
them all.320
Shāh Bhiṭā’ī allegorized aspects of this dramatic episode in Sur Bilāval. Nodding to the
genre of Rājpūt praise poetry, he focused on the bravery of J̈ām Jakhiro, whom he cast as a
symbol of the Prophet Muhammad. Muslim singers in Kachchh continue to perform these verses
today, continuing Shāh’s practice of endowing regional narrative traditions and geography with
Islamic meaning. In the words of the singer Sumar Kadu faqīr, “[Bilāval] is the Prophet’s sur.”
Sur Bilāval SJR 1:12
abaṛo vad̤a vaṛo, suvaṛo, sammo, sūṅhaṅ sabhini,
taṅhiṅ dari sabhu acani, kaṅdhu na kaḍhe kaccha dhaṇī.
Abaṛo, so proper and kind, the most handsome of the Sammos,321
All come to his door, the lord of Kachchh does not turn them away.
At the Abaṛā J̈ām temple in Rampar, members of the Hindu Abaṛā community worship
Abaṛā J̈ām as an ancestral warrior deity. His idol rides on a horse and is flanked by murals
depicting him protecting the Sūmrīs. On the morning of the festival day in 2018, Gani Ustād
played soṇā’īṅ alongside a ḍhol player who maintains his traditional relationship with his Hindu
Abaṛā patrons in the nearby village of Jakhau. The two musicians sat facing in the direction of
the idol, and Gani Ustād began to play a melody type known as Sur Jakhiro in Kachchh and as
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This ending is reminiscent of the Sasu’ī narrative discussed in Chapter Five.
The Sammo (or Sammā in Kachchh) is an endogamous community that converted to Islam centuries ago and
purports to be of Rājpūt ancestry. Most Sammā in Kachchh today are pastoralists.
321
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Sur Bilāval in Sindh. The melody likely held no Islamic meaning for the Hindu men hoisting a
flag on top of the temple as the musicians played. But for Gani Ustād, who has memorized much
of Shāh’s Risālo, it surely held a multipronged significance, indexically pointing to the historical
J̈ām Jakhiro, a brave warrior (survīr) who died protecting women to whom he owed nothing, and
to the Prophet Muhammad.

Figure 7.1. Idol of the ancestral warrior deity Abaṛā J̈ām, also known as J̈ām Jakhiro. The
Sūmrīs are depicted in the mural. Rampar, Kachchh. March 2, 2018. Photo by the author.

Down the road from the temple at the Sūmrīs’ dargāh, men from the Muslim Sūmrā
community were preparing for the death-anniversary celebration of their own ancestors. The
Sūmrīs’ dargāh is distinct from other Islamic shrines in Kachchh in that there is no elevated
grave. Instead, a railing around a spot on the tiled floor marks the spot where the Sūmrīs were
swallowed by the earth. Visitors cover the spot with cloths (cādar) inscribed with Qur’ānic
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verses, and women leave miniature painted cribs on the grave as part of their appeal to the
Sūmrīs to intercede on their behalf with God in the hopes he might grant them a child. The
Sūmrā men in charge of the festivities told me that, many years ago, musicians used to play at
the commemoration but that the organizers no longer hired them because music is “forbidden” at
the shrine. Instead of music, the Sūmrā community would mark the occasion with naʿt recitation
and speeches by a few local political figures. Later that day, I remarked to Gani Ustād that the
Sūmrīs’ dargāh reminded me of monuments dotting the western Indian landscape that honor the
Rājpūt women who killed themselves rather than be dishonored, and he agreed. He added that, in
his opinion, there should never have been a dargāh built for the Sūmrīs, because they were saved
not by a miracle (karāmat) of their own but by the grace of J̈ām Jakhiro.

Figure 7.2. The Sūmrīs’ tomb-shrine. Rampar, Kachchh. March 2, 2018. Photo by the
author.
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After I returned to the temple from my visit to the Sūmrīs’ dargāh, Gani Ustād and I sat
down in a concrete gazebo on the hill and gazed out at the flat expanse of Abdasa (abṛāsā), an
area named for the Abaṛās who once ruled there. An Abaṛā man in his thirties joined us and told
us about the recent history of the temple. Around 1990, he said, the Hindu portion of the bireligious Abaṛā community changed the name of the shrine from the Islamic-sounding “Pīr
Abaṛā” to the more Hindu-sounding “Vīr Abaṛā Aṛbhaṅg,” obscuring the murky religious past of
the shrine.322 Later, in the early 2000s, the Sūmrā community lodged a court case demanding that
they be allowed to perform Islamic religious practices at the location, the Islamic past of which
had been gradually concealed.
The tale of J̈ām Jakhiro marks multiple landscapes in Kachchh: physical, sacred, poetic,
and musical. Through the poetic verses, melodies, and religious spaces and practices that
continue to make the story relevant in the region, it is possible to trace a history of closely linked
communities who have drifted apart amidst profound socio-religious and political
transformations. Perhaps an open recognition of this shared history—affirmed in poems of pain,
praise, and love, and sung and played in melodies that continue to transcend religious and
international borders—could help to bridge that divide.
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A portion of the Abaṛā community converted to Islam many centuries ago.
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Glossary
This dissertation includes terms from Sindhi, Kachchhi, Urdu, Hindi, Persian, Arabic, Sanskrit,
and Gujarati. Because many of these terms are shared across multiple languages, I have indicated
provenance only in cases where usage or pronunciation is relatively exclusive to a particular
language or languages.
ag̈vāṇ – leader, leader of a musical group (S.)
Ahl-e Ḥadīth – “scripturalist” Islamic reform movement
Ahl-e Sunnat wa al-Jamāʿat – “traditionalist” Islamic reform movement, also known as
“Barelvī”
ahl-i kitāb – “people of the Book,” i.e., Muslims, Christians, and Jews
ajrak – block-printed, indigo- and madder-dyed cotton cloth distinctive to Sindh, Kachchh, and
western Rajasthan, worn as turban, shoulder-cloth, or lower garment, and/or used as a bedsheet
akhlāq – ethics
ālāp – exposition of melodic type
ʿālim (pl. ʿulamā’) – “one with knowledge,” a scholar
anubhav – experience
arūz – Persian-Arabic prosodic system
ʿāshiq – lover
aṣlī – original, authentic
āsthāno – a place sanctified by virtue of a Friend of God’s visitation or residence; the shrine
built at such a place (S-K.)
aṭak – an endogamous community; a group (K., Guj.)
āvāz – voice, sound
awliyā Allāh – Friends of God, i.e., a “saint”
āyat – Qur’ānic verse, “divine Sign”
baccī – lit. “female child,” referring to high, falsetto vocal register in shah jo rāg̈u
bait (pl. abyāt) – poetic verse in Sindhi or Kachchhi, anywhere from two to as many as eleven
lines
bāj – playing style
bārāt – wedding procession
b̤ārī –group
bāt – speech, language, word, saying (Ur-H.)
bāt̤ inī – internal, “hidden”
bāvar – acacia (S-K.)
bayān – explication, explanation
benjū – stringed instrument fretted with metal keys, played in kāfī and bhajan; also known as
bulbultaraṅg; the instrument was invented in Japan, where it was known as taishokoto
bhagat – respectful title for Hindu bhajan performer; Hindu performers of Sindhi dramas
bhajan – devotional song (Hindu or nirguṇa “formless” bhakti [devotionalism])
bhakti – Hindu devotionalism; nirguṇa (“formless”) devotionalism
bhiṭ – sandhill (S-K.)
bīṛī – cigarette hand-rolled with tendu leaf rather than paper
cādar – a cloth used to cover Islamic tomb-shrines
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caukī – lit. “watch,” a musician’s practice of playing/singing at a Sufi shrine for the enjoyment
of the buried holy person
danbūro – five-stringed drone lute played in shah jo rāg performance said to have been invented
by Shāh ʿAbdul Lat̤ īf Bhiṭā’ī
dāṅhān – call, cry, appeal (S.)
darbār – lit. “court,” used with reference to a Sufi’s shrine, i.e., the locus of his spiritual
authority
dard – pain
dargāh – tomb-shrine of buried spiritually charismatic individual believed to still be spiritually
present in the grave and capable or interceding with God on a devotee’s/petitioner’s behalf
darśan, darshan – viewing of Hindu deity
dāstān – story, tale; subgrouping of baits (verses) in Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic compendium, some of
which contain “chains” of verses linked by the repetition of a final hemistich of one verse in the
first hemistich of the subsequent verse
dhamāl – in Kachchh, this term refers to a kinetic practice involving striking one’s chest or
shoulder with a dagger, and/or piercing one’s cheeks or tongue with a skewer while moving in
time to musical accompaniment; the music, and more specifically the drum rhythm, used to
accompany this practice; in the Sīdī (East African) community of Bhuj, dhamāl refers to distinct
practice involving drums and often possession trance
dhaṇī – husband, Lord (S-K.)
dharam – “religion”
ḍhol – large double-headed barrel drum played with sticks; the ḍhol in Kachchh is smaller than
the Punjabi ḍhol and has a leather lower-pitched head and usually a synthetic higher-pitched
head
ḍholak – double-headed barrel drum played with hands; both heads are leather
dil – heart
dīn - “faith” (Islam); judgement, law, custom, obligation, “religion”
dohā – couplet; prosodic meter on which Sindhi baits are based
duʿā – supplicatory prayer(s)
d̤ukhu – pain (S-K.)
fatwā – non-binding legal opinion
faqīr – <Ar. “poor man”; devotee; mendicant; third-gender individual
faryād – complaint, appeal
firāq - separation
gaddār – “traitor” (H.)
gādī/gadī nashīn – spiritual successor to a Sufi master
ġair muslim – non-Muslim
gajiyo – Kachchhi folk song genre
Gaṅj, Gaṅj-e Lat̤ īf – “[Lat̤ īf s] Treasure,” an earlier name for Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic
compendium that continues to be used in some modern editions
garbā – Gujarati circle dance in which participants hold sticks
gāyakī – singing style
ghaṛo – earthen pot; played as a percussion instrument, with leather stretched over opening to
produce a pitched bass sound
ghamelo – metal cattle-feed pan played as a percussion instrument, often in tandem with the
ghaṛo
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ghazal – poetic form and associated musical genre(s)
ginān – devotional song in the Satpanth Ismā‘īlī tradition
girām – term for modal vocal register (“chest voice”) (S.)
gīt – song
gor – “round,” stylized bestowal of money during musical performances, often intended for the
patron of the event, such as the Sufi shrine or wedding party (K.)
ḥakīm – doctor, indigenous medical practitioner
hath gīṛo – “taking the hand,” i.e., initiation with a spiritual master (murshid, pīr) (K.)
ḥaqīqī – “real,” as in divine or Islamic allusive significance
ḥaqq – truth; a name for God
ḥarām – “forbidden”
ʿibādat – worship
ʿilm – knowledge, science, art
ishārā – gesture, symbol
ʿishq – love
izhār – expression (used in conjunction with the verb “to do,” i.e., “to express”)
jahālat – state of ignorance; the pre-Islamic period
jā’iz – “permissible”
jakarī – devotional song for a Friend of God, especially sung by women
jamā‘at – community, institutional social body
joṛiyā pāvo – double flute, known as alghozo in Sindh and alghozā in Punjab
kacchī rāg̈ – regional performance repertoire of Hindu and Islamic poetic compositions
organized thematically and according to melodic type
kacerī (kacaharī) – conversational get-together (S-K.) (In Urdu-Hindi and other South Asian
languages, this term refers to a court of justice, tribunal, or public office.)
kāfī – poetic form characterized by monorhyme and alternation of refrain with strophes;
performance genres in which kāfī poems are sung or recited
kalām – <Ar. “word”; Sufi poetry of a particular poet or more generally; a poetic composition; a
musical performance of a composition; God’s word
kamī māṛū – “service person/people” (K.)
kārā’īṅ – eleventh night of Islamic month (K.)
khāro – hard, spicy, rough, brackish (water), salty
khauf – fear, pious fear
khut̤ bah – sermon, especially prior to congregational prayer on Fridays; in Kachchh historically,
preachers melodically recited poetic khutbahs that consisted of chains of Sindhi baits (verses)
kuṛmī – lit. “farmer,” used in Kachchh to refer to the Paṭel community
lassī kāfī – “simple” or “plain” kāfī
lok gīt – folk song
mahaul – environment, surroundings
maḥsūs – feeling, sensation
majāzī – metaphorical, figural, “worldly”
mājaṇ, mahājaṇ - “great person,” a term used to refer to Hindu and Jain merchant communities
makrūḥ – “unapprovable”; one of the five levels of Islamic moral acceptability
māldhārī – “one who has cattle/wealth,” i.e., pastoralist
man – heart-mind/self
maʿniyā, maʿnī – meaning
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maʿrifat – gnosis
maʿshūq – beloved
masīt – mosque (K.)
masjid – mosque
mat̤ lāb – meaning
mātrā – “beat” (music); unit of length in Indic prosody
maulānā – religious teacher formally trained in Islamic texts
mazhab / maddhab – “pathway”; legal school; often denotes “religion” in South Asia
meḥfil – gathering, assembly
meṛo (pl. meṛā) – festival, fair (K.)
miyāṅjī – Islamic teacher and ritual specialist (weddings, funerals, etc.) without formal Islamic
education (K.)
mi’rāj – the Prophet Muhammad’s nocturnal ascension to heaven
misrāʿ – strophe
miṭho – sweet; fresh (water)
maulūd – poetic composition(s) in honor of the Prophet; the performance genre in which such
compositions are recited (S-K.); <Ar. mawlid, narratives of the Prophet’s birth and surrounding
events
muftī - jurisconsult
murkī – vocal embellishment
murshid – spiritual master
mūsīqī – music; sonic practices utilizing musical instruments
nafs – soul (lower), often translated as self, psyche, ego
nājā’iz – “impermissible”
namāz – ritual prayer (= Ar. ṣalāt)
naqal karaṇūṅ – “to copy” (K.)
naqalī – “imitation”
naʿt – poetic composition honoring the Prophet; recitation of such compositions
nāṭak – drama
niyāz – blessed food intended for distribution
nobat – <Per. naubat, set of two kettle drums played with sticks (K., =Ur-H. naqqārah/naggārā)
nukh – patrilineal descent group within an endogamous community
pālṭī – <Eng. “party,” a group of musicians or reciters
pardo – lit. “curtain,” i.e., practice of gender segregation (S-K.
paṭ, paṭī – “ground,” “land,” used a suffix to denote historical subregions of Kachchh (S-K.)
pīr – spiritual master
pīṛā – pain
qiṣṣo (pl. qiṣṣā; <Ar. qiṣṣah) – tale, story
qawwālī – Sufi music genre of north India and Pakistan
qaum – nation, tribe, community
qaumī ektā – “communal unity”
rāg̈u – “music” (S-K.); melodic type
rāg – melodic type (Ur-H.)
rāg̈iṇī – melodic type (S-K.)
Rann - <Skt. raṇ, “wasteland,” pronounced riṇ in Kachchhi; the Great Rann of Kachchh is a
large arid geographical feature in the north of Kachchh that seasonally floods and then slowly
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evaporates, leaving a salt flat. It was once an inland arm of the Arabian Sea. The Little Rann of
Kachchh is located in the region’s southeast. When the two Ranns flood, Kachchh becomes an
island.
rāsūṛo – circle dance and associated musical genre (K.)
ri’āṇ, rihāṇ - conversation, conversation session (K., S.)
rūḥ - soul (pure)
rūḥānī – spiritual
rumāl – shoulder-cloth
sad̤u – “call”; a high-register sung invocation that precedes a bait in shāh jo rāg̈u performance
(S.)
ṣāḥib – term of respect for a man, “sir”
ṣāḥibah – term of respect for a woman
sā’īṅ – term of respect for a man, “sir” (S.)
samāʿ – audition, listening; ritual audition of music or recitation by Sufis
samāj – “society”; an endogamous community
saṅgīt – music
sanhīṅ āvāz - “thin voice,” used to refer to falsetto register in shāh jo rāg̈u
sargam – South Asian syllabic notation system akin to moveable-do solfege
shabad – hymn in the Sikh scripture Gurū Graṅth Sāhib
shāh jo rāg̈u – musical performance genre in which Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic texts are sung,
distinguished by alternation of two distinct vocal registers and use of five-stringed danbūro
drone lute
Shāh Jo Risālo – Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic compendium, first published under this name in the 1866
edition by Ernest Trumpp
shalvār qamīz – baggy suit of pants and long tunic
sharīʿat – Islamic law
shāstrī saṅgīt / shāstriyā saṅgīt – “classical” music
shauq – passion, interest, enthusiasm, hobby
shauqīn – “one who has passion/interest,” i.e., an enthusiast
shikāyat – complaint
shirk – idolatry, attributing divine attributes to beings or things besides God
silsilah – Sufi order (lit. “chain”)
soṇā’īṅ - double-reed wind instrument used at weddings and in Hindu bhajan (K., =H. shehnā’ī)
sukūn - tranquility
sur – melodic type (S-K.); “chapter” of Shāh Bhiṭā’ī’s poetic compendium; tone, note (Ur-H., SK.)
sūr – pain (S.)
sūrah – chapter of the Qur’ān
surindo – bowed lute found in western Kachchh, related to Baloch suroz
sūrmī – female protagonist of a tale, “heroine” (S.)
surūd – older name for thematic poetic sections of Shāh Jo Risālo (S.); “song” (Per.)
svara – tone, note (Skt.)
tablā / tablah – set of two drums
Tablighī Jamā‘at – Islamic missionization organization connected with Deoband Islamic reform
movement
tāluqah – administrative division of a district
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tanbūro – one- or two-stringed drone lute (K.)
taṅd – string; instrumental prelude in shāh jo rāg̈u performance (S.)
t̤ arīqat – Sufi path
tarz – melodic composition, “tune”
tauḥīd – oneness of God
thalu – refrain (in kāfī poetic form) (S.)
ṭhāṭhu – pitch-class set, scale-type classification (S., =Ur-H. ṭhāṭ)
ṭheko – basic rhythmic pattern (K., =Ur-H. ṭhekā)
tilak – sacred markings worn by Hindus on the forehead
ṭīp – high point, referring either to a physical location, vocal register, point in melodic ambitus,
or highest string on danbūro (S-K.)
ṭopī – hat; the distinctive Sindhi hat with an arch at the forehead
ummah / ummat – Islamic community
ʿurs - <Ar. “wedding”; death-anniversary commemoration for a Friend of God, i.e., the day he or
she reunited with his or her Beloved (God)
ustād – “teacher”; respectful term of address for a Laṅgā hereditary musician
vā’ī – monorhyming poetic form featuring a refrain with alternating strophes, often used
synonymous with the term kāfī (S.)
varhāṅgo – Partition (S.)
walī Allāh – “Friend of God”
yaktāro – one- or two-stringed drone lute (S.)
zeherī (jeherī) bāvar – “poisonous acacia” (Prosopis juliflora), an invasive plant species that
has spread throughout Kachchh and caused great damage to the native grasses of the Banni
grassland (K.)
zikr – <Ar. dhikr (“remembrance”); symbolic “reference” or “mention”; repetition of God’s
names
ziyārat – in Kachchh, an occasion that takes place three days after an individual’s death, at
which religious leaders give sermons and community members offer prayers for the deceased
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